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PREFACE 
 

 
Discipline “International economics” is an integral part of the training of 

economists-general and one of the majors in the preparation of international 
economists. It belongs to the number of basic economic disciplines. It’s not only 
based on the market economy theory, but also develops it. “International 
Economics” is a connecting link between such university courses as 
Microeconomics, Macroeconomics and specific economic disciplines, such as 
Marketing, Management, Finances, Accounting and Audit, Money and Credit, 
Banking etc. 

Initially “International Economics” occupied a peripheral place in the 
economics system and was based on the principles of separate parts of Micro- and 
Macroeconomics, which contained the analysis of international economic relations, 
which contained an analysis of international economic relations in the spheres of 
foreign trade, interstate flows of production factors, financial and monetary system 
that causes those flows. 

Establishment, development and functioning of the world economic 
relations as a special, integral and organic system influenced the separation of 
“International economics” into the independent discipline. Formation of this 
system was caused by evolution of international division of labor, the 
internationalization process of the world economies, the integration of countries 
groups into regional economic complexes (unions) with interstate and suprastate 
regulation of the socioeconomic processes, production transnationalization, 
functioning of the international monetary and financial sphere as an independent 
phenomenon, which is not connected directly with the foreign trade and the 
international factor flows. 

According to its function International economics consists of: 
- International Microeconomics; 
- International Macroeconomics. 
Such a sequence is not a coincidence. Historically, relatively independent 

parts of the international economy were formed in the next order. International 
trade of goods and production factors was historically the first and, up to the 
certain time, the main form of international economic relations. Only at the end of 
the XX century it lost the leading role that different forms of international financial 
transactions began to take. International Microeconomics is concentrated on 
studying the laws of international flows of goods and factors of their production. 
Separate countries in the International Microeconomics are regarded as the primary 
elements, as well as households or firms in traditional Microeconomics. 
International Microeconomics examines integration processes only because they 
provide the intensification of liberalism in the international flows of goods and 
production factors. 
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International Microeconomics as a part of International Economics examines 
the international flows of goods and factors of their production. It’s a well-known 
definition of the International Microeconomics, which has been lectured for a long 
time at universities and colleges in the USA and Western Europe. 

But the subject of International Macroeconomics is still controversial and 
contradictory, that sometimes makes it eclectic. The selection of the basic 
components of research in International Macroeconomics focuses on their practical 
significance and usefulness in solving specific problems of open economies 
functioning and the development of the world economy as a whole. 

The International Macroeconomic significantly expands a subject of the 
analysis of the International Economics theory, provides it out at the level of 
interaction between open national economies the world economy as a whole. This 
expansion is based on the existence of the international monetary system not only 
as the mechanism that serves the goods and production factors flows, but also as an 
independent system of the international economics. Therefore, the leading position 
in International Macroeconomics primarily belongs to: 

- the research of the modern international monetary system phenomenon; 
- the analysis of the problem, which concerns the exchange rate and the 

mechanism of its formation, the status of the balance of payments, that determine 
the place of national economies in the world economic relations; 

- the analysis of the international financial markets and the concrete 
financial instruments trade (e.g. currency, credit, securities). 

That is why the task of the manual is to consider the essential problems of 
functioning and development of the international monetary and financial system 
using macroeconomic analysis, especially exchange rates, balance of payments, 
international financial markets in the context of globalization; to analyze the 
current tasks of regulation of international macroeconomics. 

When forming the content of the manual the labors of leading foreign and 
domestic scientists were used that are represented in the references in the end of 
the manual. 

The authors and editors express their sincere gratitude to Doctor of 
Economics, professor Lukyanenko D.G., Doctor of Economics, professor 
Makogon Yu.V., Doctor of Economics, professor Tsygankova T.M. for 
cooperation, useful and impartial remarks and the help provided during the work 
on this book. 

Our huge thanks to professors: Pradetto A. (Germany), Gregory P. (USA), 
Fortesk`yu S. (Australia), whose researches and advices contributed to the 
preparation of this manual. 
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PART I. OPEN ECONOMY MACROECONOMICS:  
GLOBAL MONETARY SYSTEM 

 
Chapter 1. Currency and Exchange Rates 

 
1.1. What is the essence of currency and what are the types of currency? 
 
Currency is any product that is able to function as a medium of exchange in 

international payments. In the narrower sense – currency is the cash, which passes 
from hand to hand in the form of banknotes and coins. 

Currency provides communication and interaction of national and world 
economies. Currencies are divided into national currency, foreign and international 
(regional) - depending on the origin (status). 

The national currency is the legal means of payment of the country: money 
in the form of banknotes, coins and in the other forms. The money, that are in 
circulation and are legal tender in the country, as well as vouchers or other 
securities (equities, bonds, their coupons, bills of exchange (drafts), promissory 
notes, letters of credit, checks, bank orders, certificates of deposit, savings books, 
and other financial and banking instruments) denominated in the currency of that 
country. 

The national currency is the basis of the national monetary system. 
Foreign currency is banknotes of foreign countries, credit and payment 

resources that denominated in foreign currency and are used in international 
payments. 

International (regional) currency is international or regional unit of 
account, the resource of payment and reserve. For example, SDR (SDR - Special 
Drawing Rights), which are the international means of payment, are used by the 
IMF for the cashless international payments. SDR could be used by means of the 
notation in special accounts, and by the unit of account of the IMF; Euro is the 
regional international unit of account, which was introduced within the European 
Monetary System in 1999. Euro is the accounting unit of the EU. 

There is a reserve currency in relation to foreign exchange reserves of the 
country.  Central banks of different countries accumulate and save reserves for 
international settlements in foreign trade and foreign investments in reserve 
currency.  

There are strong and weak (soft) currencies in relation to the exchange 
rates of other currencies. Strong currency has a stable exchange rate. The concept 
of hard currency is often used as the synonym for convertible currency. 

There are cash and non-cash currencies in relation to the material form. 
According to the principle of building there are "basket" type and 

common (ordinary) currencies. Currency basket is the method of 
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commensurability of weighted rate of one currency in relation to a specific set of 
other currencies.  The determination of the parts of currency basket, the size of 
exchange components, i.e. the number of units of currency in the set are the 
important factors of currency basket’s calculation. 

 
1.2. What is convertibility of currency? 

 
The degree of currency convertibility is important characteristics of 

currency. Currency convertibility is the ability of residents and non-residents to 
exchange national currency to foreign currency freely and unlimitedly and the 
ability to use the foreign currency in transactions with real and financial assets. 
The degree of convertibility is inversely proportional to the volume and hardness 
of exchange restrictions that are practiced in the country. On this basis (usage 
mode) currencies can be fully convertible, partly convertible and non-convertible. 

Freely convertible are the currencies of the countries that completely 
canceled currency restrictions and exchange them for all other currencies. 

Partly convertible are the currencies of the countries, which keep currency 
restrictions for a certain range of foreign exchange transactions. 

Non-convertible are the currencies of the countries that completely keep 
currency restrictions for all operations as for non-residents and residents. 

Currency restrictions are different acts of official bodies, which directly lead 
to a narrowing of opportunities, to increasing of costs or to the appearance of 
undue delay in the implementation of foreign exchange and payments in 
accordance with international agreements. The main principles of foreign exchange 
restrictions include: 

 centralization of foreign exchange transactions in central and 
authorized banks; 

 licensing of foreign exchange transactions; 
 complete or partial blockage of currency accounts; 
 limitation of convertibility of currencies. 
The degree of currency convertibility depends on the sphere of currency 

restrictions: convertibility by the current account of balance of payments or by 
capital account. 

Convertibility by current account is the lack of restrictions on 
international transactions, which are related to trade in goods, services, income 
transfers and transfers.  

The following forms of currency restrictions are used by current account 
transactions of the balance of payments: 

- the freezing of earnings of foreign exporters, which were obtained from the 
sale of goods in the country, limiting of their opportunities for disposal of these 
assets; 
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- the mandatory sale of foreign currency earnings of exporters in whole or in 
part to the central and authorized banks; 

- limited sale of foreign currency to importers;  
- the restrictions on forward purchases of foreign currency by importers; 
- the prohibition of sale of goods abroad in national currency;  
- the prohibition of payment for imports of certain goods in foreign 

currency; 
- the regulation of the terms of payments for exports and imports, etc. 
Convertibility by capital account is the lack of restrictions on international 

transactions that are related to the movement of foreign direct and portfolio 
investment, capital grants. The currency restrictions, that limit the export of capital 
and stimulate capital inflows to support the exchange rate, are used in case of the 
passive balance of payments. 

These are the limiting of the export of national and foreign currency, gold, 
securities, credit granting, control of credit and financial markets; limiting of the 
participation of national banks in providing international loans in foreign currency; 
forced removal of foreign securities owned by residents and selling these securities 
for currency; total or partial termination of the repayment of external debt or the 
opportunity to pay in national currency without the right to transfer abroad etc. 

There are some measures, which could be done in case of active balance of 
payment, to inhibit the capital flows into the country and to increase the exchange 
rate of the national currency. These measures are: deposition of new foreign banks' 
liabilities to interest-free account at the central bank;  ban on sales of investments 
and non-residents of domestic assets by foreigners; the mandatory conversion of 
foreign currency loans in the national central banks; the prohibition on interest 
payments on fixed-term contributions of foreigners in local currency; introduction of 
negative interest rates on deposits of non-residents in domestic currency (interests 
are paid by depositors of the bank or bank that is interested in attracting deposits in 
foreign currency, the bank pays them itself to the state monetary institution); the 
restrictions on the import of foreign currency to the country; the restrictions on the 
forward sales of national currency to foreigners [14, p. 14]. 

The convertibility of the currency is not purely technical category of 
possibility of its exchange. In fact, it is a special nature of the relationship between 
the national and world economy, deep integration of the first into the second. 
Convertibility of national currency provides long-term benefits for the country. 
The country could take these benefits in case of the participation in the multilateral 
world trade system and investments, including: 

 the free choice of the most profitable markets within the country and 
abroad by producers and consumers at any given moment; 

 empowerment to attract foreign investment and to invest abroad; 
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 the stimulating effect of foreign competition on efficiency, flexibility and 
adaptability of firms to changing business conditions; 

 the pulling up of domestic production to international standards, 
regarding prices , costs and quality; 

 the possibility of international payments in national currencies; 
 at the level of the economy as a whole – specialization, taking into 

account the relative advantages, optimal and economical consumption of material, 
financial and human resources. 

The convertibility of currency is divided into internal and external, 
depending on the ratio of residents and non-residents to the currency. Residents are 
allowed to purchase and carry out operations with currency and bank deposits 
denominated in foreign currency inside the country – this is internal convertibility.  
Internal convertibility covers current and capital transactions. All developed 
countries have this type of currency convertibility. So, foreign currency is the 
means of payment, if the seller and the buyer agree with this fact. Residents have 
the right to implement foreign currency transactions with nonresidents – this is 
external convertibility. Local currency can be externally convertible by current or 
capital transactions. 

 
1.3. What is the essence of exchange rate? 

 
The main feature of the theory and practice of international finance is the 

large number of currencies, which operate in this area. Each country has its own 
currency, the currency, which is the basis of the monetary system of the country 
(dollar, yen, ruble, hryvna, etc.). Currency may have one name but different value 
in different countries. For example, the dollar is the currency in Canada and the 
United States, but the U.S. dollar and Canadian dollar have different values. 

Due to the fact that each country uses its outstanding currency in the 
circulation, and this currency differs from currencies of other countries, all 
international transactions - trading, credit and so on – realize on condition that the 
exchange of two currencies takes place. International flows of goods, services and 
capital in one direction provide the movement of currency in reverse. 

Currencies tend to be exchanged not just to each other, but in a ratio that is 
determined by their relative value - exchange rate. 

Currency exchange rate - is: 
- the number of units of one currency needed to purchase a unit of another 

currency; 
- market prices of one currency, expressed in another currency; 
- set of the prices of currencies which are interconnected by tripartite 

arbitration. 
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The exchange of one country's currency for another one is the content of the 
currency transaction. Each national currency has a price, expressed in the currency 
of another country. It is called the exchange rate.  Prices of the freely convertible 
currency are determined in the foreign exchange market, are based on supply and 
demand for the currency. The price of the currency is set by the central bank in 
countries with partially convertible currency. Thus, currency or exchange rate, 
characterizes by the quantitative determination, which is the ratio of exchangeable 
currencies. 

The exchange rate is the means of internationalization of monetary relations, 
the formation of the world money system; it facilitates analyzing the structures of 
individual countries, conditions and results in productivity, wages, rates of 
economic growth; it is the means of comparing domestic prices and domestic 
production conditions; it is  the means of redistributing of the national product 
between countries, engaged in foreign economic relations; it is the means of 
promoting sustainable development and unification of the financial markets. 
Therefore, it is considered like an important macroeconomic indicator and a tool of 
macroeconomic policy. 

The determination of exchange rates is called the quotation. There are two 
methods of the quotations of foreign currency to the national one: direct and 
indirect (reverse). The course of unit of foreign currency is expressed in domestic 
currency (1 USD = 5.0 UAH) – it is the direct quotation. Exchange rate of the 
national currency unit expressed in foreign currencies - it is indirect quotation (1 
UAH = 0.20 USD). 

The base currency and the quote currency are set in the exchange quotation. 
Base currency is a currency against which the other currencies are quoted, i.e. the 
currency which is compared with a given currency. Currency of the quotation is a 
currency that is quoted to the base currency, i.e. the currency, exchange rate of 
which is determined. Typically, all currencies (except the pound sterling and a 
basket of currencies) are compared to the U.S. dollar. The use of the dollar as the 
base currency reflects the role of the U.S. currency as a universally accepted unit 
of account. 

The quotation method is used for the analyzing of the dynamics of exchange 
rates. The exchange rate is the price of money, so its changes mean appreciation or 
depreciation of money. The national currency appreciates, when the exchange rate 
determined by direct quotation, is reduced: was 5.4010 UAH for 1 USD, became 
5.1210 per 1 USD, the growing purchasing power of the hryvna growth from 
0.1851 dollars for 1 UAH (1:5,4010) to 0. 1953 dollars for 1 UAH (1:5,1210). It 
depreciates in case of the growth in the exchange rate. 

The procedure of the quotation in the form of fixing, where interbank 
exchange rate is determined and recorded, in the way of the consistent comparison 
of supply and demand for each currency, is used on many foreign exchange 
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markets. The rates of purchase and sale, or the average course between them that is 
recorded as official are determined by using of data, which was noticed in previous 
sentence. 

 
1.3.1. What types of exchange rates exist? 

 
Several accounting types of the exchange rates are used to assess the rate of 

economic development. 
1. The nominal exchange rate. This is the rate between two currencies, i.e. 

the relative price of two currencies (the offer to exchange one currency into 
another). For example, the nominal exchange rate of the dollar to pound equals 
2.00 dollars / 1 pound. 

Determination of the nominal exchange rate is consistent with the general 
definition of the exchange rate and is set on the foreign exchange market. It is used 
in exchange contracts. It is the simplest and most basic definition of the exchange 
rate. However, it is not convenient for long-term forecasting, because the cost of 
foreign and local currency changes in case of the change in the general price level 
in the country. 

2. Real exchange rate. This is the nominal exchange rate, adjusted for 
relative price levels in our country and in the country to whose currency the 
national currency is quoted.  

The real exchange rate is a comparison of the purchasing power of two 
currencies. 

This is the formula, which is used for its calculation:                     (1.1) 

P
PSS nr

1


    

 
where Sr - the real exchange rate; 
Sn - nominal exchange rate; 
P1 - price index of the foreign country; 
P - price index of our country. 

The real exchange rate is the ratio of the consumer basket abroad, converted 
from foreign currencies into national currency, using the nominal exchange rate 
(the nominal exchange rate, multiplied by the price index for foreign countries) and 
consumer price basket of the same goods in our country. 

Index of real exchange rate shows its change, adjusted for inflation in both 
countries. If the inflation rate in the country is higher than in the foreign country, 
the real exchange rate will be higher than the nominal one. 

3. Nominal effective exchange rate. It is calculated as the ratio between the 
national currency and the currencies of other countries, weighted according to the 
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proportion of countries in currency transactions of the country. It is expressed by 
the formula: 
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 - the share of each country in the trade turnover of the country 

with countries, that are major trading partners. 
The nominal effective exchange rate shows the averaged dynamics of the 

movement of national currency in relation to several currencies, and reflects the 
change in price levels in each country. 

4. Real effective exchange rate. This is the nominal effective exchange 
rate, adjusted for changes in price levels or other indicators of production costs, 
which shows the dynamics of the real exchange rate of the country to the 
currencies of countries - major trade partners. 

It is expressed by the formula  
i i
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                      (1.3) 

where – 
e
rS the real effective exchange rate; 
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S
P  - the index of the real exchange rate of the current year compared to 

the base year of each country, which is the trading partner. 
The index e

rS  is considered like a major indicator that characterizes the 
generalized dynamics of major currencies rates.  Trends of their development   are 
projected on the index e

rS . 

If e
rS of the national currency rises, exports become more expensive, its 

values are reduced, and imports became cheaper and its size increases, i.e. the 

competitive position of the country deteriorates in the global market. So 
e
rS is the 

indicator of the competitiveness in the global market. 
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1.3.2. Why is it necessary to know the cross-rate and tripartite 
arbitration? 

 
Every currency has more, than one exchange rate, but so much, how many 

currencies there are in the world. Exchange rates having different numerical 
expression are connected by tripartite arbitration. A tripartite arbitration is an 
exchange operation of two currencies through the third one, with the aim of getting 
income by using a difference between the exchange rate and cross-rate. 

The cross-rate is the exchange rate of two currencies (A and В) through the 
third currency (С). We can determine cross-rate by the conversion of the currency 
"А" at first in the currency "С", and then – the currency "С" in the currency "В". 

                         ВАВССА /)/()/(                                 (1.4) 
The actions of arbitrageurs create additional supply of one currencies and 

additional demand on other currencies. A competition between arbitrageurs results 
in the fact, that an income from the arbitration is so small, that the exchange rate 
and cross-rate are practically equal. At the same time a tripartite arbitration creates 
the mechanism, which balances demand and supply on currency in all foreign 
exchange markets. In consequence of this, an export always promotes the rising of 
currency cost in the country in case of its measuring in currencies of other 
countries. An import reduces the cost of currency, regardless of the direction of 
exports and of the country, an import comes from. 

Cross-rates are the secondary indexes. We can calculate them through the 
basic courses of currencies in relation to the dollar. There are three methods of 
cross-rate calculation, taking into account the type of quotation to the dollar (direct 
or indirect) [7, p. 19]. 

The 1st method: the calculation of cross-rate for currencies with direct 
quotation to US dollar (a dollar is the base of quotation for both currencies). We 
must divide an exchange rate of the currency, which is the currency of quotation, 
on the currency, which we use as the base of quotation for the calculation of the 
cross-rate. For example, it is needed to find the cross-rate of the Canadian dollar 
and Japanese yen (CAD/JPV). The quotation of the Canadian dollar for US dollar 
(USD/CAD) equals 1, 5658, and the Canadian dollar to yen (USD/JPV) - 107,34. 

The cross-rate of CAD/JPV will be:
 

52,68
5658,1

34,107
  

The 2nd method: the calculation of the cross-rate for currencies with direct 
and indirect quotations for US dollar, where the dollar is the base of quotation only 
for one of currencies. For the calculation of the cross-rate we need to multiply the 
dollar exchange rates of these currencies. 

For example, if we needed to find the cross-rate of pound sterling to the 
Ukrainian UAH (GBP/UAH). The exchange rate of GBP/USD=1,5890 (indirect 
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quotation), the exchange rate of USD/UAH=5,4250 (direct quotation). The cross-
rate of GBP/UAH= =1,58905,4250=8,6203. 

The 3rd method: the calculation of the cross-rate for currencies with 
indirect quotations for US dollar, where a dollar is currency of quotation for both 
currencies. For the calculation of the cross-rate we need to divide the exchange rate 
of the basic currency into the exchange rate of quotation currency. For example, it 
is needed to define the cross-rate of the pound of sterling to the Australian dollar 
(GBP/AUD). The exchange rate of GBP/USD=1,5820, exchange rate of 
AUD/USD=0,7596. 

Cross-rate GBP/AUD = 0827,2
7596,0
5820,1

 . 

There are cross –rates, which are the most popular: pound sterling to 
Japanese yen, euro to Japanese yen, euro to the Swiss franc. The market of cross-
rates in Ukraine is presented by a few currencies: pound sterling to the UAH, 
Russian ruble to the UAH, euro to the UAH. The determination of other cross-rates 
is not popular, because the trade contracts consist mainly in the dollars of the USA. 

                            
1.3.3. What are the regimes of the exchange rates? 

 
There are three main regimes of the exchange rate in international practice: 

fixed, floating (flexible), compromise. 
The regime of the fixed exchange rates is the system, which characterizes 

by the features: the exchange rate is fixed, and its changes, which are the results of 
the changes of demand and supply, could be eliminated by the stabilization 
measures of the state. The classic form of the fixed rates is the "gold standard" 
currency system, where every country installs the gold content of the monetary 
item. The exchange rates are the fixed ratio of gold content in currencies. 

The fixed exchange rate can be fixed in different ways: 
1. Fixation of the national exchange rate to the exchange rate of the most 

important currencies of the international payments.  
2. Using of the currencies of other countries as legal means of payment. 
3. Fixation of national exchange rate to the currencies of other countries - 

general trade partners.  
4. Fixation of national exchange rate to collective currency units, for 

example, to SDR. 
There are the advantages of fixed exchange rate:   
- stable exchange rate provides a safe basis to the company for planning and 

pricing; 
- it limits a domestic money and credit policy; 
- it positively influences on the financial markets and financial instruments, 

which are  not sufficiently developed. 
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There are the disadvantages of fixed exchange rate: 
- if it is not trustable, it may be involved in speculations, which  could be the 

reason to stop the using of fixed exchange rate  
-  there is no safe method to define whether the chosen exchange rate is 

optimal and stable; 
- a central bank must be ready to provide currency interventions for the 

support of fixed exchange rate. 
On the whole, the system of the fixed exchange rates allows settling the 

short-term problems, related first of all to the high rate of inflation and instability 
of national currency. This currency regime is unacceptable in a long-term period, 
because the divergences in the growth rates of production productivity do not find 
an adequate reflection in relative price changes and allocation of resources between 
the different groups of commodities and services. As a result disproportions are 
accumulated in the structure of national economy. 

As a rule, the market (floating) exchange rates operate in countries with a 
market economy and high level of profit. 

Flexible or free floating exchange rates regime is the regime, when the 
exchange rates of currencies are determined by the demand and supply. The market 
of currencies is counterbalanced by means of price, i.e. rates mechanism. 

The advantage of market exchange rates is their ability to be automatically 
corrected in the way, which gives the opportunity to remove unbalanced payments. 
This process is happened due to free fluctuations of demand on currency and its 
supply; speculators do not have the opportunity to get an income due to a central 
bank; there is no necessity to carry out currency interventions by the central bank.  

The disadvantages are: 
- work of markets couldn’t be ideally efficient all the time, so there is the 

risk of not predictable level of exchange rate; 
 - uncertainty of future exchange rate may create difficulties for company in 

the field of planning and pricing 
- the freedom of independent domestic monetary policy could be broken (for 

example, if the government hasn’t tools to stop decrease in the exchange rate, it 
can lead inflation, fiscal and monetary policy). 

Compromise exchange rates regime is the regime, where the elements of 
fixing and of free floating exchange rates are combined, and the regulation of 
foreign exchange market is carried by the movement of exchange rates only partly. 
It can be: 

 the maintain of fixed rate through insignificant changes in the economy, 
and in case of their insufficiency – by the devaluation of currency and 
establishment of the new official fixed course; 

 managed float of currencies, when the authorities change the exchange 
rate gradually, while a new parity will not be attained. It can be: а) "sliding peg"  is 
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daily devaluation of national currency on the  earlier arranged and declared size; b) 
"crawling peg" is a decline of the exchange rate on the defined size with earlier  
declared periodicity; c) the "dirty float" is daily devaluation on the not earlier 
declared size. The government takes measures to adapt the economy to the new 
situation. 

When the proposal does not meet the demand in terms of the set official rate, 
the currency trade is illegally, the exchange rates of black market are used. The 
offshore exchange rate refers to the unofficial value of the managed currencies, 
operation with them are conducted in offshore zones. 

The choice of the regime of exchange rates depends on the aim of economic 
politics. In the situation, when the achievement of full employment belong a 
primary purpose, and inflation does not get the special importance, advantage can 
be devoted to the floating exchange rates. When the avoiding of inflation is the 
main aim, the exchange rates are often fixed. Essentially, the problem of 
comparative advantages of the fixed and floating exchange rates is the problem of 
optimal combination of unemployment and inflation. 

The degree of depending of the national economy from the processes taking 
place in the global economy influences on the chosen of currency regime. If a 
country in a large measure yields to the threat of internal instability and in a less 
measure depends on external one, the best exchange rates for such country are 
fixed exchange rates. In the case when the economy of country in a considerable 
measure depends on a world market, and internal economic situation and national 
macroeconomic politics are relatively stable, the best option is the floating 
exchange rate. 

Countries with the deficit of balance of payments are more interested in 
flexible exchange rates then the countries, which prefer independence of their 
monetary and fiscal policy. The flexible exchange rates are recommended for the 
countries that are specialized on the export of narrow set of foods, demand on that 
depends on economic position of importing countries. 

It is possible to say in the most general view, that we must pay much 
attention to the optimal combination of the evaluation of currency policy in the 
modern world. The currency policy is an instrument of economic integration and is 
the tool of protection from the negative and destructive influence of the world 
economy on the national economy.   

 
1.4. The equilibrium exchange rate 

 
1.4.1. How does the demand and supply for foreign currency appear? 

 
A concept of the equilibrium exchange rate is important in the study of 

mechanism of determination of exchange rate. The analysis of exchange rate is 
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carried out by using the instruments of the demand and supply of foreign currency 
at the foreign exchange market. 

Demand for foreign currency arises as a result of necessity to buy 
commodities and services abroad. Demand for the currency of any country at the 
foreign exchange market means, that there is the demand of foreigners for goods 
and services of this country. The size of demand on currencies depends on a price 
of the offered commodity. More customers will buy the commodity, when the 
price of this commodity will reduce. 

The currency of a selling country is needed by the buyers, who want to get 
foreign commodity in the exchange for national currency, at the market price, i.e. 
at the exchange rate. Demand of the currency of the seller of commodity depends 
on the currency price (exchange rate). Supply of currency from the side of selling 
country is the result of necessity to buy commodities (i.e. the demand of the 
commodity) from the country-buyer of commodities. 

In a market economy the price of currency fluctuates under the influence of 
demand and supply. If the exchange rate is too high, the currency supply is higher, 
than demand of currency and the price on currency is low. If the price is too low, 
the demand of the currency is more, than the supply, so the exchange rate is higher.   
As a result of such fluctuations, the price of equilibrium of currency or market 
price is created. A market price is the exchange rate at which when the supply of 
currency and the demand are equal on the foreign exchange market (Fig. 3.1) 

 
            
                                                                      

                                
 

 

 

 

 

                                                    Demand =Supply          The quantity of the currency 

 

Fig.1.1. The determining of the market value of currency (equilibrium 
exchange rate) 

 
 

1.4.2. Do the prices depend on the exchange rate changing? 
  
Understanding of essence of exchange rates and of types of their quotation 

allows to compare the export price of commodity to the price of internal market 
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Market exchange 
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and to find out, if the sale of that or other commodity or service at the certain 
foreign market is advantageous, or not. 

Devaluation of national currency reduces the costs of national commodities, 
that is shown in foreign currency (commodities for foreigners become cheaper). It 
assists the height of export, which becomes more competitive. At the same time 
prices on foreign commodities, that are denominated in national currency rise and 
the imports of them decrease. The national commodities, with prices expressed in 
foreign currency, become more expensive as a result of the appreciating exchange 
rate on the national currency (commodities are more expensive for the foreigners).    
Their export goes down and becomes less competitive. The prices of foreign 
commodities, which are expressed in the national currency, fall down and their 
import grows at the same time.  

 
1.5. Forecasting the exchange rate 
 
1.5.1. What factors can affect the exchange rate? 

 
Long-term fundamental factors, that determine the path of exchange rates, 

are processes, which take place in the field of a national production and turnover. It 
is, first of all, the comparative (in relation to world level) labor productivity, and, 
accordingly, production costs, long-term growth rate of GDP, place and role of 
country in world trade and capital exports. 

Relatively more rapid increase of the labor productivity in a separate country 
(relative increase of the labor productivity) in a long-term plan results in the 
increase of relative purchasing power of national money in relation to commodities 
and in accordance with the increase of rate of exchange of this country. This 
circumstance gives an opportunity to forecast long-term development of exchange 
rates. 

When there is the growing of the charges of production (lower labor 
productivity) compared with world, import grows more rapidly, compared with 
export. This process is the reason of   depreciation of national currency, and vice 
versa. This factor got the name "parity of purchasing power" (PPP) of   currencies. 
Currencies are compared according to the international price of the determined 
amount of commodities and services, represented by one or another currency. 

During international and world economic relations such correlation of both 
currencies is set. According to this correlation the certain sum of money can be 
changed on identical by composition and volume "market basket" of commodities 
and services in both countries. It is the parity of purchasing power of currencies, 
i.e. such level of the exchange rate of two currencies that equalizes the purchasing 
power of each of them, if other things are equal. 
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The increase of national income of country results in the increase of demand 
for the imported goods generates demand of the currency of country-importer and 
tendency to depreciation of national currency. And the increase of export, related 
to the increase of national income in other country, generates a tendency to the 
increase of currency national exchange rate of country-exporter. 

Inflation is one of the factors of the turnover sphere, which determine the 
long-term tendencies of movement of exchange rate. The rates of inflation 
comparatively with the rates of depreciation of leading currencies are very 
important. Higher national inflation rates, if everything else being equal, is the 
reason of   the decline of exchange rate of this country in relation to countries that 
have relatively not high rates of depreciation of money. In case of inflation the 
change of exchange rate is quite nominal, unlike the real change of exchange rate 
in case of relative change of the labor productivity. 

If in first case, the monetary policy can influence the exchange rate toward 
its increase (reduction of emission of money, increase of rate of the borrowed 
interest etc.), then in the second case - the facilities, sent to the increase of the labor 
productivity to the level that provides a competitiveness in the world market, can 
influence the exchange rate toward its increase. 

One of factors that determine the movement of exchange rates is a relative 
level of the real interest rates, i.e. of nominal interest rates adjusted for the inflation 
rate. 

The relative level of the real interest rates regulates the flows of capitals 
between countries. The increase of interest rates make the country attractive for 
investing, as a result supply of foreign currency and demand of the national 
currency increase. Low interest rates limit or cause the outflow of capital, demand 
of foreign currency increases, as a result. Accordingly exchange rate behaves. In 
the first case it tends to the increase, in the second - to the decline. Thus, strong 
inflation and low real interest rates result in depreciation of currency. 

The state of the balance of payments effects on the exchange rate. As a rule, 
passive of balance worsens the position of that or other currency in the world 
market, because the demand on foreign currency exceeds its supply. An asset 
improves the situation, as supply of foreign currency exceeds the demand of it. 

The short-term fluctuations of exchange rates depend on a psychological 
factor - market "expectation" of participants of foreign exchange market (disserting 
of bankers, dealers about the prospects of dynamics of currencies exchange rates, 
currency interventions etc.). Market "expectation" generates different sort of 
speculation on foreign exchange markets, including speculative capital flows. 
Expectation of further decline (increase) of exchange rate leads to the stronger 
decline (increase) of the exchange rate.    

Currency intervention, i.e. interference of central banks and treasuries in 
currency operations, is conducted both with the aim of increase and with the aim of 
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decline of exchange rate of the country or foreign exchange rate. If the aim is the 
increase of currency national exchange rate, banks and treasuries use massive sale 
of foreign currency and purchase of national currency. If a country is interested in 
the decline of the currency exchange rate, then there is reverse process – massive 
purchase of foreign and sale of national currency. Currency intervention can 
influence the movement of exchange rates only temporally. The degree of its 
efficiency depends on the volume of financial assets of the specially created 
currency funds. 

The decline of currency national exchange rate assists the discharge export 
of commodities. However the currency dumping brings additional revenue only 
when there is the external currency depreciation, i.e. reducing its exchange rate, 
ahead of internal devaluation, i.e. a fall in purchasing power of money in the 
country Only in this case, selling a commodity at previous price (or lower) in 
foreign currency, exporter change this currency for the greater amount of the 
national currency as a result of fall in the exchange of the last. It allows buying 
more equipment, raw material, labor force at the internal market for the expansion 
of production. 

Forecasting exchange rates is carried out by banks, firms, TNCs. The aim of 
forecasting is an improvement of insurance of currency risks and increase of 
efficiency of decisions in international financial management. 

 
1.5.2. How is the exchange rate forecasted? 

 
The forecasting of tendencies of changes of exchange rates can be carried 

out, first of all, on the basis of PPP, which binds prices in national currency with 
the exchange rates (PPP - is equality of purchasing power of different currencies at 
the constant level of prices in each of countries). There are theories of absolute and 
relative purchasing power parity. 

It becomes firmly established in the theory of absolute purchasing power 
parity, that the exchange rate between currencies of two countries equals the ratio 
of price level in these countries: 

,/
f

d
fd P

P
R 

                                                                                      (1.5) 

where  Rd/f – an exchange rate 
Pd – level of domestic prices (the price of the consumer basket in your 

country) 
Pf – price level abroad (the price of the consumer basket in a foreign 

country) 
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The theory of relative purchasing power parity asserts that the change of 
exchange rate between currencies of two countries is proportional to the relative 
change in price levels in these countries, so inflation is taken into account. 
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where 
0

/ fdR  and 1
/ fdR  - exchange rate in the base and current year; 

0
dP   and 

1
dP  - level of domestic prices in the base and current year; 

 
0
fP  and 

1
fP  - price level abroad in the base and current year. 

Another way to determine the exchange rate on the basis of the theory of 
relative purchasing power parity is the comparison of  the difference of  inflation 
rates within the country (id) and abroad (if) with the change of the  national 
currency exchange rate : 
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The expected changes in exchange rate due to the changes of interest rates 
depend on those forces that influence the interest rates. First of all it concerns the 
inflation. 

Irving Fisher, an American economist, proved the relationship between 
interest rates and inflation in detail. According to his theory, the growing of 
inflation rate leads to the proportional growing of interest rates and vice versa. This 
pattern is called the "Fisher effect". 

The "Fisher effect"- the ratio between the nominal interest rate (p), the real 
interest rate (P) and inflation rate (i) in the country: 

 
                        (1 + p) = (1 + P) · (1 + i)                                                    (1.8) 
 
Generalized Fisher effect is used for two or more countries. Generalized 

Fisher effect: the difference in inflation rate between the two countries equals to 
the difference in their nominal interest rates, i.e.: 

 
id-if =рd-pf                                                                                                   (1.9) 
 
The “international Fisher effect” explains the moving from interest rates to 

exchange rates. The “international Fisher effect” shows that the expected 
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percentage change of the exchange rate is a function of different interest rates in 
two countries. 

The “international Fisher effect” is presented by the equation: 
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where pd — interest rate for domestic currency; 
pf — interest rate for foreign currency; 

0
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R
R

 - percentage change in the spot exchange rate. 

Fisher's theory demonstrates the direct relationship between the nominal 
interest rate, inflation and the exchange rate (see formulas 1.7, 1.9) [13, p. 41]: 

 

pd-pf=id-if= 0
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R
RR                                                                                     (1.11) 

Higher inflation rate in the country, than abroad, compels local banks to set 
higher percent rates in comparing to foreign ones, because inflationary expectation 
is incorporated in them. It conduces to depreciation of national currency. 

We must understand, that the increase of interest rate can leads to the 
increase of exchange rate and to decline of it. It depends on the reason of interest 
rate increase. 

As it is known, the nominal interest rate equals the sum of the real interest 
rate and expected inflation rate. (р= Р + і)  

The inflation rate and the change of the real interest rate can influence the 
level of nominal interest rate – this comes from the above formula. An exchange 
rate of national currency increase or decrease depending on the constituent of 
formula (Р or і), which influences the change of nominal interest rate. If the 
increase of the real interest rate influences the increase of nominal interest rate, 
then it conduces to the increase of exchange rate of national currency. If an 
inflation rate influences the increase of nominal interest rate, then it will be the 
reason of fall in the exchange rate of national currency 

The forecasting of exchange rate is facilitated by the analysis of balance of 
payment. This forecasting is based on forecasting of changes in receipt and 
expenditure of foreign exchange reserves; detection of differences between 
expected receipts and expenditures.  International trade influences on the exchange 
rates through the correlation of import and export. 

There are the key factors that influence the changes of exchange rates. These 
are: the factor of trust to reliability of currency, the spread between an official 
exchange rate and market exchange rates and the  set  of technical factors, such, as 
a publication of national statistics, seasonal demand for currency, some 
strengthening of currency after its continued weakening, and vice versa. 
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Chapter 2. Currency Relations and the Balance of Payments 
 

2.1. The essence of currency relations and currency policy 
 

2.1.1. What is the essence of currency relations? 
 

The realization of international economic operations envisages the exchange 
for money of one country on money of other country. Currency relations appear 
on this basis. Currency relations are the set of money relations that mediate 
payment and settlement operations between the participants of the global economy. 
The participants of these relations are banks, financial institutions, subsidiaries of 
large enterprises, brokers. 

The location of currency relations in the system of world economic 
connections is determined  by  their role in the relations of world trade and 
international credit, international movement of capitals, influencing, from one side, 
on these relations, and from other, - being under their influence. 

Talking  about eventual reasons of processes that take place in the currency 
sphere (first of all, movement of exchange rates), they are determined by 
processes, that take place in the sphere of production, and are influenced by 
changes of correlation of economic forces between some countries or groups of 
countries. 

 
2.1.2. What is the essence of currency policy? 

 
The important instrument of expansion of world economic connections is 

currency policy, i.e. the set of economic, legal and organizational measures and 
forms that public, central bank and financial institutions, international currency-
credit organizations use in the field of currency relations. 

Currency policy is determined by a currency legislation, that includes a set 
of legal rules on the regulation of the procedure for operations with currency 
values in the country and abroad as well as foreign exchange transactions on 
monetary problems(bilateral and multilateral) between the countries.  

The basic element of monetary policy is the currency regulation. The system 
of the currency regulation is the regulation of the regime of realization of currency 
operations, international settlement, determination of general principles of the 
currency regulation, the powers of state bodies and functions of banks and other 
credit-financial institutions in regulation of currency operations, rights and 
obligations of subjects of currency relations, procedure of currency control, 
responsibility for violation of currency legislation. 

The currency regulation is carried out on interstate, regional and national 
levels. 
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The necessity of the currency regulation on interstate and regional levels is 
caused by the processes of integration and transnationalization, by the development 
of international economic relations, by the formation of world division of labor. 
The interstate and regional currency regulation is oriented on: 

- the coordination of monetary and financial politics of the individual 
countries and economic integration organizations;   

- the development of general measures to overcome the currency crises;  
- the development of common approaches to the monetary policy making. 
Coordinated interstate and regional currency regulation helps to reduce the 

degree of autonomy of national economic policies and to increase interdependence 
of monetary spheres of different national economies. 

The currency regulation on the national level takes into account the 
requirements of IMF and regional associations, which are the included to the 
separate states. Its strategy and tactics are fixed in normatively-legal and 
methodical documents. 

The systems of the national currency regulation, as a rule, determine the 
subjects of the currency regulation, the procedure for operations with currency 
values, the status of currency and exchange rate, the powers of state bodies and 
functions of the banking system in the sphere of the currency regulation and 
currency control. 

The national systems of the currency regulation divide all participants of 
currency relations into:  

а) residents, these are all institutional units that are constantly on the 
territory of this country, regardless of their citizenship or belonging of capital  

 b) non-residents, which are all institutional units that  constantly on the 
territory of the foreign states, even if they are the branches of institutional units of 
this country. 

The objects of the currency regulation in accordance with the procedure of 
regulation are currency turnover abroad, inside the countries and with foreign 
countries. Under currency turnover, we must understand operations with currency 
values that are used by the subjects of the currency regulation. National and 
foreign monetary units, payment documents and securities, issued by a non-
resident, and bank metals, belong to the currency values. 

 
2.1.3. What are the forms of currency policy? 

 
Currency policy, depending on its aims and forms, is divided into current 

and long-term [15, p.163]. 
Current currency policy is the set of the measures, aimed at daily, operative 

regulation of exchange rate, currency operations, activity of foreign exchange 
market, also by means of discount and foreign currency policy.  
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The aim of current currency policy is providing of the normal functioning of 
international and national mechanisms of the world monetary system, support of 
equilibrium of balances of payments. 

Long-term (structural) currency policy envisages the long-term structural 
measures concerning consistent change of currency mechanism. 

International negotiations and agreements are used for its realization, 
primarily within the IMF and on the regional level. Also currency reforms, that 
include the measures, sent to the change of key elements of the currency system, 
such, as an order of the international settling, mode of exchange rates and parities, 
use of gold and key currencies, international means of payment, functional tasks of 
international and regional currency-credit and bank organizations, are used for the 
realization of long-term currency policy.  

The forms of monetary policy are: the discount currency policy and foreign 
exchange intervention policy.  

Discount (accounting) currency policy is the system of economic, legal and 
organizational measures concerning the use of discount rate for the regulation of 
investments and balancing of payment obligations, exchange rate regulation. 

Foreign currency policy is the system of regulation of the exchange rate by 
the purchase and sale of foreign currency by the state bodies. The currency 
intervention, currency restrictions, diversification of foreign exchange reserves, 
regulation of degree of convertibility of currencies, exchange rate regime, 
devaluation, revaluation are the forms of foreign currency policy. 

Two tendencies fight in the currency policy. From the one side - aspiring to 
the more close continuous concordance, collective control under an aegis IMF on 
the macroeconomic indexes of development of national economies for the 
achievement of stability and "predictability " of exchange rates. Such aspiration 
exists objectively as a reaction on the growing interdependence of national 
economies, generated by internationalization and integration of production and 
capital. On the other hand there is the desire to protect against external interference 
(mainly from IMF and the USA) in internal economic development, to save an 
independent course in the national economic policy, to prevent the infringement of 
sovereignty. 1 

These tendencies appear with different force in different countries and 
regions. The possibility and effectiveness of a particular currency regime 
determined largely by the tendencies of the currency policy. It is impossible to 
define currency policy, which would be the best for all countries. There is the 

                                                        
1 For example, the United States seeks to shift the main burden of organizing the international monetary and 
financial situation in other countries, which is only natural that resist. IMF in deciding the loan requires currency 
devaluation, wage freeze, the abolition of government subsidies for basic goods, reduction in government loans and 
so on.  
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question of the right choice of concrete politics in concrete situation, depending on 
tasks (problems), which stand before a country or groups of countries. 

 
2.2. International settlements: essence and forms  
 
2.2.1. What is the essence of international settlements? 
 
The realization of international economic operations envisages the exchange 

for money of one country on money of other country. Currency relations appear 
on this basis. Currency relations are the set of money relations that mediate 
payment and settlement operations between the participants of the global economy. 
The participants of these relations are banks, financial institutions, subsidiaries of 
large enterprises, brokers. 

The location of currency relations in the system of world economic 
connections is determined  by  their role in the relations of world trade and 
international credit, international movement of capitals, influencing, from one side, 
on these relations, and from other, - being under their influence. 

Talking  about eventual reasons of processes that take place in the currency 
sphere (first of all, movement of exchange rates), they are determined by 
processes, that take place in the sphere of production, and are influenced by 
changes of correlation of economic forces between some countries or groups of 
countries. 

The international settlements, as a form of currency relations, assist the 
deepening and strengthening of connections between national economies. They are 
conducted by international economic operations and generally represented in the 
balances of payments of all countries of the world. The international settlements 
is the system of regulation of payments on money claims and obligations that arise 
between the subjects of international economic activity, based on political, 
economic, scientific and technical, and other relations. Thus, international 
settlements are: 

а) commercial payments on money claims and obligations, that arise 
between enterprises, banks, organizations and individuals of different countries, 
related to international trade, international credit, foreign direct investments etc. 

b) the noncommercial payments, related to the transport of passengers, 
insurance, tourism, the transfer of funds abroad etc. 

Different factors that influence the state of international payments: 
- economic and political relations between countries; 
- position of country on the commodity and money markets; 
- the degree of using and effectiveness of government measures to regulate 

foreign trade; 
- international trade rules and customs; 
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- the regulation of intergovernmental commodity flows, services and 
capitals; 

- the differences between inflation rates in different countries; 
- the state of balance of payments; 
- the banking practice; 
- the terms of foreign trade contracts and credit agreements; 
- the convertibility of currencies etc. 
The features of the international settlements: 
1. Importers and exporters, their banks, enter into the certain separate from 

the foreign economic contract relations that are related to shipment, processing of 
payment documents, to payment implementation. The volume of obligations and 
distribution of responsibility between them depend on the concrete form of 
settlements. 

2. The international settlements are regulated by national normative and 
legislative acts, international bank rules and customs. 

3. The international settlements are the objects of unification. It is 
predefined by the process of internationalization of economic connections, 
universalization of bank transactions. For example, the unification of bill 
legislation, Uniform Rules for Collections, The Uniform Customs and Practice for 
Documentary Credits, Uniform Rules for Contract Guarantees etc. 

4. The international settlements have, as a rule, documentary form, so they 
are carried out against the financial and commercial documents. 

5. The international settlements are carried out in different currencies, and 
therefore, firstly, the dynamics of exchange rates influences on their efficiency. 
Secondly, the normal functioning of international commodity-money relations is 
possible only with free exchange of national currency for the currency of other 
countries. In other words, the most effective participating of that or other country 
in the international trade settlements is possible only on the basis of convertible 
currency. In modern practice, settlements of promissory requirements and 
obligations between the banks of different countries come true mainly in FCC 
(freely convertible currency). The state uses currency limitations that directly 
influence on the foreign trade settlements in countries with convertible currency. 

The international settlements may be bilateral, when they are carried out 
between two countries, or multilateral, when the sum of money received from the 
sale of goods in one country are used for payments to the third countries. 

The majorities of international payments are carried out as cashless 
payments, through the banks of different countries that have mutual correspondent 
accounts, they keep the funds in relevant currency and execute payments and other 
commissions on principles of reciprocity. The procedure is provided by such way: 
a bank in the country of importer writes off the sum of payment from the account 
of the client and enrolls it (or equivalent in foreign currency) on the account of 
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foreign bank - the correspondent. The bank in the country of exporter writes off 
this sum from the account of correspondent and enrolls it on the account of the 
client that exported the commodity. 

Cash payments on international settlements are made mostly in case of 
traveling of delegations abroad, traveling of tourists or individuals who change 
their currency for foreign currency in the banks. 

International payments are connected with the functioning of financial 
markets, with the movement of securities in the form of direct and portfolio 
investments.  

Large banks play a leading role in the international settlements. The degree 
of their influence on the international settlements depends on: 

- the scales of foreign economic relations of home country; 
- the use of national currency of home country; 
- the specialization, financial state, business reputation; 
- the networks of banks-correspondents. 
The banks use their foreign branches and correspondent relations with 

foreign banks for realization of settlements. Correspondent relations with foreign 
banks are accompanied by opening of accounts of "loro" (accounts of foreign 
banks in this bank) and "nostro" (accounts of this bank in foreign banks). 
Correspondent relations determine the procedure of payments, size of commission, 
methods of replenishment of spent funds. 

With the aim to receipt the higher income, banks try to keep minimum 
balance on the accounts of "nostro". They give the advantage to allocation of 
currency assets in the world financial market, including the European market. 

Banks usually support necessary currency positions in different currencies in 
accordance with the structure and the terms of next payments for timely and 
rational realization of the international settlements. At the end of every working 
day they try to balance assets and liabilities of every currency. Currency position 
of bank is a ratio (difference) between the sum of assets and off-balance 
obligations in certain foreign currency and sum of balance and off-balance 
obligations in the same currency. Assets and off-balance obligations are the assets 
of bank for some period of time and assets that will be received by a bank in the 
future. The balance and off-balance obligations are the obligations of bank to 
clients and contractors on a certain day, and obligation of bank in the future. 

Currency position could be different. Currency position is closed when the 
sum of requirements equals to the sum of obligations in every foreign currency. 
Currency position is open when the sum of requirements in certain foreign 
currency does not equal to the sum of obligations in this currency. There is a 
possibility of the risk of losing or getting a profit in bank from the change in 
exchange rates. Opened long currency position is the sum of requirements exceeds 
the sum of obligations in every foreign currency, as a result of this fact the bank 
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can sustain losses in case of increase of national currency exchange rate in relation 
to foreign. Opened short currency position is the sum of obligations exceeds the 
sum of requirements in every foreign currency. In this case, a bank can sustain 
losses at the increase of foreign exchange in relation to the national. 

  
2.2.2. What are the main forms of the international payments? 

 
The main forms of the international payments in international trade are a 

commercial letter of credit and acceptance of the documents submitted to the bank 
for the collection. 

A letter of credit is a document issued by a financial institution, or a similar 
party, assuring payment to a seller of goods or services provided certain documents 
have been presented to the bank. The letter of credit assures an exporter, that the 
bank will pay the transported products. It also assures an importer, that the 
payment to the exporter will not be executed without verification of the accordance 
of documentation with the terms and conditions of the letter of credit. 

Procedure of realization of letter of credit operation is divided into three 
phases. 

The 1 phase. Letter of credit opening agreement. The suggestion concerning 
the terms of delivery of commodity is examined. An exporter gives to the potential 
customer his suggestion and discusses the terms of letter of credit with a customer 
during negotiations.  

The 2 phase. The commission for opening the letter of credit. This phase is 
related to signing of delivery terms of commodity and its payment. An importer 
gives to the exporter an order to supply the goods in accordance with the signed 
agreement of sale. At the same time he gives to the bank the commission to open 
the letter of credit. 

The 3 phase. Using of letter of credit. An exporter supplies the ordered 
commodity and gives to the bank documents for payment. 

Commercial banks get a certain commission from issue and payment of 
letter of credit.  

Collection of payments is a bank transaction, by means of that a bank gets 
monetary resources from a payer (importer). The resources belong to the client. 
Bank does it on the instructions of the client (exporter) and on the basis of settling 
documents for the commodity and material values or rendered services shipped to 
importer and sets off this money on the bank account of client-exporter. This form 
of payment is considerably widespread, as it is cheaper, comparatively with the 
letter of credit. 

The realization of collection is conditionally divided into three phases. 
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The 1 phase. The agreement on the terms and conditions of collection. An 
exporter determines the conditions of payment in his offer or co-ordinates them 
with a customer in a contract of a purchase-sale.  

The 2 phase.  Issue of collection order and the delivery of documents. The 
seller ships the ordered goods or directly to the buyer or to the agent upon receipt 
of the order or after conclusion of the contract for purchase and sale. At the same 
time he folds all necessary documents (invoice, bill of lading, insurance certificate, 
testifying to the origin of commodity and other) and sends them to the bank 
(remitting bank) together with an encashment commission. Remitting bank passes 
the documents with necessary instructions to the collecting bank. 

The 3 phase. Submission of the documents to the payer. A collecting bank 
informs the customer about the receipting of documents, and also about the terms 
of their receipting. He takes over a custom payment or accepting bill of exchange 
and passes documents to the customer. The paid sum on collection is transferred to 
remitting bank that then enters this amount to the account of exporter. 

The state can interfere in the sphere of the international payments by the 
using of currency clearings. The currency clearing is an intergovernmental 
agreement about the mutual enrollment of counterclaims and obligations that come 
from the cost equality of commodity deliveries and rendered services. The aim of 
the currency clearing can be: 

 - equilibration of balance of payments without expenditure of gold-value 
reserves;  

- obtaining of soft credit from trade partners that have active balances of 
payments; 

- irrevocable financing of the country with negative balance of  payments by 
a country with an active balance of payments. 

The currency turnover abroad is replaced by the settlements in local 
currency through the clearing banks in case of the currency clearing. The clearing 
banks carry out the final enrollment of counterclaims and obligations, so the 
operations are carried out without cash payments or the transfer of funds, but by 
allocation of appropriate sums on transactions on debit or credit of demand 
deposits. 

Depending on the number of participating countries there are bilateral and 
multilateral clearings. There are two types of clearing according to the volume of 
operations: the complete clearing (covers up to 95% of payments) and partial 
(spreads to the certain operations).There are three types according to the method of 
adjusting of clearing account balance: with freely convertible balance, with 
conditional conversion (for example, after a certain period after the establishment 
of balance) and non-converted (balance of them cannot be exchanged for foreign 
currency). 
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Currency of clearing can be of any country. A currency risk can arise at the 
clearing settlements. This risk is related to the freezing of currency profit in case of 
the not converted clearing and to the losses from the change of exchange rate. 

Currency clearings have a notably influence on foreign trade.  The negative 
consequences of currency limitations are softly because of currency clearings, 
because the clearings give the opportunity to exporters to use the currency profit.  
It is the necessity, during the using of currency clearings, to regulate foreign trade 
turnover with every country separately, and a currency profit can be used only in 
the country – clearing partner. Thus, the currency clearing is unprofitable for 
exporters. Instead of the profit in convertible currency they get national currency. 

The clearing agreements between the industrially developed countries 
disappeared gradually because of the development of international economic 
relations. But clearings are used by developing countries. 

 
2.3. International payment systems 
 
2.3.1. What is the essence of international payment systems and its 

risks? 
 

The growth of payment transactions between banks of different countries 
caused the necessity of creation of standardized communication systems that 
would work with unified data. Such systems by which payments for goods and 
services are moving between banks have become international payment systems, 
which are essential for the efficient functioning of global financial environment. 

In general, the payment system is the payment organization, the members of 
payment system and the set of relations that arise between them during the transfer 
of money. Carrying out money transfer is mandatory function that payment system 
must perform. This is done via telegraph, telegraph and computer networks, and 
electronic communications. 

International payment system is a payment system, in which payment 
organization can be resident and non-resident, and which operates on the territory 
of two or more countries and provides the transfer of money from one country to 
another. 

At functioning payment systems may face the following risks: 
 credit risk – risk that a participant of the payment system will not be able 

to fully perform his financial obligations currently or in the future; 
 liquidity risk – risk that a participant of the payment system will not have 

enough money to perform his financial obligations as it is expected, although he 
can perform them at a certain moment in the future; 

 legal risk – risk that insufficient or changeable legal basis can cause or 
exacerbate credit risk and liquidity risk; 
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 operational risk is connected with operational factors: technical failures 
and operating errors can cause or exacerbate credit risk and liquidity risk; 

 system risk – it arises from the inability of one of the participants of the 
payment system to perform his obligations or due to the destruction in the system 
its remaining participants or credit institutions in other segments of financial 
system will also be unable to perform their obligations. 

Therefore, spread of problems with liquidity and threat to the stability of the 
system or financial markets are possible. 

 
2.3.2. What are basic principles of effective functioning of payment systems? 

 
The key to financial stability is reliable payment systems. Committee on 

payment and settlement systems (CPSS) of central banks of the countries “Group 
of Ten” made an important contribution to this cause. In December 1999, it 
published "Basic principles for systemically important payment systems" that 
defined conditions for efficient functioning of payment systems [18, p.625]. These 
principles include the following. 

1. The system should be based on well-founded legal basis in all relevant 
jurisdictions (the laws on banking, contracts, payments, securities, debtor – 
creditor relations, bankruptcy, etc.). 

2. System rules and procedures should provide a clear view of the impact of 
the system on each financial risk to the participants. They should clearly specify 
the rights and obligations of all parties involved, which must be provided with 
relevant materials in time. 

3. The system should have clear management procedures of credit risk and 
liquidity risk, which would establish respective responsibilities of system operator 
and participants and provide appropriate incentives to manage these risks and 
their limitations. 

4. The system should provide final settlement on the value day, preferably - 
during the day or at least in the end of the day. 

5. System, with multicurrency mutual offset should at least ensure timely 
completion of daily settlements in case when participant with the largest 
obligations fails to perform the settlement. 

System of multicurrency mutual offset and postponed settlement is at the 
risk of failure of one participant to meet his settlement obligations. This increases 
probability that the other participants will feel suddenly the pressure of lack of 
liquidity. Therefore, a least, the system of mutual offset should withstand the 
insolvency of a member with the purest receivables position. 

6. It is more comfortable, when the assets that are the claims to the central 
bank are used for settlements. When other assets are used, they should have 
negligible credit risk or none at all. If there is even a slight threat of insolvency of 
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the issuer of assets, the system faces a crisis of trust, which in its turn creates 
system risk. Accounts in the central bank are usually the most suitable assets for 
payments due to the absence of credit risk  

7. The system should ensure a high level of security and operational 
reliability and should have mechanisms to handle unusual situations for timely 
completion of daily processing of payments. 

8. The system should provide suitable for users and efficient for the economy 
method of payment transactions. If the system has inadequate maintenance 
mechanism of intraday liquidity, it faces the risk of slow turnover or even stops 
when each member expects that the other will pay first. To be efficient, the system 
must encourage its members to immediate payment. The support of intraday 
liquidity for settlement systems in real time is especially important. Central Bank 
has to decide whether it should provide intraday liquidity to support continuous 
daily functioning of the system and how to do it. The structure of the payment 
system should meet the country's geography, population distribution and its 
infrastructure (telecommunications, transport and banking). 

9. The system should have objective and public criteria of membership that 
ensure fair and open access. 

10. The management mechanisms of system should be effective, accountable 
and transparent. Guidance of system has to encourage management to meet the 
interests of stakeholders and society in whole. It is its competence to take care of 
appropriate tools and opportunities to achieve system goals. Management 
mechanisms should ensure accountability of system to its owner and the general 
public finance. In addition, they should be transparent. 

The participation of countries in international payment systems is 
characterized by the following features: 

- access to advanced and flexible technologies, which allow providing 
customers with a variety of services; 

- significant entrance fee; 
- necessity to keep a large amount of insurance deposits in foreign banks; 
- limited market of customers and service outlets that make such projects 

quite complicated, capital-intensive and those that require detailed study. 
 
2.3.3. What types of international payment systems exist? 
 
The number of international banking networks is constantly increasing. To 

meet growing demand for information and telecommunication servicing 
international networks that provide a range of services for transferring payments, 
information and asset management are created. The most famous international 
payment systems are systems SWIFT and TARGET. 
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World interbank SWIFT system 
The system SWIFТ is a worldwide interbank financial telecommunication 

system. It was organized in 1973 in Brussels to develop unified methods of 
exchange of financial information and the establishment of an international data 
network using standardized messages. This system is the largest and most 
widespread in the world network of financial messages, any bank can consider 
itself a full-fledged member of the world financial community after connecting to 
the system. The main activity of SWIFT is to provide prompt, reliable, efficient, 
confidential and protected from unauthorized interference access to 
telecommunications services for banks and for works on standardization of forms 
and methods of sharing financial information. 

SWIFT provides the following services: 
- the exchange of standardized financial messages with a fixed set of symbols; 
- transfer by the network of mass payments and other files with an arbitrary 

set of symbols; 
-  the exchange of secured financial messages of own formats in real time 

(“Online”, i.e. the departure time in the place where the starting point of transfer is 
located); 

- union of structural units of the financial institution and its customers into a 
single virtual network (creating a closed user group), led by a member of SWIFT; 

- obtaining online data about the state of the correspondent account. 
Network payment messages as well as messages that are relevant to the 

treasury, securities and trade are sent by SWIFT. Financial SWIFT messages are 
classified into: system messages, client transfers and checks, transfers of financial 
organizations, money markets - forex, derivatives and deposits, collections and 
cash letters, securities markets, precious metals, letters of credit and guarantees, 
traveler's checks, money management and the status of the client. 

Transmission of a message over the SWIFT network takes from 20 seconds 
to 5-20 minutes, while the high degree of reliability and confidentiality is provided 
(about 100%). 

Every day in the world over 9 million SWIFT messages are transferred, total 
value of which is more than 7 billion dollars. Distribution of SWIFT messages in 
the whole world in 2011 is presented in Table. 2.1. 

Table. 2.1. 
Distribution of SWIFТ messages (%) 

Payments 52,9 
Operations with securities 39,1 
Forex transaction, money markets and derivatives 6,2 
Documentary operations 1,4 
System messages 0,4 

Source: [2, p.129]   
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The main advantages of SWIFT are as follows: 
- reliability. SWIFT takes on financial responsibility for the accurate and 

timely delivery of messages; 
-  speed. Message delivery is done within a few seconds, is completely 

automatic with verification and authentication; 
- safety. SWIFT network ensures complete security by multilevel 

combination of physical, technical and organizational security methods, provides 
complete autonomy and privacy of transmitted messages; 

- efficiency. All payment documents are received by the system in a 
standardized form that allows the automate processing, eliminate the possibility of 
different understanding of the meaning of messages by sender and recipient, and 
ultimately increase the efficiency of the bank. Fixation of transaction execution 
enables full control (audit) of all orders and daily automated report about them, 
besides,  language barriers are being overcome and the difference in the practice of 
banking operations is reduced; 

- profitability. SWIFT network allows significantly reduce settlement and 
financial risk, reduce the cost of communications and broaden the range of services 
for its clients, which in its turn increases the competitiveness of member banks. 

From the perspective of users the main drawback of SWIFT is a high entry 
fee, which creates some problems for small and medium-sized banks. Generally, in 
practice, the cost of banks to participate in the SWIFT system is usually recovered 
within 5 years. 

There are more than 50 national payment systems built, based on SWIFT.  
 

Trans-European interbank system ТАRGЕТ 
The Trans-European Automated Real-Time Gross Settlement Express 

Transfer System – TARGET was created in the EU for servicing transactions 
between the ECB and national central banks. It began to function on January 4, 
1999. It was organized in order to facilitate implementation of the single monetary 
policy, reducing transit time of cross-border payments, creating a safe and secure 
mechanism for cross-border payments, increasing the efficiency of payments 
between EU countries. Its basis is the system SWIFT. TARGET system is the 
decentralized system, i.e. cross-border payments go through national central banks, 
by passing the European Central Bank (ECB). It consists of the national Real-time 
gross settlement systems (RTGS) and system of interconnection between them and 
the European Central Bank (ECB). TARGET system performs such three main 
tasks: 

- serves the needs of the monetary policy of the Eurosystem; 
- increases the effectiveness of cross-border internal European payments; 
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- provides reliable and secure mechanism for the settlement of cross-border 
payments. 

In TARGET the following types of payment transactions are processed: 
- payments that are directly related to the operations of central bank, where 

at least one party (sender or recipient) is Eurosystem; 
- payment transactions of netting systems of large transfers which are in 

euro; 
- payments in euro between clearing banks;  
- interbank and client payments in euro. 
TARGET system operates with about 70% of the total gross European 

settlements. Over 200 thousand payments in the amount of approximately 1,500 
million euro are made through it daily. The average size of one cross-border 
customer payment is 1 million euro, and of interbank – about 18 million euro [18, 
p.632].  

Since January 2007 the implementation of the system TARGET 2 was 
started. Basis of TARGET 2 is defined by task of creating a single European 
payment area, which involves the harmonization of infrastructure, interfaces and 
functionality, consistency management system, the overall liquidity management 
system and uniform prices. In addition, the development of the system is 
influenced by EU enlargement, which involves the use of common platform for 
payment transactions for countries – new EU members instead of decentralized 
structures, including the national payment systems. 

The principles of TARGET 2 formation are as follows: 
- contacts with customers are decentralized (between the credit institution 

and its native central bank); 
- accounting, management reserves and transactions are related to monetary 

policy and are implemented on the level of the national central bank. 
Modular TARGET 2 implies the existence of compulsory and additional 

modules (systems). The compulsory modules provide a full range of services for 
conducting settlements and providing information about payment transactions. 
Additional modules allow making transactions with payment in a national central 
bank, managing customer database, using a data warehouse and providing the 
ability to control the minimum reserves. 

 

2.4. Balance of payments and its structure 

2.4.1. What is the essence of the balance of payments? 

Balance of payments is one of the most important concepts of international 
economics. Its study provides a generalized assessment of the economic situation 
of the country, the effectiveness of its economic relations. Functionally the balance 
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of payments acts as a macroeconomic model that systematically reflects economic 
transactions that are carried out between the national economy and economies of 
other countries. This model is made for the purpose of developing and 
implementing a reasonable exchange rate and foreign trade policy, analysis and 
forecast of commodity and financial markets, bilateral and multilateral 
comparisons, scientific researches, etc. On the basis of actual data of the balance of 
payments, the international financial institutions, particularly the IMF, make the 
decisions on the providing the particular countries with financial assistance for the 
stabilization of the balance of payments and to deal with its deficit.  

The balance of payments is a statistical report in which in a systematic 
form the data on international transactions of residents of the country with 
residents of other countries (non-residents) for a certain period of time are 
summarized. 

The balance of payments fulfills the following functions: 
- gives an idea of the level of international interconnections of the country, 

structural changes in international transactions as it is a source of information; 
- allows simulating the processes of macroeconomic development of an open 

economy, i.e. characteristic of the balance of payments in addition to practical, has 
scientific value; 

- serves as a guide for government, who are responsible for economic policy, 
because monetary and fiscal measures as well as measures to stimulate 
competition, often are the result of the condition of balance of payments or 
international influence, which is fixed by balance of payments. 

 
2.4.2. What are the formation principles of the balance of payments? 

 
Balance of payments is based on certain principles arising from its purpose – 

to account the foreign economic operations. Economic operation is considered 
foreign economic if it occurs between the economy of one country and economies 
of other countries. Economic transactions that occur between residents and non-
residents include agreements which subject is goods, services, income, external 
financial assets and liabilities. The economic agreements, by the definition of IMF, 
are the economic flow that reflects the transfer of real resources (transactions in 
goods, services and income) as well as the creation, the elimination of external 
financial assets and liabilities and/or the transition of ownership of the existing 
external financial assets and liabilities (transactions in external financial assets and 
liabilities). 

Foreign economic transactions can be exchange and one-sided.  
Most economic transactions that are recorded in the balance of payments, 

are exchange and presuppose that one participant of agreement transfers an 
economic value to another participant and receives its equivalent value in return. 
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There are three types of international exchange transactions: 1) the exchange of 
goods and services for other goods and services (barter operations as both sides of 
these transactions are real); 2) the exchange of goods and services for cash or other 
financial requirements, i.e. one party of transaction is real, the other is financial; 3) 
exchange of financial instruments for other financial instruments, i.e. both parties 
of transaction are financial.  

Transactions where one participant of agreement provides economic value to 
another participant without the return of value equivalent are called one-sided. If 
one of the parties has no economic value, then a special record called “transfer” is 
made in the balance of payments. Usually transfers have form of money or goods. 
Transfers appear, usually in the form of funds or goods. Depending on to which of 
these types belongs a particular foreign operation, its account in the balance of 
payments of the country is carried out. 

The definition of the subject of foreign economic transaction is based on 
such a concept as “economic territory of the country”, which is identical to the 
concept of “economics”. Economic territory, by the definition of IMF, is a territory 
which is under the jurisdiction of the government of certain country, within which 
labor, goods and capital can freely circulate. However, this territory does not 
always coincide with the geographical boundaries of the state, because in its 
boundaries territorial enclaves outside the main state border are included: 
embassies, consulates, military bases, scientific stations, information and 
immigration or aid agencies that are located in other states and belong to the 
Government, which owns or rents them. 

The term “economic territory” plays a significant role in determining the 
first principle of the balance of payments, i.e. the principle of residency. The 
concept of residency in the system of balance of payments is not based on the 
criteria of nationality or economic subject or on legal criteria for determining the 
residents of a particular state. Economic subject (economic unit), the center of 
economic interest of which is in the economic territory of a certain country is the 
resident of that country. The economic entity has the center of economic interest in 
the territory of particular country, if it has business and economic transactions 
within the country, and intends to continue this activity for a long time. Setting of 
resident units is important for the registration and classification of transactions 
within a particular economy. Position of worker as a resident and non-resident 
defines the various entries in the balance of payments. 

According to the IMF classification, the residents of the economy include 
the following business units: 

- households and individuals who are the members of the household; 
- legal persons, i.e. companies of different legal forms; 
- non-profit organizations; 
- state administration bodies of the country. 
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The second principle of the balance of payments is the principle of double 
entry. Since the balance of payments is based on the principles of accounting, each 
foreign operation that is registered should be represented by two entries that have 
equal cost value: the item of credit and the item of debit. The items of Credit – Plus 
Items (+) – include operations of “Export type” due to which country receives, 
“earns” foreign currency. The items of debit – Minus Items (-) – include the 
operations of “import type” due to which foreign currency is spent. Credit shows 
the inflow of foreign currency, i.e. its proposal, while debit – spending of foreign 
currency, i.e. its demand. 

Thus, according to the principle of double entry on credit, registers a 
decrease of international assets of the country or increase of its foreign liabilities 
(international liabilities), and debit registers increase of international country's 
assets or reduction of its external obligations. Each change in the debit must be 
accompanied by a corresponding change in the loan, and vice versa, that 
transaction is recorded twice: one transfer – both debit and the second – as a loan. 
Thus, total debit and total credit are always equal in the balance of payments.  In a 
systematic view rules for recording the transactions in the balance of payments by 
debit and credit are given in Table. 2.2. 

  Table. 2.2. 
Rules of recording transactions in the balance of payments 

Operations Credit (+) Debit (-) 
А. Goods & Services Export of goods and 

services 
Import of goods and 

services 
B. Incomes (wages and 

investment income) 
Revenues from non-

residents 
Payments to non-

residents 
C. Transfers (current and 

capital) 
Receiving the funds Transfer of funds 

D. Purchase / sale of non-
productive non-financial 

assets 

Sale of assets Purchase of assets 

 
E. Operations with financial 

assets or liabilities 

The increase in 
liabilities of non-

residents or decrease in 
requirements for non-

residents 

The increase in 
requirements for non-

residents or decrease in 
liabilities of non-

residents 
 

The third principle of the balance of payments is the principle of a unified 
evaluation of all transactions that are recorded in the balance of payments. Its 
essence is that for evaluation of transactions with real and financial assets and 
liabilities the market prices are used that are consistent with the participants of 
economic transactions. Market price, as defined by IMF – is the amount of money 
the buyer is ready to pay for goods, services, etc., that are purchased from a seller, 
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who is ready to sell him the product, service, financial assets. Both parties of this 
agreement are independent, and the exchange between them is carried out on a 
commercial basis. The market price is established for each operation. The market 
price is different from stock quotes, world market prices, current prices, i.e. prices 
are not the prices actually paid for the goods. There are times, when the market 
price cannot be set in accordance with the above criteria. This occurs during barter 
exchange of commodities, agreements between departments of the same 
multinational corporation, at international leasing operations, etc. In these cases, 
the evaluation of transactions is carried out at prices of similar agreements. 
Following this principle ensures the comparability of the balance of payments in 
different countries and items of balance of payments of each country.  

The fourth principle of the balance of payments is the principle of 
simultaneous registration of foreign economic operation. Each operation must be 
reflected in the balance of payments on credit and on its corresponding debit 
simultaneously. Both parties of the agreement must record this transaction on the 
same date that corresponds to the date of its execution. To implement this 
approach, it is necessary to determine the time of registration by the balance of 
payments. This moment can be the time of conclusion of the contract or time of 
transition of legal ownership on assets that are transferred. If the time of transfer of 
ownership is difficult to determine, it is considered the moment of appropriate 
accounting entry into account of contractors. 

During the compilation of the balance of payments it is important to 
establish the monetary unit in which the records should be keeps, i.e. to determine 
the unit of account (estimated exchange rate). The unit of account should be quite 
stable, so that changes in its course during the accounting period were not reflected 
in the totals; in addition, it must be stable for the largest possible number of 
accounting periods to ensure comparability and analysis of their dynamics. During 
preparing the balance of payments we should use the unit of account, which is used 
by them in internal calculations and accounting. According to the IMF, it is 
necessary to make the balance of payments in national currency, and then 
recalculate the indicators in the unit of account (USD) for the free-market 
exchange rate. However, it is necessary to note that the compilation and 
publication of the balance of payments in most countries is carried out in U.S. 
dollars.  

Information sources of the balance of payments are:  
- the data of the State Statistics: Data of national accounts, generalized 

statistics on foreign trade in goods and services, statistical reporting accounts of 
direct and portfolio investment, quarterly reports on foreign trade in goods at prices 
FOB and SIF in geographical terms, indices of consumer and wholesale prices, the 
cost structure of export industries, data on informal trade; 
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- the information of the state bodies on economic policy: forecast 
calculations of the dynamics of key macroeconomic indicators, information on the 
economy as a whole and for individual sectors, reference prices of basic goods and 
services exported and imported, data on terms of trade, data on trade regime; 

- the information of the State Customs Service: the data on exports and 
imports of goods and humanitarian aid assessment, the data on non-formal (or 
spontaneous) trade. 

 
2.4.3. What are the standard components of the balance of payments? 

 
Development of the balance of payments is based on a methodology that is 

regulated by international standards “Balance of Payments and International 
Investment Position Manual”, prepared by the IMF [9, p.175]. It is updated 
periodically, is reviewed and published. Last, the sixth edition of the 
Recommendations was published in 2009. 

The basic standard components of BoP are listed in the Table. 2.3. 
 

Table 2.3 
The standard components of BoP (according to IMF) 

 
Items Credit Debit 
Current Account   
А. Goods and services   
     1. Goods   
     2. Services   
Б. Incomes   
     1. Wages   
     2. Investment income    
В. Current transfers   
     1. Public administration sector   
     2. Other sectors   
Capital account and financial account   
А. Capital account   
     1. Capital transfers   
2. Acquisition/disposal of non-produced non-financial 
assets 

  

Б. Financial account   
     1. Direct investment   
1.1. Outward   
1.2. Inward    
     2. Portfolio investment   
2.1. Assets   
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2.2. Liabilities   
     3. Other investment   
3.1. Assets   
3.2. Liabilities   
     4. Reserve assets   

 
The distribution of BoP on standard components (sections) is based on 

such approaches: 
- each item should have characteristics, i.e. factor or the set of factors that 

affect the amount of one item should be different from the factors that affect the 
other items; 

- the presence of a particular item in BoP should be set for a group of 
countries, which is reflected as changes in the dynamics of this item and in its 
absolute value. In other words, if any balance of payments varies significantly 
over time in either group of countries it is a significant percentage of the balance 
of payments of the group; it must be isolated in a separate item; 

- gathering the information for the account by the items should not have 
particular difficulties for preparers of balance of payments;  

- the structure of the balance of payments must be such that its values were 
connected with other statistical systems, such as the system of national accounts; 

- the number of items should not be too numerous, and the item should be 
subject to consolidation into the components of a higher level. 

The standard components of BoP are divided into two groups of accounts: 
the current account, which accounts the economic transactions on the 
international movement of real material assets, and the capital account and the 
financial account that accounts the international transactions related to the 
changes of ownership on foreign financial assets or liabilities of the country 
(especially these are the operations, which essence lies in the presentation and 
settlement of financial claims of one country to other countries and vice versa). 
 

2.4.4. What is the essence of items of current account?  
 
The current account includes all operations with real values that occur 

between residents and non-residents, and operations related to the free provision 
or receiving of values that are designed for current use. There are four main 
components in the structure of the current account: goods, services, and income 
and current transfers. Export transactions are recorded on credit side, import – on 
debit side. Current account includes transactions that are completed during the 
period. If they are reflected in BoP in future periods they do not have any effect 
on it. 

Let’s consider the main types of current operations in more details.  
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1.  Under the goods the group of items of BoP is meant, which 
summarizes market prices on exports and imports of ordinary goods and goods 
for further processing (goods that cross the border for further processing, after 
which they return to the country - owner of the goods), repair of goods (the cost 
of repairing mobile equipment), the purchase of goods in ports by transport 
organizations (fuel, food, inventory and auxiliary materials).  

2.  The services provided by residents to non-residents and vice versa 
include: 

 Transportation (freight and passenger transportation by all types of 
transport, related services, support services, which include rental of vehicles with 
a crew, storage, loading, unloading, vehicle maintenance, pilot services, 
commission payments, agency services, associated with passenger and freight 
transportation); 

 travels (the value of all types of goods and services purchased by 
visitors: payments for tours, for accommodation, purchase of goods for personal 
use, private transfers from abroad to non-residents, cash exchange sold for travel, 
etc.) 

  communications services (telecommunications, telephone, radio, email, 
satellite, telex, TV communications, postal services); 

 construction services (construction objects equipment installation and 
repair of buildings and facilities); 

 insurance and pension services (insurance, which are made by residents 
to non-residents);  

 financial services (financial intermediaries, receipt or payment of fees 
for operations of letters of credit, bankers' acceptances, securities, asset 
management, financial leasing and maintenance of correspondent accounts, etc.); 

 other services (computer, informative, royalties and license fees, 
services to individuals, services in the field of culture and recreation, government 
services, i.e. foreign trade embassies, consulates, military missions, as well as 
various types of business, professional, technical linked to the research activities 
and services). 

3. Income. This is a group of items, which includes payments between 
residents and non-residents related to the wages of non-residents, and operations, 
related to investment income. 

Wages include salaries and other benefits, received by workers and 
employees outside the country where they are resident, for work, performed by 
them for residents of other countries.  

Income from investments is divided into: 
  income from direct investment: from share participation in the capital 

of the company (dividends, distributed and undistributed profits of foreign 
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branches, reinvested earnings) interest on debt liabilities (interest paid to direct 
investor by enterprise of direct investment and vice versa); 

  income from portfolio investment: cash flows between residents and 
non-residents as a result of  buying and selling stocks, bonds, long-term 
securities, government bills and other instruments of the financial market;  

 income from other investments: interest (receipts and payments) in other 
financial requirements and obligations (interest on deposits, loans from the IMF). 

4. Current transfers. This item reflects the operations of interstate transfer 
of material resources, when in return the country does not receive any cost 
substitution. Depending on the direction transfers appear only on credit or debit. 

Current transfers include: cash transfers to governments to finance 
expenditures, humanitarian aid, and regular contributions to international 
organizations, government fees or costs for international organizations to provide 
technical assistance. 

 
2.4.5. What is the essence of items of capital and financial account?  
 
Capital and financial account fixes the movement of capital, export and 

import of goods and services are financed with the help of which. It is divided 
into the capital account and the financial account. 

The capital account includes capital transfers and acquisition/disposal of 
non-produced non-financial assets. 

Capital transfers are the transfers that involve the transfer of ownership to 
the fixed capital or debt relief by creditor. These include investment transfers 
(funds transferred by one country to another with the purpose of payment of fixed 
capital purchase: buildings, structures, airfields, airports, communication 
networks, hospitals, etc.), transfers related to migration (migrant remittances, cost 
valuation of migrants’ property that moved from country to country), debt 
cancellation by creditor (written off all or part of the debt by the bank and other 
state or private entity), private donations for investment purposes (for example, 
transfer of inheritance bequeathed to finance the construction of hospitals). 

The item “Acquisition/disposal of non-produced non-financial assets” 
includes operations with assets, which are not the result of production (land, its 
subsoil) and intangible assets (acquisition of patents, trademarks, copyrights). 

The amount of transactions that reflected on this account is usually 
insignificant. 

The financial account shows all transactions in the result of which there is 
a transition of ownership to external financial assets and requirements of the 
country in which, that is the emergence and repayment of financial liabilities 
between residents and non-residents. 
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The financial account is divided into two classification groups, including 
transactions with financial assets and transactions of financial commitments 
(liabilities). Both groups are divided into three functional categories: direct, 
portfolio and other investments. The composition of assets also includes such 
category as reserve assets. 

Accounting of direct investments is carried out depending on their 
orientation: investments of residents abroad showed separately (capital outflow) 
and investments of non-residents in the domestic economy (capital inflow). 

Direct investment is divided into share capital (the purchase of shares of 
branch and associated establishments), reinvested earnings (inverse investments 
of part of undistributed in the form of dividend income) and other investments 
(typically intra-firm crediting by company of its subsidiary and associated 
companies). 

Thus, capital in the form of direct investment is: 1) the capital invested by 
direct investor in foreign enterprise of direct investment and 2) capital obtained 
by direct investor to participate in this enterprise. 

Portfolio investments are divided into two groups: operations with foreign 
securities (operations with financial assets) and domestic securities transactions 
(transactions with financial liabilities). 

Depending on the type of financial instrument, transactions with portfolio 
investments are divided into: 

1) securities transactions, confirming participation in capital (transactions 
with shares, certificates of participation, ADR); 

2) transactions with debt securities, confirming the right of the creditor to 
collect the debt from the creditor: a) bonds and other long-term or perpetual debt, 
b) in foreign exchange market instruments, i.e. treasury bills, promissory notes, 
banker’s acceptances, short-term certificates of deposit, and c) financial 
derivatives (options, futures, swaps). 

The category of “Other investments” includes trade and bank credits and 
loans, including credits and loans from the IMF and the international financial 
institutions, financial leasing agreements, cash currency and deposits and other 
short-term assets/liabilities. 

During the considering the capital account it is necessary to pay attention 
to the fact that usually crediting abroad is called “the export of capital” and 
foreign loans – “the import of capital”. However, crediting of foreigners is 
import, as investments in other countries (capital outflows) mean expenditure of 
foreign currency reserves decrease, and thus reflects on the debit side. Getting 
credit (capital inflow) is an export operation, as foreign investment increased 
reserves of foreign currency, and therefore reflects on the credit side. So, if 
export of goods increased and import reduces reserves of foreign currency, the 
outflow (removal) of capital, i.e. investment in other countries, means spending, 
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reducing foreign currency reserves and inflow (import) of capital, i.e. investment 
from other countries increases the reserves of foreign currency. 

 
2.4.6. What are the reserve assets? 

 
The most important part of the financial account is reserve assets, which 

include external assets of the country under the control of monetary authorities 
and that can be used for direct financing o0f the balance of payments deficit or 
for the interventions on the foreign exchange market to support the national 
currency rate at any time. 

Reserve assets include: 
 monetary gold, which is at the disposal of the central bank or the 

government of the country and can be implemented on the global gold markets or 
international organizations in foreign currency; 

 Special Drawing Rights (SDRs) – the reserve asset issued by the IMF, 
which is shared between the member states in accordance with their quotas. It is 
used to purchase foreign currency, allocation of credits and carrying out of 
payments; 

 reserve position in the IMF, that is the amount of the country’s reserve 
share in the capital of the IMF (25% quota of the country in the capital of the 
Fund); 

 currency assets, which consist of foreign currency, bank deposits, 
government securities, shares in companies, financial derivatives. Currency assets 
have the largest share in the structure of reserve assets; 

 the other claims that include the remainder of claims in the foreign 
currency. 

Foreign currency reserves determine the extent of the solvency of the 
country. 

As the balance of payments is a financial report of double entry, the debit 
balance of all structural parts must exactly correspond to the credit. However, 
such compliance is rare in practice due to incorrect entry or lack of records of 
certain transactions. The item “errors and omissions” is used to achieve balance 
and maintain the double entry system. This item is the balancing item and 
represents the difference between the amount on all credit entries and the sum 
over all debit entries that reflect the temporary and cost differences. 

 
2.5. How are the items of balance of payments balanced? 
 
The principle of the balance of payments (BoP), when debits equal the 

loan, often does not satisfy economists and it is required the balance of 
aggregated groups of operations within the overall balance to develop specific 
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measures.  Therefore, the balance of payments consists not only in the neutral 
form (in accordance with standard components), but also in analytical form. The 
main parameter that is used to analyze the balance of payments is the balance of 
BoP. 

Due to the definition, the BoP is always in balance. However, the analysis 
of the balance of payments uses notions such as “active (surplus)” or “passive 
(deficit)” balance of payments. International Monetary Fund proposed the method 
for determining the deficit or surplus on the basis of the distribution of its items 
on independent (main or “articles over line”) and balancing (compensation or 
“articles below line”). Thus, the balance of payments is divided into autonomous 
balance (basic) transactions and balance of balancing transactions. Autonomous 
transactions include all private and public transactions that are undertaken 
without regard to the balance of payments, the implementation of which is not 
intended to influence it. The actions of state bodies, especially of the central 
bank, are understood under balancing transactions that are caused by the state of 
balance of payments, i.e. that are used to finance the pre-autonomous 
transactions. Thus, the basis of the distribution of transactions is the criterion of 
their motivation. Balance of autonomous items is called “balance of BoP”, and 
depending on the positive or negative this value, the balance of payments is 
defined as active or passive. The balancing items are used to cover the balance of 
BoP. Thus, the concept of balance of BoP does not apply to the entire balance of 
payments, and to its constituents is to balance up a particular set of transactions. 

There are analytical groups of items of balance of payments, an appropriate 
balance is the result of which:  

- the trade balance;  
- the balance of services trade; 
- current account balance; 
- base balance; 
- total balance or the balance of official settlements. 
The trade balance is the difference between the payments of exports and 

imports of goods. If exports exceed imports, it creates a “positive balance” of 
trade balance. If import exceeds export, there is a trade deficit or “negative 
balance” of trade balance. In the most general terms, the assets and liabilities of 
the trade balance are associated with an increase or decrease in demand for 
products of the country on the world market that is the economic conjuncture of 
the world market. The excess of exports over imports shows increasing global 
demand for the country, and domestic buyers prefer domestic products, which 
indicate the good state of the economy. In contrast, the deficit (negative balance) 
indicates the lack of competitiveness of the products of the country on the world 
market and excellence in the country of import.  
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However, the trade balance may be affected by other factors such as a 
favorable investment climate, which can cause the inflow of investments into the 
country, and the increase in purchases of equipment abroad, which could lead to 
trade deficit. In this case, the trade deficit is accompanied by economic growth. 
Trade deficit may be covered, for example, by earnings from sale of licenses, 
from tourism, remittances of foreign workers. 

The balance of services trade is the movement of services and non-
commercial payments, classified as “invisible” exports and imports, comparing of 
which forms the balance of “invisible” transactions. 

Balance on current account is the most informative. It displays all transfers 
of assets that are associated with the movement of goods, services, investment 
earnings, transfers, and provides a link between the international treaties of the 
country and its national income. The positive balance on current transactions 
means that the country is a net investor in relation to other countries, and the 
negative balance indicates that the country is a net debtor, i.e. it should pay for 
the net imports of goods. 

The balance of current account and balance of operations with capital and 
financial instruments represents base balance, excluding short-term capital and 
the reserve assets. The balance of the basic balance is defined as the sum of 
operations of these two balances. The balance can be both negative and positive. 
The negative balance often leads to the depreciation of the currency and reduction 
of reserve assets. All agreements of current account balance and balance 
operations of long-term capital are autonomous (basic) and are displayed in the 
main articles. Base balance shows the most important characteristics of the 
economic area: the level of international competitiveness, investment climate, 
consumer preferences, labor productivity, level of its pay, etc. 

Operations with reserve assets are balancing and create the balance of 
official settlements. 

The balance on current account and flow of capital (total balance) is 
balanced by the aggregate amount of official reserves, i.e. it is balanced by 
reserve assets (compensatory articles). So, if the payments of the country (debit 
transactions) are not covered by foreign currency inflows (credit transactions), 
than the negative balance shows a deficit of balance of payments. An equal credit 
balance in the balance of official reserves must offset this deficit. The amount of 
covering of the deficit by reserves shows a reduction of currency reserves of the 
country. The positive balance of BoP (total credit exceeds the total debit) must be 
compensated by an equal debit balance of official reserves. 
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2.6. State regulation of the balance of payments 

2.6.1. What is the essence of the concept of economic equilibrium of 
balance of payments? 

 
The balance of payments is in equilibrium state when the national economy 

is well adapted to the global economy. Under the equilibrium we can understand 
the stable relationship between the economic indicators such as demand, supply, 
and prices of certain goods. Although the balance of payments is the balance 
sheet but it is not always in a state of equilibrium. Prices, income, exchange rates 
and other macroeconomic indicators of country vary to restore a stable 
relationship with another world in case of disequilibrium of the balance of 
payments. Thus, the concept of the balance of payments equilibrium is the 
concept of market alignment. 

The balance of payments is influenced by various internal and external 
factors, the effect of which is not the same length of time. There is long-, 
medium- and short-term balance of payments equilibrium [2, p.57]. 

Long-term equilibrium provided with the lack of balance of trade in goods 
and services for a long period of time. Active balance of current account indicates 
that the country earns on external markets more than it spends. A negative 
balance indicates that this country spends more than it earns on external markets. 
The result for the current transactions has to be financed in certain way of capital 
movement to achieve balance: net credits from non-residents used to finance the 
deficit, and the surplus goes to residents crediting. Current account balance 
indicates the international financial position of the debtor country or creditor. 
Country of prolonged current account deficit is a net debtor, the country that has 
for a long time active current balance is net creditor. Thus, the presence of 
balance is a measure of disequilibrium of balance of current transactions. 

Medium-term equilibrium of balance of payments equilibrium is provided 
by the absence of total balance of the current account and the balance of long-
term capital, i.e. the lack of balance in base balance from three to five years. This 
balance is maintained by the mechanism of long-term crediting. Breaking 
medium-term equilibrium is defined by the base balance state, the balance of 
which indicates the degree to which it is financed by long-term capital. It is 
believed that the basic balance is unreceptive to factors of the short-term actions, 
such as, for example, fluctuations of exchange rates and interest rates, and more 
exposed to non-monetary economic factors (long-term changes in the distribution 
of resources in the branches of production and their prices, labor productivity, 
tastes and consumer preferences, etc.). Credit or debit balance is the evidence of 
medium-term equilibrium breach, which necessitates an appropriate adjustment 
of the country's economic ties with the world economy. 
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Short-term equilibrium of balance of payments is observed in the absence 
of balance of official settlements balance. This occurs in the case when the state 
monetary institutions do not use official reserve assets. 

Balance of payments equilibrium can be broken because of the imbalance 
of international payments for the following reasons: 

- seasonal or random imbalance. Seasonal imbalance appears as a result of 
seasonal fluctuations of production and consumption that do not coincide in time. 
Seasonal variations are not long-lasting, and the deficit in one period is 
compensated by an excess in another one. Random imbalance is caused by 
unforeseen non-economic reasons. For example, flood or earthquake can cause an 
increase in imports, and adverse weather conditions – reducing agricultural 
exports; 

- cyclical imbalance, which is based on the cyclical nature of economic 
conjuncture. As a result, there are periodic changes in supply and demand on 
world markets; 

- structural imbalances, based on a gap between changes in the demand for 
exported and imported goods, and not a quick adaptation of the national economy 
to new conditions; 

- imbalance, as a result of destabilizing currency speculation and capital 
outflow. These are different phenomena by their nature, but usually take place at 
the same time; 

- imbalance of other reasons. For example, an imbalance may occur due to 
an unrealistic exchange rate or technological and other changes in the economy 
transition from one stage of development to another. 

 
2.6.2. What are the main economic factors that influence the balance of 

payments? 
 
The main economic factors affecting the balance of payments are: inflation, 

the real rate of GDP growth, interest rates, exchange rates of “spot” [9, p. 71]. 
Comparative increase in the price level in the country affects the 

competitiveness of its products and services. Goods and services that are 
produced domestically are expensive to foreign buyers. As a result, there is a 
reduction of export. However, there is increased import due to increased prices 
for domestic goods. This means the reduction of the inflow and the increase of 
outflow of currency. 

High rates of GDP also lead to an increase in imports of goods and 
services. The high growth rates of GDP mean increase of the level of incomes in 
the country, some of which will be spent on imports. 

Interest rates affect the movement of capital. Increasing interest rates may 
lead to capital inflows, decline – to capital outflows. 
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High current spot rate of foreign currency prevents the import operations 
and facilitates export operations in terms of floating exchange rates. The low 
exchange rate favors import and hinders export. 

The effects of BoP disproportion can be both negative and positive. 
Negative consequences include: total debt, lack of necessary reserve stock 

of foreign currency, reducing overall welfare in the passive balance of payments. 
The positive effects are: the ability to develop rapidly by attracting foreign 
investment, the compensation of trade deficit by attracting long-term capital. 
Alternative solved problem: economic growth, an increasing employment, the 
fight against inflation. 

The negative consequence of the active BoP is the depreciation of financial 
assets that are accumulated, giving rise to the need to develop a program of 
spending of excess funds. This program may include the stimulating of the 
acquisition of foreign ownership, the development of foreign tourism, the 
revaluation of the national currency and so on. The positive result is the 
accumulation of currency liabilities in foreign currency, which allows the extra 
stabilization of the state of the country in case of natural disasters, temporary 
crop failures, declining in production. 
 

2.6.3. What are the measures of the government regulation of the 
balance of payments? 

 
The balance of payments cannot always be in a state of disequilibrium and 

therefore it is the subject to state regulation. The material basis for this regulation 
is considered official gold currency reserves, the state budget, the country's 
participation in global economic activity as an exporter of capital, the creditor, 
borrower, guarantor, and the regulation of foreign economic activity by means of 
laws and regulations. 

The state regulation of the balance of payments involves a set of currency, 
financial, monetary measures, aimed to the creating of major items of balance of 
payments and to cover its balance. 

These measures are intended to stimulate exports, reduce imports, 
attraction of capital in the country and limitation the outflow of capital [2, p. 60]. 
They include: 

- deflationary policies, which aim to reduce domestic demand by limiting 
budget expenditure, mainly for civilian, needs, freeze prices and wages. 
Important instruments of this policy are considered to reduce the budget deficit, 
the change rate of the central bank, credit limits, setting limits to the growth of 
the money supply; 
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- the devaluation of national currency depends on the specific conditions of 
its implementation and financing and general economic policy. The role of this 
process is the regulation of the balance of payments; 

- the introduction of currency control and of the restrictions on currency 
transactions. The blocking of currency earnings, the licensing of sales of foreign 
currency to importers, the concentration of currency transactions at authorized 
banks are aimed at eliminating of deficits of BoP by the limiting of the export of 
capital and stimulating its inflow, and restricting the imports of goods; 

- the financial and monetary policies. Using of a budget export subsidies to 
exporters, increasing of import duties, the abolition of tax on interest, paid to 
foreign owners of securities for capital inflows into the country, etc. helps to 
reduce deficits of BoP. 

The government uses a variety of financial, credit, currency, including the 
revaluation of currencies, measures to promote the growth of imports and 
reduction of exports of goods and services, to increase exports and limit imports 
of capital for the eliminating of excessive active balance of BoP. 

The exchange rate regime impacts to achieve the equilibrium of BoP. If 
fixed exchange rate is implemented, the rebalancing occurs directly under the 
articles of BoP. According to a floating exchange rate, equilibrium is restored on 
foreign exchange market and exchange rate changes until it is aligned to demand 
and supply of foreign currency within the current and long-term capital transfers. 

There may be a situation in the country, when the government is unable to 
settle the balance of payments. It results in delay of payments, interruption of 
financing. There is a so-called balance of payments crisis. In this case, a country 
may resort to exceptional financing, i.e. the transactions, which are conducted by 
the country that has some difficulties in the financing of the BoP deficits, and are 
provided with the agreement and support of its international partners in order to 
reduce the negative balance to a level that can be financed by traditional methods 
(use of reserve funds, etc.). In other words, exclusive financing includes financial 
agreements concluded by the authorities of the country to resolve balance of 
payments problems. The basic operations of exclusive financing are: 

- the transfers. For example, partial or total cancellation of debt obligations 
in accordance with an agreement, concluded between the creditor and the 
borrower; other intergovernmental transfers, including transfers from 
international organizations (grants in cash); 

- exchange of debt on participation instruments in capital, such as shares of 
companies of the country-debtor; 

- the loans for balance of payments adjustment (including by using issue 
bonds), which are carried out by state management or the central bank; 
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- the restructuring of debt that involves changing the terms of existing debt 
contract or the conclusion of a new agreement with the continuation of debt 
service payments; 

- late payments on debt: countries do not pay the proper amount on 
external liabilities with the consent of the creditor or without it.  
 

2.6.4. What is meant by the international investment position of the 
country? 

 
The balance of payments shows only flows of real and financial resources 

between residents and non-residents during specified period (quarter, year), 
reflects the changes occurring only as a result of economic transactions. These 
flows accumulate and form deposits that are recorded in the so-called balance of 
international debts. The balance of international debts is a country's 
international investment position, which characterizes the overall cost and 
structure of external financial assets and liabilities of the country by the accrual 
sum at the end of the year. Thus, by definition of the IMF, international 
investment position is a statistical statement that shows the value and 
composition of financial assets of residents of a country, that are the claims on 
non-residents and liabilities of residents of the country to non-residents at a 
certain time  [9]. 

The structure of the international investment position indicators 
corresponds to the structure of the financial account of BoP. For the classification 
of the items of the international investment position can be used: 

• functionality or type of investment: direct investment, portfolio 
investment, financial derivatives and other investment, reserve assets; 

•the type of financial instrument: different classes of equities, debt 
instruments and other financial assets and liabilities; 

•the institutional sector of the domestic economy; 
• the maturity of the debt liabilities: short-term or long-term, with an 

original or other maturity; 
• currency: national, foreign, SDR; 
• the structure of interest rate of debt instruments: fixed or floating. 
It should be meant that the institutional sector, maturity and currency are 

used for the analysis of financial stability and vulnerability.  
Changes in the investment position compared to the previous period can be 

caused by the economic transactions with the assets and liabilities, with 
revaluation of assets and liabilities as a result of changes in exchange rates, 
prices, etc., and as a result of other actions (such as the donation of financial 
resources transfer). The calculations of the international investment position are 
used to predict the future stream of payments of foreign investment. 
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The relation between international financial resources, which country has 
and the countries’ debt to other countries (i.e. matching of assets and liabilities of 
the country), forms a net international investment position. Net investment 
position is the equivalent to the share of national wealth, which was given or 
taken into credit from the outside world (non-residents). It defines the country's 
economic dependence on the outside world and shows the relationship between 
foreign assets that the country has, and the debt to other countries. The excess of 
liabilities over assets indicates that a country that is international investment 
position is the “net debtor” to the outside world. The excess of foreign assets over 
liabilities to the outside world points to the “net creditor”. The level of net 
investment income of country for its foreign assets and liabilities is determined 
on the basis of the net investment position.  

The international investment position is calculated in U.S. dollars for the 
international comparability. 
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Chapter 3. Evolution of the Global Monetary System 
 

3.1. What is the evolution of the world monetary system? 
 

World monetary system (WMS) is the concrete form of organization of 
monetary relations. It is the functional form of organization of international 
monetary relations, i.e. the set of methods, instruments and organs (institutes), 
which are used for international settlements. There are the basic elements of  
WMS: national reserve and supranational (collective) currency units; conditions of 
mutual convertibility of currencies; standardized mode of currency parities; 
regulation of exchange rate regimes; interstate regulation of currency limitations; 
unification of the international payments; the regimes of world foreign exchange 
markets and markets of gold; interstate regional and supranational organs, which 
regulate currency-financial connections and relations. 

There are the main tasks of WMS: the regulation of international payments 
and foreign exchange markets, mediation of payments for export and import of 
commodities, services, capitals and other types of international economic activity, 
creation of favorable terms for development of world production, international 
specialization and international productive co-operation. 

The evolution of the world monetary system is determined by the 
development and necessities of national and world economy, by changes in the 
world economy and by periodic world currency crises. Currency 
crises may cause the explosion of currency contradictions, the dysfunction of 
WMS. It appears in disparity of structural principles of world currency 
organization mechanism to the new terms of production and world trade. These 
crises are accompanied by: the violation of exchange rates stability, the 
redistribution of gold-value reserves, currency limitations, worsening of 
international currency liquidity. 

The development of the world monetary system passed several stages, each 
of which had occupied long historical period of time. The main difference between 
world monetary systems depended on the asset, which was considered as a reserve. 
The equilibrium of balance of payment was reached by this asset (in different time 
it was: gold, dollar, exchanged into gold at a fixed exchange rate, the other 
currency, which played the role of international means of payment).  

 
3.2. What are the features of the gold standard and gold exchange 

standard? 
 

The first world currency system is the Paris currency system. It was 
legalized by the international agreement on the conference in Paris in 1867. The 
conference recognized gold the only form of world money. A gold-coin (gold) 
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standard was the basis of the currency system. The gold parities were established 
to their gold contents (the ratio of currencies of different countries on their gold 
content). All national currencies had their fixed gold contents by the system of 
"gold standard". For example, English pound had its gold content, which equaled 
7,322385 g. of gold (since 1821), 1 German mark - 0,385422 g. of gold (since 
1873р.). The exchange rate was determined by the relation of gold content of 
currencies. In our case - 1: 20,3.  

A gold-coin standard was based on direct connection with gold. According 
to this system: 

- currencies were freely converted in gold; 
-  the bars of gold had the opportunity to interchange on coins freely; 
- gold was freely exported, imported and was sold on international markets, 

the markets of gold and foreign exchange markets were interdependent; 
- all countries supported strict correlation between their gold stocks and the 

amount of money in turnover. 
The exchange rate fluctuated in a relatively narrow range (within the limits 

of gold points, which were equivalent to the parity of national currency with 
addition or deduction of transport and insurance charges, caused by the material 
transfer of gold). Therefore, the system of gold standard is acknowledged as a 
currency system with the fixed courses. Authorities of currency control pursued the 
policy of regulation that allowed providing currency stability and the equilibrium 
of balance of payments. 

The international payments of gold-coin standard were carried out by the use 
of the bills of exchange that were discharged into local currency, mainly in 
English. Gold was used only for payment of deficit of balance of payments. The 
part of gold reduced in money supply and fractional credit money forced out gold 
from turnover gradually in the end of ХІХ century. Gold-coin standard 
disintegrated at the beginning of the First World War because it ceased to meet the 
scales of economic connections, that grew, and the terms of adjusting of market 
economy. 

The second world currency system was legally formalized by the 
intergovernmental agreement of the Genoese international economic conference in 
1922. A gold exchange standard was the basic of the system. It was based on 
gold and leading currencies convertible into gold. Characteristic features of the 
Genoese currency system are: 

- gold and foreign currencies were the basis of the system. The currencies 
that were suitable to exchange for gold at any time were called as reserve. The 
pound sterling and the dollar were responsible to such criterion (in 1922).The 
money systems of 30 countries were based on gold exchange standard;  

- gold parities were saved. The conversion of currencies into gold was 
carried out directly and indirectly (through foreign currencies) Great Britain, the 
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USA, France, Belgium, Netherlands, Germany and other. However, unlike the gold 
standard, currency of these countries changed not on any amount of gold, but on 
bullions no less as 12,4 kg per each; 

-   the exchange rates fluctuated freely; 
- the currency regulation was carried out in the form of international 

conferences, meetings, active currency policies. 
The relative exchange rate stability in the world was observed from 1922 to 

1928, but it was undermined by a world economic crisis 1929 – 1933. As a result 
of crisis, a gold exchange standard collapsed. The course of many currencies 
decreased on a 50 – 84%, an accumulation of gold by the private persons 
increased, external payments were stopped, the mass of "hot" money were created, 
money moved from one country to other spontaneously to find speculative super 
profit. 

It was the reason of the currency war. Currency intervention, currency 
dumping, currency limitations, currency bans were used in the war. 

The world currency system was shocked by a new economic crisis in 1937. 
It was the mass devaluation of currencies. There was no stable currency before the 
Second World War. 

 
3.3. What is the essence of Bretton Woods monetary system? 

 
Development of new, more efficient international currency system began in 

April in 1943.  The leading countries of the West coordinated basic principles of 
the Bretton Woods currency system at the international conference in Bretton 
Wood in 1944р. International organization - International monetary fund (IMF) 
was founded, - the "obligation" of which is providing of the normal functioning of 
the system and observance of the principles, envisaged by a general agreement. 

The basic principles of organization of currency relations according to 
Bretton Woods system are: 

1) the Bretton Woods system was based on Gold exchange standard. The 
role of gold as a general equivalent, as a mean of payment and settlement unit in 
international turnover was maintained. “Parities of currencies of all participating 
countries must be expressed in gold, that is a general equivalent, and also in the 
dollars of the USA according their gold content on July, 1st 1944"- was wrote in 
Bretton Woods agreement.  However, this position was not executed in practice; 
the connection of all currencies with gold was indirect (through foreign 
currencies). Only the dollar kept an external convertibility and acted as a kind of 
world money 

2) establishment of the fixed parities, agreed within the framework of IMF. 
Currencies were compared and interchanged on the basis of the parities. 
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To provide accordance of the real currency exchange rate to the declared 
parity, every country could: 

-  guarantee convertibility of the currency in gold according to official parity 
(this variant was chosen by the USA, such parity: 35 dollars for a 1 ounce of gold,  
was set in 1945); 

-  to support the currency exchange rate on markets in relation to other 
currencies within the limits of vibrations “+”, “-“  of 1% of its parity (other 
countries chosen). 

The exchange rates deviated from the parities unimportantly, as they were 
under the state and intergovernmental influence. The IMF controlled the 
mechanism of the international payments, succeeding to currency interventions, 
mainly in the dollars of the USA. At fundamental unbalances, by approbation with 
IMF, devaluations and revaluations of currencies of the developed countries were 
conducted; 

3) convertibility of currencies, freedom and variety of payments by current 
operations; 

4) prohibition of free (private) purchase-sale of gold. 
Bretton Woods system functioned almost 30 years. These were the years of 

proceeding in the economy of Western Europe countries and Japan, "the economic 
miracle", in relation to moderate inflation rates in the industrially developed 
countries. 

However the Bretton Woods system satisfied the needs of international trade 
and capital flows less and less due to the extent of increase of world economy, 
strengthening of competitive activity, growth of inflation, sharp increase of volume 
of financial operations, unconnected with concrete foreign trade agreements, and 
also in connection with the crisis of key currency of the system – the dollar of the 
USA. 

Inequality of currencies was folded within the framework of the Bretton 
Woods system. The dollar of the USA occupied the privileged position. It allowed 
the USA to cover the deficit of balance of payments in a considerable measure due 
to the short-term obligations of the American banks to foreign state organizations 
and private persons. The USA became debtors. Investment balance (capital balance 
sheet) was also folded not in behalf on the USA. There was an outflow of capital, 
and, as a result, negative balance of balance of payments. 

The chronic deficit of balance of payments resulted in fact that the amount 
of dollars abroad considerably exceeded gold reserve of the USA. There was an 
distrust to the dollar and aspiration to exchange dollars for gold. The USA began to 
lose the dominating position in a world production and international trade. The  
role of the countries with positive balances of payments grew (EEC, Japan and 
other countries) The overcoming of deficit of balance of payments of the USA in 
this situation would mean the reduction of international liquidity, that would bother 
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the international settling. The USA had a choice: to bear large charges or change 
all currency rules. The USA made a choice in behalf on the change of rules, tearing 
connection of dollar with gold in 1968, and then entering the floating course of 
dollar in 1971. Except that, principles of the Bretton Woods system undermined 
the development of euro market and market of eurodollars, where the enormous 
amount of dollars, that practically fell out of the mode of the limitations, which 
were set by national currency departments and IMF, circulated freely. All of it 
created a favorable situation for currency speculations. At these terms the system 
of the fixed exchange rates could not effectively function. 

Transition to a new currency system had begun, that had got the name 
"Jamaican" in honor of the name of country, where basic principles of this system 
were established.                                   
                                   

3.4. What is the specificity of Jamaica monetary system? 
 

A transition from a gold exchange standard to the new system of currency 
relations took several years. After the first substantial step - stopping of exchange 
of dollars on gold - such events happened. The floating exchange rates were 
introduced in March 1973. All major currencies (dollar, pound sterling, German 
mark, yen, and French franc) freely floated in relation to each other from 1974. In 
the same year "Special Drawing Rights" - "SDR basket" became the new standard 
of value exchange. The IMF made a decision to give up fixing of official cost of 
gold, stopping the operations with him within the framework of IMF, giving a right 
to the national currency organs to dispose of their own gold at own discretion in 
1976. And finally, there was the envisaged abandonment from the fixed parities in 
the charter of IMF in 1978. The Jamaica monetary system was officially enacted. 

Basic differences of the Jamaican currency system from Bretton Woods 
monetary system are: 

1. The carrier of world money changed. If the Bretton Woods system used 
gold and reserve currencies as eventual means of payment, then the new currency 
system bases on SDR (collective currency of IMF). This currency became an 
element in the structure of international liquidity. 

2. The new currency system allows both fixed and floating exchange rates 
and their mixed version. 

3. The presence of closed currency blocks that, from the one side, are the 
participants of the world currency system, and from the other - there are the special 
relations between participating countries inside them. The most typical example is 
the European currency system (ECS) - origination of EEC. 

4. The rights of IMF on a supervision of the exchange rates are extended in 
the Jamaican monetary system. IMF produced basic principles, which are required 
to perform by countries-members of IMF, during realization of course politics, for 
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the effectively functioning of international currency system on the whole. Essence 
of these principles is as follows: 

- the rate of exchange should be economically justified. Countries must 
avoid manipulation by the exchange rate with the aim of non-admission of the 
necessary adjusting of balance of payments or receipt of unfair competitive edges. 

- to carry out intervention with the aim of smoothing of considerable chaotic 
short-term course fluctuations; 

- to take into account the interests of other countries during realization of 
intervention.  

Basic criteria were developed for determination, whether the country fulfills 
these principles. 

The obligations were laid on the countries-members of IMF: at the choice of 
the new currency mode to inform the IMF; collaboration of countries-members 
from IMF in the decision of currency problems; national economic politics of 
countries-members must assist stabilizing of exchange rates. 

The abolishment of gold, as an official international means of payment and 
the measure of value, was the condition of Jamaican system. The official price of 
gold was canceled, and its demonetarization (the deprivation of gold from 
functioning like money) started. Gold could be the national reserve instrument, but 
all payments between IMF and national currency institutions were implemented 
only in SDR. 

The principle of regulation of exchange rates by market forces (demand and 
supply) was proclaimed as the theory basis of the Jamaican system. However, the 
exchange rates could not function in the regime of the pure floating (so under the 
act of only market forces). Integration processes resulted: in the close interlacing of 
the national recreated processes, in the greater submission of national economies to 
conformities of world economy, in dependence on processes that take place in the 
world economy, including in the field of currency. It was unreal to create optimal 
background for the development of international trade without the currency policy 
coordination. 

By means of the "pure" floating it was not succeeded to attain the 
equilibrium of balances of payments. The floating exchange rates did not result in 
the autonomy of domestic economic policy. In contrast, the freely floating 
exchange rates strengthened intercommunication between the exchange rates and 
internal economic processes. Consequently in the real practice the Jamaican 
currency system functions as the system of the managed floating exchange rates 
(with a tendency of strengthening of "custom controls" elements in currency policy 
of individual countries). The central emission banks do interventions for providing 
to exchange rates a favorable level for national interest by: 

1) purchase or sale of both foreign and own currency on the foreign 
markets; 
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2) limitations or prohibitions of purchase or sale of certain currencies, direct 
control above private external translations, introduction of negative interest rates in 
relation to the foreign holding etc. 

Despite the fact, that the Jamaican currency system has a row of negative 
moments, its functioning renders substantial influence on the acceleration of rates 
of development of the industrially developed countries and many countries of the 
"third world" in direction of further social-economic integration. 

There are the characteristics of  the modern world currency system: 
substantial fluctuation of exchange rates, in particular, in relation to the American 
dollar (the periods of underestimation of dollar change by the periods of rise of his 
cost); considerable flexibility of exchange rates, that, as a rule, are regardless 
despite the existence of free-floating, world economy cannot be free from 
international interdependence, which imposes certain restrictions on national 
economic policy; the instability of the world currency system to the currency crises 
and sensitiveness to the external shocks. 
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PART II. OPEN ECONOMY MACROECONOMICS: THE WORLD 
FINANCIAL SYSTEM 

 
Chapter 4. Characteristics of the World Financial System 

 
4.1. What is meant by international financial flows? 

 
International finance is defined as the set of relations for the creation and 

using of funds (assets), needed for foreign economic activity of international 
companies and countries. 

Assets in the financial aspect are considered not just as money, but money as 
the capital, i.e. the value that brings added value (profit).  Capital is the movement, 
the constant change of forms in the cycle that passes through three stages: the 
monetary, the productive, and the commodity. So, finance is the monetary capital, 
money flow, serving the circulation of capital. If money is the universal equivalent, 
whereby primarily labor costs are measured, finance is the economic tool. 

The definition of international finance as the combination of monetary 
relations, that develop in process of economic agreements - trade, foreign 
exchange, investment - between residents of the country and residents of foreign 
countries, is not exhaustive. It does not reflect all the essential features, that are 
generated by the set of conditions outside the company (i.e. the external 
environment of the international business), which effect on their activity in 
practice. 

These specifics lie in the fact of the relation between the international 
finance actions and the set of temporary and spatial risk factors (currency, credit, 
investment, political) caused by uncertainty and fluctuations in exchange rates of 
securities, the comparative difference in inflation and interest rates in different 
countries, the uncertainty of the economic policy of the country. Uncertainty and 
increased risk are exacerbated by the fact, that international company has a small 
effect on the business areas in which it operates. However, while choosing 
alternative financial decisions in the international business area, we cannot 
dispense with the analysis of the value of future costs and revenues of time (term 
commercial transactions), space (geographically remote) and the uncertainty 
caused by the need to work with a large number of currencies, taking into account 
the differences in interest rates and inflation, legislation and political systems in 
many countries.  

This feature of international finance is represented in such determination. 
International finance, as a subject of special disciplines, reflect the economic 
aggregate of time and uncertainty, regarding the decisions,  that touches several 
different countries, taking into account that every sovereign country has the own 
currency,  business laws and political systems 

International finance is one of the main subsystems of the world economy, 
which makes a decisive impact on the national and global economy. At the same 
time, the international finance functions as an integral system, whose elements are: 
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- the international monetary system, which is characterized by the 
components: the national and reserve currencies, international collective 
currencies, the conditions of mutual convertibility, currency parity, exchange rate, 
national and international regulatory mechanisms of exchange rates; 

-  international payments that serve the movement of goods and factors of 
production, financial instruments, and the balance of payments, which reflect all 
the transactions related to international payments; 

- international financial markets and the mechanisms of trading by specific 
financial instruments – currency, loans, securities; 

-  international taxation, as the method of mobilization of funds; 
- international financial management of TNC, where international 

investment, risk management, transnational financing etc. take the main place  
[Fig. 4.1]. 

The main functions of international finance are as follows:  
- Distribution function. Its essence is that through the mechanism of 

international finance the cash distribution and redistribution of world product are 
carried out. Due to the international finance cash funds are created, distributed and 
used, and different needs of the world economy are met.  

Distribution function is intended to promote the organization of the balanced 
and efficient global production and development of all the sectors of the world 
economy with the aim of the most complete satisfaction of necessities of the world 
community; 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    Fig. 4.1 Components of International Financial Environment 
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- Regulatory function is associated with the intervention of international 
monetary and financial institutions with the help of finance in the process of 
production; 

- Stabilizing function. Its essence is to create stable conditions for economic 
and social relations in the global economic system. 

International financial transactions are carried out in the international 
financial markets and solve the problems of organizing and managing money 
relations in the formation and using of the funds within the global financial 
environment. The objects of financial operations are the various financial assets: 
national and foreign currency, securities, real estate, precious metals. The major 
international financial transactions are money transfer operations, operations with 
capital, investment and speculation operations. 

International transactions develop dynamically in modern conditions, 
transforming the financial systems of individual countries as well as the links 
between financial systems of these countries. 

The competences of international finance are: 
 - analysis of the financial sphere on a global scale; 
 - determination of the interaction of financial transactions on a global level 

and consideration the international financial transactions as a continuous process 
with regular changes; 

- the development of new financial methods, that affect the regional 
financial systems and facilitate theirs integration; 

- the analysis of financial activities at different levels: national, regional, 
global. 

International finance contributes to the internationalization of social-
economic and monetary relations on the accumulation, distribution and 
redistribution of internationalized financial resources and international financial 
flows. The influence of international financial relations on the development of 
economic relations is carried out through the internationalization of all the set of 
structural parts of trade, currency and credit relations system, the mechanism of 
securities and investments. The proportions of international exchange are formed 
on this basis, so internal unity of components of the global market and a unified 
system of international monetary-financial and credit relations is achieved. 

There is always movement of capital from one country to another in the 
global economy, creating global financial flows. 

International financial flows are the set of financial transactions. The subject 
of these transactions is the money capital. These flows serve international trade in 
goods and services, and capital reallocation between countries. Financial flows 
contribute to the expansion of the types of currency transactions, foreign 
investment, activation of securities transactions and other financial instruments, 
providing international redistribution of financial resources. 

The movement of cash flows is defined by relationships between economic 
agents of different countries, state and foreign governments and international 
organizations. The mechanism of this movement is established on the basis of 
international agreements, as well as the influence of economic laws. 
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The types of international financial flows can be classified according to the 
following criteria: the type  of economic activity according to the structure of the 
balance of payments, the economic relationships between the non-residents, the 
terms of financial transactions, the form of ownership of the sources of financial 
flows (Fig. 4.2) [8, p. 14]. 

The main channels of financial flows are: 
- monetary and credit and settlement services of sale of goods and services; 
-foreign investment in fixed and working (floating) capital (FDI); 
- transactions with securities and different financial instruments; 
-currency transactions; 
- assistance to developing countries, and state contributions to international 

organizations. 
The volume and directions of financial flows depend on various factors: 
1) the condition of the global economy. The economic recessions in 

developed countries usually causes a decline in the rates of growing of world trade, 
and vice versa. Thus, the economic development of countries in recent years, 
especially of developing countries, became the reason for the annual global GDP 
growth, and the growth of the volume of world trade; 

2) the reduction of trade barriers; 
3) different rates of economic development of the countries (synchrony or 

asynchrony in the major countries’ economies); 
4) the restructuring of the country's economy  
5) the differential gap of inflation’s rate and the level of interest rates 

between the countries; 
6) the faster increase of international capital flows comparatively to the 

international trade. It affects sizes of international financial markets; 
7) the transition of industrialized countries from labor-intensive to high-tech 

production; 
8) growth of the diversification of TNCs activities, including international 

investments in joint ventures; 
9) the increase of balance of payments’ deficits due to the imbalance of 

international payments. 
International financial flows are directed to those spheres and regions of the 

world, where there are: the highest demand for them and the opportunity to get the 
highest profit. 

Movement of financial flows (in the money form, in the form of various 
financial and credit instruments) carried out by banks, specialized financial and 
credit institutions, stock exchanges that form the global financial market. 

Financial flows reach enormous proportions. It is estimated that the daily 
global financial markets’ operations are 50 times more then the operations of world 
trade.  
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Types of international financial flows 
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Fig. 4.2. Types of international financial flows 
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4.2.  The world financial market 
 
4.2.1.What is the essence of the world financial market? 

 
The world financial market is the system of market relations, which provides 

the accumulation and redistribution of international financial flows. The world 
financial market is traditionally divided into the international foreign exchange 
markets, international debt markets, international securities markets, each of which 
includes Euromarkets (the markets of euro deposits, the markets of euro credits, 
the markets of euro shares, the markets of euro bonds and euro bills). There is 
another model of the financial market, when according to the criterion "the terms 
of realization of property rights" the financial market is divided into the money 
market (short-term obligations, which have high liquidity) and capital market or 
the stock market (long terms of securities’ sale). 

The simplified structure of international financial market is given below, in 
the Fig. 4.3.  

 

Fig. 4.3. Structure and interconnection of financial market parts  

 
The structure of the world financial market is very complicated and it is not 

always possible to draw a clear line between its components. Thus, the international 
bond market is the part of the international securities market according to the first 
criteria, and is the part of the international debt market – according to the second; 
international market of property titles is an element of the international securities 
market and the part of international capital market at the same time. 
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The purpose of the international financial markets is to ensure the efficient 
allocation of the available amount of free capital between the final users (investors). 
Financial markets are the mechanism that connects those, who offer money, and 
those, who are looking for them, to make a deal. There are the financial institutions – 
the intermediaries between lenders and borrowers, which help to increase the 
efficiency of distribution of free cash flow. They (institutions) offer services in a 
professional manner, related to a combination of demand and supply of capital. They 
offer such services to firms, citizens and governments and they operate in a definite 
legal and fiscal space.  It should be noted, that in the narrow sense under the financial 
institution we can understand financial organizations. And in the wide sense we can 
understand normative order, the system of currency and financial transactions of these 
organizations. 

The modern world financial market is characterized:  
- by significant amount of financial resources and transactions on a twenty-four 

hour basis, mostly standardized. It involves subjects with high ratings; 
- by elimination of restrictions on financial flows across the national borders, 

such as capital controls and limiting of circulation of foreign currencies. For example, 
OECD countries liberalized almost all types of capital flows, including short-term 
transactions, carried out by companies and individuals according to "The code of 
liberalization of capital movements" operating in the territory of countries - members 
of the OECD; 

- by the high level of information technologies’ usage, which reduces 
transaction costs between countries; 

- by the use of various financial instruments. 
International capital flows are more than the international flows of goods and 

services by 5 times. International capital mobility intensifies the instability of 
exchange rates as a result of the more quickly cash moving than changes in interest 
rates. Exchange rates have become more volatile in the national macroeconomic 
policy. The high mobility of capital has led to increased interdependence of national 
economies, has weakened the autonomy of national policies, despite the existence of 
floating exchange rates. 

 
4.2.2. What are the main tendencies in the world financial market? 
 
The following features characterize main tendencies that are observed in the 

world financial market: 
1. Creation of currency unions around the major currencies. The currency 

union is a group of countries based on the monetary and economic prevailing of 
the states that head this union, by fixing the currencies of participating countries of 
union to their currency. 

Such factors influence on the creation of currency unions:  
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-trade (a country, that heads a union is the main trade partner of other 
member countries); 

- financial (most member countries are the debtors of the country that heads 
the union, or of the third countries, or have mutual debts); 

- economic (a country that heads the union is most industrially developed); 
- political that was folded historically and firmly linked the participating 

countries of currency union. 
A dollar currency union was created in 1933. The economically dependent 

from the USA countries of Latin America and Canada entered to it. With the 
implementation of euro in 1999 there was created a currency union of euro. 
However, countries of euro and the USA were not interested in the expansion of 
the spheres of turnover of the currencies. That is why they restrain the integration 
intentions of countries with relatively weak currencies, the unstable banking and 
financial systems, and with not enough developed financial and stock markets.  

There is the possibility to form the new currency union in Southeast Asia. It 
can be organized by means of the joining around the Japanese Yen, or Chinese 
Yuan, or by the combining of several currencies to create an "Asian euro". 

2. The structure of financial market instruments changes in favor of the real 
instruments sector - corporate securities and their derivatives. Currency loses self-
importance, as an instrument of financial markets. Daily turnover of transactions 
on the international foreign exchange market increased by 4.5 times in 2011 
compared to 1990, and in the bond market - 8 times. There is the rapid growth in 
the sector of corporate securities. 

3. Stock markets are the key structure-creation factors of the financial 
sector. The banking sector has the second role after the mechanism of 
redistribution of financial resources on stock market. Thus, according to the 
"Financial Time", banks’ loans accounted for only 25 % of the funds, which have 
been involved in business and by governments all over the world. 

4. The growth of the relationship between finance and the real sectors of 
economy. The issue of securities is the primary way of mobilizing funds 
(investment funds) for new industrial companies. Due to the further improvement 
of the functioning of the financial market, its mechanisms provide redistribution of 
funds in favor of the most profitable and promising companies. The 60 % of the 
annual investment in the economy is invested in companies in the field of 
information technology in the USA. 

Stock market turns to the technological progress catalyst in the real sector 
and provides the growth of labor productivity. The shares of the companies, that 
are related to Internet technology has the greatest demand in the stock market. 
Such companies develop modern means of communication and information 
systems assurance programs for biotechnology, pharmaceuticals, and genetic 
engineering firms and so on. 
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5. The scale’s growth of technological upgrading of the financial markets 
based on internet technologies that erase the national boundaries and actively 
promote set of the direct links between investors and issuers, regardless of their 
nationality  

6. Changes in the ideology of the activities of international financial 
institutions. These organizations are focused on increasing of the responsibility of 
developing countries, for the stability of national markets and refuse to carry out 
the role of the guarantor of stability on their financial markets.  

7. The sharp increase and dominance of speculative operations in world 
financial markets. The speculative operations constitute over 95% of all the 
financial transactions. 

 
4.3. What are the structure and participants of the world financial 

system? 
 
The combination of financial markets and financial institutions, which 

operate in a legal and tax environment of international business, create the global 
financial system (Fig. 4.1). 

 

 
The participants of the global financial system that intermediate the main 

part of international financial flows are: 
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Fig. 4.1 The main components of world’s financial system 
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 national participants - corporations, banks, specialized credit and 
financial institutions, including insurance and pension companies , stock and 
commodity exchanges, government; 

 international participants - international corporations, multinationals, 
international banks, TNB, specialized credit and financial institutions , large 
stock and commodity exchanges, international monetary and financial 
institutions. 

The commercial banks take the central role in the global financial market, 
due to the broad sphere of financial activities. Liabilities of banks consist mainly 
of deposits with different maturities of assets: loans (by the corporations and 
states), deposits in other banks and bonds. 

Corporations (especially TNCs) conduct operations to attract foreign 
sources of capital to finance their investments: sale of equities, loans, sale of debt 
funds of the corporation in the international capital market. Corporation bonds, 
denominated not in the foreign currency of the financial center, in which these 
bonds are sold, are called euro bonds. 

Non-bank financial institutions conduct operations to diversify their 
portfolios of foreign assets. 

Central banks are included to the global financial markets through the 
means of currency intervention. Government bodies borrow funds abroad, 
produce government bonds. The governments of developing countries, as well as 
companies owned by the state, take loans from the commercial banks of foreign 
countries. 

 
 
4.4. What is the essence of financial globalization?  

 
The current global financial system operates and develops in conditions of 

financial globalization. Financial globalization is an objective process of the 
integration of a large part of capital of different countries, strengthening of their 
interdependence. Its main features are: the availability of huge financial resources 
of TNCs and TNBs; high intensity of cross-border financial transactions of the 
global financial system’s members; the emergence of new mechanisms and 
instruments of international financial transactions and the formation of the world 
financial market. The international market and off-market redistribution of 
financial resources is carried out through the world financial market. 

The driving forces of financial globalization are the deepening of 
international financial integration, the formation of international financial 
institutions’ system, development of financial innovations. 

International financial integration is the process of unification of financial 
services, banking operations; liberalization of customs procedures; unification of 
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the system of coordination through the international financial and credit 
institutions, electronic system of payment instruments; movement toward global 
monetary system with unified world money. The aim of international financial 
integration is removing of the barriers to the movement of financial capital. In the 
last years significant legal restrictions were eliminated on the way of the capital 
movement. The financial markets of developed countries integrated to the global 
financial system, which allows them to direct increasingly large amounts of 
capital not only to their economies, but to the economies of developing countries 
and transition economies. EU has the major progress in financial integration. Its 
concept of single financial area includes: 

 total liberalization of  payments and capital movements  
 open access to market of banking, insurance and other financial services 

of partner countries to the companies and individuals of  EU’s countries; 
 the harmonization of banking, tax and other legislation on the 

investment; 
 the increase of control over the activities of the national credit and 

financial institutions and protection of the interests of investors 
 the ensure of publicity and transparency of existing law 
The formation of the EU’s single financial market is the reason of the 

increasing the intensity of intra-regional capital migration. Consequently, the 
ratio of total cross-border private capital flows (the sum of the import and export 
of capital, including direct, portfolio and other investment) and GDP in the EU 
according to the World Bank is 40 %.  This value over all developed countries is 
30 % [8, p. 23]. 

Financial integration with the opening of financial markets is profitably to 
countries: 

- broader sources of investment finance are proposed to the countries to 
supplement domestic savings; 

- open capital markets contribute to the growth of effectiveness of domestic 
financial institutions and the conduct of reasonable macroeconomic policy 

- reducing financial constraints, open capital markets give the time to the 
countries to implement the settlement of payments in order to correct imbalances, 
caused by external shocks; 

- creditor countries have more opportunities for diversification of 
investment and risks; 

- the system of multilateral trade is supported, as the range of possibilities 
expands for diversification of the portfolio of securities and for the effective 
placing of global savings and investments. 

Now there is no single method to measure financial openness, but it must 
take into account differences between inflexibility of control and types of 
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transactions. Such method was offered by the specialists of institute of the World 
Bank. 

The measuring of financial openness includes adjusting or/and limitation of 
both operations with checking accounts and by the accounts of capital flow (27 
operations in general, information about these operations is contained in the 
annual report of IMF). The basis of the calculation of the index of financial 
openness is a 5 level scale with a range from 0 to 2 for each item that indicates 
the degree of openness ("0" - a high degree of regulation, and "2" - a high level of 
liberalism ), defined as follows: 

0,0 - laws, regulations that impose quantitative or other regulatory 
restrictions on the specific operation (such as licensing or requirements on 
redundancy), which means a total prohibition on such operations; 

0,5 - laws rules that impose quantitative or other regulatory restrictions on 
the specific operations that imply a partial prohibition on such operations; 

1,0 - laws, regulations, which require that the conduct of a particular 
transaction was approved by the authorities, or provide, under certain conditions, 
its taxing on a large scale; 

1,5 - laws, regulations that require registration, but not necessarily approval 
of a particular transaction by the authorities and, under certain conditions, its 
taxation; 

2,0 - rules do not require the approval or registration of a specific operation 
by the authorities or its release from taxation under the law. 

The removal of barriers between national and international financial 
markets, free movement of international capital from the domestic to the global 
financial market and vice versa, the development of relationships between these 
sectors of the market are the hallmarks of international financial integration. 

In terms of financial integration, financial institutions establish their 
branches in major financial centers to perform the borrowing, lending, and 
investment and for the provision of other financial services. Financial integration 
provides significant benefits both investors and borrowers, but they are subject to 
risk. Therefore, investors are more oriented to sectors of the world market with 
high yield and leave the regions with tight regulation, low profit margins, and 
intense competition. 

International financial institutions are the branched network of 
international currency and credit and financial institutions. The preconditions for 
the creation of them were: strengthening of internationalization of economic life, 
the development of transnational corporations and TNB; development of 
international forms of regulation of currency and credit relations; increasing 
instability of currency and financial system. 

The main objectives of the international financial institutions are: the 
stabilization of the world economy and international finance; realization of 
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international currency and credit and financial regulation; development and 
coordination of strategies and tactics of the international monetary and financial 
policies. These organizations give loans, develop the principles of functioning of 
the global monetary system, assist in solving of international financial problems. 
Their financial resources form considerable part of the flows of official 
international assistance. 

The system of international financial institutions includes world-class 
organizations (IMF, World Bank Group, which includes the International Bank 
for Reconstruction and Development, International Finance Corporation, 
International Development Association, etc.), regional financial institutions. 

The globalization of financial markets is characterized by the development 
of financial innovations, that is the creation of new financial instruments (euro-
dollar certificates of deposit, foreign exchange swaps, zero-coupon eurobonds, 
syndicated loans in the euro currency, euro notes etc.) and the introduction of 
new technologies.  

Technological innovations improve the quality and speed of international 
financial transactions and their amounts. Telecommunications help banks to 
attract savings from all over the world and send money to the borrower under the 
terms of the highest profits and lowest cost. Investment banks have the 
opportunity to sign contracts in bonds and in foreign currency, through the 
system SWIFT. Commercial banks can send letters of credit through electronic 
systems of payments from their headquarters to foreign offices. 

The growth of global capital flows enhances financial competition between 
countries, affects the reduction of government interference in the operation of 
domestic financial markets, and leads to the liberalization of international capital 
movements. Thus, the global financial system is almost independent of 
governmental control and regulation. Less than 30% of securities market of G7 
countries are controlled by the state or are subordinated to the state interests. 
More than 3 trillion dollars per month move from country to country on the world 
financial market. Among them 2 trillion dollars are the money that are not 
controlled by the state or other official institutions. The private capital has more 
resources than the central banks of major developed countries. Therefore, private 
capital defines the situation on the world financial market, rather than national 
governments. Private capital, according to the International financial institute, 
mostly directed to the developing market economies. Thus, in 2011, private 
capital flows to these countries amounted to more than 50 % of all global 
investments. Especially significant capital inflows observed in China and Russia. 

The growth of revenues to China is connected with the expectation of the 
rejection of fixed exchange rate of the yuan to the dollar, and move to the floating 
exchange rate, and in Russia – with Russian banks interest in foreign loans in 
order to strengthen the ruble. 
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A positive characteristic of the inflow of private capital into developing 
market economies is that a half of the funds is presented as direct investments, 
i.e. investments in industrial objects, equipment, and business development. This 
half is not presented as portfolio investment in securities. 

In 2011 the largest recipients of private investment were: Europe (425.7 
billion dollars), Southeast Asia (343.7 billion dollars), Latin America (216.4 
billion dollars), United States (210 billion dollars) [13, p.44]. 
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Chapter 5. World Financial Centers 
 

5.1. The main world financial centers 
 

5.1.1. What is the specificity of main world financial centers? 
 

The national currency, credit and equity markets, that are closely 
interconnected with the similar global markets, take part in the operations of the 
world financial market The global financial centers were formed on the base of the 
huge domestic markets. They conduct international operations. These centers are: 
New York, London, Zurich, Luxembourg, Frankfurt am Main, Singapore, Hong 
Kong, Bahamas, Panama, Bahrain and others. International banks, consortiums of 
banks, the stock exchanges, which engaged in international foreign exchange, 
credit, transactions with securities and gold are concentrated in these centers. 

Global financial centers (GFC) occur in the countries where there are: 
 sustainable  monetary and economic position; 
 the developed credit system and well organized exchange; 
 moderate taxation; 
 preferential currency legislation, that allows access of foreign 

borrowers and securities to exchange quotation; 
 comfortable geographical location: 
 relative stability of the political regime; 
 standardization and high degree of information technologies of 

paperless operations are on the base of the use of the newest computers. 
 

5.1.2. What are the financial centers in developed countries? 
 

The largest global financial centers are New York, London, Tokyo.  
Feature of New York as a financial center is that it is only the international 

capital market and the basic source of Eurodollars. The main place among 
components of this financial center belongs to the market of the bank credits. The 
international activity of large American banks is connected not only with credit 
transactions, but also with investment. They offer their clients various transactions 
with securities, place securities in primary market, operate as brokers in the 
secondary market.  

The efficiency of the New York capital market is achieved by issuing of new 
bonds by internal financial institutions at lower price in comparison with other 
foreign markets.  
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The foreign exchange market is developed poorly, but in accordance with 
such indicators as "the volume of turnover", "number of circulating currencies" it 
is considered as the world largest center on trade in currency.  

The important place is taken by the securities market, which connects the 
American financial markets with the international financial markets. On the New 
York Stock Exchange are turning 2768 equities of companies with a total value of 
19.8 trillion dollars, and the daily trading volume is around 50 trillion dollars. In 
2012 net income of the stock exchange was 2324 million dollars, that increase of 
13% compared to 2011 [9]. In this market large variety of financial instruments is 
presented: equities, bonds, mutual fund shares, depository receipts, convertible 
debt papers, index shares, forwards, swaps, warrants, etc. 

The securities market of New York, as well as the general stock market of 
the USA, is attractive to investors of the whole world by absence of the taxation 
for nonresidents of the USA. Where the resident will pay 35%, the nonresident 
won't pay anything. The most significant feature of the stock market is the adjusted 
mechanism of the regulative legislation. It is the most effective and the most rigid 
in the world. Investment companies and funds are constantly regulated by the 
organizations granting licenses. The market of gold doesn't play a significant role. 

London is a financial center of Europe. It is the greatest national financial 
center in the world with the equally well developed markets of the short-term 
credits and long-term loans, the powerful exchange, the high-organized insurance 
and freight business.  

A characteristic feature of London is the domination of actually international 
components over national ones. In contrast to national ones, the foreign exchange 
market and the loan capitals market are the basis of its financial power. One of the 
features is considered the ability of banks, the exchanges, bill brokers to react 
quickly to any new situation and financial innovations. London as world financial 
center includes four markets: gold, currencies, short and medium-term crediting, 
insurance.  

The market of gold is valid from 1919 that was a consequence of gold 
demonetization. Gold received property to be a mainly usual good with the price 
which is expressed in credit and paper money.  

The London foreign exchange market is the largest in the world. 30% of all 
contracts with the currency pass through its currency exchange, and the volume of 
foreign exchange transactions is about 1000 billion dollars a day. Each year, the 
foreign exchange market increases by 39% (New York by 8%).  Transformation of 
London into the leading world exchange market was promoted by the maximum 
freedom of currency transactions. Restriction of such freedom in other world 
financial centers didn't allow the exchange markets to develop to competitive level.  

The market of the bank credits takes a leading place in the world. In London 
a large number of foreign banks is located, and English banks have a wide network 
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of the foreign branches. Due to concentration of large banks of the world in 
London, this financial center became the main one of credit operations where 
borrowers can receive any sums. The main borrower of the London international 
credit market is Great Britain.  

English firms and the companies receive from the American banks in 
London 4 times more foreign currency, than from clearing English banks. 
Orientation of the London international credit market to needs of Great Britain 
causes its specialization in the area of mainly shortly – and medium-term crediting. 
In the sphere of international trade in securities London successfully competes with 
other markets. It was provided by transformation of the London stock exchange 
into the international stock exchange in 1986. The London stock exchange plays a 
role of the quotation center in the international sphere. 

The London stock exchange is the most international stock exchange in the 
world by number of the foreign companies trading on it: more than 445 
international companies from 63 countries have listing in London. London Stock 
Exchange includes some markets: market of governmental securities, the equity 
market and the bond market of local firms and companies, the market of foreign 
securities, the market of the South African gold-mining companies, etc.  

The total trading volume with the assistance of the international companies 
exceeds volumes of the leading world exchanges, including the New York stock 
exchange. The average trading volume makes 199 thousand transactions daily, and 
the average day turnover reaches 22,5 billion dollars [1, p.239]. 70% of the 
secondary bond market and almost 50% of the derivatives market accounts for 
London. 

The volume of transactions in mergers and acquisitions ("M & A") 
amounted to 1.15 trillion dollars in 2011. FDI inflow into private British 
companies was 246 billion dollars, and outflow - was 974 billion dollars. 

Tokyo becomes the international financial center after 1970. The 
strengthening of its positions was promoted by:  

- growth of issue of the government bonds that caused development of 
their secondary market;  

- bonds issue by foreign borrowers in Tokyo in yens, and later – in foreign 
currency;  

- liberalization of the markets of yen and the capital that gave the chance to 
foreign banks and the companies on trade in securities actively to work at 
securities market;  

- increase in foreign capital investments in Japanese bonds and equities;  
- growth of openness of the money market. The greatest activity of foreign 

participants is observed in the market of on-call loans (it is the short-term 
commercial credit which is paid by the borrower for the first requirement of the 
creditor), deposit certificates and short-term commercial bills.  
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Tokyo is a financial center of the Asia-Pacific Region (APR). Tokyo is the 
large international foreign exchange market due to the large daily turn of foreign 
currency, especially in transactions yen/dollar.  

The Tokyo stock exchange is one of the largest exchanges of the world, but 
as the trading place it gradually loses popularity. The total number of registered 
companies doesn’t change for decades. Foreign investors consider that listing rules 
on the stock exchange are too rigid and observance of rules of the publication costs 
very expensive. As a whole the exchange carries out functions of the quotation of 
securities. 

Authorized Japanese banks (foreign exchange banks) and foreign banks 
operate in Tokyo.  These banks are engaged to crediting of the industry and trade 
in yens and foreign currency, granting the credits to the foreign Japanese 
enterprises through the parent banks, the accounting of export bills, etc. Foreign 
and Japanese banks carry out the operations in accordance with the situation in the 
international market of euro currency, in the markets for long-term and short-term 
lending. 

However, greater focus on the domestic market, strong market regulation, 
protection of national banks, high levels of taxation; prevent further development 
of Tokyo, as GFC. 

 
5.1.3. What are the financial centers of developing countries? 

 
Asian centers such as Hong Kong, Singapore, Shanghai, Dubai, Qatar 

rapidly expand the scope of activities and investment. The government policy is 
the reason of it. 

Hong Kong became an international financial center of China in 1997. 
There were such conditions for this: high level of autonomy, granted by the 
government; adoption of legislation which are the foundations of monetary and 
fiscal policy, of the capital flows, and were directed to support and develop the city 
as a financial center; the development of telecommunications and information 
technologies (introduction of electronic money,  the using of SWIFT ); creation of 
the unified trading system by the combining of the Stock and the Emergency 
Exchanges (2000), the regulatory framework of securities and derivatives (in 2001) 
gave Hong Kong  the opportunity to  become a free economic zone, opened  for 
foreign investments. 

Hong Kong takes the 9th place in the world by the size of the economy, 11th 
– in the list of the largest exporters of services, the fourth - in terms of shipping. 
GDP per capita is higher than in the UK, Canada and Australia. Hong Kong is an 
independent customs area, an international center of commerce, finance and 
information. Foreign assets of the banking sector occupied fifth place by volume in 
the world. Hong Kong ranks 6th place in the world by the volumes of currency 
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exchange. The stock market is the largest in Asia after Japan by the level of 
capitalization. Hong Kong is attractive because of the official position regarding 
FDI, liberal tax system, the relative simplicity of corporate law requirements. 
Small transaction costs, low interest rates, a small risk of changes in exchange rate, 
free capital movement are typical for Hong Kong. 

Singapore is the financial center with international reputation, which 
focuses its work on the Asia Pacific region. The factors of its development are: 
Tokyo market deregulation in the mid-1980s; creation of an efficient business 
infrastructure, price competition; qualified personnel; strategic location allows the 
investors to make transactions with financial centers of the Asia-Pacific region as 
well as with European and American centers around the clock. In 1968 Singapore 
became one of the first financial centers in the world that allowed foreign banks to 
operate as offshore banking units. 

There are many largest and most respected world financial institutions in 
Singapore. It is an important center of capital management and it ranks the fourth 
place among the main currency trading centers in the world after London, New 
York and Tokyo.  

Singapore banks provide not only traditional banking activities, but other 
activities that are regulated by the financial authorities of Singapore (Monetary 
Authority of Singapore - MAS). For example, they provide accounting and 
consulting services, carry out insurance mediation, serve the clients in the stock 
market. There are about 30 activities, they are fixed in the relevant legislative act 
and the banks don’t need to obtain a separate license. 

Recent years have seen rapid growth and spread of the securities market. 
Singapore is the second among the largest centers of OTC securities trading in 
Asia. It takes second place in the trade by the derivatives securities and the 1st 
place on derivatives commodities on OTC. 

The bond market is represented by government securities and foreign bonds. 
Industrial bond market is one of the largest markets in the rapidly developing. In 
Singapore Exchange were listed and traded securities of more than 200 
international companies. 

Singapore is the regional center for primary and secondary insurance. It is 
also very attractive for foreign investors. The largest after Japan's real estate 
investment fund in Asia operates in Singapore. Investments are made in industrial 
trusts in the area of air transport, maritime traffic, and infrastructure assets. The 
progressive regulatory framework, robust macroeconomic foundation, secure 

political climate, easy access to Asian growth markets contributes the investments. 
In general, the activities of the financial center is characterized by the 

effective cooperation of representatives from all levels of government and business 
, no economic barriers for non-residents , low tax rates , the effective regulation of 
the banking sector, the high level of telecommunications networks. The level of 
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professionalism and the value of costs so attractive, that the execution of certain 
operations could be transferred from Europe to Singapore. 

In recent years Singapore has entered into many international bilateral 
agreements: free trade agreements with the U.S., Japan, Korea, Australia, New 
Zealand, India, and the agreements about the avoidance of double taxation with 
more, than 60 countries. 

Shanghai can obtain the status of international financial center. This can 
occur while maintaining the current rate of economic growth in China and use the 
status and benefits of a free economic zone. Shanghai is the city of China, where 
the largest numbers of financial transactions are conducted. Total volume of 
trading transactions on stock exchanges, bond markets, markets of futures, 
currencies and gold amounted to more than 386 trillion yuan in 2010 that is 11 
times more than in 2005. Now the price of a variety of deals and trades operations 
in the futures market in Shanghai are important «reference " material for other 
global financial centers.  

Foreign companies can carry out the listing of its shares on the Chinese 
stock exchanges in the near future. Shanghai is gradually turning into a main 
financial center of the Asia-Pacific region. National Commission for Development 
and Reforms of China developed the program of transformation of Shanghai into 
international financial center. The program provides to double the volume of 
trading on the financial markets of the city, improve the transparency of operations 
with derivatives. Over the past two years, China has lowered barriers to foreign 
capital, weakened the control over the yuan, and has allowed greater use of 
national currencies in international trade and finance. However, experts think, the 
pace of liberalization remains slow. 

It is predicted that the volume of trading on the Chinese stock exchanges 
(excluding transactions with foreign currency) will reach 158 trillion dollars  by 
2015; Shanghai interbank market of transactions with bonds is going to come to 
the three world largest centers , by the volume of securities in circulation (in 2005, 
it ranked the 5th place in the world). Shanghai market of financial derivatives could 
be one of the five largest in the world. Chinese currency is getting an international 
status. The building of World Financial Center will be based on the yuan, 
indicating the internationalization of the Chinese currency. 

Leading international financial center of the Middle East is Dubai. Its rapid 
development started from 1966, when the oil was discovered in this area. However, 
the economy is based not just on oil, but also on tourism, financial services, e-
commerce. Dubai is compared to Shanghai by the pace of development. The policy 
of tax exemption and avoid bureaucracy, the full support of development and   the 
advantageous location - between European and East Asian financial centers 
contribute to the economic growth of Dubai. Representative offices of the leading 
international banks and local banks provide all types of internationally accepted 
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services in the of investment sphere, corporate and private banking; asset 
management and fund registration; insurance and so on. Dubai is a regional 
information center. It takes the third place between the most important re-export 
centers and is located after Hong Kong and Singapore in the list. 

The free economic zone (FEZ) Dubai International Financial Centre (DIFC) 
began to work in September 2004. The financial industry became the main course 
of DIFC. Creation of FEZ is one of the most successful measures to attract foreign 
investments, and to develop trade and industry. 

It has all the advantages for the establishment of offshore companies, but the 
company, which is registered in the FEZ, does not classified as offshore, and this 
increases their status and facilitate business. DIFC has more than 800 companies, 
including 6 major global banks, 8 major international asset management 
companies, 4 largest insurance companies in the world. Activity of companies, that 
are registered in the DIFC, increased by 11 % in 2011.  

 DIFC offers its customers the following benefits: 100% foreign ownership 
right, zero tax on income and profits, no restrictions on the movement of capital, 
export earnings, foreign currency exchange, and import duties for goods. 
Companies also benefit from modern infrastructure operational support and 
uninterrupted business operations with persistent high standards of operation. 
International Financial Exchange (DIFX) started its work in Dubai in September 
2005. The DIFX became the venue for the trading of stocks, bonds, instruments of 
Islamic financial system, derivatives, and indices. An IPO (Initial Public Offering) 
are actively held in Dubai, as well as in Hong Kong and in Singapore, which 
marked the beginning of the policy of non-intervention in the economy and market 
liberalization throughout the region. World financial market links the leading 
financial centers of different countries, and strengthening the contacts between 
them caused the financial revolution. 
                           

5.2. What is the place of offshore zones in the system of world financial 
centers? 

 
There are the offshore zones among the financial centers. Offshore zones are 

the non-national financial centers which are carrying out considerable volumes of 
crediting and financing in currencies of other countries (Eurocurrencies). They are 
the redistributive element of global financial flows and they allow evading existing 
national and state legislation. 

There are such characteristics of the offshore zones: 
- liberal monetary and credit legislation, that protects the interests of 

investors without imposing unnecessary restrictions on financial institutions (low 
taxes, small government intervention); 
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- carrying out of monetary and credit transactions mainly with foreign 
currency for this country; 

- legislative admittance of selling currency at the official price, when the 
official exchange rate is below market rate and of buying currency when the 
official exchange rate is higher than on the market . 

The main feature of offshore centers is low taxation or absence of taxes. In 
addition, their deposited capital does not lie without movement, and is intended for 
investment in the high profitable fields with low-tax abroad. 

There are many criteria for the classification of offshore centers. The basis 
of the main criteria used by representatives of the business world in the selection of 
such centers in order to minimize tax liabilities is the summarized volume and the 
nature of the privileges offered to clients.  

In this approach, offshore centers are usually divided into two main types. 
The first one is actually offshore territories officially recognized in the world 

and jurisdictions that are "tax harbors". These are mainly the countries with a small 
population and small land area. According to the terminology, used in the UN, they 
are called mini- states. They are characterized by the absence of income tax for 
foreign "preferential" companies. But this advantage is largely devalued in the eyes 
of customers because of so serious disadvantage as the lack of tax treaties with 
other countries and, in particular, agreements on avoidance of double taxation. 
This type of jurisdiction includes a large number of offshore centers in the world, 
such as the Isle of Man, Gibraltar, Panama, the Bahamas, Turks, and other. 

The second type includes the jurisdiction of the “moderate” level of taxation. 
These states are not considered as typical offshore areas, although some of them in 
some cases are included in the "black list" of tax harbors. "Moderate" (and 
sometimes very significant) income tax is often collected here. But this "defect" (in 
terms of wishing to minimize their tax liability) is completely compensated by the 
fact of tax treaties with other countries.  

There are also provided significant benefits for companies of a certain type 
of activity: holding, financial and license activities. These companies are used as 
intermediate points for the interstate transfer of income and capital. At the same 
time, offshore company acts as the end point of the transfer, registered in well-
known tax harbors. 

Quite "respectable" states of Western Europe - Switzerland, Holland, 
Austria, Ireland, and Belgium are usually considered as the zones of “moderate” 
taxation. There is also a number of "combined" jurisdictions, which combines 
features of these two types. They include such "optimum" jurisdiction as Cyprus 
and Ireland. 

However, not all offshore centers of the first type “are separated” completely 
from the possibility of a tax agreements. Some of them have agreements on 
avoidance of double taxation with certain countries (such offshore jurisdictions 
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include Madeira, Dutch Antilles, Mauritius, British Virgin Islands). This creates 
one more convenient “evasion” to hide income and capital from taxation. 

If we consider only offshore centers in terms of the fiscal situation, i.e. the 
specifics of the various benefits and advantages for different categories of 
taxpayers, these centers are divided into several groups. 

These countries and territories have their outstanding characteristics: 
 there are no taxes for their residents (Andorra or the Bahamas) ; 
 there are taxes only on income, obtained in the country, but there are no 

taxes on the revenues, coming from abroad (Costa Rica, Hong Kong ); 
 there is no taxable income, obtained within the country, but there is  

taxable income derived from abroad (Monaco ); 
 there is taxable income, obtained abroad, but the tax rates are very low - 

less than 1% ( Island of Guernsey or Jersey Shark ); 
 tangibles (accumulated wealth) are taxable, current income is not taxable 

(Uruguay ); 
 there is the possibility to use different combinations of favorable tax rules 

that create particularly favorable conditions for individuals. Their income is fully 
exempt from taxes, or some types of income have the tax privileges. Andorra, 
Ireland, Monaco, Kampone in Italy - are the European centers of this type. 
Bahamas, Bermuda, Kaymanov Islands, French Polynesia or Islands of St. 
Bartholomew – are non European centers of this type. 
 
 

5.3. What domestic anti-offshore regulation exists? 
 
States, whose taxpayers hide in tax havens in order to escape from taxation, 

try to improve legislation to close the gate to 'tax haven' for their citizens tightly. 
Introduced rules and prohibitions are divided into two categories. The first 
category includes orders of general nature, the second - special rules. The latter 
category covers standards that govern the use of tax havens by holding companies 
and corporations controlled by foreigners. 

 The most treaties on the avoidance of double taxation concluded between 
the countries with high tax rates and countries with low tax rates have been 
recently revised. The result was the introduction of points (clauses) which makes it 
impossible to use the provisions of these treaties by residents of third countries in 
their attempts to evade taxes. Bilateral treaties between the USA and British Virgin 
Islands, between Cyprus and the United States, between the United States and 
Malta, England and Holland, Canada and Barbados can serve as examples. 

Let’s consider the measures taken by some states to curb attempts to use 
offshore centers for tax evasion and escape. 
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The USA initiated and coordinated an international campaign against the 
transnational corporations and individuals who evade taxes. Anti-offshore 
regulation in the USA is carried out by a specially created subdivision F within the 
Ministry of Finance. In 1992 a law on income was adopted, which content limited 
the possibility of using tax incentives provided by Switzerland to American firms. 
However the possibility to escape taxes using the territory of the Dutch Antilles 
remained. In response the United States concluded a tax treaty with the 
Netherlands, which conditions apply to Dutch Antilles. As a result the 
opportunities for U.S. multinationals to transfer their income without paying taxes 
to Antilles have been significantly reduced. The UK followed an example of the 
United States in this regard. 

The most significant result of the Internal Revenue Service in terms of 
combating tax evasion and escape from taxation by using tax havens is considered 
to be the so-called "Gordon's report". This document reflects the growing concern 
about the fiscal benefits and their use by U.S. taxpayers. It also stated the 
difficulties associated with the detection of adverse use of tax havens and 
mentioned impediments which make it hard for the U.S. authorities to stop and 
limit attempts to escape and evade taxes performed by U.S. corporations and 
individuals. 

Legislative and executive powers of the U.S. prepared their own documents 
on offshore centers. Thus Senate commissions developed and presented a report 
entitled "Crime and its mystery: the use of banks and companies in tax heavens" 
and the Treasury Department prepared a document called "tax havens in the 
Caribbean". In these two documents special attention is paid to obtaining 
maximum information. 

In 1979 Congress passed a law on secrets keeping by foreign banks. 
According to it fines up to 500 thousand dollars, imprisonment up to 5 years or 
both at the same time were introduced for an American resident who uses the 
account in a foreign bank to evade taxes. Residents of the United States according 
to this law have to give annual report to the government concerning foreign 
banking operations if the amount of the contribution exceeds one thousand dollars 
during a given calendar year. 

In the U.S. a law "On fair taxation and fiscal responsibility" limits the 
possibility of the use of benefits arising out of the terms of international 
agreements, particularly ones on revenue taxation. In a later date tax reform 
strengthened the directives governing possibilities of use of tax offsets by U.S. 
firms that have foreign affiliates. 

The UK is also one of the states which were the first to strive for the limit of 
the possibility of abuse of offshore centers in the international arena. High tax rates 
remain in this country. A special focus on offshore centers was in tax laws of 1970 
and 1988. The latter is still active and requires that a British resident who receives 
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income from abroad must pay taxes on it in the UK. The financial law was adopted 
here which largely corresponds to American orders that relate to the prevention of 
tax evasion through the use of offshore centers. Foreign companies are taxable if 
according to the English law they meet following requirements: 

1) a foreign corporation is controlled by a British company; 
2) British company together with UK residents own at least 10 percent of 

foreign corporation’s property; 
3) a controlled foreign corporation is a resident of the state or territory with 

low taxation. 
Low level is considered the one the amount of which is less than half of the 

taxation level in the UK. 
Germany is among the first countries that joined the fight against tax 

evasion conducted by individuals and businesses. Bundestag of Germany back in 
1962 demanded the government to prepare a report on the effects of changes in 
residency by taxpayers and the differences in tax levels between countries. In 1964 
a document which is a report on the situation in tax havens was drawn up. A year 
later a decree was issued concerning the transfer of income and assets from 
Germany abroad. 

Stronger and more effective measures are reflected in the law on taxation of 
foreign economic activity. Among them: 

- tax authorities are ordered not to recognize the price level or amount of 
fees paid by financially interrelated subjects as a real one; 

-once limited, liability for non-payment of income tax, property tax, 
inheritance and gift tax was extended; 

-a rule was introduced according to which immigrant from Germany is 
subjected to German income tax payment, who within five years of the ten 
preceding ones lived in Germany but travelled to a "tax haven". 

France imposed orders against abuse of advantage of tax havens in 1973. 
Adopted in the same year financial legislation established that income earned by a 
foreign legal entity that has a residence in France is subjected to French taxation. 
This also applies to income derived outside of France. 

In 1980 the so-called law on finance was passed which greatly limited the 
privileges and benefits enjoyed by individuals and legal entities that use the 
services of tax havens. The law requires that a French resident who owns directly 
or indirectly not less than 25% of equity in foreign companies operating outside 
France in locations where there is a "privileged" tax system should pay taxes in 
France. The tax base is the partial (in percentage) participation in company profits 
regardless of whether profit is distributed among owners or invested. Privileged tax 
system is considered the one which does not tax income at all or where tax rates 
are by two-thirds lower than those existing in France. Basics of this order of 
taxation are kept to this day. 
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In Japan in 1977 the parliament passed a resolution on the issue of tax 
evasion and escape from taxation, use of tax havens for this purpose. Then the 
"Law of the 1st of April 1978" introduced the regulation rule which limits the 
ability of tax fraud using such states and territories. The Ministry of Finance has 
recognized 41 territories as tax havens. At the same time it was recognized that 
"low" taxation should be considered the one with tax rates of 25% or less. April 1, 
1992 resolutions of the Ministry of Finance have been abolished, tax authorities 
were offered to consider each individual case separately. However, the two main 
criteria remain: 

- maintenance of company’s governance in countries that do not tax 
company’s income; 

- clarification whether the level of taxation of the company is less than 25% 
in the country. 

In both cases we are talking about companies registered in tax havens while 
50 % of the shares or capital of these firms must be owned by Japanese residents. 

In Italy the Ministry of Finance issued a decree in 1992 that contains a list 
of countries with preferential tax treatment creating in their territories possibilities 
of tax evasion. Same problems are addressed in Income Tax Code, adopted in 
1991. 

Italian law also borrowed 3 types of international principles which have been 
already introduced in a number of countries to prevent abuse of offshore centers 
use, such as: 

1) orders approved in the United States in 1962 that tax the companies with 
residence in offshore centers; 

2) the principle recognized by the EU according to which companies which 
have residence in one of the EU countries are not allowed to deduct from the tax 
base costs related to agreements concluded with companies registered in tax 
havens; 

3) orders and regulations which act in Belgium, Luxembourg and the 
Netherlands applying to dividends paid to companies resident in tax havens. 

The restrictions contained in the Italian tax code on tax havens do not apply 
to countries that signed the treaties on the avoidance of double taxation. 
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Chapter 6. Features of modern world monetary and financial crises 
 

6.1. What are the essence and types of financial crises? 
 

New quality of interdependence of participants of the world financial system 
is clearly manifested in the modern terms of global integration and 
internationalization. Their interests require maintenance of economic and political 
stability in the world, as a financial sphere has decisive impact on the real 
economy, on a level and quality of life. However, the world often facing financial 
crises, which are the shocks to the financial system, causing great damage to the 
national economy. 

A financial crisis is a process of disorder of financial market when the 
problems of adverse selection and psychological risk result in that financial 
markets cease to function as a channel of financial resources transmission by the 
parties with the best investment possibilities. 

The financial crisis is accompanied by disorder of financial market 
functioning that shows up in depreciation of national currency, exhausted foreign 
exchange reserves, mass bankruptcy of credit-financial institutions, insolvency of 
non-financial sector and sovereign debt default [7, p.179]. 

During the financial crisis there are quality changes in the economic system, 
that cause proportions violation in the development, its halt, modification or 
destruction of the financial system of some countries or world markets in general. 

The characteristics of modern financial crises are as follows: 
 spreading of crises by waves, touching the new spheres of financial 

relations. They systematically embrace financial markets and institutions of 
financial sector; 

 negative influence in medium- and long-term on economic activity 
within a country and on the dynamics of welfare of the population; 

 in the financial sector and on the financial markets the crisis shows up as 
a sharp increase of interest rate, share of insolvent banks and non-bank financial 
institutions, debts; reduction of loans; transformation to the unprofitable model of 
banking and other financial activity; predominance of speculative financial activity 
above investment; substantial falling of stock prices; destruction of the payment 
system; mass losses at the market of derivatives; illiquid financial markets; 

 in the field of international finance there is an out-of-control drop in the 
national exchange rate; mass capital outflow from a country; out of control 
increase of external debt and overdue payments of the state and commercial 
organizations; 
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 in the field of monetary turnover there is out of control price increase 
with passing to a chronic inflation; escape from national currency, prompt 
emergence of hard foreign currency in internal turnover; 

 in the field of public finances there is a sharp falling of foreign exchange 
reserves and state stabilizing funds; the emergence of budget deficit; reduction of 
tax revenues and budgetary financing of the government spending; increase of 
internal national debt; 

 realization of system risk (risk related to the change of investment climate 
in a country and changes in the conditions of investment market) that is 
accompanied by the effect of "domino", if: 1) crisis of financial institutions and 
companies of the real sector, segment of market or system of payments is passed in 
an growing extent through cross obligations on other groups of financial 
institutions and companies of the real sector, market segments and payment 
system, gradually embracing greater part of market; 2) crises of financial market of 
one or a few countries is passed to other country, as a "financial contagion", crisis 
of trust of investors, that causes market illiquidity; 

 crises begin not in the real sector of economy, but on stock exchanges, in 
the banking sector through unbalanced amount of money in an economy. 

There are different types of financial crises: currency, bank, debt and stock 
market.  

Currency crisis takes place in cases when a speculative attack on currency 
results in sharp devaluation of national currency or when public authorities try to 
prevent devaluations, selling gold and foreign exchange reserves or considerably 
increasing interest rates.        

Bank crises are connected with inability of banks to fulfill their obligations 
or with active state interference, aimed at preventing arising problems. 

There is a sudden and massive affluence of clients wishing to withdraw their 
deposits and in this situation the bank can not pay with the depositors. 

During the debt crisis there is bankruptcy of the state (default) i.e. the state 
can not fulfill its obligations. Government obligations sharply lose their value and 
capital outflow begins.  

During the stock market crisis an increase of price variability of financial 
assets is observed or their falling is observed, which is connected with the change 
of expectations of investors. As a rule, the stock market crisis precedes to the first 
three crises. 

In the conditions of financial globalization it is important to determine the 
reasons of origin and development of financial crises, their analysis, forecast with 
the aim of prevention, neutralization or minimization of negative consequences. 

There are many scientific works, where the mechanisms of spreading of 
financial crises are investigated, and their influence on international and national 
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development. These problems are examined, first of all, in the theoretical models 
of P.R. Krugman. 

A financial crisis, according to the models of Krugman, arises inside the 
country as a result of inefficient economic policy and begins after awareness of this 
ineffectiveness by external economic agents (Table.6.1).  

 Table 6.1. 

Models of a financial crisis by P.R. Krugman 
Terms of the 
emergence of 

crisis 

Characteristics of consequences of model application  

1.Fixation of 
exchange rate by 
a central bank or 
its support within 
the limits of 
currency corridor 
by interventions 
at the foreign 
exchange market 

The amount of money grows quicker than in other countries at 
these model, hereupon internal prices grow in relation to world that 
abbreviates an export and stimulates an import. Reduction of flow of 
currency into the country and increase of its outflow reduces foreign 
exchange reserves and leads to forced devaluations. Speculators of 
international foreign exchange market, knowing about reduction of 
official reserves begin to lend money in national currency and to 
convert them in foreign, hoping that at the moment of loan 
repayment national currency will become cheaper. It accelerates 
devaluation and, as a rule, is its reason. 

2.Excessive 
inflow of foreign 
investments 

Appreciation of the national currency is stimulated according to 
this model. Central Bank buys on the market excess foreign 
currency to save the previous level of the exchange rate. This 
process causes the increase of the gross international reserves and of 
the money supply, leading to higher prices. Central Bank may issue 
government bonds at the same time in order to absorb excessive 
money supply. The threat arises in this case, that this process will 
become cyclical because sale of bonds stimulates the growth of 
interest rates, the new inflow of foreign capital.  This policy causes 
an increase in national debt and expenditure on its maintenance, and 
then policy causes debt crisis, accompanied by devaluation. 

3.The 
accumulation of 
national debt 

This model is based on the comparing of advantages and 
disadvantages of refusal of FER treatment. In case, when the 
investors understand that the benefit from the devaluation of the 
national currency and the devaluation of national debt exceeds the 
negative effects of FER (increase of prices and the cost of servicing 
of the national debt) for the government of a country, they convert 
their assets into foreign currency, causing a crisis. Excessive 
accumulation of national debt, expectation of default, devaluation of 
national currency results in the early withdrawal of investment from 
domestic stock market that puts pressure on the currency. 
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4.Excessive 
increase of assets 
prices 

In case of huge capital inflows and hasty economic growth there 
overvalued assets and increase of private sector debt emerge. In case 
of emergence of tendencies of reduction of rates of growth, 
expectation of investors and creditors change. They will quit market, 
quickly will realize their liquid assets, the supply of which at the 
market grows considerably. It results in asset price decline, as a 
result of which the value of bank collateral deteriorates. There is 
transformation of investments from highly profitable to 
unprofitable. There is a currency, debt and bank crisis. 

 
World experience testifies, that the political events of  70-80th – the cyclic 

deceleration of rates of the economy growing in the industrially developed 
countries - were the basic terms of occurrence of financial crises at 50-60th of ХХ 
century. The motion of "hot money", that are characterized by considerable 
volumes and supermobility on the world financial markets, and also appearance of 
new innovative products, technologies, sharp increasing of the demand for real 
estate – are the basic terms of occurrence of the modern financial crises. 

The first world financial crisis of  ХХІ century (sometimes it is called "Great 
recession") started in September-October 2008 as a considerable worsening of 
economic indicators in the most developed countries, and the recession became 
global at the end of this year. There were the main circumstances for its 
appearance: 

- imbalances of international trade and capital flow; 
- an inadequate estimation of risks of the speculative investing in financial 

resources and the absence of the appropriate regulatory system; 
- overproducing of the basic world currency – U.S. dollar; 
- depreciation of the U.S. dollar during 2002-2008, as a result using of this 

currency, as a reserve, was diminished by countries;  
- the general cycle of economic development; 
- overheating of credit market, mortgage crisis as a result 
- the high prices on raw goods, particularly on oil; 
- the overheating of stock exchange market. 
There were the consequences of this financial crisis in the countries of the 

world: the decline in a production and volumes of crediting, increase of interest 
rates, strict requirements to the borrowers, reduction of scales of the mortgage 
lending, price decline on energy commodities, crash of stock exchange markets, 
crisis of mistrust, recession in trade, bankruptcy of enterprises and banks, reduction 
of workplaces and salary. 

Financial crises are considered as the phenomenon of globalization in the 
financial sphere. Financial globalization creates the pre-conditions of outgrowing 
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of crises in separate countries in the crises of global character, so there is the 
contagion of countries by crisis (transfer of crisis). 

There are some ways to the crisis contagion. 1) By realization of conscious 
actions of one country in relation to other that threaten last heavy crises, decline of 
competitiveness of national economy and narrowing of its presence on markets, 
worsening of enterprise and investment climate; 2) consistent transference of crises 
from more developed to less developed countries. 

The outflow of capital to abroad grows in the infected countries (not less 
than 30 %), the capitalization of market of shares and reserves (not less than 20%), 
the levels of interest rate and inflation in the annual measuring present not less than 
a 20%, exchange rate of national currency (not less than 15%). 

The transfer of crisis situations is realized through: the pressure of 
international financial organizations, discrimination in foreign trade, artificial 
lengthening of life cycle of products on the markets of other countries, export of 
out-of-date technologies and canning of backwardness of other countries of 
moving ecologically dangerous productions etc. 

First of all, macroeconomic shocks, that are divided into shocks of the real 
sector and monetary shocks, influence on spreading of financial crises. The most 
typical shocks, that take place in the real sector, are changes of world prices of the 
main exported or imported commodities of certain country. Monetary shocks are 
related to the increasing of world or national interest rate. 

 Sudden price decline on export products and the jump of interest rate on the 
international credit market could significantly reduce the competitiveness of 
national commodity producers and their external debts servicing. 

Trade relations and devaluation of currencies assist to the spreading of 
crises. Crisis in large country market-partner is accompanied by the decline of 
volumes of export of internal firms, by the declining of prices on assets at internal 
market, by the outflow of capital and speculative operations at the foreign 
exchange market. In general, the worsening of the condition of current account of 
the balance of payments occurs. Devaluation of currency reduces the export 
competitiveness of counties-market partners in the country, infected by a crisis, 
because there is a pressure on currency of these countries.  

In addition, the financial relations and informative channels have an 
influence on infecting of countries by crisis. The investors look over the 
international securities portfolio in the conditions of crisis in one or a few 
countries. They begin to sell not financial assets with low rates, but the assets with 
high rates. As a result, there is destabilization, volatility of financial markets, 
especially in segments with speculative operations that keep unjustified high prices 
on the certain categories of financial assets. Due to the informative channel, large 
international investors (TNB, the specialized financial institutes) could know, that 
there is the currency crisis in some country, that the regime of the fixed exchange 
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rates in countries with analogical macroeconomic politics is shaky. Hereupon 
investors begin to pay high attention on the macroeconomic indexes of other 
countries. Countries with weak macroeconomic fundamentals could be the object 
of infecting by crisis. 

The most informed investors begin to withdraw the investments from the 
country; following their example, other investors do the same that causes the mass 
outflow of capital.  International investors begin to search new fields of application 
for capital, after the leading out of the capitals from the infected country and from 
other countries with a similar situation. There is the considerable entering of 
capitals in a certain sphere. However investors can lose a trust even to this sphere. 

Then the capital inflow could be stopped or it could be withdrawn by the 
sale of securities and converting of profit yields in foreign currency that results in 
speculative pressure on national currency, as a result of what a crisis begins in a 
country. 

There is the system of indicators that signal about the risk of financial crisis. 
There are the indicators of currency crisis: the dynamics of the real effective 

exchange rate, official gold and foreign exchange reserves, ratio of short-term 
foreign investments to GDP and ratio of FDI to GDP; state of the balance of 
payments; rates of increase of money supply; a comparative analysis of the real 
interest rate in relation to the rates of other countries with similar economic 
conditions. 

Such indicators dynamics of warn about a bank crisis: the real interest rate 
of deposits, ratio of deposits in foreign currency to the money supply, prices on the 
real estate and export prices. 

The following relative indicators are used for the diagnostics of debt crises: 
ratio of external debt to the export, ratio of external debt to GDP, ratio of debt 
service payments to the volumes of export of commodities and services, ratio of 
sum of international reserves of country to the external debt, in particular short-
term.  
 

6.2. What anti-crisis measures exist at the national and international 
levels? 

 
With the aim of overcoming of negative consequences of financial crises on 

national and international levels, anti-crisis measures are developed. So the 
governments of the world countries defined such key elements of the anti-crisis 
programs to minimize harm from a world financial crisis in 2008-2009: 

 1) the application of traditional monetary methods – declining of interest 
rate and norm of reserves by central banks for commercial banks. The USA, EU 
and Japan have chosen this way. The USA had reduced an interest rate from 4,5% 
to 0,25% , the bank of Japan - from 0,5% to 0,1%, the bank of  England - from 
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5,25 %–to 0, 5 %, the rate of ECB was diminished from 4% to 1,25% from the 
beginning of 2008.  

2) state helps to the systemic banks and financial institutes: their refinancing 
from budget (money of taxpayers), increase of control from the side of the state 
(including through acquisition of part in a own capital), granting of guarantees (for 
a certain commission) on the cost of past investments of banks, placing of state 
facilities on the savings accounts of commercial banks. The key principles of state 
help to the financial sector are protecting of taxpayers and giving of it on some 
term. Thus most states - world leaders declared that the plans of state help would 
operate during 2009-2012, and tax deductions are temporal. For example, 
legislation requires from companies that will sell the "bad assets" to the state 
within the framework of participating in Program of privatization of problem 
assets, to give the guarantees of that these assets will bring a benefit in the future. 
Another ways of defense of taxpayers are the permanent monitoring of efficiency 
and directions of the using of state facilities and timely stopping of help in case of 
abuses or absence of positive effects. There are the conditions, which are 
connected with the state aid: lending to small businesses and homeowners, support 
the efforts of people who are experiencing difficulties with mortgage payments, to 
prevent their eviction, limiting of compensation of top management. 

3) improvements of the regulator system by the input of harder control. 
Germany suggested the creating of Economic Council under the auspices of the 
United Nations that would operate like Security Council and would mortgage 
bases of new social economy in a global scale. Also countries require revising the 
role and functions of IMF and The Forum of financial stability. Great Britain 
suggests entering the so-called cyclic measures that would allow creating reserves 
in economically successful years for the softening of slumps. Great Britain, France, 
Germany support the liquidation of offshore zones, which allow tax evasion. 

4) the redemption of problem assets by the state; 
5) the strengthening of control of financial flows at the national level; 
6) the reduction of tax pressure on households; 
7) the exemption of enterprises from taxes or their decline with the aim of 

increasing of competitiveness and business activity. For example, tax cut on the 
income of enterprises, favorable tax treatment of investments of enterprises in 
studies and scientific developments, arranging on the installment system of tax 
debt, decline of payments on social security of workers, the exemption of import of 
technical equipment from VAT.  

8) the increase of investments in new technologies, developments and 
researches, especially in those, that are related to power efficiency; 

9) the support of small and midsize businesses that must provide proceeding 
in economic activity and soften the problem of unemployment. The USA extends 
possibilities of participation of small enterprises in the public purchasing, 
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introduce tax incentives to increase their investment volumes. The program of 
sponsorship of small business, which is realized by “Vnesheconombank”, was 
increased (to 30 billion of rub.). There was the proposition to expand the access to 
public procurement at the regional level, provides a mechanism for refinancing of 
loan portfolio of small and medium-sized businesses. 

The central role in coordination of international efforts in relation to 
overcoming of crisis in global level is played by such multilateral forums as Group 
of "seven" and Group of "twenty".  In reply to distribution of world financial crisis 
from the end of 2008 the "Group of  twenty" conducts 5 anti-crisis summits : on 
November, 14-15th  in 2008  in Washington, on April, 2nd  in 2009 in London, on 
September, 24-25th  in 2009 in Pittsburg, on June, 26-27th in 2010 in Toronto and 
on November, 11-12th  in 2010 in Seoul. The anti-crisis program that included new 
standards became the result of realization of these summits. 

1. A new structure with widespread plenary powers was created - it was the 
Financial Stability Board that was the successor of Financial Stability Forum. All 
the members of "Group of twenty", the members of Financial Stability Forum, and 
also Spain and European Commission are the members of Financial Stability 
Board. The main task of new structure is collaboration with IMF to do the early 
warning of risks of macroeconomic and financial instability and development of 
the actions sent to their minimization (it is planned to create the effective system of 
prognostication of financial crises).  

2. The feasibility of restructuring of the regulatory systems, in the way to 
give to the public organs the opportunity to identify and take into account macro 
financial risks, was recognized.  

3. The decision to distribute the systems of regulation and supervision under 
all important institutes, instruments and markets, was accepted.  Important hedge 
funds were included in this list for the first time (funds of risks management that 
are private investment funds, unreserved by the normative adjusting, inaccessible 
to the wide circle of persons and that are followed by professional investment 
leaders). The hedge funds have the special structure of fee for guidance by assets, 
and, as a rule, serve professional investors only). A failure in activity of hedge 
funds, as specialists determine, is one of the reasons of world financial crisis. 

4. New hard principles of Financial Stability Forum are installed (taking into 
account the features of national jurisdiction). The principles are connected with the 
practice of payment of compensation award in the most of system arising financial 
institutes for managers and other employees that are responsible for high-risk 
financial transactions. Initiatives are also supported in relation to the input of 
rational charts of payments of indemnifications and social corporate responsibility 
of all companies of financial sector. It is about the regulation of bonus payments to 
the management of the company and to the banks (the using of the state aid), the 
control of the payments. 
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5. Another agreement of the Basel committee is focusing on a bank 
supervision (Basel of III), in relation to introduction of new bank standards of 
international adequacy of capital and liquidity, that must increase the rigidity of the 
world banking system, decrease the incentives of banks to assume excessive risks, 
to bring down probability and sharpness of future crises and allow to the banks to 
maintain (without a considerable state help) financial shocks of the same scale as 
during the recent world financial crisis. The system of new standards includes the 
leverage coefficient harmonized at the international level that must complement 
the indexes of capital taking into account risks. The coefficient envisages the 
decision of problem of divergence in the terms of financial requirements and 
obligations, and also sets buffer reserves of capital over the level of minimum 
requirements, that can be used in unfavorable periods. The leaders of "Group of 
twenty" are determined to fully implement the new standards during the period of 
01.01.2013- 01.01.2019. 

6. It is decided to implement the measures against countries, that renounce 
the collaboration by the above-mentioned questions, thus it applies even to "tax 
havens". A fight against offshore centers increases. It is declared about application 
of approvals in relation to defense of public finances and financial systems, about 
completion of era of bank secrecy. Thus, expounded readiness in relation to the 
improvement of mechanisms of exchange by information, that applies to tax 
payment. 

7. The necessity of creation of only complex of the high-quality global 
standards of accounting is underline. It is suggested to spread informative work 
with developing countries, and their participating in creation of these standards. 

8. The decision about distribution of supervision on credit rating agencies 
was accepted, with the aim of inhibition of international conscientious practice 
code by them. 

9. It is suggested to prepare the national packages of conjuncture measures 
in relation to prevention of financial crises; to set stricter control over financial 
markets. 

The package of measures at 1,1 trln USD was accepted to promote the 
economic growth and jobs, and also trust to the financial system. The mentioned 
package included the following measures: 

 the additional 500 billion USD for the sake of grant of support from the 
side of IMF to the developing economies; 

 the additional 250 billion of USD as SDRs of the IMF for all countries-
members of the Fund (new financial mechanism of "overdraft facility"); 

 the trade-financial package at 250 billion USD for the sake of support of 
international trade flows during two years; 

 at least 100 billion USD of additional loans from the multilateral banks of 
development to the poorest countries. 
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Concerning the activity of regional organizations, particularly of EU, 
European Commission developed the Plan of European economic renewal in the 
end of 2008. The plan contains two key elements. These are: 

 the scale and urgent budgetary stimulation of purchasing power at the level 
of 200 billion euro (1,5% of GDP) for the support of consumer demand, and also 
to assume the exit of some countries-members outside the threshold of deficit of 
budget set by the plan at 3%, which is necessary for overcoming the crisis; 

 strengthening the competitiveness of the EU by investing in perspective 
innovative technologies - energy-savings, development of alternative resources, 
transport infrastructure etc. 

The council of EU of economic and financial questions granted permission 
to the countries-members of EU to apply the brief rate of VAT in some industries, 
and also confirmed the new rules of activity of credit-rating agencies that set more 
hard standards of quality and transparency and envisage the realization of 
permanent control over their functioning from the side of public organs. 

International organizations develop anti-crisis measures also. IMF negotiates 
with countries concerning granting them the loans on the simplified scheme within 
the framework of instrument of standby that envisages the brief terms of payments 
and more simple terms. Within the framework of efforts on a fight against the 
global economic crisis, IMF entered the row of new credit instruments, in 
particular, flexible loans (Flexible credit line). 

The Executive Board of the IMF confirmed the introduction of new 
instrument of the operative grant of short-term loans (Short - Term Liquidity 
Facility), intended for the countries with a market economy in the process of 
becoming (emerging markets). In the conditions of international economic crisis 
the World Bank also declares about possibility of increasing of the sponsorship to 
the developing countries. A world bank expounded a willingness to increase the 
volume of loans to 100 billion dollars. 

Modern financial crises (in particular world) put under a doubt not only the 
idea of globalization, but also strategy of open market in general ( now many 
countries declare about possibility of closing of the markets). It should be noted 
that Africa, China, Brazil are least affected by the crisis in 2008. The degree of 
globalization is not too high in mentioned countries. The corresponding measures 
are accepted for prevention of world financial crises at the level of the separate 
state and at the international level. The main attention during the development of 
these measures is spared to the limitation of out-of-control inflow of speculative 
capital, limiting of risks, that undertake banks, and to the macroeconomic 
stabilizing on the whole – at the state level. At the international level, the IBM 
system of measures must reflect the interests of world economy, to assist 
prevention of crises and serve to the effective functioning of markets. 
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PART III. FINANCIAL MARKETS IN INTERNATIONAL 
MACROECONOMICS 

 
Chapter 7. International Foreign Exchange Market 

 
7.1. What is the essence of the international foreign exchange market? 

 
International foreign exchange market is the largest financial market in the 

world and takes an important place in the ensuring of correlation between the 
components of the global financial market. 

Foreign exchange market is the system of currency and organizational 
relationships, related with switching currency operations, international payments, 
and provision of loan in foreign currency under certain conditions. 

There are the following peculiarities of this market: 
 it is non-material; 
 it does not have a concrete location and single center; 
 mechanism of its functioning is an exchange of the currency of one 

country for the currency of another country; 
 there is complete freedom of immediate opening or closing of any position, 

the opportunity to trade 24 hours online; 
 it is the interbank market; 
 it has a flexible system of trade organization and flexible strategy of 

payment for conclusion of agreement; 
 it is one of the most liquid markets due to the possibility of work on it with 

different currencies;  
 it is global due to the process of telecommunications and informatics. 
There are the following functions of foreign exchange market: the 

implementation of international settlements; the insurance of currency risks; the 
providing of crediting in foreign currency; the diversification of currency reserves 
of banks and states; the obtaining of speculative profit by market participants; the 
impact on government regulation of the national economy and monetary policy 
coordination at the level of the world economy [8, p.110]. 

The participants of the international foreign exchange market are 
commercial banks, corporations that are engaged in international trade, non-bank 
financial institutions (asset management firms, insurance companies), and the 
central banks. However, the main participants of the international foreign exchange 
market are commercial banks, because the most transactions with currencies 
involve exchange of bank deposits, denominated in different currencies. 

The main product of this market is a foreign currency in different forms: 
currency deposits, any financial requirements, identified in the foreign currency. 
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The operations with currency demand deposits prevail on the foreign exchange 
market. 

Demand deposits are the money, used in currency trading among banks 
operating on the foreign exchange market. Banking dealers hold foreign perpetual 
deposits in foreign currency in correspondent banks, located in countries where 
this foreign currency is national. 

Bank in any country may sell foreign currency, giving the orders to foreign 
employees to transfer deposits to the buyer. The purchase of currency is carried out 
similarly. In this case, the seller puts it on the buyer account in a bank, located 
abroad. Currency transaction acts in some way. For example, an American firm has 
to pay 200 thousand euro for delivery of the goods to the German firm. The 
company instructs its bank to debit a dollar bill and pay that sum, transferring it to 
the supplier to the German bank. American Bank transfers dollars at the exchange 
rate from the account of U.S. firms on the German bank debit in exchange for 
deposits in euro, which will be used to pay for the German supplier.  

International foreign exchange market consists of a number of national 
markets. There are three levels of the foreign exchange market operations: 

1st: Retail trading. These are the operations in one national market, when the 
bank-dealer directly interacts with customers. 

2nd: Wholesale interbank trading. These are the operations in one national 
market when two banks-dealers interact through currency broker.  

3rd: International trade. These are the operations among two or more national 
markets where banks-dealers from different countries interact with each other. 
Such operations often involve arbitrage operations on two or three markets. 

  Depending on the level of organization of foreign exchange market, there 
are exchanging (organized) and off-exchange (non-organized) foreign exchange 
markets. Exchanging market is represented by the exchange market (currency 
exchange), and off-exchange (interbank) is represented by banks, financial 
institutions, enterprises and organizations. 

Functions of exchange market consist in determination of the demand and 
supply of currency, establishment of exchange rates, forecasting of their dynamics, 
determination of the reference exchange rates, as well as in formation of the 
strategy and tactics of the country's central bank concerning the financial and 
monetary policy and currency regulation system. Agreements of the current nature 
as well as durable ones are concluded on the foreign exchange markets. Exchange 
market is small due to its volume, as it functions primarily as a national foreign 
exchange market (approximately 10% of all currency transactions are concluded 
on it). 

The activity of interbank market is directly related to the implementation of 
currency transactions. Interbank exchange rates, i.e. rates that banks ask from each 
other, are established on this market. Interbank “wholesale” rates are lower than 
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“retail” rates for customers. The difference is the income of the bank for the 
service. The interbank market takes about 90% of the turnover of foreign currency. 

Any two currencies can participate in the operations with foreign currencies, 
but most interbank operations are the operations with exchange currency for the 
U.S. dollar, which is considered as a key currency. Euro, Japanese yen, Swiss 
franc, British pound sterling also play an important role on the foreign exchange 
market. The demand for these currencies is occurring every second, as opposed to 
other currencies. 

International foreign exchange market operates with significant amount of 
money. Its volume exceeds 700 trillion dollars per year, the daily turnover 
amounted approximately 4 trillion dollars in 2010, 5 trillion dollars in 2011, in 
2020 it is predicted an increase in the daily operations till 10 trillion dollars, while 
the Asian market is about 20% of all transactions, 40% – on European, and 40% – 
on the U.S. [14, P.246]. 

According to the nature of operations, foreign exchange market is divided 
into the markets: spot, forward, swap, futures and options. 
 

7.2. What transactions exist on the international foreign exchange 
market?  

 
The different types of agreements on switching currency operations are 

concluded on the international foreign exchange market. 
Switching currency operations are the agreements, concluded on the foreign 

exchange market for buying and selling a certain amount of currency of one 
country for the currency of another country at an agreed exchange rate on a certain 
date. The purposes of switching currency operations are: 

 currencies exchange in  international trade, in the implementation of 
tourism, migration of capital and labor; 

 the speculations (to get profit from changes in exchange rates); 
 the hedging (protection from currency risks and from the potential losses 

from changes in exchange rates), which improves conditions of concluding of 
international trade and investment agreements. In this way hedging is the 
stimulation of international flows of goods and capital. 

Switching currency operations include:  
 operations with immediate delivery of currency (current switching 

currency operations), which are divided into operations “tod” with today value 
date, “tom” with tomorrow value date, “spot” with value date in two working bank 
days; 

 terminable switching currency operations, which are divided into forwards, 
swaps, futures, options. 
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7.2.1. What are spot transactions?  
  

Spot market is the market, where the transactions of current and immediate 
(or cash) currency exchange between two countries are carried out. The two parties 
agree to exchange the bank deposits and carry out an agreement on the second 
working day from the date of conclusion of the exchange rate, fixed at the time of 
the conclusion of agreement. Now, by the request of customer, the currency 
converting is carried out on the date of the conclusion of agreement by electronic 
means. 

The exchange rates of immediate exchange of currencies are called current 
(spot) rates. These operations create cash foreign exchange market. 

The spot agreements are the basic currency operations, the spot rates– are 
the basic rates. The other agreement rates on the foreign exchange market are 
calculated on the basis of spot rates – cross-rates, forward and futures contracts 
rates. 

Two prices (rates) of currencies are used during the exchange of foreign 
currency: the rate of the buyer and of the seller. When you buy the currency at a 
bank or the dealer to pay for the currency higher price than the one for which you 
can sell the same amount of currency the same bank or dealer.  

Banking and dealer rates of buyer are those prices, which the bank and 
dealer are ready to pay for foreign currency. Rates of seller are the prices by which 
bank and dealer are ready to sell foreign currency. These two rates are quoted in 
pairs. For example, if a bank quotes dollar as 5.437 – 5.598, it means that it is 
ready to buy dollars at 5.437 UAH for 1 dollar and sell them at 5.598 UAH for 1 
dollar. Higher price always refers to the seller price, and lower –to the buyer price. 
The difference between these rates is called the absolute spread. It is used to cover 
the cost of bank and for the insurance from currency risks. Under the condition of 
instability of foreign exchange market or during the currency crisis, spread may 
increase from 2 to 10 times, compared to “normal” spread – 0.05-0.09% of quoted 
rate. 

The relative spread can be calculated as the difference between the seller and 
buyer quotations, calculated in relation to the seller price, i.e. in percentages: 

 

                                                                                              (7.1) 
 

The size of spread is influenced by such factors: the status of the contractor 
and the nature of the relationship between contractors (the size of spread is more 
narrow for constant and reliable bank-contractors); market conjuncture (the size of 
spread is usually higher during rapid changes in exchange rates); quoted currency 
and market liquidity (the size of spread is higher during the quotation of rare 
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currency or by agreements on less liquid market); the amount of the agreement (a 
smaller spread is used under agreements for large sums). 

Currency operations of immediate delivery are the most common and 
accounts for approximately 60% of the currency agreements on the interbank 
market. These operations must be fulfilled by subjects. They are used primarily for 
the immediate receipt of currency for foreign trade payments. 

Banks give necessary foreign currencies to their customers; provide the flow 
of capital and the implementation of arbitrage and speculation operations with the 
help of spot operations. 

 
7.2.2. What are forward contracts?  

  
Forward market is the market, where the terminable currency transactions 

with foreign currency are carried out. Terminable (forward) transactions are the 
contracts, which are the agreements of two parties about the delivery of agreed 
amount of currency over a certain term after conclusion of the agreement at the 
exchange rate, fixed at the moment of its conclusion. Forward agreements are 
concluded out of exchange and are obligatory for execution unlike the futures and 
options. 

The interval in time between the moment of conclusion and the execution of 
agreement can be from 1-2 weeks, from 1 to 12 months, to 5-7 years. Exchange 
rate of the forward agreement is called the forward exchange rate. It is fixed in the 
moment of conclusion of the agreement. 

Exchange rate on the terminable transactions differs from the spot rate. The 
difference between the spot and forward rates is defined as the discount from the 
spot rate, if the rate of forward agreement is lower, or premium, if it is higher than 
the spot rate. The premium means that the currency is quoted more expensively on 
the terminable transaction than on the cash transaction. The discount means that 
the exchange rate on forward agreement is lower than on the spot agreement. 

The size of forward premium/discount is calculated by formula: 
 

,                                                                       (7.2) 
 

where FR and SR –forward and spot rates; 
t – validity (in days) of forward contract. 
Forward agreements are carried out for the following purposes: 
 the real sale or purchase of currency; 
 currency exchange for commercial purposes, advance sale or purchase 

of foreign currency to insure currency risk; 
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 insurance of portfolio or direct investment from risk, which is related 
with a decrease of the exchange rate; 

 getting of speculative profit due to differences in the exchange rate. 
Speculative operations can be performed without a currency. 
Forward market is narrower than the market of cash transactions (it makes 

10% of trade in currency values). Mostly, forward agreements are carried out with 
major currencies, by large corporations or banks with a stable credit rating. 

The rate expectations (increasing or decreasing rate) are not always justified, 
in case of conclusion of forward agreements. Thus, forward contracts are not 
always appropriate or not available in all types of businesses. Many businesses and 
most individuals are looking for alternatives to forward contracts. One of these 
alternatives is the swap agreement.  

 
7.2.3. What are currency swaps? 
 
Currency swap is a combination of the current (cash) and terminable 

transactions, i.e. the combination of spot contract of selling the currency 
(immediate supply of currency) and simultaneous forward contract of purchasing 
of the same currency for a certain period of time. Cash agreement is carried out on 
the spot exchange rate in swap transactions. The spot exchange rate in the forward 
contract is adjusted for premium or discount, depending on the movement in 
exchange rates. So the swap rate is created on the market of currency swaps. It is 
the difference between the spot rate and the forward rate. Swap transaction may be 
signed with one contractor, when both conversion transactions are carried out with 
the same bank, or with different contractors. Two opposing agreements must be 
signed by two contractors with different dates for the same amount of value in case 
of agreement with different contractors. 

Let’s consider the example of currency swap. Bank A received a payment in 
the amount of 10 million dollars on March 1st. This amount will be needed in 6 
months, and so during this period it is beneficial to invest this amount in euro. 
Bank A decided to implement currency swap: to sell 10 million dollars for euro to 
the foreign Bank B on the condition to redeem it as part of the deal in future. It is 
more profitable than to implement on the foreign exchange market two separate 
agreements on March 1st: sell hryvnia per euro on the spot market and buy hryvnia 
per euro on the forward market to get them in 6 months. 

Swap transactions are convenient for banks, because they do not create an 
open position (purchase is covered by selling); reduce currency risks, implement 
hedging of forward operations; can be used for extension (prolongation) of open 
currency positions in the future, that is to save the state position for a specified 
period in the future; the using of them is more cheap for marker-takers (banks that 
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provide spot contracts) than the conclusion of forward contracts in the case of 
prolongation of currency position. 

“Swap” operation is used for: 
• the implementation of commercial agreements: the bank sells foreign 

currency on “spot” terms and buys it on a period; 
• the purchase of necessary foreign currency by bank without currency risk; 
• the mutual crediting in two currencies by bank. 
“Swap” operation is hedging, i.e. the insurance of the foreign exchange risk 

by creating of counterclaims and liabilities in foreign currencies. The market of 
currency swaps is about 20% of the total currency trading. 
 

7.2.4. What are currency futures? 
 

Currency futures are the contracts that certify the obligation to buy or sell 
currency at standardized requirements in the future at a predetermined rate. A 
certain amount of foreign currency must be supplied on the day of the contract 
implementation. Currency futures market is a market of foreign exchange 
derivatives because not the currency is being traded, but monetary instruments 
(liabilities). The signing of the futures contracts is carried out on the stock market. 
Party, which is obliged to fulfill the supply of currency, is called the seller of 
futures contract and a party, which is obliged to transfer the funds against the 
supply of currency, is called the buyer. Futures contracts are obligatory for 
execution. 

Futures currency transactions create a special form of speculative 
agreements and hedging of currency risks by large banks. Currency futures account 
about 15% of currency trading. 

Currency futures are in fact the forward contracts that foresee the future 
exchange of currencies. However, terms of execution and, above all, the exchange 
terms differ from the terms of forward contracts, allowing avoiding currency risk 
more flexibility. 

The difference is: 
• the agreements are concluded only for certain currencies; 
• the currency futures are liquid, they can be bought and sold by most of the 

business entities on the exchanging market; 
•the futures contracts can be re-sold on the futures market at any time before 

the deadline for their implementation; 
• buyer of currency futures undertakes to buy and the seller – to sell the 

currency for a specified period at a rate, agreed at the conclusion of the contract; 
•the futures contracts are standardized (e.g., futures contract of the British 

pound is concluded on the amount of 62.5 thousand pounds, Canadian dollar – 100 
thousand dollars, Japanese yen – 712,500,000 yen) and their implementation is 
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guaranteed by guarantee payment in settlement and clearing house (clearing and 
settlement fee). This is a deposit, which is paid in cash by clients; 

• the supply of currency can be occurred only in specific days; 
• the standard amount of futures contract is less than the sum of the forward 

contract. In case of exceeding of the standard sum of the contract the buyer 
conclude the agreement for the purchase of several contracts. 

Futures price is determined by their supply and demand and the currency, 
the subject of the contract. 

The effectiveness of futures is determined by spread after each working 
session on the stock exchange. If the seller sells currency more expensive at the 
time of the contract than the quotation rate at the time of the execution of this 
contract – the seller will win and vice versa. 

 

                                                                                                      (7.3) 
 
where M- spread (positive or negative); 
p=1 in case of selling; p= –1 in case of buying of the currency; 
Q – the quantity of contracts; 
C –the exchange rate on the day of agreement conclusion; 
Cc – the rate of quotation of current working session (on the day of 

agreement conclusion). 
Spread is added on each open operation, even if the participant did not make 

the operation on the current working session. 
 

                                                                                                        (7.4) 
where Cp – the rate of quotation of the previous working session. 
 

7.2.5. What are currency options? 
 
Currency option is a contract that certifies the right of its buyer, but not 

committing to buy or sell a standard amount of foreign currency on certain 
conditions in the future at fixing prices at the moment of conclusion of the contract 
or at the moment of the purchase by the decision of the contractors. The seller of 
the option undertakes for a cash prize to ensure the realization of this right if it will 
be needed by being prepared to buy or sell foreign currency at the respective 
agreed price. Thus, if the foreign currency exchange by futures contract is 
compulsory even in the case, when the transaction is unprofitable for the buyer, the 
option provides a choice: if the transaction is profitable – to make an exchange, if 
the transaction is not profitable - give it up. The buyer of the option has more 
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rights and fewer responsibilities, and seller – more responsibilities and fewer 
rights. 

Currency option contracts are similar to futures. The amount of currency, 
maturity and execution price are determined in them. Options, which are traded on 
stock exchange, require standardized forms of contracts and guarantees of their 
implementation, like futures. The amount of currency, which operates in each 
option, is equal to half of that, which is set for futures contracts. 

There are two basic types of options: call option (options to purchase) and 
put option (option to sell). Call options give the right to their owners, but not the 
obligation to buy the standard amount of currency at a price, specified in the 
contract. Put options give their owners the right, but not the obligation to sell a 
specified amount of currency at the price, specified in the contract. 

There are options that can be executed at any moment before the termination 
(American options) and options that can be executed only on the termination 
(European options). 

Options as a type of hedging are more alluring than forwards and futures 
contracts, but they have high price of execution, i.e. the price by which the supply 
of the standard amount of currency is carried out. The buyer of the option has to 
pay a high premium (bonus) for them, which is fixed in the option contract. 

An option will bring a profit to its owner in the following cases: 
• for a call option, if the exercise price is lower than the price of a standard 

amount of currency by option on the market; 
• for a put option, if the exercise price is higher than the price of a standard 

amount of currency by option on the market. 
Options are used to hedge currency risk and to carry out speculative 

operations. 
 
7.2.6. What is the essence of speculative currency operations? 
 
Currency speculators intentionally affect the state of the foreign exchange 

market, by buying or selling the currency in order to achieve a depreciation of the 
exchange rate, or its appreciation. Playing on the increase or decrease of the 
exchange rate, they can get a profit or bear the losses. Speculative transactions are 
carried out on the spot market and on the terminable market. 

On the spot market, if the speculator plays on the increase of the exchange 
rate, he buys the currency and keeps it on a deposit in the bank, in order to sell it in 
case of higher exchange rates. Speculators' profit will be equal to the difference 
between the original low spot rate, at which he bought the currency, and the higher 
current rate at which he sold this currency. 

If the speculator plays on the decrease of exchange rate, he takes a loan in 
foreign currency on a certain term, then sells it at a high exchange rate (changes it 
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for the national currency), and he puts the received money on deposit in the bank 
in order to get interests. At the end of the term of the loan, if the spot rate of 
foreign currency fell down, the speculator buys foreign currency at a lower rate for 
returning the loan. In this case, speculators' profit is equal to the difference 
between the spot rate at the sale and purchase of foreign currency.  

Speculation in the forward foreign exchange market is more widespread and 
is based on the assumption about increase or decrease of spot exchange rates, 
compared to the forward rate in the future. If speculator believes that the currency 
spot rate will be higher in 3 months, than in comparison with the present-day 
forward rate, he conducts such operations: he buys foreign currency in the forward 
market for delivering in 3 months, in case of his prediction coming true, after 3 
month he receives foreign currency at a low price of forward market and then he 
resells it at a high rate of the spot market. Speculators' profit is the difference 
between the forward rate and the spot rate, if his expectations were not met, then it 
makes losses. If the speculator expects that the future spot rate of foreign currency 
will decrease relatively to the present-day forward rate, he performs such 
operations: he sells foreign currency on the forward market, buys foreign currency 
on the spot market for the low spot rate and then he resells it at a higher rate on the 
forward market. Speculators’ profit is also determined by the difference between 
the spot rate and the forward rate. Professional speculator makes thousands of 
currency forward exchange contracts, to avoid the risk of mistakes on the future 
spot rate, and, if the assumptions about the general nature of the changes in 
exchange rates will be valid, his operations will be profitable. 

Currency options are also used for speculation. Speculator is the buyer, as 
we have noted above, he can use the option, or let it expire its date. He uses the 
option, when it is profitable for him; it means that the exercise price will be higher 
than the market price. 

Banks, firms and TNC are involved in the speculative operations. The 
speculative operations that are aimed at decrease or increase of the exchange rate 
often attain tens of billions of dollars in a few days. Currency speculation has 
substantially increased in a floating exchange rate conditions, as their wavering has 
increased. 

Speculation on the exchange rates is one of the legal forms of currency 
business, but it often negatively affects the monetary sector and the whole 
economy. Speculation destabilizes the economy, when speculators sell the 
currency at exchange rate depreciation or at a low exchange rate, hoping that it will 
have the further fall, or when speculators buy foreign currency at the growth of the 
exchange rate or at its high level in anticipation of its future growth. As a result of 
carrying out of destabilizing speculative transactions, exchange rate fluctuations 
are intensified. 
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At the same time, speculative operations can be stabilizing, it means that 
they weaken the currency fluctuations in time and also contribute the stabilization 
of the foreign exchange market. This occurs when speculators will: a) buy foreign 
currency at decreasing of its domestic price, or at its lowest level in anticipation of 
growth, and b) sell the currency, when the exchange rate is increasing, or is at a 
high level and it is expected to decrease soon. 

 
7.2.7. What do arbitrage operations mean? 
 
Arbitrage operations are carried out also with the speculative goal on the 

foreign exchange market. Arbitrage - is the process of purchasing and selling of 
foreign currency for profit. The difference between arbitrage operations and 
speculative operations is that arbitrage operations are always stabilizing, as they 
contribute to the short-term exchange rate adjustment on different foreign 
exchange markets, and speculative operations are carried out to maximize profit 
through the difference between the exchange rates of foreign and national 
currency. 

The main types of arbitrage on the foreign exchange market are the 
arbitration of exchange and interest arbitrage. 

Arbitrage of exchange (simple) is the purchasing of currency on the one 
market at a low price, with its simultaneous sale on another market at a higher 
price, and getting profit from the difference in exchange rates. Arbitrage of 
exchange can be complicated, in case of multiple different currencies on different 
foreign exchange markets. 

On the foreign exchange market, where the currency has a relatively low 
rate, arbitrage operations increase demand on it, and the exchange rate begins to 
rise, but on the market where the currency has a high rate, such operations increase 
its supply and the rate decreases. 

Arbitrage operation, which is conducted by arbitrageur, gives the 
opportunity to make profit practically without any risk and there is no need of 
investments. For example, Bank A (arbitrageur) provides customer with service of 
buying and selling of currency. The client believes that the price of the British 
pound will rise against the U.S. dollar. This client applies to the Bank A for the 
purchasing of pounds and specifying the amount. Dealer of the bank communicates 
with the banks-partner B and receives two-way quote 1.4250 / 1.4255. Before 
giving this quote to the client, bank includes the commission in it, and after that it 
gives the new quote to the client: 1.4248 / 1.4257. Then the bank A buys pounds in 
the bank B at the rate of 1.4255 in, after this it sells them to the customer at the rate 
of 1.4257 and gets the profit on the difference in this course (1,4257-1,4255) 
without any risk. Such operations are done by the expenses of the client of the 
bank A, which doesn't invest any money for this operation [13, p. 139]. Arbitrage 
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of exchange can be temporal and spatial. In case of spatial arbitrage, arbitrageur 
gets profits due to the difference in "spot" prices on the markets, which are situated 
in a "different spaces", it means on the two different geographically distant 
markets. Profits are derived from the difference in exchange rates in time (for 
example, the currency is bought on the spot rate, then placed on a fixed term 
deposit and at the end of this period, it is sold on the same market but for another 
spot rate) in case of temporal currency arbitrage.  

The interest arbitrage is connected with the operations on the capital 
market, i.e. with the movement of resources from one currency to another to 
improve the conditions of the loan or terms of lending and is based on the use by 
banks of the difference between interest rates in various markets. 

The base of interest arbitrage is the striving of economic subjects (investors) 
to invest available amount of money in the currency, which makes the greatest 
profit. Interest rates in different countries rarely coincide by sizes. They have quite 
wide diapason on different world markets. Investors seek to move funds from the 
market with low interest rate to the market with a higher one. To do this, they carry 
out a transaction of interest arbitrage. If investors want to preserve capital and 
make profit, they will produce covered (secured) arbitrage, providing for the 
exchange of one currency for another. There is a process of borrowing money in 
one country and converting it into the currency of another country, where funds are 
given on credit. 

Providing means that the risk of reverse conversion of the currency, where 
the loan was made, for payment of the loan in date, is eliminated by the purchase 
of that currency in the forward market. The simultaneous purchase of currency on 
the spot conditions and its forward sale, i.e. the swap operation, reduces or 
eliminates the operational risk. Swap has a price, so this price (costs) has to be 
deducted from the difference of interest rates of currency, with which arbitration is 
carried out to get net profit. 

The interest arbitrage operation consists in obtaining of credit in one 
currency and crediting in another one.  Risks from changes in exchange rates can be 
reduced by conclusion of forward contracts on currency exchange for the term of 
loan or deposit.  

Since the operation of interest arbitrage associated with the supply and 
demand of spot and forward transactions, this operation affects the spot and 
forward exchange rates [9, p.  84-86].                                                

Interest arbitrage (e.g., transfer of the U.S. dollar to country B) consists of 
three operations:   
1) the loan in dollars and convert of them into the currency of the country B;                          
2) the allocation of credit in the country B;                          
3) the drawing up the forward contract to the moment of completion of the credit 
for the reverse exchange of the currency of country B to dollars.                         
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At the end of the credit (t + 1) the arbitrageur will owe (in dollars):            
 

                                                               ,  
where rus – the interest rate in the United States. 

The bank will receive in country B: 
 

 units of currency B. This currency must be converted at the forward 
rate  to dollars in the amount of . 

As the amount of foreign currency (B) equals the amount of borrowed 
dollars ($), divided by the spot rate , i.e.  the amount of 
earned money is:  

Arbitration profit of bank equals to the amount of earned dollars minus the 
amount of dollars that it owes to its creditor: 
  

                          (7.5) 
 
The exchange of one currency for another affects on the supply and demand 

on the spot and forward markets. At the process of exchanging dollars for currency 
B, it is created additional demand on the spot market for currency B, which leads 
to the increase of value of that currency in dollars . At the forward market, 
the currency B is exchanged for the dollar, leading to a further supply of this 
currency and reducing its value in currency terms .The increase in the 
exchange rate of "spot" and decrease of forward rate reduce the 
profits of the arbitrageurs to a value at which the potential profit will be zero. 

 
                                                       (7.6) 

 
Equation (9.5) describes the balance, which is caused by the arbitration 

actions. 
If we divide both sides of the equation (16.5) to  we will get: 
 

                                                            (7.7) 
 

This equation shows that the ratio of the forward rate to the spot exchange 
rate of the currency B is equal to the ratio of profitability of the United States to the 
profitability in country B. 

The ratio between the spot rates, forward rates and interest rates, expressed 
by equation (9.6) is called the interest rate parity. 

Interest rate parity is expressed by formula: 
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,                                                                            (7.8) 
 
where f – forward raise to the currency of the country B or a discount with it. 
 

                                                                     (7.9) 
 
For example, if the interest rate of the USA is 8%, and the interest rate in 

Germany – 6%, the interest rate parity leads to the fact that the forward rate of the 
euro will be with 1,89% raise, i.e.: 

 
, or 

. 
 

The ratio of the forward rate to the spot one for the euro will be  
 

 
 
The banks lean on interest rates parity in establishing of forward rates for 

their customers. Putting obstacles in arbitrage’s way can cause deviations from 
interest rate parity. 

 
 

7.3. How does the government interfere in the activity of foreign 
exchange market?  
  

Governments can influence on the exchange rate of their currencies: a) by 
buying and selling of large amount of foreign currency on the foreign exchange 
market, b) by carrying out economic policies that affect changes in demand and 
supply of the national currency, c) by concluding of international agreements, 
related to the exchange rate. 

The central bank can support the exchange rate at a certain level through the 
currency intervention. For this, the central bank has to trade currency at a fixed rate 
to private agents of the international foreign exchange market. For example, to 
keep dollar exchange rates at the level of 9.00 hryvnia to the dollar, the National 
Bank of Ukraine should be able to buy hryvnia for this rate to their dollar reserves 
in any amount dictated by the market. If it is needed to prevent the growth of the 
national currency, the central bank must sell sufficient quantity to meet the excess 
demand. 

In order to carry out currency interventions, the country must have sufficient 
foreign exchange reserves, gold reserves, international money (special drawing 
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rights, euro). Central banks, conducting currency interventions, want to slow down 
changes in the exchange rate to prevent abrupt changes in the competitiveness of 
export sectors, to prevent fluctuations in the level of employment and inflation 
trends. 

To influence the exchange rate, governments use two types of state 
macroeconomic policy: 

• monetary, which affects the exchange rate through the mechanism of 
change in the money supply; 

• fiscal, which affects the exchange rate through changes in government 
spending and taxes. 

The temporary increase in the money supply is currency depreciation and 
rising output. The rapid depreciation of currency leads to reduction of prices of the 
domestic product compared to the imported one. So there is the increase in 
aggregate demand for it, which should be covered by the increment of output. The 
continuous growth of the money supply influences on the exchange rate and on the 
output greater impact. 

The disadvantage of the use of monetary policy for influence on exchange 
rate is that great fluctuations of money supply in the country can lead to inflation 
or deflation. This limits the ability to use monetary policy to regulate foreign 
exchange rates. 

Fiscal policy is the policy of changing of the level of taxation and of 
government spending.  The policy, which causes the budget deficit or excess. 

Fiscal policy can be expansionary and restrictive. 
Restrictive fiscal policy is carried out by the reducing of governmental 

spending or by rising of taxes, or by using of these two methods. The realization of 
restrictive fiscal policy leads to an increase in the value of the currency. Reducing 
of the governmental spending and tax increases cut the budget deficit. There is also 
a decrease in demand for goods and services, which is reflected in decrease of 
imports, which, consequently, causes a decrease in supply of foreign currency and 
increase of its value. 

Expansionary fiscal policy in the form of increase of governmental spending 
or saving taxes, or some combination of these two directions leads to an increase in 
aggregate demand. This leads to an increase in imports and, consequently, to 
greater supply of currency, which causes a decrease in the exchange rate. 

In order to achieve macroeconomic stability, the central bank, under fixed 
exchange rates, cannot use monetary policy. However, fiscal policy, under fixed 
exchange rate, is more efficient than floating. 

The government can also influence on the value of the exchange rate by 
official statements of their intention to carry out a strategy for the exchange rate. 
The purpose of these statements is to influence the expectations and behavior of 
the participants of foreign exchange market. The effectiveness of these statements 
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depends on the degree of confidence in the foreign exchange market to government 
statements. 

The government occasionally makes decisions about immediate change in 
price of the national currency, expressed in units of foreign currency, in countries, 
where the exchange rate is fixed.  

If the central bank increases the price of a unit of foreign currency into 
national currency, there is devaluation, when the central bank reduces the exchange 
rate – revaluation. Devaluation or revaluation means the willingness of the central 
bank to sell unlimited amount of national currency in exchange for foreign 
currency at the new rate. 

Change of the value of the exchange rate under a floating exchange rate, as a 
result of the joint impact of market forces and government, is defined by the terms 
“depreciation” and “appreciation” of currency. 

 
7.4. What is the Eurocurrency market? 
 
Eurocurrency market (Euromarket) is a specific sector of the foreign 

exchange market. If the foreign exchange market is the market, where the sale and 
the purchase of foreign currency take place in the country of its origin, 
eurocurrency market is the market of deposit and crediting transactions in foreign 
currency outside the country of its origin. 

Eurocurrency market (in the broad sense) includes markets of eurodeposits, 
eurocredits, eurobonds, euroequities, eurobill, etc. It is a universal international 
market that combines elements of currency, credit transactions and securities 
transactions. 

Deposit and crediting operations are carried out in euro on the European 
market. Currencies are transferred into foreign bank accounts and banks use them 
for operations in all countries, including the emission of this currency by country. 
For example, if the Bank of France takes credit in U.S. dollars, it is the operation 
on international foreign exchange market, and if they get a credit from a bank in 
the United Kingdom or Japan, the agreement is concluded on the eurocurrency 
market. Eurodollar or euroyen are the currencies of the same name in bank 
accounts that are not in the U.S. and Japan, i.e. not in the “homeland” of these 
currencies and in other countries. So, the dollar in liabilities of the Bank of France 
is the eurodollar, yen in liabilities of Bank of UK – is euroyen. 

Eurocurrency, functioning in the global financial market, retains the form of 
the local currency and the prefix “euro” only indicates that the currency is not 
under the control of national monetary authorities. 

Eurocurrency market emerged due to company needs of investors, in some 
countries and not the government's decision. He started to operate since the mid of 
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50s, when Western Europe appeared the market of Eurodollar. There are the 
following prerequisites for the development of this market: 

• firstly, the ability of branches of U.S. banks in Europe and European banks 
to pay for deposits in dollars higher interest than in the U.S. In addition, dollar 
loans that were given in Europe cost less; 

• secondly, the surplus dollars in oil-exporting countries of the Middle East 
and countries that preferred placement in European banks; 

• thirdly, the demand for dollar loans from the side of developing countries; 
• fourthly, the removal of exchange restrictions in the promotion of capital 

by Western countries. 
This led to the establishment of favorable conditions for transactions with 

non-residents' deposits on the national European currency markets. Western 
European countries experienced an acute dollar deficit and encouraged the inflow 
of funds to the residents in their banks, as these deposits serve as currency credit 
for the countries receiving these deposits. Therefore accounts of aliens exempt 
from taxation and compulsory reservation of funds in the local central bank. To 
distinguish flowing to the accounts of non-residents in European banks 
“ownerless” currency from the monetary units controlled by emitting their central 
banks, they have the prefix “euro”, which became added to U.S. dollars, and then, 
as their development of the Euromarket, to other freely usable currencies. 

The elimination of the currency regulation and tax laws of the country 
encouraged international banks to facilitate the full development of the 
Eurocurrency market. 

Eurocurrency market participants are central banks and governments that 
operate primarily on the Eurobond market, commercial banks that are major 
participants in this market and are active on the market of short-term and as well as 
long-term operations, private institutions and investors (mostly TNCs) that have a 
significant amount of money and play a significant role in the global financial 
market. 

There are the following special features of the European market: 
1. Supranational nature of functioning. Euromarket is not the subject of local 

laws, outside the scope of national and international control. This contributes to 
uncontrolled movement of huge masses of debt capital, by passing national borders 
and regulation (invasion of “hot money”, “outflow” of capital), increasing 
speculative operations. Attempts to control the Euromarket had no success. On the 
one hand, the Euromarket stimulates the development of world economic ties, the 
internationalization of foreign economic activity, contributing to the growth of the 
productive forces, and on the other hand, it is the factor of instability in the world 
economy as a whole, and of national economies. 

2. Institutional feature – the selection of category of Eurobanks and 
international banking consortiums, where transnational banks (TNBs) form the 
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base of them, which carry out operations in many countries in different areas and 
in different currencies. Banks are Eurobanks in that part of their activities in 
foreign currencies, which are carried out on their territory. The rapid movement of 
money from one country to another is depending on the interest rate and the ratio 
of exchange rates on the Euromarket.  

Eurobank activity is attractive for two reasons: the relative lack of regulation 
and the huge size of the Eurocurrency market. Eurobanks are usually not covered 
by requirements of the regarding of availability of the necessary reserves and 
requirements to the capital structure and payments of premiums for deposit 
insurance. 

The largest banks on the Eurocurrency market are represented in Table. 7.1. 
 

    Table 7.1  
The largest Eurobanks in the world 

 
Country 

 
Name of the bank Asset size, trillion 

dollars in 2012  
France BNP Paribas 2,84 
Germany Deutsche Bank  2,62 
Great Britain HSBC  2,6 
USA Bank of America  2,27 
China ICBC   2,2 
USA Citigroup   1,95 
Japan The Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ 1,53 

Source: [9] 
 
Temporarily organized consortia (syndicates) of banks to finance and credit 

large-scale projects are specialized by regional or sector basis. 
TNBs continuously increase their number of institutions in foreign countries, 

where they compete with national banking systems. The international activity of 
TNBs is diverse. It depends on the bank's strategy and on the rules, operating in 
each country, which can restrict banking activities. 

3. Access restrictions of borrowers. The main borrowers are TNCs, 
governments, international monetary and financial institutions. 

4. The use of leading convertible currencies: eurodollar (60%), euroyen 
(6%), euro (3%) and others. 

5. Using the latest computer technology. Transactions are carried out by 
telephone, fax with exchange on the same day of telegraphic confirmation, which 
serves as a single document. 

6. Specificity of interest rates: 
• relative autonomy in relation to national rates; 
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• the opportunity to bid higher rates on eurodeposits and lower rates on 
euroloans than the national rates because the system of required reserves is not 
covering eurodeposits that commercial banks are obliged to hold on interest-free 
deposit at the central bank and the payment of income tax on interest. Because 
transactions in eurocurrency are more profitable than national currencies. 

7. The emission and operations with: 
• Eurobonds (from the 70s) that are placed simultaneously on the markets of 

different countries and are used by TNCs to finance investment and by the 
government – to cover the budget deficit and refinancing of “old” loans; 

• eurobills (since 1981); 
• euroequities (1983), which are not traded at all national capital markets, 

but only there, where it is permitted by law, as the share is not only a form of 
credit, but also the right to a share of ownership. 

The main Eurocurrency market attractiveness is the lack of government 
regulation that allows Eurobank to offer higher interest rates on eurocurrency 
deposits than on the deposits made in the national currency, and allows banks to 
take from borrower’s higher interest for the use of Eurocurrency, than loans in 
national currency. In addition, in transactions with foreign currency the banks have 
greater freedom of action. 

At the same time, Eurocurrency market has drawbacks. Thus, when there is 
the regulated banking system, the probability of loss of deposits in bank 
bankruptcy is negligible, while non-regulated system such as the Euromarket, the 
probability increases. Borrowing of company funds on the currency exchange 
market in the eurocurrency can be risky. Signing a forward contract can insure risk, 
but there is no absolute guarantee. 

Nowadays Eurocurrency market acquired enormous sizes (its volume is 
about 700 trillion dollars annually). Due to the large scale of operations the 
considerable mobility of funds on this market significantly affects the currency of 
the financial state of the world environment. The market covers all major 
international banks and world financial centers, and all convertible currencies. 

Europe accounts for about 50% of Eurocurrency market transactions. The 
main financial center is London (over 20% of the global volume of transactions in 
eurocurrency). Now there are more than 35 centers of Eurocurrency market. 
Among the largest, apart from London, there are Tokyo (about 20% of market 
transactions), New York, Frankfurt am Main (10%), Paris (7%), Zurich – Geneva 
(6%), Luxembourg (4%), Amsterdam, Brussels (3%) [7, p.264]. 
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Chapter 8.  International Credit Market 
 

8.1. The essence of the international credit market 
 
8.1.1. What is the place of the international credit market on 

international debt market? 
 

One of the components of the global financial market is an international debt 
market (loan market). It is a specific sphere of market relations concerning the 
circulation of debt liabilities, guaranteeing to the creditor the right to collect the 
debt from the debtor.  

Debt liabilities take various forms by methodology of the World Bank (Fig. 
8.1). 

International debt market conventionally is divided into the international 
credit market (the market of bank credit liabilities) and the international debt 
securities market, where financial instruments are turned over, that evidences the 
debt relationship between creditors and borrowers (bonds, notes, commercial 
paper, etc.). The main feature of this division is the possibility or impossibility of 
freely purchase and sale of financial liabilities or financial instruments (agreements 
to exchange the current value for the future value may be concluded in the form of 
securities that may be the subject of free purchase and sale and credit agreements, 
i.e. liabilities of the borrower to the creditor are not the subject of free purchase 
and sale). Each market includes Euromarket, as a part of the international credit 
capital market [13, p.265]. In chapter 11 it will be disclosed the main features of 
the international credit market, and issues, relating to the debt securities. 

International credit is defined as the movement of debt flows in the form of 
financial requirements between creditors and borrowers in different countries, 
associated with the provision of currency and commodity resources (assets) on the 
terms of repayment, urgency and interest payments. Taking part in the circulation 
of capital at all its stages, the international credit mediates its transition from one 
form to another: from money to the production, then to the commodity and to 
money again. Consequently, there is the movement of money capital, formed by 
supply and demand on the international credit market. 

International credit is considered as a special kind of international trade. 
This trade is not the exchange of commodity to another one, but the exchange of 
current goods for future goods. This exchange is called inter-temporal trade. 

There is always the problem of choosing between current and future 
consumption in economics. Usually produced products are not consumed 
immediately; part of it is used as an industrial capital to expand production in order 
to increase consumption in the future. In other words, it is a choice between 
consumer products now and in the future. 
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Fig. 8.1. Forms of debenture on the international loan capital market 
 
International credit makes it possible to trade in time. If a country-creditor 

provides a loan, it sells current consumption for future consumption. Country-
borrower, taking a loan, has an opportunity to spend more funds today, than it was 
earned, for exchange for the obligation to pay compensation in the future for 
today's consumption. It is determined by production capacities, which countries 
borrow and which provide. Countries that have good current investment 
opportunities, take loans from other countries that do not have the relative 
investment opportunities, but get large current income. 

Countries that have relatively large financial resources, compared with the 
possibility of profitable use inside the country, can increase its national income by 
allocation of credits to countries that have a higher rate of return on capital 
(interest, dividends). Country-importer of capital has an opportunity to increase its 
national income due to foreign investment obtained on more favorable, compared 
with domestic, lending conditions. In general, using international credit there is the 
maximization of global product due to the general increase in world production. 

The essence of international credit is that due to the credit there is a 
redistribution of capital among countries according to the needs and abilities of its 
more profitable use, provided the growth of international trade, supported by 
foreign direct investment, and governments of different countries receive foreign 
currency to stabilize the economy, covering external debt. 
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The effectiveness of the credit is achieved by: 
 free movement of capital; 
 the stability and predictability of the global economy development; 
 the fulfillment by borrowers of their obligations, the full payment of 

their debts. 
Each country is an importer and exporter of capital. As creditors and 

borrowers, i.e. the subjects of international credit markets, there are commercial 
banks, corporations, financial intermediaries, non-bank financial institutions 
(insurance companies and pension funds), central banks and other public bodies, 
governments, regional international development banks, international financial 
institutions. However, crediting is usually carried out by the international banks, 
thanks to the broad sphere of their financial activities. 

International banks are classified according to the share of international 
transactions and incomes in the general volume of transactions and incomes on the 
followings groups:  

- national banks, having a small foreign branch, which provided an 
insignificant share of assets and incomes;  

- banks, the international transactions of which are accounted from 5 to 10 
percents of their incomes;  

- transnational banks, wherein the level of international concentration and 
centralization of capital allows them to take part in the economic distribution of 
world market of debt obligations;  

- offshore banks, registered in offshore zones and that use the special tax 
and other privileges in the carrying out of financial and credit transactions. None of 
transactions of TNBs are carried out without them.  

The Bank for International Settlements includes such specific types of 
activities of banks in the sphere of international credit transactions, as [1, p. 152]: 

• loans and loans that banks offer to each other, both domestically and abroad; 
• loans and loans, granted by non-bank institutions, both domestically and 

abroad; 
• interbank deposit (euro operations, operations on offshore banking markets). 
The international transactions of banks are characterized by following basic 

features:  
- transactions on crediting take into account currency, credit and regional 

risks, which can be avoided by implementing of different protective measures;  
- the greater part of credit operations of international banks is made by 

credits to the foreign banks, which are not their branches;  
- the international crediting is mainly oriented to the grant of short-term 

credits to foreign banks, which are not the branches of this bank;  
- the districts of the short-term crediting are more various geographically, 

than areas of the long-term crediting.  
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8.1.2. What are the forms of international crediting? 
 
International crediting is carried out in various ways. They can be classified 

according to several features that characterize certain aspects of credit relations [1, 
p. 153]. 

According to the sources, there is domestic and foreign crediting in foreign 
trade. 

According to the object of foreign trade agreement, there are distinguished: 
• the commercial (commodity) credit, which is directly related to foreign 

trade. It is provided for the purchase of certain goods or payment for services and 
usually has “connected” character, i.e. strictly special purpose, fixed in the loan 
agreement; 

• financial credit. It provides the carrying out of trade on any market that 
gives opportunities to choose trading partners. But often this type of credit is used 
not for the trade supply, but to the direct investments, construction investment 
objects, refill of the accounts in foreign currency, external debt retirement, 
maintaining exchange rate etc. 

According to the type of provision, credits are subdivided into a commodity 
credits, which are provided to the importers by exporters, and currency credits, 
provided by banks in a money form.  

According to the terms, international credits are divided into short-term – up 
to 1 year (as a rule, used in foreign trade for the noncommercial, insurance, 
speculative transactions), medium-term – from 1 to 5 years (sometimes up to 7-8 
years) and long-term – more than 5 years (used for investments in main 
instruments of production, financing major projects, scientific research, new 
technologies implementation, as well as allocation of loans by international 
financial institutions, governments). 

According to the currency of loan, credits can be provided in currency of the 
country- borrower, country-creditor and the third country or in international 
payment units (SDR, euro). 

According to security for credit, there are secured and blank credits. 
Commodities, documents of title to the goods and commercial documents, 
securities, bills of exchange, immovable property etc. serve as the security for 
credit. A blank credit is provided to a debtor under his obligation to pay off his 
debt in a certain term, and a document on this credit is a promissory note, signed 
only by the debtor. 

According to the technique of credit extension, the credits are classified on 
cash credit, which are transferred to the account of the debtor and are received at 
his disposal; acceptance credit, used in the form of acceptance of draft by importer 
or by bank; deposit certificates and other. 
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According to the type of creditor, credits are divided into private, provided 
by firms, banks, brokers; governmental; mixed, in which private firms  and  the 
state take part; intergovernmental credits of  international  and regional currency-
credit and financial organizations. 

An important variety of international commercial credit is a corporate 
credit. It occurs when a firm-exporter of one country gives to the importer of 
another country deferred payment when selling goods and services. Under present 
conditions, terms of corporate credits have become quite long (usually from two to 
seven years) and are determined by conjuncture of world markets, commodities 
and services, interest supplier in maintaining foreign economic relations and the 
expansion of exports, etc. Corporate credit is usually registered by a promissory 
note or given by an open account. 

Corporate credit, that expresses the relationship between the firm-exporter 
and firm-importer, is usually combined with a bank credit. As the long-term 
corporate credit distracts significant funds of exporter, who uses the bank credit or 
refinance his credit in the bank. Bank crediting of the exporter and importer takes 
the form of loans on the security of goods, shipping documents, promissory notes 
and bills of exchange account. Sometimes banks give bank credits to a large 
exporting firm, i.e. without formal provision. 

Bank credits have some advantages over corporate credits: they give the 
opportunity freely use the funds for the purchase of goods to the borrower, provide 
extended credit terms, larger volumes of supplies due to the credit, and 
characterized by relatively lower cost.  

Banks give also export credits besides the financial credits that allow under 
the most favorable conditions to purchase goods on any market. Export credit is 
the credit that is issued by the bank of the country-exporter to the bank of the 
country-importer for crediting supply machinery, equipment and so on. It is issued 
in cash and has “associated” character: the borrower is obliged to use the credit 
solely to purchase goods in the country-creditor. 

The broker loan is the intermediate form between corporate and bank credit 
in some countries. As well as commercial credit, it has to deal with commodity 
operations and simultaneously with bank credit because brokers usually take credit 
from banks. 

In foreign trade the following alternative forms such international factoring, 
forfeiting and leasing are used in the practice of international bank crediting. 

Factoring is an operation to sell foreign accounts before getting export 
products to commercial banks or specialized companies by suppliers. Factoring can 
be carried out with the right of regress and without it. Factoring with the right of 
regress means that non-compliance of terms of the agreement financial institution, 
which bought accounts, may indemnify company’s losses from the company that 
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sold them. However, as a rule factoring of international accounts before receiving 
is carried out without the right of regress. 

The distinctive features of factoring: requirements of agreements accepted 
till 1 year; no restrictions considering the amount; it is mainly used on the domestic 
market; potential right of regress of requirements for the buyer; using a wide range 
of currencies; additional guarantees are not always needed. 

Factoring services usually provided by factoring companies, many of which 
are owned by banks. They buy the accounts from exporters at a discount. They can 
pay immediately in cash till 85% of the nominal value of the accounts of exporters. 
The rest is paid after the payment of bills to importers. The benefit to the importer 
is that he cannot deal with letter of credit. Exporter avoids the threat of credit and 
currency risks. He should not expect the moment, when the importer will pay for 
the goods. 

Forfeiting is the purchase operation of bank-forfeiter for full terms and 
beforehand established conditions of bills and other debt and payment documents. 
According to the agreement of forfeiting importer, of course, provides a simple 
bill, which guarantees the bank on behalf of the importer. Exporter sells this 
promissory note to the bank-forfeiter at a discount. Bank-forfeiter assumes the risk 
of non-payment of debt without right of regress (turnover) of these documents to 
the former owner. Forfeiters may resell the purchased from exporting bills on the 
secondary market, which is called “a forfeit” (which means to yield the right). 

Distinctive features of forfeiting are as follows: 
• long-term promissory notes are taken under the term over 1 year; 
• the minimum amount, which is used, is not less than 500 thousand dollars; 
• the average amount of contract - 1.2 million dollars; 
• it is used primarily in international operations; 
• the absence of requirements’ regress for exporter; 
• the purchase of requirements only by FCC (freely convertible currency); 
• obligatory bank guarantee. 
For the exporter, forfeiting agreement is beneficial because it turns loan 

agreement into cash; it is not necessary to worry about the creditworthiness of the 
importer. Forfeiting frees the exporter from liability on the bill after the sale. 
Importer gets the goods on credit, without succumbing, as an exporter, to exchange 
rate risk. 

Forfeiting is often used in the implementation of medium-term lending of 
foreign trade by means of production, especially in Eastern Europe and the 
countries of Asia and Latin America, which are developing. 

Leasing is the operation of lending in the form of rental equipment, ships, 
cars, planes, etc., for a period of 3 to 15 years. Rental serves as a form of loan and 
at the same time as a form of international trade, which creates conditions for the 
rapid development of new technologies. The leasing company (lessor) purchases 
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equipment etc. at its own expense and transfer under the contract of lease to the 
firm (lessee) for a certain period. At the end of the lease term firm-client may 
continue it or to buy the leased property by the residual value. The rent is set at a 
level that exceeds the price of the lease object at which you can buy it at normal 
commercial terms. 

There is operational and financial leasing depending on presence or absence 
of the transfer fact of ownership of the leased asset. 

Operational lease provides the temporary use of property without following 
its acquisition. Financial leasing combines lease with subsequent purchase of the 
object by the residual value. 

According to the method of lending, there are fixed-term and renewable 
lease. Fixed-term lease is a one-time rental. Renewable lease is a lease agreement, 
which is restored at the end of its first term. 

According to the organizational characteristics, there are direct lease when 
the lessor is the owner of the property, and indirect lease when renting is carried 
out through a third party. 

Level of leasing relations’ development is an indicator of the dynamic state 
economy. In developing countries, it is less than 1.5%, while in developed 
countries this figure reaches 25 - 30% or more. For example, leasing in the United 
States is the primary investment instrument, it accounts for over 30% of 
investment in equipment. The share of U.S. leasing market is about 39.5% of total 
world asset [1, p. 160]. 

International leasing is especially important for developing countries 
because it allows reducing the outflow of funds, which are spent on importing 
expensive means of production, reduces balance of payments deficit, and 
contributes to the introduction of new technologies into the national economy. 

 
8.2. What are the monetary and financial terms of the international 

credit? 
 

There are following terms of obtaining of international credit: the cost and 
credit  period,  the credit currency and the payment currency, the type of providing  
and  methods  of  insurance.  The  row  of factors influences these terms: direction 
of the use of credit  resources,  the  character  of  subjects of  credit  relations,  the  
level  of internationalization of credit markets and their subordination to the 
national credit control. 

The cost of the loan, i.e. borrower's expenses on the loan, consists of amount 
of loan, interest rate, commissions and other commissions. It is given by: 
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where S – the total cost of credit; 
Lim – the amount of credit; 
R – total interest rate (basic rate on credit, commissions, insurance 

premiums, legal fees and any other services); 
Tcp – medium term of credit. 
 
The main element of the cost of credit is the interest rate. Interest rates in the 

world market are formed on the basis of interest rates of leading creditor countries 
(USA, Japan, Germany, and others). 

The range of interest rates is quite wide (average 7-18%). The difference in 
interest rates is determined by: 

• the risk on the loan; 
• the term for which the loan is issued; 
• the size of the loan (the higher – the lower of the two, other equal 

conditions); 
• the size of the taxation (for example, 7% lending interest rate on an 

untaxed bond is preferably than the 9% rate on a taxable bond); 
• the terms of competition in the loan capitals markets. 
An important indicator of allocation of credit is the amount (limit) of credit. 

It is part of loan capital that is provided to the borrower. In firm lending the 
amount of credit is specified in the credit agreement. Credit may be given in the 
form of shares that differ in their conditions. 

The term of international credit is affected by the purpose of the credit; 
supply and demand of similar credit; the size of the contract; the national legal 
framework; intergovernmental agreements. 

There are full and medium terms of credits. Full term includes: the period of 
using of the given loan, preferred period (deferment of repayment of used loan), 
the repayment period (when it is done the payment of main debt and interest). It is 
calculated from the beginning of the credit to its final redemption. 

The average credit term includes full preferred period and half of the term of 
using, and redemption of the credit. It is used to compare the effectiveness of 
different credit terms, because it shows the average full amount of the credit per 
period. 

There are different types of loan, according to the terms of redemption: 
• with uniform redemption in equal installments over an agreed period of 

time; 
• with unequal redemption; 
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• on-time redemption of the full amount; 
• with equal annual installments of the principal amount of credit and 

interests. 
The type of provision is discussed at the allocation of credit. This can be the 

opening of savings accounts, mortgage assets, assignment of rights under the 
contract. 

It is important for international credit in what currency it is provided and in 
what currency indebtedness will be repaid. The correct choice of credit currency 
depends on whether the lender will suffer losses or not. The choice of credit 
currency is affected by the degree of interest rates, the practice of international 
payments, inflation, and exchange rate dynamics. The payment currency may be 
the same credit currency, or may not coincide. 

There are contractual and hidden elements of the credit cost.  
Contractual elements are the credit costs due to the agreement. They are 

divided into basic and advanced. The main elements are: the amount paid directly 
by the borrower to the lender; interest; costs of collateral commission. Additional 
elements of the cost of the credit include amounts, paid by the borrower to third 
parties (under warranty). In addition to the basic rate, there is bank commission: 
the negotiations, participation, management, the obligation to provide the borrower 
the necessary funds, agency commission. 

The hidden elements of the credit cost include: costs associated with the 
allocation of credit, but which are not fixed in the agreement (high prices of goods 
under corporate credits, compulsory deposits in certain amounts in relation to the 
loan, the bank overstating fees for collection of documents, etc.). 

 
8.3. What is the nature of the Eurocredit market? 

 
Eurocredit market is an important source of borrowed funds. Banks provide 

short-, medium-and long-term credits in Eurocurrency. Using of eurocurrencies, as 
currencies of credits, is due to such advantages as large size, easy access, short 
mobilization, lower cost, because there is no national loan limit. The functioning of 
eurocurrencies promotes the formation of credits mechanism of greater efficiency 
and capacity on the international credit market.  

International interest rates are applied for eurocredit, which are relatively 
independent, compared with national rates. Eurocurrency interest rate, as a variable 
includes LIBOR – the London interbank offered rate on short-term inter-bank 
transactions in euro – and an increase to the basic rate that is the premium for 
banking services. Interbank interest rate of demand for short-term operations on 
the European market in London is called LIBID. As Eurobanks are not the subject 
of the local law and are not the subjects of income taxing, they can reduce the 
interest of their credits while the maintaining of high profits. 
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Short-term eurocredits are usually given at a fixed rate for the whole term in 
the full amount. This is the simplest form of the loan agreement. 

Medium- and long-term eurocredits that provide reproduction of the fixed 
capital, exports of machinery and equipment, implementation of industrial projects, 
take the form of rollover and syndicated loans. 

A characteristic feature of rollover eurocredits is that the interest rate is not 
fixed for the whole term of the credit, and reviewed regularly (every 3 or 6 
months) in accordance with a change in the base rate (LIBOR rate). The main 
forms of rollover eurocredits include renewable rollover loans and rollover loan 
support (under the conditions of “stand-by”). 

Rollover loan under conditions of “stand-by” is secured credit, i.e. at the 
conclusion of the credit agreement, credit is not actually available. The bank takes 
commitments to provide eurocredit on the first demand of the borrower during the 
time of the agreement. 

Renewable rollover credits have no fixed size of the sum of credit. It allows 
only a maximum limit within which the borrower is entitled to get loan in the 
required amounts at the beginning of each interim period of using it. There is fixed 
date of change of interest rate and loan amount in the credit agreement that is 
carried out every 3 or 6 months within a period of implementation. 

Compulsory conditions of rollover credit agreements include: characteristics 
of partners; the amount and purpose and the currency of the credit, the procedure 
and the term of repayment; the cost of credit and guarantees of it. 

Today, the most common type of international credit is syndicated 
eurocredits. The resources of Eurocurrency market are the sources of syndicated 
eurocredits. Typically, such credits are organized by large commercial banks, 
which are the head of consortiums (syndicates) and come to an agreement with the 
borrower about loan conditions. 

There is the procedure of allocation of syndicated eurocredits: 
1. The borrower finds a bank, which will lead allocation of syndicated 

eurocredit (bank manager) and submit major loan conditions (term, amount and 
currency of the loan) to its approval. 

2. Bank manager forms the syndicate: inquire a certain number of banks to 
participate in the loan. 

3. Reference banks are appointed that establish the LIBOR rate (interest 
rate-orientation). 

4. Bank manager chooses bank agent that acts as a control on the loan. He 
receives the credit interest paid in accordance with the repayment schedule of the 
loan. 

The total cost of syndicated eurocredit includes: 
• interest payments (the interest rate is adjusted every 3 or 6 months based 

on changes in the interest rate-orientation); 
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• tax payments to banks that are members of the syndicate; 
• commission to banks that are members of the syndicate; 
Commissions are paid at the beginning of the credit, making the credit 

package more alluring to creditors. 
Commission fees are divided into: 
a) commission for obligations, when the borrower can determine the 

sequence of repayment the loan and can use cash after the conclusion of the 
agreement. These commissions are appointed on the part of the loan that has not 
yet returned; 

b) commission for management, which is paid to bank manager as payment 
for arranging the loan; 

c) commission for participation, which is paid on determined day or at the 
moment of full repayment of the debt. With the increasing number of members of 
the syndicate, the commission increases; 

d) commission to bank agent as payment for services. 
The total amount of commission varies from 0.50 to 1.25% of the nominal 

amount of the loan. 
The main features of eurocredit are: 
• sum of credits– from 20-30 million to 1-2 billion of US dollars; 
• terms – from 10 months to 12 years; 
• interest rates – are reviewed regularly and calculated on the basis of the 

discount rate (LIBOR, SIBOR – Singapore bid proposals, the U.S. “prime rate”) 
plus the difference (spread), that uses floating interest rates as a result of the  
introduction of which the risk of changes in interest rates is transferred to the 
borrower; 

•the commission for management, participation, loan servicing; 
• usable currency – the U.S. dollar, British pound, Japanese yen, euro, Swiss 

franc, and others; 
• the access to funds is fast; 
•the right to early repayment – under condition of payment of compensation; 
• guarantees and insurance – governments, companies, central and 

commercial banks provide guarantees for loans; various governmental and private 
agencies engaged in insurance of foreign loans and investments. 

Advantages of syndicated eurocredits consist in that they make it possible to 
distribute credit risk among the members of the syndicate; banks can participate in 
lending, regardless of their size; the borrower gets a great credit due to the 
unification of resources of certain number of banks; the difference between interest 
rates on loans is much lower than on national markets; allocation of credits is 
carried out in any freely convertible currency, and it gives the borrower the ability 
to use these tools on his own, without limiting his economic decisions. 
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Disadvantages of syndicated eurocredits are related primarily to the fact that 
they are provided for a shorter period, compared to the national bank crediting. 

 
8.4. What is the essence of the international official assistance to 

developing countries? 
  

One of the channels of global financial flows movement is the redistribution 
of national income through the budget in the form of assistance to developing 
countries. The aim of the assistance is the elimination of underdevelopment. This 
redistribution of financial resources related to international non-market mechanism 
that contributes to macroeconomic stabilization of the economy and sustainable 
production growth in countries that are directed to a market economy. 

The International Official Development Assistance (IODA) to developing 
countries is mainly achieved in the form of preferred loans and irrevocable 
subsidies, as well as in the form of commodities. 

There are the subjects of international assistance in the recipient country: 
• governments; 
• executive authorities, authorized by government; 
• central and export-import banks; 
• legal entities. 
Recipient country receives the bulk of credits and subsidies irrevocably from 

industrialized countries, international financial institutions, multilateral funds, 
integration associations that act as foreign donors. 

International official assistance to countries is classified in project and non-
project. 

Project assistance in development of country includes: 
- system projects (macroeconomic stabilization of the economy): the 

financial stabilization of the economy; the structural changes in the economy; the 
reforming of economic relations; the implementation of administrative reforms; 

- structural projects (structural changes in separate sectors of economy): 
loan rehabilitation; institutional development, state administration reforming; the 
reforming of legal system; 

- investment projects: the development of production, industries and sectors 
of economy; 

- technical assistance projects. Forms of assistance: additional qualified 
staff; job training; specialized courses in the recipient country; documentation, 
equipment and technology to provide technical assistance. 

The projects have the following components: mutual obligations between the 
government of the recipient country and donor; the development program of 
certain sectors of the economy, the mechanism for its implementation and 
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monitoring; grants to improve effectiveness of the process of design preparation 
and implementation. 

Non-projected assistance in development of country includes: 
- commodity assistance: long-term preferential export credits for the 

purchase of imported goods; food aid as a gift for resale in the local currency; 
creation of special funds to support agriculture at the expense of profits derived 
from the use of export loans; 

- grants to support the reformative actions of government: cover deficits of 
balance of payment; financing certain parts of some projects; 

- non-credit tools of the IODA: discussion of strategy development of 
country in the short and medium term perspectives; general economic and branch 
of industry research work; the mobilization and co-ordination of official resources 
through the conducting sessions of donor countries and the participation in joint 
financing. 

The international official development assistance is carried out on a bilateral 
(international) and multilateral basis, bilateral flows twice exceeds the multilateral 
ones. 

The donor countries give credits and irrevocable subsidies from the budget 
and strictly control their spending in case of the implementation of the IODA on 
the bilateral basis. Donors should commit funds in the amount of 0.7 % of GNP to 
the IODA, which are fixed in a range of international documents. However, the 
major donor countries (the USA, Japan, Germany, Great Britain) provide funds in 
fewer amounts – 0.25 % - 0.35% (Table 8.1). So, the total amount of assistance in 
2011 decreased compared to 2010 by 2.7 %. 
 

Table 8.1 
The international official development assistance in 2011 

 
 % from GNP Billion dollars 

Purpose indicator UNO  0,7 300,3 
Fulfillment in 2011  0,31 133,5 

Total volume of 
the IODA  

Lag in 2011 0,39 166,8 
Purpose indicator UNO 0,15–0,20 63,7–84,9 
Fulfillment in 2010 0,11 46,5 

The IODA for 
the least 
developed 
countries 

Lag in 2010  0,04–0,09 17,2–38,4 

Source: [9] 
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The main criteria for the distribution of the IODA are: the level of economic 
development of the recipient country; military-strategic, political, social and 
economic considerations. 

Most of the resources, which are given, are connected with financing of 
specific objects. Lending of construction of infrastructure is carried out under 
preferential conditions (transport, communications and energy), social programs 
(education, health) and agriculture. An important role also belongs to food 
assistance. 

During the implementation of the IODA on the multilateral basis, funds 
come from international financial institutions: IBRD, regional banks of 
development, the IMF, the various funds under the UN and the EU. 

The international official development assistance, provided to countries that 
are the members of the Development Assistance Committee (DAC), is more than 
133 billion dollars that is the equivalent to 0.31 % of the GNP of these countries 
(Table 8.2). 

Table 8.2 
Volumes of the IODA in leading donor countries 

 
2010 2011  

Countries mln.dollars in % to GNP mln. dollars in % to 
GNP 

Australia  3 826 0.32 4 799 0.35 
Austria 1 208 0.32 1 1070 0.27 
Belgium  3 004 0.64 2 800 0.53 
Canada 5 209 0.34 5 291 0.31 
Denmark 2 871 0.91 2 981 0.86 
Finland  1 333 0.55 1 409 0.52 
France  12 915 0.46 1 2994 0.46 
Germany 12 985 0.39 14 533 0.40 
Greece 508 0.17 331 0.11 
Ireland  895 0.52 904 0.52 
Italy  2 996 0.15 4 241 0.19 
Japan   11 021 0.20 10 604 0.18 
Korea  1 174 0.12 1 321 0.12 
Luxembourg  403 1.05 413 0.99 
Netherlands 6 357 0.81 6 324 0.75 
New Zealand  342 0.26 429 0.28 
Norway  4 580 1.10 4 936 1.00 
Portugal  649 0.29 669 0.29 
Spain  5 949 0.43 4 264 0.29 
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Sweden  4 533 0.97 5 606 1.02 
Switzerland  2 300 0.40 3 086 0.46 
Great Britain 13 053 0.57 13 739 0.56 
USA 30 353 0.21 30 745 0.20 
Total 128 465 0.32 133 526 0.31 

Source: [9] 
 
According to the basic programs of development, assistance increased by 

9% over the past year. The overwhelming share of growth of the IODA fell to 
reduce debt to foreign creditors. For this component, the support from abroad 
increased by 3 times. Another component – humanitarian assistance – increased by 
15.8% and reached 8.7 billion dollars. 

The IODA, which is provided by the EU as part of DAC, was increased by 
28.5% (to 55.7 billion dollars). Most of it was aimed at reducing the debenture of 
the recipient countries. 

It was concluded a range of international agreements aimed at improving the 
efficiency of assistance over the last decade, with the active participation of the 
OECD.  

 Two momentous agreements – the Paris Declaration on Aid Effectiveness 
(2005) and the Accra Agenda for Action (2008) – were signed by more than 100 
donors and recipients of the IODA. Five basic principles of international official 
development assistance are attached in these documents: 

- recipients must develop their own national development strategies; 
- donors should support national strategies, developed by the recipients of 

assistance; 
- donors should achieve the harmonization and co-ordination of their 

actions; 
- national development strategy should include clear objectives, and 

achievement of these objectives shall be monitored; 
- donors and recipients of assistance are jointly responsible for achieving of 

development goals. 
In order to make the IODA to stimulate economic growth (not dependence 

on assistance), the recipient countries should act more actively by themselves – to 
engage in the mobilization of domestic resources, attract foreign investment and 
develop small and medium businesses. It is needed to continue the reforming of the 
system of international trade and finance, to seek new forms and instruments of 
financing international development. Private foundations and non-profit 
organizations as new members of the IODA make significant contributions to the 
development. According to the OECD, in 2010, these organizations have spent for 
development 31 billion dollars [9]. 
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8.5. International indebtedness 
 

8.5.1. What kinds of causes of international debts are known? 
 
The practice of international crediting clearly shows how the actual 

development of international credit does not come to an agreement about the 
conditions of the normal work of loan system such as stability and timely payment 
of debts. 

Weighty evidence of this fact is the global debt crisis. 
The main reason for the periodic reiteration of the international debt crisis is 

the presence of strong motivation to abandon the payments on the debt of 
sovereign debtors. If the debtor-governments conclude that fulfillment of all 
payment obligations does not provide more net inflow of funds in the future, there 
is an incentive to give up from part or all payments on the debt, in order to avoid 
the outflow of resources. The existence of such incentive to abandon the payments 
on the debt helps to explain the repeated refusal of payment of Latin American 
countries in the early XIX century, simultaneous mass refusal to pay during the 
financial crisis in 1929-1932, 1975-1986, 1997-1999, 2008-2009, when the 
amounts of debt service has grown to the size of the new capital inflows and many 
debtors demanded a review of the terms of payments. 

The reason for termination of payments by sovereign debtors helps to 
explain some features of the behavior of international creditors. One of them is the 
persistence in establishing higher interest rate on loans to foreign governments 
compared to the private and public borrowers in their own country. Requirements 
of higher interest rates are the way of getting in its way premium in case of refusal 
to pay the debts: until there is no crisis, creditors receive this premium, but in case 
of crisis they have big losses. 

What can solve the problem of refusal of payments? We believe that this 
cannot be a traditional continuation, but it links receipts of new loans to the debtor 
with the implementation of requirement of “belt tightening” to gain the time of 
payments on debt. New loans must cover the amount of interest and main amount 
of debt at least. But even the new loans are so large, that their provision increases 
the total amount of debt, because the debtor may eventually refuse to pay 
independently of the term of new lending. 

A reliable way to solve the problem of ownership on loans that are given to 
sovereign debtors is introduction of security or provision (any kind) that may 
become property of the creditor in the case of suspension of payments on the debt 
of the borrower. In the loan agreements within the country, legally executed 
security or provision play an important role in maintaining payments on the debt 
and at the same time to strengthen the debtor creditworthiness, allowing him to get 
loans at the lower interest rate and more convenient temporary scheme. In the past 
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countries, which paid debts on time, were those whose creditors were able to seize 
the debtor's assets in case of non-observance of terms of repayment. 

Despite the adoption of the above measures, the total world debt has 
increased by 2 times over the past 10 years, and in 2012 reached 69.08 trillion 
dollars [42]. The external debt of some countries is illustrated in the Table 8.3. 

The main part of the debt falls on developing countries. The problem of 
international debts of these countries is one of the central ones as in theory as well 
as in practice of international monetary and financial policies. 

A significant increase of debts of developing countries began in the middle 
of 70s of XX century. Let us consider its causes. 

On the one hand – the growth of loan capital, which seeks for profitable use, 
began in connection with oil crisis in the late 1973. Developing countries have 
been involved in intensive process of international capital movement. 

 
Table 8.3 

The external debt of some countries, billions of dollars 
 

The amount of external debt 

Country billion dollars 
per capita, 

dollars in % to GDP 
EU-27 16 080,00 27,864 85 
USA 16 506,20 52,17 105 
France 5 633,00 74,619 182 
Germany 5 624,00 57,755 142 
Japan 2 719,00 19,148 45 
Italy 2 684,00 36,841 108 
Netherlands 2 655,40 226,503 344 
Spain 2 570,00 18,26 84 
Ireland 2 352,00 26,82 108,2 
Luxembourg 2 146,00 3,696,467 3,443 
Belgium 1 399,00 113,603 266 
Australia 1 376,00 52,596 95 
Switzerland 1 346,00 154,063 229 
Canada 1 181,00 29,625 64 
Sweden 1 016,00 91,487 187 
Great Britain 983,6 156,126 390 
Hong-Kong 903,2 105,42 334 
Austria 883,5 90,128 200 
China 697,2 396 8,  7 
Norway 644,5 131,22 141 
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Denmark 626,9 101,084 180 
Greece 583,3 47,636 174 
Portugal 548,8 47,835 223 
Russia 501,3 3,634 23 
Finland 370,8 68,96 155 
South Korea 370,1 7,567 37 
Brazil 310,8 1,608 15 

 Source:  [13, p.150] 
 
Necessity of implementation of the industrialization program, interest 

payments by previous loans, the use of new loans not for purposes of development, 
but to cover the current deficit of balances of payments due to rising fuel prices, 
imposing them on different sides of the policy of militarization, activities of TNCs, 
urged developing countries to take loans and loans in growing amounts. The 
negative role was played by massive corruption of the officials, who made a profit 
out of agreements for getting loan. 

On the other hand – in the same period, there have been some interrelated 
events that negatively affected on the economic and financial situation of 
developing countries, and led to the debt crisis; in 1982-1983 many economically 
backward countries appeared unable to make payments on their foreign debts. 

The most important of these events is the jump in prices for imported oil, 
reduction of demand for raw materials and agricultural products from the side of 
developed countries and, consequently, reduction in export revenues of developing 
countries, raising interest rates in the developed countries, the growth of the dollar 
rate and reduction of private loans. 

Defaults of governments of developing countries were common in the 80- 
90's years (default – refusal of the debtor to fulfill his commitments on debt 
securities, unsecured2 loans and loans). However, since 2000 the situation has 
changed. Considered fiscal policy, the rapid growth of the economy and currency 
reserves, high prices of raw materials have allowed developing countries to reduce 
the amount of borrowing. 

As the World Bank notes, there is a tendency of reduction the external debt 
of developing countries. For instance, Thailand has reduced by half the indicator of 
foreign debts, which in swing of the Asian crisis was 75% of GDP. In 2006, Brazil, 
Mexico, Venezuela announced the redemption of bonds in sum 15.5 billion dollars, 
because of it there was saved enormous amount on interest payments. According to 
the Emerging Markets Trade Association (EMTA), the volume of debenture of 
developing countries was 5,485 trillion dollars in 2005 (18% more than in 2004) 
[13, p.152]. 

                                                        
2 Unsecured loans and borrowings are form of external government borrowings without bonds. 
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A new global financial crisis that started in 2008 immediately adversely 
affected the level of international debts. The losses of financial institutions in 
different countries were 4 trillion dollars. Some countries were on the verge of 
default. The main causes of the crisis were: the collapse of the real estate market, 
the rapid growth of nor returned loans, bankruptcy of loan funds, written off by 
world banks hundreds of billions dollars losses, stock market collapse, rising 
energy prices, accelerated growth of world inflation and slowing the growth of 
world economy. 

Thus, the international indebtedness problem is an acute problem of world 
economy. The economic situation of the country as a result of the globalization of 
financial markets is increasingly depend on external sources, needed to cover the 
budget deficit, domestic investment, socio-economic reforms in the use of 
debenture. Mobility and magnitude of capital flows depend on the level of 
development of countries. Financial resources, received by country under 
commercial conditions in the form of loans, lead to emergence of external debt, 
because they require appropriate payment. 

 
8.5.2. What is the concept of external debt? 
 
External debt is the amount of financial obligations of a country, owed to 

foreign creditors for unpaid external loans and interests. 
Long-term debt obligations of a country consist of: 
 the external public (official) debt, which is the amount of obligations of 

central and local state bodies to external creditors for unpaid loans and interest. 
External creditors can be foreign governments, central banks, governmental 
bodies, international and regional monetary' and financial organizations; 

 the public-guaranteed debt, i.e. the debt of private firms, banks, 
companies, where the guarantor of payment is the country; 

 private non-guaranteed debt, i.e. the debt of private borrowers that is not 
guaranteed by a country'. It occurs when a borrower receives bank and other loans 
by means of purchasing debt securities in the international stock market. 

External debt service payments are usually made in a foreign currency. 
The World Bank uses a number of relative indicators for the analysis of 

external debt and country's ability to serve external debt: 
 the ratio of the total amount of external debt to exports of goods and 

services;  
 the ratio of the total amount of external debt to GDP;  
 the ratio of debt service payments to exports of goods and services;  
 the ratio of interest payments to GDP; 
 the ratio of international (official) reserves to the total amount of external 

debt; 
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 the ratio of international (official) reserves to imports of goods and 
services; 

 the share of short-term debt in the total amount of external debt; 
 the share of debt to international organizations in the total amount of 

external debt; 
 the share of concessive debt in the total amount of external debt. 
It is believed that the upper limit of the optimality of external debt should be: 
a) the ratio of the total amount of external debt to exports of goods and services 

at the level of 200 - 250%;  
b) the ratio of payments on debt service to exports of goods and services, that is 

not more than 20 - 25%. (In calculating of these indicators we only take into account 
public and public-guaranteed debt). 

The return of loans by sovereign debtors is the most possible in terms of 
their capacity to pay debt. Therefore, the creditors are ready for debt restructuring. 

 
8.5.3. What is the debt restructuring? 

 
Debt restructuring is a rescheduling of debt obligations, which have an 

expired payment term. International practice accepted the concordance of this 
process within the Paris Club of official creditors and London Club of private 
creditors. 

Paris Club is an informal association of governments of creditor countries, 
which was established in 1956. It determines the conditions of government loans and 
loans guaranteed by the state. The club operates in close cooperation with the IMF, 
World Bank, OECD, UNCTAD. 

The work of the Paris Club follows three basic principles: 
 the unmediated presence of the threat of non-receipt of payment; 
 the conditioning of debt restructuring by obligations of the debtor to 

conduct certain economic policy; 
 the uniform distribution of unpaid debts among creditors.  
The first two principles are the terms that debtor country has to pay before the 

revision of the old terms of redemption will be considered by the Paris Club. The third 
principle is optional. It says that creditors must work together and coordinate their 
actions and claims to the debtor. 

To create a more effective system of debt restructuring Paris Club has 
developed a classification of countries by the level of their incomes, according to 
which for each group of countries certain terms for obtaining approval of a debt 
restructuring are applied. Toronto, London and Naples terms are applied in relation to 
the poorest countries; to the poorest countries with an average income - Houston 
terms; rich countries with average incomes use Standard terms. 
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Toronto terms were adopted in 1988 and are applicable to countries, which 
income per capita does not exceed the specified level of the World Bank, which today 
is 540 dollars per year. For such countries: 

 one third of debt can be written off with revision of interest rates on its 
servicing; 

  the opportunity to pay off the debt up to 25 years can be given, and 14 
years of which the interests are charged at a preferential regime. In addition, 

 interest charge is carried out at twice lower rates than the market rates. 
London terms mean: 
 25% cancellation of debt with further restructuring of amount remaining for 

23 years of a six-year grace period; 
 the restructuring of debt at market interest rates for 25 years with 16 years 

grace period; 
 the restructuring of obligations on servicing the loan, which was given as 

an official promotion of the development of the country for 30 years with 20 years 
grace period.   

According to the Naples terms debt restructuring is carried out within 40 years 
and a grace period can be up to 16 or 20 years. In this case, the interest rate will not be 
reviewed. 

Houston terms were adapted to the poor countries in 1990, where annual 
income per capita exceeds the maximum level set by the World Bank, which now 
stands at nearly 785 dollars per year. Under these conditions:  

 the maturity of commercial credits is increased to 15 years with a grace 
period of 8 years; 

 the official aid programs of maturity and grace period is 20 and 10 years, 
respectively. 

The poorest countries are also applied Lyon conditions (since 1997), in which 
debt can be reduced to 80%. 

The Standard conditions are most common. They allow restructuring of debt 
by 10% for 10 years with 5 years of grace period. 

Among the innovations of the Paris Club - "HIPC Initiative", that involves 
deliberate efforts to reduce debt for the poorest of the developing countries, in terms 
of carrying out the reforms of the financial restructuring, which should be approved 
by the World Bank and the IMF. 

London club is the forum of revision the terms of redemption of loans granted 
by commercial banks without guarantees from the governments of creditor countries 
(since 1976). This is an informal organization comprising commercial banks, to which 
third world countries own debt. Usually, the London club does not review the size of 
the interest rates on loans. Typically, commercial banks provide debtor countries new 
loans as a measure to restructure.  
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The measures of debt restructuring include transfer payments, the reduction 
of the amount of debt or its full cancellation, the conversion of debt into national 
assets of a debtor-countries and recapitalization. The mechanism of recapitalization 
involves exchanging debts for obligations of debtors, or providing them with new 
target loans to pay off former debts. Recapitalization is the most popular measure 
for restructuring the debt to commercial bank creditors. This mechanism was 
adopted in 1989, and is called the Brady Plan. According to the plan, banks 
restructure some part of the debt of the developing country (usually it is a lower 
interest payment) only if its government implements a more radical program of 
macroeconomic and structural changes. 

Every creditor bank has the right to choose the methods of restructuring that 
are foreseen in the contract. However, on the basis of existing practice, banks 
choose an Advisory Committee that represents the interests of all creditor banks 
and negotiates with the debtor government. 

Analyzing the results of the multilateral programs of overcoming the 
international indebtedness crisis of the developing countries, the World Bank came 
to the following conclusions: 

1. The major role in the economic development of a country is not played by 
external financing (loans and assistance), but by internal resources and a balanced 
economic policy. 

2. The focus on external capital leads in the long term to a greater 
dependence of the socio-economic development of the country on unfavorable 
external events. External financing can play a positive role only when it 
complements and reinforces a healthy domestic economic policy. 

Debt restructuring requires from the debtor-country an economic policy, 
endorsed by the IMF. However, the practice of implementation of the IMF 
recommendations, without taking into account a country specificity, in many cases 
leads to a deterioration of the economy, causes social conflicts, forcing to abandon 
some of the requirements of the IMF and thus makes the debt crisis difficult to 
overcome. 
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Chapter 9.  International Securities Market  

9.1. What is the essence of the international securities markets? 
 
The important segment of world financial market is an international 

securities market (ISM). Its role in recent years has increased considerably. With 
the rapid economic rise of many industrialized countries, traditional sources of 
funding are not fully meeting the needs of large corporations in the capital. 
Therefore, these companies are not limited by the services of the national banking 
system and, relying on a high credit rating, they attract cheap financial resources 
by issuing securities. Growing demand from issuers, increase of supply as a result 
of the integration of national markets, competition as a result of openness and 
globalization of the economy leads to a reduction of the role of the banking sector 
as a mechanism for the redistribution of financial resources at the national and 
international levels and to simultaneous strengthening of investing and lending 
activities in the international securities market. 

The issue of securities gives the possibility: to raise a loan for a long period 
(for a few decades, bonds, for example), i.e. investment in the instruments of a 
loan; of unlimited use of financial resources (equities), i.e. investment in the 
instruments of property (title of ownership); to reduce a financial risk, i.e. 
investment in the instruments of trade in the financial risk (financial derivates). 

The market of long-term securities is called a stock market. Together with 
the short-term debt instruments of the money market (bills of exchange, 
certificates), a stock market forms the securities market. 

Thus, the international securities market unites the part of the global debt 
market (namely: the international debt securities market, which is mainly presented 
by the international bonds market), the international market of titles of ownership 
(property rights) and the international market of financial derivatives.  

There are following instruments of the loan: bonds, bills of exchange, 
deposit certificates. The instruments of property include all types of equities and 
depositary receipts. There are also so-called hybrid instruments, securities, which 
have features of both bonds and shares (for example, preferred shares and 
convertible bonds) and derivative instruments - warrants, options, futures etc. 

Market of loan instruments deals with a loan capital, and market of property 
instruments - with parts (by shares) of property within a corporate capital. 

The stock market deals with long-term borrowing instruments and 
instruments of property derivatives. 

At the international capital markets trading in securities denominated in 
foreign currencies is conducted. 

The Bank for International Settlements distinguishes such types of security 
issues in the international market: 
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 the security issue by nonresidents in national or foreign currency in the 
internal financial market of the country; 

 the security issue by residents in foreign currency; 
 the security issue by residents in national currency, which are intended 

for a sale to foreign investors [13, p.175]. 
The international securities market is divided into two structural segments: 
- the foreign securities market. It is a financial market of the states, in 

which the transactions with financial assets of nonresidents (foreign securities) are 
conducted; 

- the securities Euromarket. It is a market, in which the securities 
expressed in Eurocurrencies are: produced, bought and sold.  

The definition of europapers is given in the Council Directive 89/298/EEC 
of the European Commission, according to which europapers are being in 
circulation securities, which: 

1) pass underwriting and are placed through mediation by a syndicate, at 
least two participants of which are incorporated in different countries; 

2) are offered in considerable volumes in one or more countries, except the 
country of registration of the issuer; 

3) can be initially purchased (including the subscription way) only through 
mediation by the credit organization or other financial institution. 

The functioning of ISM requires certain preconditions: demand, supply, 
intermediaries, regulatory and self-regulatory system. The demand for securities is 
determined by the welfare of the nation. The higher is standard of living, the 
greater are the savings of the population and the possibility of purchasing 
securities. The supply depends on the demand. It is higher, if market mechanism of 
sources delivery of long-term loans and financing are more developed. For the 
development of the securities market specialists of investment business and the 
system of training such specialists are needed. Finally, intermediary organizations 
are broker and investment dealer firms, stock exchanges and regulators of 
investment business are required. 

The securities market is a major source of investment resources for 
governments, corporations and banks. 

 
9.1.1. What is meant by investment capital? 
 
The term "investment" has several meanings. The most common definition 

is that the investment is the use of money to generate income or to accumulate 
capital. All property and intellectual values that are contained in business and other 
activities to make a profit or achieve social impact are investments. 

Even with this definition it is clear that this is not just about money, but 
about money, which is a monetary form of circulation of capital, i.e. investment 
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capital. Investment capital can be personal (retained earnings, depreciation) and 
borrowed, the source of which is temporarily free someone else's money. But free 
money is not an investment. They are converted into investments in the hands of 
those, who spend them on purchase on elements of production that brings income, 
i.e. converts into real assets. Real assets are economic resources of the company: 
fixed and circulating capital, intangible assets (patents, licenses, know-how, 
trademarks, etc.) used for productive activities to generate income. Proper storage, 
moving into real assets is directly converted into investments. Someone else's free 
money (savings) is converted into investments via the capital market, especially 
through the stock market. 

Investment objects can be real investment projects, real estate and various 
financial instruments. Financial instruments as investment objects - are different 
types of financial liabilities: 

 deposits in the bank; 
 securities (bonds, equities, options, etc.). 
Thus, the term "investment" is used to refer to: 
a) the investment of funds, intellectual property into real assets, i.e. 

production; 
b) the investment of funds into financial instruments, i.e. the purchase of 

securities.  
In this chapter and the next, under the investment the investments in 

financial assets, not in production will be understood. In other words, we examine 
investment like any financial tool, which can hold money, hoping to maintain or 
increase their value and provide a positive amount of income. 

The main goals of investors are: the safety of investments; increase in 
current income; the accumulation of funds for large expenses; the accumulation of 
funds for retirement period; the growth of investments; the "concealment" of 
income from taxes; the liquidity of investments.  

An investor thinks primarily about minimizing risk with the purchase of 
securities. Under the security of investments we can understand invulnerability of 
investment from the shock of capital investment marker, and the stability of 
income generation. Security is usually achieved at the expense of profitability and 
growth of investments. The government bond is considered to be the safest 
investment. The most risky are investments in equities of young high-tech 
company that may be most beneficial for yield and growth of investments. 
Maximizing income on investment is usually associated with a low level of 
security. 

Some investors in selecting securities prefer their liquidity or market 
standards. Under the liquidity the ability to quickly and break-evenly converting 
securities into cash for investors is understood. 
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None of securities has qualities that would ensure the achievement of all 
these goals. The mechanism of the stock market works such way that when 
securities are really reliable, the yield will be low, as the increased demand for 
them will raise the price and bring down yields. The relationship between such 
qualities of securities as prospect of capital growth and profitability is similar. 

Optimality of securities portfolio is achieved by diversification of 
investments when capital is distributed among a great number of different 
securities, and by regular review of the portfolio. It is used to limit investment in 
each type of securities in 5-10% of the total portfolio. 

Stock market is a mechanism for conclusion of agreements between those, 
who offer securities and those, who offer money. In the purchase and sale on the 
stock market seller is the one, who sells securities and the buyer is the owner of the 
money. Security is opposed to money as a special product, issue of which in 
circulation is called emission. 

Sellers of securities (they are consumers of investment capital) are called 
issuers and buyers of securities (they are the suppliers of investment capital and 
holders of securities) are investors. Issuer is only the first seller of securities, which 
issues them for the money required for his work. He issues securities on his own 
behalf and is responsible for them. However, the issuer may sell securities not to 
the final holder of securities but to intermediary (dealer), which initially serves as a 
buyer, and then - as the seller of securities. Hence the term "issuer" and "seller" are 
the same only on the primary securities market. In the secondary market, where 
they resell these concepts are not identical. 

The only source of investment capital is savings. Savings arise, when 
income of enterprises, governments and individuals exceed their costs. The largest 
suppliers of investment capital are individual savers. Personal savings (in the form 
of bank deposits, certificates of pension funds, bonds, government loans, corporate 
securities, insurance policies, etc.) reach 20-30% of total savings. 

Non-financial corporations are the main creators of the investment fund 
(about 60% in developed countries), but their savings mostly remain within the 
corporation, acquiring the form of retained earnings and depreciation. The 
financial needs of corporations tend to exceed their savings. That is why on the 
market of investment capital business sector acts as a net final borrower-consumer 
of investment capital. The public sector also generally acts as net borrower. 

According to the constitution of many countries, local authorities can issue 
securities both for their own and for foreign investors. The cost of municipal 
securities is determined by the ability of local authorities to pay interest and 
observe the maturity of the debt. 

Institutional providers of investment capital are commercial banks, trust 
companies, insurance and pension funds. Commercial banks conduct financial 
operations mostly on the money market, where they act as buyers and sellers of 
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treasury notes and other government securities with maturities not exceeding three 
years. Their role is not so significant on the market of investment capital. Banks 
may issue their shares. Trust companies carry out agent function on management 
and preservation of individual portfolios, transfer of shares. Trust can be the 
guardian of corporate bonds etc. The investment activities of insurance companies 
and pension funds lie in the long-term high-yield securities. Insurance business is a 
huge holder of institutional savings. Pension funds are also big buyers of high-
yield corporate and government securities, as income of investments of pension 
funds are not taxed. 

The foreign sector (foreign corporations, governments and individuals) can 
be net borrowers and a net savers to a particular country. If foreign sector has a 
negative balance of capital flows with this state, it is a net creditor in relation to it, 
if the balance is positive - net debtor. 

The central bank obtains the special place on the market. The central bank 
issues government bonds, pays interest from them and repay them. To control the 
government deposits, the central bank has a special account for the investment of 
surplus of government revenue in securities (usually the very same government). 

One of the tasks of the central bank is a public debt management: defining 
the properties of bonds, the terms of their issue, locations, changing of debt 
composition. Public debt is the cumulative (for all years) state budget deficit. It 
consists of market bonds and non-market bonds. 

Market Bonds: 
 treasury bills, which are sold by the Ministry of finance of central bank 

by its application. Their maturity is up to one year; 
 treasury notes and treasury bonds that have coupons, on which the 

percentage and date of payment are indicated. Maturity is from 2 to 30 years. 
Non-market bonds: 
 savings bonds, etc., which are registered on the name of the holder and 

cannot be sold. Savings bonds can be sold at the nominal value at any time, which 
makes them highly liquid. 

Periodically, the government issues bonds that are denominated in foreign 
currency for overseas placement. The main objective of such issues is to ensure 
exchange rate stability. 

Managing the public debt, the central bank collects and processes the 
economic data, keeps track of changes in demand for the securities, the level of 
interest and liquidity on ISM. The central bank is concerned about the conditions 
of marketing and distribution bonds, coordinating their stock policy with monetary 
and fiscal. 
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9.1.2. What intermediaries exist on the securities market? 
 
Purchases and sales of securities are carried out on ISM through the 

intermediaries: investment dealers and brokers, investment fund, the depositary 
(the institution that maintains securities and formalizes transfer of ownership rights 
to them), settlement and clearing institutions, registrars. 

Broker carries out transactions with securities on the basis of the contract 
with the customer and at his expense. Broker receives a commission for the 
services, and therefore broker activity belongs to the category of commission 
activities. 

Dealer carries out the transactions on his own behalf and at his own account 
for resale of securities to third parties or formation his own reserve of securities. 
Dealer activity belongs to the commercial activities. 

In addition to these two types of services there is depositary activity on ISM: 
1) storage and transfer of securities and the related accounting; 
2) collection, collation, correction of documents and conduction of mutual 

settlements - clearing; 
3) recorder acts - a legal entity which keeps the register of securities holders. 
Intermediary operations of the issue and circulation of securities may be 

performed by: 
 banks; 
 investment companies, which combine the functions of a financial 

intermediary and institutional investor; 
 companies that specialize in working with securities and carry out 

intermediary activity of the issue and circulation of securities. 
Organized and permanent securities market is a stock exchange, that is a 

voluntary association of securities market intermediaries. 
 
 
9.1.3. What is the essence of investment risk? 
 
Securities market creates investment risk. Investment risk includes: 
 the risk of losing the invested capital; 
 the risk of losing possibility of obtaining of expected income.  
The risk of loss of capital depends on market risk and business risk. Market 

risk is not directly connected with the commercial and manufacturing activities of 
the company. It may depend on the movement of interest rates, stock speculation, 
strike etc. Business risk is determined by the possibility and the ability of the 
company to maintain the level of income on invested capital, and for the joint 
stock company - on stocks. Business risk is indirectly affected by competitive 
situation on the international commodity, credit and foreign exchange markets. 
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The risk of loss of expected income depends on interest rate risk and the risk 
of changes in the purchasing power of money. For example, government bonds 
have a nominal value, expressed in money. The sudden rise in prices reduces the 
real value of bonds on interest value of depreciation of money. Share yield consists 
of dividends paid and changes in share price. Dividends and capital gains, at 
sufficiently long period of time, are determined by the company's revenue, which 
in turn depends on technological, competitive, economic, and political factors. 
Exchange rate fluctuations also affect the yield of securities. 

The possibility that securities will be both profitable and reliable is 
extremely small. High income is usually accompanied by high risk. An investor, 
choosing an investment object, is guided by advantage, which it provides, or safety 
of capital, or obtaining a high return. Securities are risky, if the rate of return on 
invested capital strongly fluctuates. In fact any investment in securities contains an 
element of risk. 

Ratio of risk and profit by types of securities or types of deposits in the U.S. 
are listed in Table. 9.1 [13, p.182]. 

Table 9.1 
Risk characteristics of profit by types of securities or types of deposits in 

the U.S. 
 

Risk of loss of 
invested capital 

Risk of loss of 
expected income 

 
 

Security or type of 
deposit 
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Venture 
risk 

Busine
ss risk 

Interest 
rate risk 

Risk of 
changes in 

the 
purchasing 
power of 
money 

Speculative ordinary 
shares 

15-20 В  В  Н  Н  

Shares of increase 10-12 В  В  Н  Н  
Shares with "blue roots" 8-10 С  С  Н  Н  
Certificates of investment 
funds 

8-10 С  С  Н  Н  

Profitable shares 7-8 С – Н С -Н С  С  
Convertible preferred 
shares 

6-10 В – С В - С Н  Н  

Convertible bonds 5-10 В –С  В –С  Н  Н  
Bonds of enterprises 5-8 С – Н С-Н В-С В 
Municipal Bonds 4-5 Н Н В С 
Government Bonds 4-6 Н Н В В 
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Account in savings or 
commercial bank 

4-5 Н Н Н В 

Account in Swiss Bank 0 Н Н Н В 
Savings in safe or 
"stocking" 

0 Н Н Н В 

 
 

9.1.4. What are the stages and development trends of world stock 
market? 

 
The development of world stock market passed 5 stages. 
The first stage covers the period 1860 - 1914. National stock markets were 

rapidly developing during this stage, international movement of capital was 
expanding, and global capital market began to form. 

At that time the formation of world stock market was influenced by the 
following factors: 

 changes in the structure and composition of borrowers in the capital 
market. On the world market 60% of foreign debt accounted for government loans 
in 1870, and in 1914 - less than 30%. The role of private loans increases (increases 
emissions corporations stocks and bonds); 

 the commercial nature of the majority of borrowings; 
 mostly long-term character of borrowings; 
 the increase of interaction between participants of the stock market; 
 the introduction of new means of communication and connection; 
 the establishment of stock exchanges as a key element of the global 

capital markets.     
The second stage covers the period 1920 - 1945. The decay of the world 

stock market and the disappearance of the conditions for its development in the 
pre-war period began during this stage.  

After the First World War the balance of power in the global capital markets 
changed. Western European countries turned from exporters into importers of 
capital. 

The main creditor of the global capital markets is the USA. However, in the 
late 20's export of capital from the United States in connection with the economic 
rise has slowed down. In the U.S. stock market growth of stocks quotations (Dow 
Jones index) was 300% in 1924-1929. U.S. banks lost interest in the Western 
European market. The flow of private capital was directed to the American market, 
which worsened the financial position (up to bankruptcy) of Western European 
banks involved in international transactions. As a result, U.S. banks faced serious 
financial difficulties because they got rid of stable sources of funds for repayment 
of earlier loans granted to Western European banks. 
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World economic crisis of 1929-1933 and the introduction of foreign 
exchange restrictions on current and capital operations in the beginning of the 
Second World War led to the disintegration of the world stock market.  

The third stage covers the period 1945-1972. The development of monetary 
and financial relations defined Bretton Woods’s agreement in 1944. 

International movement of capital in the early postwar years was carried out 
mostly by government channels and movement of private capital was under the 
strict state control. Due to stringent currency restrictions international activities of 
national capital markets was practically absent. Formation of world capital market 
has gone through the development of eurocurrency market and Eurobond market. 

World stock market at this stage was represented by two levels: 
 at the top level bond market was functioning; 
 at the lower level closed, isolated national markets operated, in which 

securities transactions were strictly regulated by the national authorities. 
However, the degree of "transparency" of the boundaries between the world 

and domestic stock markets gradually increased, indicating that the expression of 
the globalization of capital markets. 

The fourth stage covers the period 1973-2000. During this period, the 
radical transformations of the national stock markets of developed countries 
happened: market of banking services was created, public debt market, market of 
corporate securities. In fact it was "financial revolution", part of which are: 

 the deregulation of financial transactions in the country; 
 the liberalization of national regimes of long-term movement of capital; 
 the formation of an active market monetary policy. 
The policy of deregulation and liberalization has created conditions for the 

integration of national stock markets, expansion of operations on them and 
transfusion of private capital between countries. Strong relationship between stock 
markets of leading countries was created.  

The model of financial transactions changed: banks lost their role as the 
major financial intermediaries, giving way to the stock market. 

The fifth stage began in 2001, and continues today. Stock market 
increasingly takes shape of two-tier system: a global level, represented by 
securities turnover of leading TNCs whose activity is global; and national, where 
securities of domestic companies are circulating and their turnover is provided by 
the infrastructure of local financial markets. 

The current condition of the world stock market is characterized by 
quantitative assessment of its volume, dynamics and structure of different types of 
securities. 

Total world stock market is about 70 trillion dollars. At the same time 42% 
is the equity market and 58% is the debt market. Half of the total world market for 
the shares and bonds falls on the United States [13, p. 185]. Turnover in the stock 
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market is 800 billion dollars a day, and in the bond market - 950 billion. The ratio 
between the amounts of equity and bond markets in general reflect the situation in 
the markets of developed countries due to their absolute dominance in the global 
stock market. For some states, these proportions can vary significantly. For 
example, in East Asia most of the market accounts for shares, and in Latin 
America - for debt securities. 

The main trends of the modern development of world stock markets are: 
 the growth of currency factor in the operations of global stock markets. 

Unstable exchange rates significantly affect the movement of financial flows 
between the markets of developed countries; 

  securitization of financial transactions with a focus on the development 
of corporate financial instruments (primarily equities and their derivatives)3; 

 the growth in interdependence of national stock markets. This is 
primarily manifested in practically simultaneous increase or drop in securities on 
the domestic capital markets of different countries; 

 the growth of the amplitude of fluctuations of securities rates. 
Synchronized fluctuations of quotations movement of securities in the domestic 
market creates the conditions for an increase in scale of fluctuations and duration 
of cycles of movement of rates; 

 the growing influence of capital markets on the economy. High 
conjuncture on the stock markets of developed countries contributes to high 
economic activity in Western countries, in promoting scientific and technological 
progress, modernization, capital concentration. For example, in the U.S. 60% of 
the total annual investment in the economy accounts for companies that are 
connected with the latest technology; 

 change of infrastructure of stock market. The use of computer 
telecommunications technologies intensifies the competition of all infrastructure 
elements of stock market and its participants, forcing them to be improved 
technically, organizationally and technologically. First of all, the organization of 
stock exchanges activity is changed. They are expanding the range of financial 
services, form stock alliances and unions. Feature of the infrastructure the world 
stock market is equality of volume of transactions on the exchange and OTC stock 
market; 

 the unification of regulatory framework governing operations at the 
stock market. The legal norms of regulating transactions in the stock market that 
are accepted almost simultaneously in the United States, Western Europe and 
Japan have similar content. These requirements relate to financial reporting 
                                                        
3The volume of world stock market is calculated by a method which involves summing the debt on debt securities, 
excluding bills, and the market value of shares (in calculations involving securities that are traded on organized 
securities markets). 
Securitization - the process of transformation of illiquid financial assets into capital market (long-term bonds, 
shares) that are suitable for sale. 
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corporations, insider trading, business analysis and consulting services, rating 
agencies, etc.; 

 The infrastructure development of cross-border transactions with 
financial instruments. Thus, the foreign exchange market has a system of 
continuous calculations. It makes it possible to reduce the time from the date of the 
transaction until settlement from 2-3 days to several hours. The system is also used 
for the calculations by securities and money market instruments. Automotization 
system of processing of applications for purchase and sale of financial instruments 
market is introduced. In Western Europe, a unified platform for the clearing and 
settlement of securities is created. Through all this the cost of operations can 
significantly reduce and risks can be minimized due to the acceleration of 
payments. 

The level of development and the role of the stock market differ in different 
countries. This is because the differences in the ownership structure of the stock 
capital and in the control system above companies. A stock market is more 
developed in the countries, where the "outsider” model of the capital supervision 
is implemented (in the USA, Great Britain and in other Anglo-Saxon countries). 
This model is characterized by following features: 

 the capital of stock companies belongs to the large group of individual 
and institutional interest holders; 

 there are effective defense mechanisms of investors' rights and the 
information disclosure system. If the management of company hurts the investors' 
rights or works ineffectively, interest holders will realize their securities, and 
because of large dispersed share ownership, a company can become the object of 
hostile takeover; 

 certain isolation of the company's management from shareholders due to 
that a stock ownership is distributed between plenty of interest holders, who have 
some difficulties with the actions' coordination. 

The countries of Europe, Japan and developing countries are characterized 
by the "insider” model of the capital supervision. This model is characterized by 
the following features: 

 the share ownership is concentrated in large blocks; 
 the crossholding of papers is widespread; 
 the stock market is less developed in comparison with the “outsider" 

model. Its volume is less due to lower capitalization of companies and less of 
papers, circulating in the market; 

 large shareholders have the possibility to work effectively with each 
other for the control implementation above the company's management; 

 the interests of minority shareholders are protected worse; 
 it is almost impossible to carry out the hostile takeover. 
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The outsider model is considered to be more modern and flexible and has 
better reaction to the changes of the market environment. 

The basic function of the stock market consists in the redistribution of 
money facilities. In countries with the "insider" model, the role of the stock market 
in the redistribution of free money facilities is relatively below than with "outsider" 
one, as in these countries economic entities emphasize the bank crediting. 

 
9.2. What classification of securities exists? 
 
A variety of securities makes it necessary to classify them according to 

certain criteria. The most detailed classification of securities is given by O. 
Mozgoviy in his book "The stock market of Ukraine" [8, p. 156]. The classification 
is based on such features as the economic nature of the securities, purpose, role, 
difference of issuers, type transfer of property rights, maturity and method payment 
of return, reliability and so on. 

Depending on economic nature the securities are divided into equity 
securities, debt securities and derivatives. Equity securities fix relationship of co-
ownership or equity participation in the authorized capital and the distribution of 
income (stocks). Debt securities mediate lending relationships (bonds, bills, 
savings and certificates of deposit). Derivatives certify the right to buy or sell 
securities (usually shares). 

Depending on the purpose securities are divided into stock and 
commercial. Stock securities (stocks, bonds) are the tools of investment capital 
traded on the stock market, they usually are not limited in time or act more than 
one year. Commercial securities (bills, letters, etc.) are credit instruments that 
mediate trading operations and are circulating in the money market. These 
securities are mostly short-term and partially used for capital investment.  

Depending on issuers securities are divided into issued by companies, 
public companies, government, government agencies, banks and local authorities. 

Depending on the type of transfer of property rights securities are 
divided into registered securities, bearer and transferable. Transfer of rights by 
registered security requires identification (confirmation) of the owner. Transfer of 
rights by bearer securities does not require identification of the owner. 

Transferable security (bill - draft) issued by the creditor (drawer) and is the 
order of the debtor (drawer) for payment at the appointed period specified amount 
to a third party (payee) or to bearer. When sending a bill from one owner to 
another on its back side transfer inscription is made, which is called endorsement. 
Transferable bill enables the creditor to pay for his own debts. 

Depending on the role securities are divided into basic (they record the 
basic property right or claim) and additional, which is a confirmation of additional 
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rights, conditions, and requirements (for example, a coupon that indicates the right 
of the owner to the relevant interest or dividends). 

Depending on the possibility of purchase and sale securities are divided 
into market that can be resold, and non-market, which can only be sold once. 

Depending on the type of income payment securities are divided into: 
securities with fixed payments (bonds and preferred shares); securities with 
floating rates (bonds with floating interest, which depends on the discount bank 
rate); securities, the income of which directly depends on the size of net profit 
(ordinary shares). 

Depending on the territory of circulation securities are divided into: 
regional (local government bonds); national (domestic securities stock market); 
international securities, which are free to rotate in other countries. 

Depending on the place of the office registration of the issuer securities 
are divided into foreign and domestic securities. Among foreign securities there are 
securities of issuers that are not residents of the country, and whose production is 
registered in other countries. 

Depending on the degree of reliability securities are divided into high 
qualified (with high probability of return of capital and income) and ordinary (with 
lower probability). 

Also there are other groupings of securities. 
 

9.3. International market of titles of ownership 
 
The international market of titles of ownership is divided into the equity 

market, which accounts for about 80% of all new international primary distribution 
of titles of ownership, and the market of depositary receipts, which account for 
about 20%. 

Titles of ownership are the instruments, confirmative participating of the 
investor in the capital of the company 

 
9.3.1. What are the equities? 
 
Equity (share) is a security without set term of circulation, that indicates 

some equity participation in the capital of the joint-stock company, allows the 
holder to purchase part of the profits in the form of dividends, to participate in the 
distribution of property in the process of liquidation of the joint-stock company. 

Shares on the basis of personalization can be registered and bearer, and 
depending on the rights of owners – ordinary and preferred. The nominal value of 
shares is determined by the formation of the joint-stock company and is fixed at its 
front side. Nominal value of the share is not a reflection of the real value of the 
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assets of the corporation and usually is not indicated. Shares without nominal value 
are issued at a price that is attractive to investors. 

Balancing value of shares is calculated as the portion of the division of net 
asset value of a joint stock company by the number of shares issued and 
distributed. 

Rate (market) value of shares is determined by supply and demand 
correlation for them on the security market. This is the current value on the stock 
exchange or over the counter circulation. 

Ordinary shares – shares, the income of which depends on the net income 
of the corporation and its dividend policy. The distribution of income between the 
owners of ordinary shares is made in proportion to the invested capital, depending 
on the number of purchased shares. However, not all net profit goes to pay 
dividends on ordinary shares. After paying preferred dividends, the part of net 
profit goes to finance future investments in most corporations. The risk of 
investing in ordinary equities is linked to the fact that dividends on the ordinary 
shares may decline and even not to be paid. Sometimes dividends are paid not in 
cash but in shares. If the corporation becomes bankrupt, the shareholders of 
ordinary shares may lose all their investment. When there is the claim on the assets 
and profits of the corporation, the shareholders of ordinary equity will be on the 
last place – after banks, bondholders and preferred shares. 

The source of the risk of ordinary shares may be the stock market or the 
firm, or both first and second. 

The attractiveness of ordinary shares that they give the right to vote, a 
preferential right to purchase shares of new issues, the ability to increase capital 
(increase in due course of share price) due to the high liquidity, i.e. rather active 
trading of shares in any time. 

Dependences on the degree of risk and yields of shares that are traded on the 
securities market, divided into shares: the "blue roots"; profitable; growth shares; 
cyclical; speculative. 

Shares of "blue chips" – shares that are issued by powerful corporations 
(within the U.S.: IBM, Dow Chemical, General Motors, and others.), which 
consistently paid dividends to their shareholders in their history. These shares are 
safe and profitable. 

Profitable shares – shares of the telephone corporations, water, gas and 
electricity corporations, as well as other companies with dividends exceeding the 
average level. Shares of corporations tend to grow with time. 

Growth shares – are shares of corporations whose income is higher than 
average level, but dividends are not very high, because corporations finance the 
expansion of production, scientific and technical researches and so on. The future 
value of the shares of such corporations has a great probability to grow. 
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Cyclical shares – are shares whose price is rising and falling in sync with 
the ups and downs in the economy. Mostly, these are shares of corporations of 
basic industries. Investors are willing to buy such shares during the upturn in the 
economy and to them before the recession. 

Speculative shares – shares of corporation that cannot produce a course of 
5-6 years. They are usually sold "off the counter" without going through the stock 
exchange, cost less than the shares of known corporations, but have a high degree 
of risk. 

Along with ordinary shares, the corporations issue preferred shares in 
amount that does not exceed 10 percent of the authorized fund of the corporation. 
These shares give their owners a range of benefits (preferences), but do not give 
the right to vote, the right to participate in the management of the corporation (if 
other provisions not provided by the charter). The preferences include: 

1) the right to receive a fixed income or as a percentage of the value of 
shares, or a sum of money paid regardless of the performance of corporations; 

2) the prerogative right to: a) the priority in receiving of dividends; b) the 
priority participation (after satisfaction of creditors - banks of bond holders) in the 
distribution of assets of the corporation during liquidation; c) if the amount of the 
dividends paid on ordinary shares exceeds the amount of dividends on preferred 
shares, additional payment may be held to the holders of the latter. 

There are the following types of preferred shares: 
 cumulative, which have the right of accumulation of unpaid dividends, 

accruing and paying them by missed period in the following one; 
 non-cumulative, unpaid dividends which do not join the dividends of next 

years; 
 convertible, which are exchanged for fixed number of ordinary shares or 

bonds of the corporation; 
 non-convertible, which cannot change their status; 
 share of participation, which entitles shareholders to get additional 

dividends over the prescribed, if dividends on ordinary shares are higher. 
A variety of benefits make preferred shares attractive to investors. The issuer 

is interested in their production, as the latter does not result in dilution of capital 
and allows keeping a control shareholding. Holders of preferred shares occupy an 
intermediate position between the holders of bonds, who are corporate creditors 
and holders of ordinary shares, who are co-owners and have right to participate in 
the management of the corporation. Preferred shares can be viewed as 
compensation for the lack of the vote. 

Investment quality of preferred shares is determined by: 
1) the degree of provision of payment of all preferred dividends by net 

income. 
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It is believed that the adequacy of the coverage of the annual excess of net 
income over preferred dividends shall be at least: 

 for public companies in the utilities sector 2 times; 
 for industrial companies 3 times; 
2) the continuity payment of preferential dividends; 
3) the adequacy of preferred shares provision by share capital of the 

company: 
  the minimum share capital in calculation per preferred share in each of last 

five years should be 2 times more than the value of assets, which the shareholder 
will receive for each preferred share in the case of liquidation; 

  the annual increase of share capital in calculation per preferred share 
should be relatively stable or have a tendency to increase in last five years;  

4) the rating of preferred shares. It is defined by independent rating agencies 
of the securities in the following shades:  

P+ – “super”. Preferred shares directly protected by a third party (e.g. parent 
company) or provided by highly liquid securities (bank acceptances). 

P1 – higher quality. Excellent protection from the side of assets and greater 
ability to pay dividends. 

P2 – very good quality. Reliability of assets and income. 
P3 – good quality. Preferred shares well protected, but they can be exposed 

to downturns in quality as in times of economic hardship. 
P4 – moderate quality. Adequate protection, but there are factors that under 

adverse conditions can weaken the company's ability to timely payment of 
dividends. 

P5 – speculative. There is no assurance that the company will be able to 
protect preferred shares. 

During the process of rankings of preferred shares, it is analyzed the 
company, industry, management, financial position and other parameters of its 
activities. 

Some TNCs issue their shares for distribution in various countries. To get to 
the market of any country, they need to add their shares in exchange bulletin of the 
country. To do this: 

a) spend large sums of money by placing information in the bulletin; 
b) provide sufficient amount of information that must pass an independent 

audit verification and certification of authenticity; 
c) inform the foreign press, brokers and potential investors about the 

prospects of the corporation development. 
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9.3.2. What are the types of international equity market depending on 
the level of economic development of the country? 

 
International equity market depending on the level of economic 

development of the country is divided into mature markets and emerging markets. 
Mature markets are equity markets of developed countries, which are 

characterized by a high proportion of organized trade through exchanges, high 
level of market capitalization, developed system of organizational and legal 
provision of shares trading. Mature equity markets are considered markets of the 
U.S., Japan, the EU countries, Canada, Australia and others. 

Aggregate index of capitalization of mature markets is 93% of the total 
international equity market. 

Market capitalization is the index that reflects the market value of all 
companies that are involved in transactions on the stock market. The market value 
of a company is calculated by multiplying the market value of its shares by the 
number of shares in circulation. 

The following key indicators are used for the analysis of stock markets: 
 the ratio of stock market capitalization to GDP; 
 annual turnover of stock market as a percentage of capitalization; 
 listed foreign shares on the markets of particular countries. 
Index of capitalization/GDP is very important because it largely reflects the 

level of stock market development in accordance with the classification of the 
International Finance Corporation and the International Monetary Fund. The world 
leaders by the index of capitalization/GDP in 2011 were Hong Kong (capitalization 
was 13 times higher than GDP), Switzerland (235%), Luxembourg (183%), 
Malaysia (172%), Chile (167.9%), Singapore (166.2%) [7, p.185]. 

Emerging markets are the equity markets in developing countries and 
transition countries, characterized by high growth, high-risk, low market 
capitalization and regulation mechanism that is being formed yet. 

Among the emerging markets, there are three types of equity market: 
 old markets, that was formed long ago (Greece, Spain, Argentina, Brazil, 

India); 
 emerging markets due to special specific situations (such as Hong Kong, 

Singapore – due to their role as regional financial centers); 
 new markets, that was emerged on the basis of rapid economic growth 

(South Korea, Taiwan, Philippines, Indonesia) [8, p. 123]. 
The highest indicators of capitalization are observed in China, Taiwan, 

South Korea (Table 9.2). 
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Table 9.2 
Major emerging equity markets  

 
Countries The number of 

companies quoted 
Monthly trading 
volume, million 

dollars 

Market 
capitalization, bill. 

dollars 
South Africa 472 6520 184,6 
Brazil 399 3242 123,8 
Mexico 166 1212 108,1 
South Korea 1518 58721 248,5 
Malaysia 865 1245 123,9 
Taiwan 638 45179 251,5 
China 1235 20692 463,1 
Russia 196 2711 124,2 

Source: [13, p. 85] 
 
The active role on emerging markets is played by institutional investors 

(90% of portfolio investments on these markets). However, the share of emerging 
markets in these portfolios is 3-5 times lower than it needs to be according to the 
theory of international management portfolio of securities (in the optimal portfolio 
of the investor, particular countries should take a proportion occupied by the 
market capitalization of the country) .  

In 2012 compared to 2011, emerging equity markets increased by 18%, the 
country with the largest global growth on the stock market was Venezuela, the 
main index of which increased by 342%. 

An important indicator of the dynamics of emerging markets is a composite 
index of IFC that includes 1224 firms from 26 countries. It is used as an indicator 
to compare share rates of individual countries and consists of regional indexes of 
share rates [8, p. 131]. 

In recent years, in order to improve the activity of emerging equity markets, 
IFC applies a number of measures aimed at: 

 the provision of full information on the status and tendencies of these 
markets development; 

 the creation of investment funds that direct the foreign capital to 
investment of emerging equity markets. Thus, it was the fund's emerging markets, 
regional funds, which aim to integrate these equity markets in the international 
equity market. 

Some countries improve their legislation for effective regulation of the 
equity market and trade on them; contribute to the development of pension funds, 
mutual funds, stocks, providing institutional framework of the market; encourage 
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foreign portfolio investment through the establishment of foreign investment funds 
and more. 

 
9.3.3. What structure segments the international equity market has? 
 
International equity market structure has two segments: the market of 

foreign equities and the market of euroequities. 
Foreign equities are the shares that are issued by non-resident corporation 

on the stock market of another country. 
Such equities are traded on the market of foreign equities: equities of non-

resident companies that are issued or quoted on a national stock market of a 
country in its own currency; equities that are issued and received stock listing only 
in the country of its issue, but sold on the stock markets of several countries and 
equities that got cross-listing4 on stock exchange of different countries via relative 
price quotes and consequently traded on the stock exchange and OTC markets [13, 
p. 197]. 

The main advantages and disadvantages of foreign equities are listed in the 
Table. 9.3. 

Euroequities are the shares that are placed simultaneously on several 
national stock markets by international syndicate of financial institutions that sells 
them for euro. 

 
Table 9.3 

Advantages and disadvantages of foreign equities issue 
Advantages Disadvantages 
1. Eliminates the need to exchange 

currency for purchase / sale of equities 
and thus reduced currency risk. 

2. Investors avoid certain taxes and 
restrictions. 

3. Reduces the political, economic 
risk, liquidity risk. 

1. The presence of a specific 
regulation to foreign equities in the 
country of issue. 

2. Stringent requirements for 
foreign companies on the amount, 
frequency reflection and the quality of 
financial reporting. 

 
Euroequity market appeared in 1983. Euroequities are sold on the European 

market, traded in world financial centers (mainly in London) and the income, 
derived by them, is not a subject to any national taxation. 

The mobilization of financial resources through euroequities is usually 
carried out by TNCs of developed countries, whose share in total emissions is 
about 50%. 

                                                        
4 Cross-listing - a quoted of shares on one or more stock exchanges, except the stock exchange of the country. 
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Euroequity market is characterized by increase in emissions, expansion of 
the composition and number of participants, but the scale is relatively small (4-7% 
of total emissions on the European securities market). 

Issue of euroequities has positive impact on the company, which plans to 
export to foreign markets and the development of foreign production, as it is 
widely known abroad, which promotes its products on the market. Issue of 
euroequities often improves the credit reputation of the issuing company, making it 
easier for it to access other resources, and there is indirect advertising abroad. 

However issue of euroequities can be risky because of the transfer 
possibility of a control shareholding of the company to the shareholders of another 
country. 

International equity market takes a central place among other financial 
markets and its volume increases. Thus, the volume of shares trading in 2011 
amounted to 8.755 billion euro (compared with 2010 increased by 32%), while the 
London Stock Exchange accounted for 31% of total trade, NYSE Euronext - 20%, 
the German Stock Exchange - 16% , the Spanish stock exchanges - 13% of the 
Swiss Stock Exchange - 8% . 

The regional structure of the equity market is as follows: the U.S. accounts 
for 45%, Europe - 28%, Japan - 10%, China 4% - and other countries - 13% [9]. 

The large number of listing issuers has increased over the past 15 years from 
18 to 21 thousand. 

The main factors of internationalization of the equity market are as follows: 
 the internationalization of corporate ownership; 
 the expansion by non-resident companies their shareholding by 

registering their equities on foreign markets. It is connected with the fact that the 
registration of the equities on the foreign market is generally preceded the issue of 
equities on the market in order to obtain additional capital. Non-residents use the 
liquidity of foreign markets and thereby increase the funds available for investment 
and reduce the cost of capital for the firm. Placement of equities on the foreign 
market facilitates the acquisition of foreign companies in the future; 

 non-resident companies can use foreign equities to pay for labor of local 
managers, employees, possession helps to create a positive image of the company 
in the eyes of the consumers and suppliers of investment capital; 

 reduce financial risk by diversifying their portfolio of equities in different 
countries. 

 
9.3.4. What are the specifics of the international market of depositary 

receipts? 
 
Depositary receipts are the derivative securities (in the form of certificate) 

issued by the National Bank of global significance, confirmative its right to a 
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stockholding of foreign companies and being in its trust management. 
The main purpose of issuing any securities of companies is the attraction of 

additional capital for development. This is not always possible to achieve with the 
resources of the internal market. The issue of depository receipts allows obtaining 
considerably greater results and has a number of advantages: 

 the group expansion of the potentially informed investors due to the 
infrastructure development of foreign markets; 

 the improvement of the image and rise of trust to the issuer, increase of 
the number of persons who have positive information about the issuer; 

 the company's fame, its image abroad and reputation of active participant 
of world financial market allows to negotiate effectively with other companies on 
financial issues; 

 in some countries issuer can avoid the active constraints on the export of 
securities abroad, as well as to sell securities to foreign investors when their sale is 
prohibited or limited or regulated superfluously hardly; 

 issuer has the right not to follow the legal requirements of the country, in 
which the produced through depositary receipts equities are circulated; 

 possibility to avoid the problem of reverse capital inflows, which appears 
for immediate release of foreign equities; 

 it is easer for investors to diversify the portfolio of securities; 
 investment in depositary receipts has low transaction costs.  
Thus, according to the analysis of the experts of The Bank of New York, the 

spendings of investor who buys ADRs in the first year is 2 times lower than in the 
case of purchase of relevant shares on the foreign stock exchange. And then the 
level of costs connected with owning ADRs dose not change, while the costs of the 
shares that were purchased directly increase each year. This situation is due to the 
fact that in the second case, the investor pays high bank fees, besides conversion of 
currency influences on significant cost on the acquisition of equities; 

 dividends paid by depository receipts, are more than those, which are paid 
by equities. So according to the calculations of Morgan Stanley, the average rate of 
dividend on equities of American companies is 1.7%, while in Europe - 2.9, UK - 
3.3, the leading Asian countries, except Japan - 3.6% [12, p.144]; 

 the liquidity of depository receipts compared to equities is on the whole 
much higher. 

The main depository receipts are American depositary receipts (ADR), 
European depositary receipts (EDR), Global depositary receipts (GDR) 
International Depositary Receipts (IDR). 

American depositary receipts are the circulating securities issued by the U.S. 
banks, which have bought large amount of foreign equity, depositing them on trust 
accounts. Then they sell their shares in property in a trust, which are called ADR, 
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to the investors. The number of issued ADRs can equal the number of the issued 
equities or be less, and then every ADR is equivalent to one or a few equities of 
foreign capital. When a foreign company pays a dividend, a bank converts it in 
dollars at the current rate of exchange and distributes the received funds among the 
holders of ADRs proportionally to the amount of receipts per each of them. 

ADRs are in free circulation on the U.S. stock market. This is the most 
common form of depositary receipts, as the U.S. stock market has large and a large 
number of potential investors. Normally, the companies are starting to produce 
ADR, when they enter international capital markets. 

First ADRs were issued in the USA in 1927 on the equities of company 
Selfridges, which owned chain of department stores in the UK. ADRs are 
registered in the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). The greatest 
popularity this type of investment instruments achieved in the last 5 years. 
Nowadays, in the United States around 1900 ADR issues are in circulation, with 
more than 450 of which are traded on three main exchanges, while the rest are sold 
on the OTC market. Leading depository banks are The Bank of New York, JP 
Morgan Chase, Citigroup and Deutsche Bank. Issue of ADRs also involved Chase 
Mellon Bank, Mitsubishi Trust & Banking and other financial institutions. 

The mechanism of issue of ADR involves by the broker on behalf of 
potential investors through a local broker, the equities on the stock exchange of the 
country. Equities come to the storage to the depository bank, which issues then the 
dollar certificates of the established number of equities. 

There are exchange and OTC markets of ADRs. 
The cost of ADRs is closely related to the value of foreign equities 

represented by them. 
Price of ADRs is determined by the value of the basic assets, converted into 

dollars at the current exchange rate and adjusted taking into account the ratio of 
receipts and equities, and transaction costs that are related to ADRs. 

 
 
The ADR price = Price of the foreign  x  The number of equities  +      Transaction cost 

                      equity in dollars            included into ADR           related to the ADRs sale 
 
Banks collect a fixed fee for issue and maintenance of ADRS in circulation. 
Generally, large companies issue ADRs in order to mobilize capital, the 

distribution range of investors or the acquisition of foreign company. Depending 
on the purpose of company or investors, the ADR programs are divided into 
sponsored, non-sponsored and private allocation.  

Now sponsored ADRs are the most popular that are imposed by issuers of 
equities. They are issued on the basis of an agreement between the issuer and the 
depositary bank. Foreign firms that emitted the securities and wants them to be 
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sold on the U.S. market, pays all the costs of creating and registering sponsored 
ADRs. The bank that issued these ADRs will provide investors who purchased 
them, services with information on the status of the company, the financial 
statements of the company. There are three levels of sponsored programs. For the 
ADR program of the first, simplified registration procedure in SEC is used. The 
main problem solved by issue of ADRs of this level – spread the circle of 
shareholders. Depositary receipts are traded on the OTC market. For today, the 
ADR of first level – the fastest growing segment of depositary receipts. 

The same requirements of SEC are imposed on ADR programs of II and III 
levels due to registration and disclosure as to American corporations. Programs of 
the II level include providing level II ADR listing in major American stock 
exchanges: NYSE, Nasdaq, AMEX. ADRs and II levels produced in securities that 
are traded in the secondary market. Thus these two levels of ADRs are issued on 
the basis of existing shares in companies and of themselves do not allow issuers of 
equities to raise funds. For companies on the basis of which equities are issued 
ADRs and II levels, so access to the world's largest American stock market is 
profitable, especially given the opportunity to expand the range of its shareholders 
outside the domestic market and improve its image as issuer among the 
international public investors. 

ADRs of III level issued equities at their original location. They make it 
possible to attract additional investment as providing additional issue of equities 
under this program. That is why the ADRs of III level causes issuers the high 
interest. However, this issue requires from the issuer higher level of 
“transparency”. 

Non-sponsored ADR programs are programs that are created and offered to 
investors without the formal consent and participation of the equity issuer. The 
foreign company does not pay depositary costs incurred by investor and has fierce 
obligations with respect to time and the provision of information to investors. 
Several depository banks can implement the launch of these programs. These 
ADRs are traded exclusively on the OTC market. Now non-sponsored programs 
are not used. 

In the case of private placement of ADR to the programs of depositary 
receipts the minimum requirements are imposed and registration with the SEC is 
not required. These ADRs are placed among a limited circle of investors. Vouchers 
are purchased by individual large “qualified” institutional investors or by non-
American investors. 

The volume of agreements with ADRs and global depositary receipts, 
according to Bank of New York Mellon, one of the world's major depositories in 
2011 amounted 3.8 trillion dollars, in 2012 – 2.79 trillion dollars. In 2012, 
companies around the world have registered 213 new programs of depositary 
receipts. 
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Among institutional investors, major holders of ADRs are mutual and 
pension funds, some of which are prohibited from buying shares of foreign 
company’s directions. Thus, since 2469 institutional investors who manage funds 
of 9.525 trillion dollars and have assets in foreign securities, 1839 (74%) invest in 
ADRs and 630 (26%) invest in equities areas of foreign companies (Table 9.4). 
 

Table 9.4 
Leading institutional investors on the market of ADRs 

 
Investors Investments in 

ADRs (billion 
dollars). 

Total investments 
in shares (billion 

dollars). 

ADR share in total 
investment in 
equities (%) 

Fidelity Management 
& Research 

25,5 540,2 4,71 

Brandes Investment 
Partners, LLC 

20,1 40,2 49,88 

Capital Research & 
Management 
Company 

17,7 351,4 5,03 

Wellington 
Management 
Company, LLP 

13,4 236,2 5,66 

Morgan Stanley 
Investment 
Management Inc. 
[US] 

10,2 109,4 9,31 

Dodge & Cox 10,0 70,7 14,14 
Lazard Asset 
Management, LLC 

6,8 22,6 30,06 

Alliance Capital 
Management LP 

6,0 214,6 2,77 

Fisher Investments, 
Inc. 

5,5 18,4 29,95 

Smith Barney Asset 
Management 

5,4 133,4 4,06 

Source: [12, s.147] 
 
European Depositary Receipts issued by European banks as a certificate of  

shareholding of companies located in countries outside the EU. They have free 
circulation in the European stock market, which is regulated, as a rule, by the law 
of Great Britain, and sold on the Paris Stock Exchange. 

Global depositary receipts are offered and placed as on the stock market of 
the USA as well as on the stock markets of other countries. Their circulation is 
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regulated by the United States. Typically, the EDR and GDR are denominated in 
U.S. dollars, but may be issued in any currency. 

International Depositary Receipts are the deposited non-American foreign 
equities. They are issued by American Bank – depository in non-American 
currency outside the United States and intended for sale in Europe and other 
markets. 

 
9.4. What is the essence of the international bond market? 
 
State and municipal authorities released into circulation bonds on the 

security market to mobilize financial resources of corporations. Bond is a debt 
investment security that certifies the deposit of cash resources by its holder and 
confirming an obligation to recover him in the foreseen terms the nominal value 
with payment of the fixed percent from the nominal value of the bond. A 
bondholder (an investor) is not the joint owner of equity capital. He is a creditor 
and has a right to receive the hard profit and returning in the term of the nominal 
value of the bond or other property equivalent. 

The attractiveness of bonds to investors is that they have a higher degree of 
reliability compared to shares, although the profitability – lower (in developed 
countries within 6-12%). The most reliable are considered state bonds and 
municipal bonds, which are guaranteed by the government and provided with the 
property. The disadvantage of bonds is that the fixed coupon rate is the periodic 
interest payments at regular intervals without inflation. To increase the 
attractiveness of bonds to investors the bonds are issued with a floating interest 
rate, which varies with the change of return and interest on loans, bonds indexed 
percentage of the price level for goods. Some bonds give the right to part of the 
assets of the corporation in case of liquidation. 

Types of bonds are different, they are distinguished by: 
1) the degree of reliability, backed by a pledge of property or other assets not 

backed by collateral; 
2) term loans – short-term (3 years), medium (3 to 7 years), long-term (7 to 

30 years), undated; 
3) the frequency of accrual of income; 
4) the mode of circulation – free circulation and limited circulation; 
5) the principle of redemption – serial bonds that are repaid sequentially by 

series at regular intervals, and ordinary bonds, which are issued at the same time; 
6) the nature of taxation – the usual tax, reduced taxes, which are not subject 

to taxation; 
7) the mechanism for interest rates payment – nominal bonds, interest 

payments on which are directed to owners whose names are listed in bonds and 
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bearer (not registered), to which are added coupons to receive interest on each 
payment date, etc. 

Exchange bonds on the security market depends on supply and demand for 
them, which, in turn, is determined by income, which give bonds, the level of 
interest on loans, the degree of profitability of alternative investment funds. If there 
are several corporate bonds on the security market, the nominal of which is the 
same, then in case of other things being equal, the greater demand will be for those 
bonds that have a higher interest rate. Demand depends on the bond rating, which 
is determined by special agencies by analyzing the financial condition of the 
company and its ability to fulfill the obligation. The market price of each bond at a 
given time may be higher or lower than the nominal value, increase or decrease. 

International bond market is a source of medium-and long-term capital in 
the international financial environment. 

International bonds are divided into foreign bonds and eurobonds. 
 
9.4.1. What is foreign bonds market? 
 
Foreign bonds are securities issued by non-residents on the national bond 

market and denominated in the national currency of this market. For example, the 
French corporation that sells its bonds in Japan, issued in yen, is considered as a 
distributor of foreign bonds. Local investors, interested in buying bonds in local 
currency, are major buyers of foreign bonds. 

Thus, the main distinguishing features of the foreign bond issue are: 
1) the issue of bonds is emitted by non-resident (foreign) borrower; 
2) the currency of bond issue is foreign currency for issuer; 
3) the placement of bonds is carried out at a given national market and is 

guaranteed by a bank syndicate.    
Foreign bonds are issued on some national capital markets because the 

interest rates on their outputs are defined at the level of the rates of the relevant 
markets. There is a rule according to which the interest rates on bonds in strong 
currency are lower and unstable currencies – higher. Interest rates on the bond 
markets of the world financial centers are established by local supply and demand. 

Foreign bonds depending on the country of issue have special names: 
“yankee bonds” – in the U.S., “samurai bonds”, “shybosay bonds”, “daymio 
bonds”, “shahun bonds” – in Japan, “bulldog bonds” – in the UK, “chocolate 
bonds” – in Switzerland, “the matador bonds” – Spain, “kangaroo bonds” – 
Australia, “rembrandt bonds” – in the Netherlands. 

“Yankee” and “Samurai” are the most common foreign bonds. The structure 
of bond markets by type of issuers is listed in Table 9.5. 
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The main investors of the foreign bonds market are those that seek to 
minimize the risk of investment. These are savings banks, insurance companies 
and pension funds. 

Not all borrowers have market access for foreign bonds and it is much more 
difficult compared to the Eurobond market. There are government restrictions, 
regarding the terms and amounts eligible for foreigners and directions for their use. 
The obtained capital may be limited to local use only with the help of foreign 
exchange controls. Only international investors with high credit ratings receive 
access to these markets. Developing countries have limited access. This selection 
of investors leads to the fact that borrowers with low credit ratings are disappearing 
from the foreign bonds markets. 

Table 9.5 
 

The structure of foreign bonds “Yankee” and “Samurai” 
by type of issuer,% 

Issuers Market 
"Yankee bonds" 

Market 
"Samurai 
bonds" 

1. Corporation 49,0 13,0 
2. International Agency 3,0 8,0 
3. Province or state 9,0 9,0 
4. The state enterprises or state authorities 3,0 22,0 
5. Enterprises of utilities sector 10,0 3,0 
6. Banks 22,0 9,0 
7. Sovereign borrowers 5,0 36,0 

Source: [11, p. 149] 
 
Issues of foreign bonds are realized through underwriting (guaranteed 

placement). Borrower with the bank manager plans to issue bonds on the most 
favorable terms: maturity, coupon, the possibility of early redemption, and the 
premium provided early withdrawal repayment terms. 

Foreign bonds have long maturities – 20-30 years. Interest coupons on bonds 
correspond to the level of interest rates markets, where they are produced, and are 
dependent on the creditworthiness of the borrower. Typically, public borrowers 
have the highest rating “AAA” and corporate borrowers vary depending on the 
creditworthiness of their financial status and regional risk. 

After agreement on the terms of the bond issue the group is created that 
provides underwriting. This group includes investment domestic banks, the banks 
of the borrower and other countries where there may be potential investors. These 
banks should have sufficient own resources and underwriting experience and be 
capable of placing bonds to local investors and among investors of the borrower. 
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Manager of the bank and a group of underwriting get profits as the 
difference between the income from the sale of bonds and the amounts, paid by the 
issuer. And managing bank receives ¼ of the profits for the preparation and 
organization of the work, the group of underwriting – ¼ of insurance risks that 
arise when buying and storing bonds for resale. The remaining income goes to pay 
commission fees for selling to the bond sellers [8, p. 189-196].  

 
9.4.2. What is the eurobonds market? 
 
Eurobonds are long-term debt securities that are placed at the same time in 

several markets by transnational syndicates and the currency of their issue is 
foreign for investors, who buy them. 

The emergence of Eurobonds is connected with the globalization of the 
world economy and demand of transnational corporations for new financing 
sources for its operations. The restrictions on placing foreign bonds in the domestic 
market were an impetus for the development of the Eurobond market. It was 
introduced by the U.S. administration in 1963 and the Vietnam War, which caused 
restrictions on the export of capital from the country. For further development of 
the Eurobond market in the USA influenced the introduction of direct 
administrative limits on investing outside the U.S. and the imposition of euro, as it 
reduced the exchange rate risk for investors. The development of the Eurobond 
market was accompanied by the creation of adequate infrastructure of payments 
and document processing. All payments were made via New York that required 
physical movement of certificates, which were often lost during shipping. 
American bank "Morgan Guarantee" created the depositary and clearing center for 
trading Eurobonds for solving these problems in 1968 – "Euroclear",the similar 
center "Cedel" was created in Luxembourg in 1970, which was later renamed as 
"Clearstream". Due to these systems, the effectiveness of settlement of transactions 
has increased significantly. 

Depository clearing centers are controlled by a large number of banks, 
securities-companies and their annual turnover is estimated in the tens of trillions 
of dollars. In 2002 "Euroclear" merged with some European depositories, and 
"Cedel" – with depository clearing system of the German Stock Exchange (in 
1999). Thus a common mechanism of payment was created. 

Eurobonds have a number of valuable features.  
1. They give a right to choose the currency. The exchange factor plays an 

important role in the Eurobond issue. But not any currency is suitable for 
expression of Eurobonds. Currency should have free circulation, and payments 
must be expressed in this currency without any risk. Too stable currencies are 
undesirable from the standpoint of the borrower, and stable – from the point of 
view of the lender. When choosing between two variants of Eurobond expression 
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there is a compromise between interest rate and currency stability. In some cases, 
Eurobonds are issued in multiple currencies, allowing the lender to demand 
payment in one of several currencies, which reduces the risk, connected with 
exchange rates, and expanding the range of investors. However, both interests and 
principal sum of Eurobonds are paid in U.S. dollars in most cases.  

2. Bonds have a high degree of currency flexibility both as the composition 
of currencies expression and as weight of Eurobonds denominated in a particular 
currency in their total mass. 

3. Eurobonds provide greater capital mobility in the international scale as 
they attract a greater number of borrowers and investors than other international 
financial instruments.  

4. Eurobonds provide investors with greater portfolio diversification and 
higher income than investments in domestic bonds. 

5. There is a close link between international Eurocurrency market and the 
Eurobond market. For example, Eurobonds dealers can get loans to finance their 
operations in Eurocurrencies.  

6. Income, received on Eurobonds, is not taxed. Eurobonds are especially 
attractive to investors, who pay relatively high taxes on their declared income and 
less – for investors, whose activity is not taxed (insurance companies, pension 
funds). 

Eurobond market has no particular geographical location, although new 
issues usually take place in London, Luxembourg. Eurobond market is 
multicurrency and largely anonymous, as Eurobonds are issued "to bearer", this is 
convenient for many investors (providing anonymity). The period of cancellation 
of Eurobonds is shorter (5, 10, 15 years) than period of foreign bonds. Interest 
rates on Eurobonds tend to be determined by the rates of the same currency on the 
domestic capital market, but are often lower due to the higher efficiency of the 
Eurobond market. Eurobonds are issued with fixed and floating interest rate. The 
total loan sum is from 50 to 100 thousand U.S. dollar. Quotation is fulfilled in the 
world's financial centers. 

The main figure in the Eurobond market, as in every security market, is 
issuer. The structure of this market, according to the categories of issuers is 
following: corporations – 56%, banks – 25, sovereign borrowers – 7, supranational 
institutions – 7, others – 5% [13, p. 152].  

The major part of the Eurobonds is bought by individual investors. The 
benefits that they receive are tax anonymity and the possibility to get speculative 
profits in the form of cash by increasing the value of the bonds. 

Since 1990 the volume and number of Eurobonds issues were increasing at 
the average 20% and 14% each year, respectively. The volume of Eurobonds was 
3.91 trillion dollars in 2009. This is due to the increasing demand for funds by 
multinational companies, governments, international organizations, the emergence 
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of new sources of funds that are looking for their areas of off-load; the advantages 
of the Eurobond market compared to foreign bond markets and a high degree of 
market flexibility, which provides the possibility of issue of new types of 
securities, the choice of bonds currency. However, due to the deterioration of 
conditions of Eurobond placing, the volume of their production declined and 
accounted 3.2 in 2010, and in 2012 – 3.17 trillion dollars. The issuance of 
securities was mostly reduced by U.S. and European corporations. Eurobond 
market is growing in developing countries. 

 The structure of Eurobond emissions according to the maturity is following: 
from 1 to 3 years – 16.79%, from 4 to 9 years – 49,33, from 10 to 29 years – 29.75, 
more than 29 years – 2.32, perpetual bonds – 1.81%. 

The first place in the currency structure of Eurobond emissions is occupied 
by U.S. dollar – 37%, euro – 35, pound sterling – 11, Japanese yen – 13% [12, p. 
152].  

The underwriting of Eurobonds is executed by an international syndicate, in 
which banks from different countries participate. The advantage of such bond 
flotation is risk sharing and efficient implementation of issue.  

Eurobond flotation in comparison with international bonds is considered to 
be riskier activity. In foreign bond underwriting the main risk is the raise of 
interest rates in the local capital market. The Eurobond market is characterized by 
higher risks and costs of organizing the sale of bonds. They are compensated by 
doubled higher gross profit of underwriters. In the Eurobond market investors buy 
securities in those currencies that provide the greatest profit. Changes in exchange 
rates are a source of risk when making underwriting. 

The development of the Eurobond market caused such types of eurobonds: 
the bonds with warrants, which give the right to buy shares of the same 
corporation, Eurobonds with fixed and floating rate, bonds with zero coupon, 
global bonds. 

Global bonds are the medium- and long-term debt securities that are issued 
simultaneously in major financial markets of the world. They are mostly 
denominated in U.S. dollars and registered in the SEC; are included in the listing 
of several stock exchanges in different countries; are applied by various forms of 
national regulation, as are located in different countries. Global bonds issue is 
made by highly reliable borrowers with a credit rating of AAA, because of that, 
they have the highest quality and the lowest interest rates. The period of their 
circulation is 1-40 years. 

The International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) plays 
the leading role in the global bond issue, made the first issue of global Eurobonds 
in yen in 1992. 

International bond market is characterized by the data, given in the Tables 
9.6 and 9.7 [8, p. 294].  
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Table 9.6 
The volume of international bond market in the 1993-2011 (trillion 

dollars). 
Types of bonds 1993 1999 2003 2004 2010 2011 

Corporate bonds 11,7 20,5 30,8 31,5 60,8 68,3 
Public bonds 10,5 14,5 20,5 21,2 32,4 34,3 
Total 22,2 35,0 51,3 52,7 93,2 102,6 

 
Table 9.7 

The regional structure of the international bond market 
Market size Countries Corporate 

bonds, trillion 
U.S. dollars 

Public 
bonds, 

trillion U.S. 
dollars 

trillion 
U.S. 

dollars 

% 

USA 36 12 48 20,1 
Eurozone 29 21 50 21,0 
United Kingdom 30 7 37 15,4 
Eastern Europe 3 20 23 9,6 
Japan 12 35 47 19,7 
China 5 6 11 4,6 
India 1 22 23 9,6 
Total 116 123 239 100 

 
The general structure of the international market by almost 80% is formed 

by the markets of the USA, Europe, UK and Japan. 
Due to the globalization process, the growth of government and corporate 

obligations, securities market becomes more transparent and more liquid. 
The bond market is developing dynamically and over the past 10 years has 

increased by 2.5 times. 
In contrast with stock market bond market is rather stable, especially in 

developed countries. The change of the value of fictitious capital, represented by 
bonds, depends on the current changes in interest rates, which vary in minor 
quantities. Fluctuations in the prices of bonds on the developed markets are 4-10 
times lower than on the equity markets. 

The globalization of bond market is evidenced by the fact that foreign 
investors own 25% of short-term bonds and about 44% of government bonds. For 
example, the People's Bank of China has invested in U.S. public bonds over 262 
billion U.S. dollars. [13, p. 211]. 

“Credit Suisse First Boston” identifies the following trends on the 
international bond market: 
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 the further globalization of international bond markets. The flotation of 
international bonds is increasingly taking more international character. Bonds are 
distributed among a large number of international investors, in contrast to well-
established practice of redemption of such issues mostly by local institutional 
investors; 

 changes in the traditional structure of European bond markets as a 
result of the introduction of the euro, and the rapid growth of the volumes of bond 
issue denominated in this currency; 

 the increase in the diversification of loan portfolios of international 
institutional investors. Investors are actively reviewing their investment portfolios, 
directing a higher percentage of funds, that are managed be them, to investment in 
riskier bonds, which respectively have a higher income level; 

 the constant search for ways to improve liquidity of Eurobond markets. 
Grows the popularity among large investors (so-called jumbo) of Eurobonds issues 
accounting 1 billion dollars and more. A wide range of investors participating in 
the placing of these issues, provides a sufficient number of buyers and sellers of 
such bonds; 

 the development of pfundbrief market. Pfundbrief are bonds that are 
issued by banks secured by a pool of private mortgages. They account about 18% 
of the total bond issue denominated in euro;  

 the growth of the European bond market with a high income. In the early 
21st century in this segment of Eurobond market the funds totaling 16.6 billion 
dollars were attracted, and the total volume of high-yielding international bonds 
issue with European element reached 40 billion dollars. [13, p. 211]. 
 

9.5. What is the nature of the international market of financial 
derivatives? 

 
Over the last three decades many new financial instruments, which are 

called derivative securities or derivatives, appeared on the financial market. 
Financial derivatives are defined as financial risk trading instruments; their prices 
are tied to a financial or real asset. Derivative is a standard document which 
certifies the right and (or) the obligation to buy or sell an underlying asset on 
certain terms in the future. 

If classical securities are intended for attraction of long-term capital, than 
derivatives are a mean of hedging, i.e. insurance against price risks. Derivatives 
take the first place among different instruments of risk management in financial 
markets.  

The terms of derivatives are determined by agreement of parties. 
Contracts must include the following requisite elements:  
 the name of the contract;  
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 the parties of the contract;  
 the underlying asset5 of the contract and its characteristics (issuer, type of 

security, its face value, period of circulation, and other information for the 
securities; the currency – for funds, portfolio – for other products);  

 exercise price;  
 the quantity of the underlying asset, the value of the contract, the 

procedure of payment for the underlying asset sold (in forward contracts);  
 the type of contract (with or without delivery of the underlying asset); 

the amount of the contract; the amount of the initial margin; the unit of price 
measure (in futures contracts);  

 the type of option (with or without delivery of the underlying asset), the 
option type (option to purchase, option to sell); the procedure of payment for the 
underlying asset acquired, the rate of option (for options); 

 the term of contract; 
 contractors’ liabilities;  
 the dispute settlement procedure;  
 addresses, signature and bank account requisite elements.  
According to the classification of the Bank for International Settlements 

there are following four types of underlying assets, for each of them the derivative 
can be tied: 

 goods (derivative price is tied to the price of a particular good or to the 
movement of the index for a group of products); 

 equities (derivative price is tied to the price of a particular equity or to 
the movement of the price index on a group of equities); 

 foreign currency (derivative price is tied to the exchange rate of one or 
several currencies);  

 interest rate (derivative price is tied to a fixed, floating, combined 
interest rate). 

The main derivatives are options and futures on goods, securities, 
currencies, interest rates and stock indices, swaps on interest rates and currency 
and forward contracts. 

When buying and selling derivatives, counterparties exchange not assets but 
risks which arise from these assets. 

Derivative price is determined by the movement in prices on commodities, 
financial instruments, indices or differences between the two prices. 

Derivative contracts are closed by cash payment. Wherein the change of 
owner or delivery of goods are not provided. 

The objectives of the derivative are:  

                                                        
5 Underlying asset – commodities, securities, funds and their characteristics which are the subject of discharge of 
obligations on derivatives. 
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 fixation of the future price of any asset today, which is achieved by 
concluding a forward or futures contract;  

 cash flows or assets  exchange (swaps); 
 acquisition of the right but not the obligation to carry out the transaction 

(option contract). 
 
9.5.1. What are the main types of contract in the international 

derivatives trading? 
 
By the method of financial organization there are two main types of 

contracts in the international derivatives trading: forward contract and option 
contract. 

Forward contract is a bilateral agreement of the standard (default) form, 
which certifies individual’s obligation to buy (sell) an underlying asset at the 
appointed time on certain terms in the future with the fixation of prices of the sale 
during the conclusion of a forward contract. 

The following types of forwards are distinguished:  
 commodity forward – a forward contract for delivery of goods;  
 equity forward – a contract for delivery of an equity or of a set of 

equities in future by the price fixed today;  
 forward interest agreement – a contract, according to which the interest 

rate, which will be paid or received in the future, is determined during signing of 
the contract;  

 direct forward – a contract for exchange of two currencies at an agreed 
today exchange rate for more than two working days after its signing. 

The forward contracts include the futures and swaps. 
Futures are the same forwards, but they are traded in standardized form on 

the exchanges. Futures contract is a standard document which certifies the 
obligation to buy (sell) an underlying asset at the appointed time and on certain 
terms in the future, with price fixation at the time of liabilities conclusion by 
contracting parties. 

The subject of futures transactions are underlying assets, but the futures 
contract may be sold, regardless of whether there are indeed the listed assets at the 
time of the transaction. It is sufficient to be stated in this contract an interest rate, 
exchange rate, index of prices and so on. 

The meaning of the futures contract is that it is a fixed-term agreement 
(within three months): there is a gap in time between the conclusion of the 
agreement and its implementation. Borrowers tend to insure themselves against the 
interest raise and to make the price of received loans stable, but lenders – against 
unexpected decrease in the interest of loans that they provide during the conclusion 
of a futures contract. Therefore, the borrowers conclude futures contracts for 
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selling and lenders – for buying futures. Moreover, each hopes to make a profit on 
the price difference due to their fluctuations. 

The attractiveness of a futures contract lies in the fact that when in the 
common agreement of sale the income of one party is caused by the loss of 
another, the results of the implementation of a futures contract may vary in futures 
agreement. 

The increase of current price in relation to the contract price will cause: 
 in case of complete liquidity of object of the agreement - to obviously 

missed income of the seller and the obvious income-making of the buyer; 
 in the case of low liquidity of object of the agreement - to the probable 

loss of revenue of the seller and the probable real income of the buyer. 
The reducing of current price will cause: 
 in case of complete liquidity – to obviously averted loss of the seller and 

obvious real loss of the buyer; 
 in the case of low liquidity – to probability of loss prevention of the 

seller and buyer’s probability of real loss. 
The buyer is dominated by the desire to win on fluctuations of prices, the 

seller – to protect him from the effects of these fluctuations. 
Swaps are the forward contracts within the framework of which the parties 

agree to exchange assets on the basis of agreed rules. 
There are the following types of swaps: 
 commodity swaps – the exchange of two payments for one product, one 

of which is paid for its current spot price, and the second – the agreed price for this 
product in the future. A contract to exchange is formed by the price change of one 
commodity or index of commodity prices on the other; 

 currency swaps – the contracts that provide the exchange of two 
currencies, excepting interest payments today and their inverse exchange on a 
certain date in the future at the exchange rate, agreed today;  

 equity swaps – the contracts for the exchange of income on equities or 
equity index as a result from the application of fixed and floating interest rates; 

 interest rate swaps – the contract according to which the parties 
exchange payments which follow from their differences in the case of fixed and 
floating interest rates; 

Option is the standard document which certifies the right (but not an 
obligation) to buy (sell) the underlying asset on certain terms in the future with the 
fixation of the price at the time of signing the contract or at the time of the 
acquisition according to the decision of the contractors. 

The peculiarity of the option is that the owner gets the right but not the 
obligation to buy or sell an underlying asset. Option buyer may renounce his right 
to buy the underlying asset but the seller, getting a fee (premium), may not 
renounce the obligation to sell them, if the option buyer requires the discharge of 
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obligations. Option buyer can sell it to any third party, after that the option seller 
has to fulfill the contract terms in relation to its new owner. Option becomes a 
negotiable security. 

There are the following types of options: 
 commodity option – the contract that gives the buyer the right but does 

not impose the obligation to buy or sell a certain quantity of goods at the agreed 
price before a certain date; 

 equity option – the contract for delivery or obtaining a certain equity or 
set of equities on a certain date in the future on the terms of the option; 

 currency option – the contract that gives on the terms of option the right 
to buy or sell a currency at an agreed exchange rate over time; 

 interest rate option – the contract for the delivery or obtaining an interest 
income on certain agreed sum in the future on the terms of the option. 

The objective of the purchase and sale of the option can be either 
speculation on the exchange rate differences or hedging, decrease of risk 
associated with falling of prices for securities. 

The positions of the buyer of the option "call" (which expects the increase of 
equity price) and the seller (which expects the depreciation of equity price) can be 
the following (assuming the contract price per equity – 100 dollars, and premium – 
10 dollars): 

a) if the current market price is lower than the contract price (for example, 
85 dollars), the buyer refuses to purchase equities because he could buy equities on 
the market for 85 dollars. So, together with the premium it will be paid 95 dollars 
instead of 100 dollars, i.e. he gains a profit of 5 dollars. The seller in this situation 
will make a profit (premium) 10 dollars. This profit will be stable as long as the 
current price is below 100 dollars; 

b) if the current price is equal to the contract price plus the premium (110 
dollars), the buyer of the option "call" will cover the cost on premiums, but will not 
receive a profit. Result of the operation for him is that he avoided the risk, 
associated with the fall in equity prices;  

c) in the range of price from 100 dollars to 110 dollars the result of the 
seller, as the price increases, will gradually deteriorate, but the result of the buyer – 
will improve. If the current price exceeds the limit of 110 dollars, the loss of a 
seller in the form of missed profit will increase. 

The positions of the seller of the option "put" (which expects an 
improvement in exchange) and the buyer of "put" (which expects the depreciation) 
can be the following: 

a) if the current market price is equal or above the contract price, than 
revenue of the seller is stable and the maximum possible (premium of 10 dollars); 

b) income of the seller of option "put" is reduced in proportion to the 
reduction of losses of the buyer in the range from 90 dollars to 100 dollars; 
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c) less than 90 dollars an increase occurs in size of missed income in 
proportion to the increase of real income of the buyer.  

Thus, the changes of profits and losses occur at increase of equity prices at 
options "call", and at options in "put" – at decreasing of the equity price. 

Both parties take a risk in option transaction, but the option buyer’s risk is 
somewhat less than the seller’s, because he has the right to choose: the buyer buys 
or does not buy the equities and his loss will be expressed only in the amount of 
premium. The loss of the seller has the character of missed income (profit) as 
having sold his equities under option contract he loses the opportunity to gain 
jobber's turn by selling these equities on the spot market at a higher price. 

The members of option transactions reduce the risk through various hedging 
techniques, for example by straddle (opération de stellage – French). The essence 
of the straddle is simultaneous purchasing of call option and "put" option on the 
same equity at one and the same price and the same expiration dates of contracts. 
There is one of the two options executed, depending on the level of equity prices. 

 
9.5.2. What are the characteristics of the international derivatives 

market? 
 

The international market of derivatives is characterized by the growth of 
volume of transactions with derivative instruments. It has increased by 125% for 
the last 5 years. This is due to the high instability in quotations and increasing risk 
of loss in conditions of declining exchange rates. Recently the market of 
derivatives has been filled up with new members. Management companies and 
corporations participate in operations in addition to the institutional investors. The 
possibility of insurance and minimization of the risk of loss from the depreciation 
of financial assets on the market of derivatives helps to avoid further their 
depreciation and significant reduction in operations with them on the stock 
markets. The turnover of derivative market is in 8 times higher than world GDP. 
According to the Bank for International Settlements, the total volume of 
international derivatives market is about 300 trillion dollars [ 7 , p.158]. 

International trade in derivatives is conducted on exchanges (15% of world 
trade in derivatives) and over the counter (85%). This led to the division of these 
financial instruments on derivatives, that are sold on exchanges (interest and 
currency futures and options, futures and options on stock indexes) and 
derivatives, that are sold outside the exchange (currency and interest instruments). 

Almost the whole exchange trading in derivatives has focused on trading in 
interest futures and options (91%). The trading in futures and options on stock 
indexes (7.4 %) occupies the second place, currency futures and options are on the 
third place). The volume of futures trading amounted to 11.2 billion of contracts in 
2012, options trading – to 11.1 billion of contracts. 
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The volume of trade in derivatives exchange is growing both in the global 
market in general and in particular regions. For example, in 2012 there were 8.9 
billion contracts in Asia Pacific, 7.2 billion – in North America, 4.42 billion – in 
Europe, 1.53 billion – in Latin America. 

Exchange trading in derivatives is concentrated in several leading countries: 
UK, the USA and Germany. Stock market provides, unlike over the counter 
(OTC), greater standardization of trade, the greater coordination of settlement 
mechanisms that reduce the degree of financial risk, developed interexchange 
system of electronic communication. 

The growth of derivatives trading is mainly due to the OTC market, which is 
in 7 times higher than exchange market. The main part of the contracts, which are 
concluded in the OTC market, accounts for currency and interest derivatives. The 
role of commodity derivatives and derivatives on equities is insignificant on the 
stock market. Currency derivatives trading in OTC play more significant role, than 
on the stock market (which accounts for 16.5%). In the OTC mainly the trade in 
interest and currency swaps occurs and short-term contracts dominate (80% of 
contracts are concluded for a period up to 1 year). 

The advantages of the OTC market, compared with the exchange market, are 
the flexibility of contract system, the rapid introduction of new financial 
instruments, the coordinated system of bilateral bank settlement. 

New instruments of risk management appeared in recent years. Among them 
the most rapidly credit derivatives develop. Credit derivatives are the structured 
financial instruments that separate the credit risk from the asset for its further 
transfer to another party. The participants of the market of credit derivatives have 
the ability to reallocate the credit risk, not formalizing the transfer of property 
rights for the underlying asset. The market of credit derivatives is presented by the 
world's leading financial centers, where the operations of buying and selling of 
protection against credit risk are carried out. Thus, for 43% of trade in these 
derivatives is accounted in New York, in London – 29%, Asia – 21% and in other 
financial centers of Europe – 7%. The largest participants in this market are the 
leading investment banks: Chase Manhattan, Deutsche Bank, J.P. Morgan, CSFP, 
Goldman Sachs, Nomura. 

Futures contracts are developing, where the underlying assets are 
macroeconomic indicators, such as GDP, inflation. 

Characteristic features of the international derivatives market are:  
 the specific gravity of derivatives, that are sold on an exchange is 

reducing;  
 by the volume of trade the currency and interest derivatives completely 

dominate over commodity derivatives and derivatives on shares; 
 more than half of derivatives trading is international;  
 nearly a half of derivative contracts are placed in dollars. 
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9.6. Primary and secondary securities market 
 
The securities market is a mechanism that facilitates the signing of contracts 

between buyers and sellers of securities. The securities market is divided into 
primary and secondary markets. 

 
 
9.6.1. What is understood under the primary securities market? 

 
Primary securities market is a market of the first issues and re-issues of 

securities, on which their initial placement among investors occurs. The issue of 
securities is legislatively established operating procedure of the issuer for the 
issuance and placement of securities. Securities (equities, bonds) are placed 
through their sale by issuer to the primary owners through signing of an agreement. 
The decision to issue is made by the founders of the joint-stock company with its 
approval at a general shareholders' meeting. 

The primary issue of securities is realized with the help of mechanism of 
underwriting. Underwriting is the buying or guarantee to buy securities at their 
initial offering for sale to the public. Underwriter is an investment institution (or a 
group of institutions) that maintains and guarantees to the issuer the initial 
placement in the stock market on agreed terms for a fee. Underwriter purchases 
securities for resale to private investors. Underwriting services are provided by 
investment and commercial banks, brokerage firms, investment and financial 
companies.  

Functions of underwriter are as follows: 
- preparation of the issue, its estimation, evaluation of securities that are 

issued, establishing of links between issuers and key investors, members of the 
syndicate of the distribution of securities; 

- distribution: the redemption of part or the entire amount of emissions, 
direct distribution (selling directly to investors), sales through the issuing 
syndicate, risk guarantee, the support of security rate in the secondary market 
during the initial offering; 

- post-market support: the support of security rate in the secondary 
market; 

- the analytical and research support: control of the security rate dynamics 
factors affecting it. 

Within the framework of the initial issue securities are divided into 
"seasoned" and "unseasoned". Issue of "seasoned" securities means the additional 
placement of existing securities. "Unseasoned" are new securities or a primary 
offering of securities. 
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During securities offering investors have a problem of defining in which 
stocks or bonds to invest their money, and the issuer’s problem is to convince 
potential investors in the attractiveness of investment namely in his securities.  

These problems may be solved due to the information about investment 
objects, which would allow estimating the possible profitability and the risk of 
investment in the company. 

It is considered that data for making decisions about investing and reporting 
on the conditions of investment gives analysis of firm balance, income statement, 
statement of cash flows and data on share capital. Generalized picture of the 
corporate activity is received due to analysis of relative indexes that characterize 
separate reported data and connect them with one another, allowing identifying the 
strengths and weaknesses of the company. Thus, when comparing the indicators of 
separate firms of "medium" level, the companies with a high degree of risk can be 
identified. When comparing the data of the same company at different time periods 
we can justify about the deterioration or improvement of the company state. The 
most popular indicator of financial condition for investor is index of return on 
equity (ROE – Return on equity), which is calculated as the ratio of net income to 
share capital: 

 

                          capitalShare
incomeNet

ROE                                                             (9.1) 

 
ROE can be represented as the product of three coefficients, which give an 

idea of three factors: 
 The favorableness of market to the company's production;  
 The efficiency of the company's assets;  
 The participation of own capital in the operation of the company assets6. 

 
 

    capitalShare
assetsofValue

assetsofValue
volumeSales

volumeSales
incomeNetROE                         (9.2) 

 
 

The first multiplier – profit margin – shows the amount of profit in one 
dollar of sales. When choosing an object of investing is important that this ratio 
would have no tendency to decrease.  

The second multiplier – asset turnover ratio – shows how many dollars of 
sales generates one dollar of assets. It indicates the efficiency of assets use.  

The product of the first two ratios characterizes the return on assets (ROA – 
return on assets). 
                                                        
6 Such decomposition is called DuPont control system, since this index was first applied by managers of "DuPont". 
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                      assetsofValue
volumeSales

volumeSales
incomeNetROA                                    (9.3) 

 
The third multiplier is called the leverage. This indicator shows the ratio of 

own and borrowed funds. The more is loan capital (i.e. debt), the more profit fall 
on one dollar of equity, but the less is invested capital of the owner protected by 
assets. If the greater degree assets are financed for account of equity capital, then, 
other conditions being equal, more stable is financial position of the company, but 
lower rate of return on equity. So investors face a dilemma: either to have less 
debt, i.e. a lower investment risk, or to get more income and higher risk. 

The analysis of the financial condition of the company is the necessary stage 
of financial investment, especially in the primary market. However, it must be 
borne in mind that the stock market is living according its own laws, and state of a 
corporation on the stock market is a consequence of the interaction of set of factors 
that go beyond the internal state of company affairs. 
 

9.6.2. What is understood under the secondary securities market? 
 
Secondary market is a market where the purchase and sale of securities 

occurs, that were launched in circulation earlier. Buyers sign agreements not with 
the issuer, but with the new owners of the securities in the secondary market. The 
underwriters play the role of brokers, i.e. bring together buyers and sellers, and the 
role of principals, i.e. buy and sell securities in order to stabilize prices in the 
secondary market. The secondary market is the fundamental market, since on it 
occurs: a) trade in securities, issued into circulation earlier, and b) the 
determination of securities rate, i.e. the definition of the market price, which 
reflects all available information about a particular security. 

The feature of the secondary market is the high level of liquidity, i.e. the 
possibility of rapid sale of securities. The more is the number of participants of 
securities buying and selling, the higher is market liquidity.  

The secondary market consists of:  
 organized stock market, which is represented by the stock exchange;  
 OTC market. 
Stock exchange, as an organized and regular functioning securities market, 

is the central market of shares of the largest monopolies. Totally there are about 
200 stock exchanges in over 60 countries in the world. The largest of them are: 
stock exchanges of New York, Tokyo, London, Mid-West (USA) and others. 31 
stock exchanges are part of the World Federation of Exchanges (WFE), located in 
Paris. 
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Most important exchange procedure is listing, that is the selection procedure 
of clients and securities for the next admission to exchange trading. Strict rules of 
entering companies to the exchange list are applied to improve the efficiency of 
listing. Although listing requires additional costs and is connected with the control 
over the activity of the company-issuer, it increases the rating of the issuer, 
provides high liquidity of the securities, the relative stability of prices. The stock 
exchange is responsible only for the operations with the securities which have gone 
through listing. 

Quotations of securities are made on the stock exchange. The term 
"quotation" is usually used to describe an action or mechanism of fixing the 
securities price, also it means the possibility of circulation of securities (when 
securities are traded on the stock exchange, it is said that they are "quoted"). 
Although the quotation is made on the stock exchange, but the exchange rate is 
used also on the OTC market. Quotation of securities occurs: 1) according to the 
method of registration, which includes analysis of data of agreements registered in 
the stock exchange and 2) according to the method of establishing a single rate of 
securities of any kind. This rate is set on the basis of information about the number 
of securities which are being sold by the seller, and the number of securities which 
the buyer wants to purchase [8, p. 118]. 

The main criteria by which American exchanges are guided, when deciding 
on the admission of company shares to listing are: 

1) the degree of national interest in this company;  
2) the place of the company in the industry and its stability;  
3) the belonging of the company to growing industry and prospects that 

would allow maintaining its position. 
The index of capitalization of domestic companies, whose securities are 

listed on a stock exchange, usually is used for the purpose of comparison of 
exchanges with each other by size. 

Another indicator of the exchanges size is the number of listed companies 
and trade turnover. For the leading trading platforms the turnover per day accounts 
for tens of billions of dollars. 

The requirements for foreign firms, wishing to include their shares in the 
listing are much stricter than for national. Thus, in the New York Stock Exchange 
the requirement for inclusion in the listing is the actual net value of fixed assets in 
the amount of not less than 18 million dollars, for a foreign company – 100 million 
dollars. 

In functioning of stock exchanges the significant changes occurred, that 
completely changed the accounting of exchanges for last 10 years: 

- the transition to electronic trading system; 
- the intensification of globalization on stock markets. Some stock 

exchanges begin to transit to the technology of leading organizers of trade; that 
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created conditions for their merging. The integration of stock exchanges promotes 
the formation of investment space that functions according unified rules; 

-the joining of classic stock and derivative exchanges; 
-the transformation of stock exchanges in public joint-stock companies, i.e. 

business-organizations; 
- the withdrawal of exchanges due to increased competition from national 

borders and offering their services in external market. They provide access to their 
trading platforms for foreign bidders, carry out listing and are conducting trade on 
foreign securities; 

 - merging of depository institutions. 
OTC market is a part of the stock market, which is outside the field of 

activity of the stock exchanges. On this market the circulation of securities takes 
place, that are not registered on a stock exchange. The operations of buying and 
selling of securities are made by phone, by passing the trading floor of the 
exchange. Prices are set by negotiation between buyers and sellers. When there the 
set of applications appears, the auction is held. 

The share of OTC stock market is not the same in different countries: in 
Japan it is 1%, in the USA – 25, Czech Republic – 60, Slovakia – 80, Russia – 90, 
in Ukraine – 98% [9, p. 301]. 

The advantages of the OTC market are as follows:  
 it increases the volume of investment because it brings the stock market 

nearer to the retail investor;  
 it finds promptly the most profitable objects of capital investment and 

sources of financing; 
 it promotes the development of the stock market at the regional level, the 

development of services for market participants; 
 it creates prerequisites for the development of stock market 

infrastructure.  
An important aspect in the development of the OTC securities market was 

the use of own electronic brokerage systems by large banks. They are notable for 
low cost of service, the ability to trade in the hours, when traditional exchanges are 
closed, the anonymity of quotations and a wide range of instruments that are 
traded. Instinet (electronic equity trading system) refers to such systems, it operates 
globally, electronic communications networks, such as Island and others are 
included in electronic brokerage systems. There are about 20 such systems in the 
USA. 

OTC market is heterogeneous due to the different degree of organization. 
Thus, the organized participants of OTC transactions are those, who are the 
members of either self-regulating organizations. So-called "street" market are 
distinguished within the informal OTC market, "third" and "fourth" markets. But 
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the experience of developed countries shows that the OTC market can be 
organized.  

"Street" market is an unorganized market, where random transactions of 
buying and selling of securities and mainly shares of privatized enterprises 
dominate. 

"Third market" is a market where OTC trading on securities, which are 
registered in the stock exchange through middlemen, takes place. This market has 
emerged due to the fact that it was not profitable for institutional investors to trade 
in the stock market because of the: 

1) quite large commission charges, the minimum rate of which is fixed. 
Therefore, the commission charges often exceeded marginal costs for large-scale 
commercial operations, while brokerage firms that are not members of the stock 
exchange, did not set limits on commission charges; 

2) fixed time of tendering, while in the OTC market operations continue 
even when they are stopped on the stock exchange. 

"Fourth" market is a market, where agreements of purchase and sale of any 
securities and even entire portfolios by institutional investors are concluded 
directly, avoiding stock exchanges and brokers through the computer system. 

Investors conclude agreements of purchase and sale of securities in the 
secondary market mainly for two reasons. The first – an assumption that the 
current market price of buying or sale is overstated or understated and investor 
wants to play on a possible price difference. An investor, who believes that he has 
the information that is unknown in the market, is called oriented to information. 
The second reason is the desire of the investor to sell a certain number of equities 
in order to get money for his needs or invest temporary free funds in securities. 
Investor, driven by such motives, that is called oriented to liquidity. Concluding an 
agreement, he does not foresee that other market participants can incorrectly 
estimate the prospects of this security. In this situation, the dealer can take an 
active or passive position. Passively set dealer will wait until the prices are not 
determined by the market. Actively set dealer will try to get as much information 
as possible and to determine developments in the market, having changed prices 
for purchase and sale in advance, thus supporting the balance in the flow of orders. 

The prices on the stock market can not only establish a balance, but also be a 
source of information. However, the information about buying or selling of a large 
set of securities can be interpreted differently if the motives of a seller or buyer are 
unknown. An investor, who focuses on liquidity, should inform his intentions in 
order to avoid adverse effect, which can influence on demand or supply for price at 
which he intends to make a deal. An institutional investor, who buys a set of 
securities, should announce that he does not believe that the price of these 
securities is undervalued. The firm, which wants to buy or sell a large set of 
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securities at a price which does not meet the current value in its estimation, must 
hide its motive. The result depends on as far as the firm will achieve this. 

Equity prices, which are quoted on the market, usually vary wavelike, as 
cycles: after the rise the fall comes, then rise again, etc.  The market is called "bull" 
market in the recovery phase, in the phase of falling of equity prices – "bear" 
market. 

 
9.6.3. What are the principles of forming of an equity portfolio of an 

investor? 
 

The investor must follow a number of principles that generalize the practice 
of operating of securities market when he forms the portfolio of equities, 
considering the cycle phase and the forecasts of trends in the equity market (Dow 
Jones indexes or other) [7 , p. 229]. 

The first principle of the buyer. The equities, whose price exceeded the 
overall (average) reduction on the previous cycle of "bear" market, are the most 
prospective in the sense of the following significant growth in the wave of "bull" 
market. There are two reasons for these conclusions. 

Firstly, the equities with large price depreciation in the "bear" market are 
more "flying" than the total mass, which determines the average indexes. 

Secondly, pessimism of "bear" market is usually exaggerated for many of 
these equities. If the equity price fell by 85%, 90% or even 95%, it could also mean 
that corporate profits have fallen, dividends reduce, the company's prospects are 
sad and bankruptcy is "near at hand". 90-95% of price reduction usually signals 
about serious problems, but it may also simply indicate that investors "panic" and 
that the real and future situation of the company at the end of the cycle of "bear" 
market is not much worse than at the beginning of it.  

If this is true, then the prices of such equities will go up with a rate that 
exceeds the average level in case of the recovery in the market. 

Thus, Principle 1: by the forecasts of the beginning of the "bull" market it is 
better to buy equities of corporations, the price of which decreased more 
significantly than the average rate during the "bear" market. 

The second principle of the buyer is based on the fact that the equity price 
of corporations, in which the value of market capitalization is low, increases during 
the "bull" market more (in percentage ratio) than the average price of all the quoted 
equities, much more than the equity price of corporations with significant volumes 
of market capitalization. 

For example, let us imagine a corporation A, which has issued 1 million 
equities and their current market rate is 10 dollars per unit. Then the value of 
market capitalization is 10 million dollars (1 million equities × 10 dollars). 
Suppose that in the first stage of "bull" market the level of capitalization will 
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increase by 5 million dollars, and in the second – 5 million dollars more, i.e. was 
for this corporation 15 million dollars and 20 million dollars. As additional issue 
was not carried out, it means that the equity price increased in the first case by 50% 
per unit to 15 dollars, and in the second – by 100% (compared to the last market 
price in "bear" market) to 20 dollars per unit. 

Now let us consider a corporation B, which has issued 5 million equities, 
which, as in the first case, in the end of "bear" market, are sold for 10 dollars per 
unit. Then the level of market capitalization is 50 million dollars (5 million equities 
× 10 dollars). If in the beginning of the "bull" market this rate doubles to 5 million 
dollars, that is 55 million dollars and 60 million dollars, in the absence of the new 
issue the market price of equities of the corporation will increase only by 10% in 
the first stage (from 10 dollars per unit to 11 dollars) and by 20% - in the second 
stage (from 10 dollars per unit to 12 dollars). 

From the comparison of these examples is clear, that the rise in the cost of 
equity capital in "bull" market for one and the same amount (10 million dollars) in 
the first case (with corporation A) resulted in a doubling of the price per equity 
from 10 dollars to 20 dollars, and the second (with corporation B) – resulted in 
increase of rate only by 20% from 10 dollars to 12 dollars. This is explained by the 
fact that, other things being equal, the indicator of capitalization of the corporation 
B (5 million dollars) was 5 times higher than the same indicator of the corporation 
A (1 million dollars). 

Thus, Principle 2: by the forecasts of the beginning of the "bull" market it is 
recommended to buy equities of the corporations with the lowest indicators of 
market capitalization. 

The third principle of the buyer proceeds from comparing the quantity of 
value by the balance and their market estimation, which is determined by a buyer 
of market capitalization. If the indicator of market capitalization is higher than the 
value according the balance, then the state of corporation is overestimated by the 
market, otherwise – underestimated. However, the special importance in our 
analysis has the comparison of the ratio of net liquid assets of the corporation7 to 
the number of issued equities with their market price. And when the market price 
of equities of any corporation is lower than the mentioned ratio (coefficient), then 
these equities are most advisable to buy the day before the beginning of the next 
cycle of "bull" market. Why? The answer is simple: consumer demand has 
significantly underestimated these equities. The corporation, which has enough 
liquid assets to cover its debts, is in excellent financial condition. So it is possible 
to predict with a high degree of probability that when a wave of "bull" market 

                                                        
7 Recall that the value of net liquid assets of the corporation is determined from free financial balance as the 
difference between the amount of liquid assets and liabilities. Further differentiation is appropriate only when for the 
corporation this indicator is positive, because it can be negative. 
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begins, the equity price of these corporations will grow at a pace that exceeds the 
average level.  

From here Principle 3 proceeds: by the forecasts of the beginning of the 
"bull" market it is recommended to buy equities of those corporations, the current 
price of which is lower than the value of net liquid assets, which refer to the equity. 

 
9.6.4. What principles define the behavioral strategy of the investor in 

the case of sale of his equities? 
  

Similarly as at buying of equities, each investor should have a strategy of 
behavior in case of the sale of his equities. 

The first principle of the seller is based on the analysis of price-earnings 
ratio (P/E Ratio), which characterizes the proportion between the current equity 
price and the value of the corporation's net income, which refers to one equity8. For 
example, if the selling price of the equity at the moment – 40 dollars, and net 
income of the corporation for the last financial year is 8 dollars per equity, than the 
price-earnings ratio is equal to 5 ($40/$8). If the stock price is 16 dollars and net 
income per equity is the same as the above ($8), this ratio will be 2 ($16/$8). 
Naturally, each equity has this coefficient, excepting those corporations which 
have no profit. 

Price-earnings ratio is an indicator of how much compared to the average 
level will fall the equity price at the beginning of the cycle of "bear" market. Thus, 
other conditions being equal, the equities for which this ratio is higher, will "loose" 
more in price than those in which it is lower. The reason is that during the overall 
fall in exchange first of all "suffer" equities of those corporations, which price does 
not correspond to their real financial condition. And, as the foreign statistics 
shows, equity prices of corporations with high level of this ratio in the "bear" 
market decline in percentage ratio more than average indicators in general (for 
example, Dow Jones index). 

Thus, Principle 1: by the forecasts of the beginning of "bear" market, it is 
recommended to sell (or sell for a period) equities with the highest values of the 
price-earnings ratio. 

The second principle of the seller is based on analysis of the coefficient of 
dividend return on equities (Stock Yield), which establishes a relationship between 
the amount of the dividend and equity price. For example, if the equity price of 
corporation A is 60 dollars, and the dividend for the year has been charged to this 
equity in amount of 3 dollars, then the Stock Yield ratio is 5% ($3/$60). If at the 

                                                        
8 As you know, this coefficient is one of the key financial values of corporation and is given in all exchange 
information tables that are published by western financial newspapers of countries where functions the securities 
market. 
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same level of the dividend the equity price of the corporation B is 30 dollars, then 
this ratio is equal to 10% ($3/$30). 

Ratio of dividend return is the second indicator of what is the expected trend 
of decrease in equities price of some corporations in conditions of "bear" market. 
Typically, the equities price, for which this coefficient is higher, decreases in 
percentage ratio less than the price of those equities, for which it is lower. Here is 
observed the principle of investment profitability: the demand always will be 
greater for those equities that with the same incomes, which they bring per unit, 
cost cheaper for the investor. 

Thus, principle 2: by the forecasts of the beginning of "bear" market it is 
recommended to sell (or sell for a period) the equities of those corporations that 
have the least values of the coefficients of dividend return on equities. 

The third principle of the seller is the opposite to the first principle of the 
buyer. Clearly, that the equity prices of different corporations with different paces 
will rise in the wave of "bull" market. Ones of them will double or triple the value, 
while others will grow by only a few percent. Moreover, at first it is often the 
result of not only the optimistic expectations for the future flourishing of the 
corporation, but also speculative enthusiasm and excitement. 

However, as a rule, unfounded optimism is changed by pessimism and 
feverish demand for equities rapidly decreases (especially when their price is 
already very high). So with the beginning of "bear" market, the equity price of 
such corporations begins to fall, leaving behind the average level in the same pace. 

Principle 3: by the forecasts of the beginning of "bear" market it is 
recommended to sell (or sell a period) equities of those corporations, which price 
increased the most significantly (in percentage terms) during the previous "bull" 
market. 

 
9.6.5. What kind of basic indicators of activity in security market are 

known? 
 

The indicators, that are the stock market indices, are used to determine the 
effectiveness of the security market relatively to their certain types. Security 
market indices are indices of equity prices that circulate in the market, i.e. stock 
indices reflect the change in value of a particular security portfolio. The calculation 
of indices is done daily, monthly, quarterly, semi-annually and annually. The 
reference location is the day when the index value was 100 or 1000. Their average 
value increases or decreases with the growth or fall in equity prices, respectively 
increases or decreases the value of the index. Indices provide brief information 
about market prices or prices in the particular market segment. This allows 
drawing conclusions about the demand for certain securities in the context of a 
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specific market segment, the total market, different companies and different 
countries. 

According to the degree of summarizing, the indicators of security market 
are divided into:  

 integral (averaged) that characterize the state of the market (or its 
segment) in general by one composite index (for example, the Dow Jones 
Industrial Average); 

 partial that complements the integrated indicator with characteristic of 
either changes in the equity prices of certain companies, or dividend return of 
equities of companies etc. 

According to the composition of objects, which are studied, there are such 
indices: 

 international, which characterize the state of the market beyond the 
national boundaries. For example, MSCI indices (Morgan Stanley Capital 
International) cover both the entire global security market and its specific 
geographical sectors – North America, Europe, Far East, etc.; 

 national; 
 sector, which describe the state of a particular internal market. For 

example, the index of the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE Composite Index) 
describes the movement of the equity prices of all companies listed on this 
exchange; the index of the American stock exchange which is quoted on this 
exchange; 

 subsector integral indices which characterize the dynamics of equity of 
particular groups of companies: industry, transport, finance, etc. 

By the method of calculating, the indices are divided into two main types:  
 the series of arithmetic average of available prices, which reflect price 

changes of securities groups;  
 the series of primary market values of all securities in the group. 
The principle of the calculation of price average is based on the sum of 

prices (average price) of a defined group of equities [13, p. 233]. 
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where D – devisor that provides the equity of index value and the moment of 

beginning of calculation of some given value (usually 10 or 100 points). For 
example, the stock index is calculated by equities of the two companies. The equity 
price of company A – 100 dollars, the equity price of company B – 10 dollars. 
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Arithmetical mean value equals: 55
2

10100


 . If the equities of company B rise in 

price 3 times, the index will increase by 10 points 
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The first group primarily includes the Dow Jones indices – the average 
measures of the dynamics of current equity prices of leading U.S. companies. 
Among the system of medium-sized companies of the Dow Jones the best known 
index is DJIA (Dow Jones Industrial Average), which is the arithmetic average of 
equity prices of 30 major industrial companies on the New York Stock Exchange, 
which are leading in their industries. 

The Dow Jones index is calculated by the formula: 
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where DJIA – designation of integral Dow Jones index in the day t;  
Pit – the equity price at the end of day it;  
Dadj – adjusted divisor on the day t, which varies with splitting of equities. 

When equities are split, the divisor becomes smaller. 
Besides DJIA index also is calculated DJTA index (Dow Jones 

Transportation Average), which includes equity prices of 20 transport companies, 
the DJGT index (Dow Jones Global Titans Index), which was established in 1999 
and which is calculated on the basis of 50 companies of 8 major stock markets 
around the world: the USA, United Kingdom, France, Japan, Germany, Italy, 
Switzerland and the Netherlands. 

The magnitude of the index may be affected by events that are not connected 
with the growth of company value, for example splitting of equities. Therefore, the 
average values (indices which are based on the average primary value of securities 
of certain groups) require adjusting and are calculated so: 
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where index t – index value in a given day; 
Pt – equity prices at the end of the day;  
Qt – number of available equities in circulation in a given day;  
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Pb – equity prices at the end of the base day;  
Qb – number of available equities in circulation in the base day;  
Biv – primary index value. 
Some other well-known in the world indices are calculated by using the 

average arithmetic mean. For example, Nikkei indexes – the average equity prices 
that are quoted on the Tokyo Stock Exchange; the International Stock Index EAFF, 
which takes into account the equity prices of more than 2000 companies from 21 
countries, the World Index, which is developed by the company Morgan Stanley; 
FTW Index, which is developed by the Institute of Actuaries in the UK together 
with large brokerage firms; Global Index, which is calculated by the First Boston 
Corporation together with the magazine “Euromoney”. Besides that, the 
international institutions calculate regional indices and indices for rising markets. 

There are the advantages of stock indices: 
 provide information about the profitability of stock markets and provide 

an opportunity to compare the effectiveness of investments in different markets; 
 allow to identify the trends in the market; 
 they are the bases for specific financial instruments: fixed-term contracts 

for indices that allow insuring market risk (futures, options for stock indices). 
 

9.6.6. How is the market value of equities determined? 
 

Market price or the equity price is a price at which equity is actually bought 
and sold on the stock market. Equities price is directly dependent on the size of the 
resulting dividend for them and in reverse – on the level of loan interest. 
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priceEquity                                (9.7) 

The determining of securities price is a result of the interaction of supply 
and demand in the stock market. But the factor that determines the demand and 
supply is the estimation by the investor of corporation’s income in the future and 
the value of forecasted dividends. Supply and demand are affected by the value of 
the spread – the gap between the minimum supply price and maximum demand 
price. The most liquid are securities where the ratio of spread to the maximum 
price is the smallest (0 to 3%). 

The procedure of tendering in securities markets and determining the market 
price is the following. All brokers with their applications gather in the exchange 
hall. Specially authorized stock agent declares the price, such as 940 dollars per 
equity. After that brokers try to conclude with one another agreements by this 
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price. The brokers, who are ready to buy a number of equities by this price, and 
brokers who have applications for sale of equities by this price are identified.  
Preliminary agreements are concluded. But it turns out that the demand for the 
price of 940 dollars exceeds supply. Demand is 300 equities, and supply – only 
200 equities. This means that the price of 940 dollars is too low for the seller. Then 
the agent names the new price, for example, 950 dollars. In this situation the 
preliminary agreements from the previous trading are completely canceled, and 
brokers again review their application packages. 300 equities are offered for sale at 
the new price, as demand charged only 200 equities. If requests for sale continue 
after preliminary agreements, but they remain without answered, it means that the 
price of 950 dollars is too high. Stock agent makes the next attempt and names the 
new price, etc. Only when a very small number of unmatched requests of brokers 
remains, the price is named final. 

If we represent this process in the form of graphs of aggregate demand for 
buying and supply for sale, the point of intersection will show the price at which 
supply and demand are equal. Consequently, the market price of a security reflects 
the unique result of agreement and mutual opinion about the prospects of a 
particular security. 

Describing the state of the stock market, it is talking about efficient and 
irrational market. 

Absolutely efficient market is the market where the price of each security 
is always equal to its investment value. Investment value is the value of the 
security for now considering prospective evaluation of price and demand level for 
it in the future, which is calculated by knowledgeable and capable analysts, which 
may be regarded as the fair value of the security. In such market there are no 
underpriced and overpriced securities, new information is immediately reflected in 
market prices. This, of course, is a benchmark. In reality, market definition follows 
the graduation degree of market efficiency: weak, medium, strong. Three degrees 
of efficiency are based on different predictions about the degree of mapping in the 
rates of securities of information about them. Irrational market is the market 
where prices are not connected with the investment value, price fluctuations are 
random. Irrationality is a rare phenomenon on a well-developed and free market. 
Main U.S. stock markets are estimated closer to effective than to the irrational. 

Market participants tend to identify undervalued and overvalued equities in 
comparison to the investment value in buying and selling agreements. The tool is 
used to determine the true value of ordinary equities, which is called the model of 
dividend discounting. 
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Algebraically true equity value (V) equals the sum of the expected dividend 
payments (D) at time (t) and the corresponding discount rate9 for the financial 
flows (i.e., the difference between income and expenditure) of the given level of 
risk (K): 
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To determine the true value of ordinary equities with different dividend 

changes during the time are used particular models:  
 zero growth model, in which is assumed that the amount of dividends in 

the future remains unchanged, i.e. 
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 constant growth model, in which is assumed that dividends will increase 

from period to period in the same proportion, i.e. with the same growth rate 
(q):D1=D0(1+q)t.  
The formula for the model of constant growth: 
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 multiple growth model, which assumes that by the moment T for each 

period, the investor makes an individual forecast of the value of dividends – D1, 
D2, D3, ..., Dt, predicts the occurrence of moment T and forecasts that after the 
moment T dividends will grow with a constant rate q.  
The formula of calculation according to this model looks like: 
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9 Discount - present value of each dollar of revenue from security, which must be obtained through a number of 
years dt = 1 / (1 + St), where St – spot rate for t years – coefficient of discounting. Discounting – the process of 
calculating the present value of the given flow of payments. 
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where V (T–) – present value of dividends paid by the period T inclusively; 
V (T+) – present value of all dividends paid after the period T at point of time 0. 

An important parameter in estimation ordinary equities is marketability, i.e. 
the equity trading should active enough in order to make the agreements carried 
out without unnecessary jerks in the dynamics of prices. As the prices of ordinary 
equities fluctuate significantly, and dividends may not be paid at all, these equities 
are not for all investors. In the application of a new client, that is filed in a 
brokerage firm, is required to set out clearly the investment objectives and 
emphasize that namely they determine his investment actions. Investor should 
recognize that the risk, associated with the purchase of ordinary equities, 
corresponds with his financial state. 

When taking decisions about investing in privileged equities is necessary to 
pay attention to: the terms of an agreement, the behavior of equities in the market 
and ratio between income and degree of risk. 

To determine the investment value of the privileged equities, the following 
variables are used: 

1) fixed dividend rate, which the owner hopes to get in the end of each 
period (for example a quarter or year); 

2) current discount rate or the minimum profit rate which is acceptable for 
the investor.  

The mathematical formula for determining the investment value of the 
equity is following: 
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where VP0 – approximately calculated investment value of privileged 
equities; 

Dp – expected annual dividend payments;  
r – expected minimum discount rate. 
For privileged equities there is no maturity date, but for them the fixed sum 

of dividends is paid for an indefinite period of time (D).  
If the expected minimum discount rate is constant, the equation for 

determining the actual value of the equity can be simplified: 
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For example, the investment cost of privileged equity, for which the 
company pays 10 dollars dividends and provides 12-percent income, is equal to 
83.33 dollars. 

 
.33,83100
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The expected revenue is an important characteristic which is used by 

investors to determine the income on the privileged equities.  
It is determined by formula: 
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where i – expected income on privileged equity;  
Dp – annual dividend payment; 
P0 – current market price of privileged equity. 
 
Privileged equities may be redeemed at face value and the previous award. 

Previous award is the value of the dividend level during 1 year. Assuming that the 
equity will be redeemed in 5 years, dividends will be paid annually and the 
repurchase price will be 110 dollars, the current price per equity – 85 dollars, then 
the income on the date of redemption approximately is calculated so: 
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where Ic – income up to the date of redemption; 
Dp – annual dividend rate; 
Pc – the market price at the moment of redemption; 
P0 – current market price of a privileged equity;  
Yc – number of years to the date of redemption.  
Using the above data, the estimated income to the date of redemption is 

equal 15.38%, 
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Realized gain as the average annual profit rate on privileged equities 

between the date of purchase and the date of sale is calculated so: 
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where Ir – realized gain on privileged equity; 
Pt – sales revenue;  
Ypr – the number of years of equity ownership;  
Dp – the annual dividend rate; 
P0 – current market price of privileged equity. 
 
 
If the equity was purchased for 95 dollars, sold for 99 dollars, dividend on 

equities – 10 dollars, tenure of a equities – 4 years, than 
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9.6.7. How is the value of bonds determined? 

 
Bond prices are determined by five basic aspects: 
 the level of loan interest; 
 the credit rating of the issuer; 
 the period of cancellation; 
 the presence of sinking or purchase fund; 
 the conditions of primary and next bond issues. 
The bonds of the first issue are more appreciated than the next. 
The bond prices decrease with the increase of loan interest and inversely. 

The stronger the financial position of the borrower is, i.e. the higher its credit 
rating is, the better the conditions of the loan are, under which it is borrowed. For 
example, the state, a large well-known company, and so on can borrow at lower 
interest rates. The money borrowed over the long term is more expensive than the 
money borrowed for a short period of time. Thus, for the bonds with a discount the 
closer maturity date is, the lower the discount is from the nominal value. The 
presence of purchase fund for early repayment of the bonds has a positive effect on 
the price of issue. With the increase of the level of loan interest the prices of long-
term bonds reduce, usually at a larger value than the prices of short-term bonds. 
The sharp rise in prices of ordinary shares, which are exchanged to convertible 
bonds, may lead to the sale of bonds with a substantial premium over nominal 
value. 

Investor tries to identify cases of market’s incorrect assessment of bonds 
during the transactions on the stock market. The economic method of detecting 
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incorrect assessment of bonds is the method of evaluation via capitalization of 
earnings. 

This method assumes that the inmost value of any asset is based on the 
discounted value of payments that the investor expects to receive in the future by 
owning the asset. Application of this method for the bonds evaluation consists in 
comparing the value of the yield (Y) before the redemption of bond with a value of 
"correct" (Yn), to investor's mind, yield by repayment. 

The yield before the redemption of the bond (or promised yield before the 
redemption) is defined by the following formula: 
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where P – the current market rate of bonds with a residual period of 

redemption of «n» years; 
C1, C2, ..., Ct, ..., Cn – provided payments to the investor in the first year, the 

second and so on; 
Y – the promised yield before the redemption. 
For example, a bond with nominal value of 1000 dollars and the current 

value of 900 dollars has the residual period of circulation 3 years. Coupon annual 
payments before the redemption are 60 dollars. 

Yield of this bond by the cancellation is: 
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Y = 10,02%. 
If the next analysis indicates that the interest rate should be equal to 9%, then 

this bond is undervalued, since Y > Yn. If the yield before the redemption is higher 
than the "correct ", the bond is undervalued, and then it is a candidate for purchase. If 
the yield before the redemption is lower than the "correct", the bond is overvalued and 
then it is a candidate for sale. So, if the current market rate is lower than the true value 
of the bond, the bond is undervalued, and if it is higher – then overvalued. 

The internal value of the bond (Y) can be calculated also by the following 
formula: 
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As the buying price of a bond is its market rate (P), then for the investor the 

net present value (NPV) is the difference between the value of the bond and the 
buying price: 
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For our example: 
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If a bond has a positive NPV, it is undervalued. 
If an investor determined that Yn is 11%, the NPV of a bond would be -

22.19 dollars, i.e. the bond would be overvalued.  
If the investor defined the value of Yn approximately equal to Y, then the 

bond would be considered as accurately estimated. 
A key component of the bond analysis is determining the normal for an 

investor value of Yn, since it is not easy to calculate because it depends on the 
subjective estimation of the investor both of some characteristics of the bonds and 
current market conditions. 
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PART IV. MACROECONOMIC POLICY IN OPEN SYSTEM OF 
INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS 

 

Chapter 10. Goals and Instruments of Macroeconomic Policy in Open 
Economy 

 

10.1. What system of national economic accounting is used in 
international exchange? 

 
Macroeconomic analysis assumes the usage of multitude of economic 

indicators which are calculated by statistical agencies and are included into the 
national accounts system (NAS). 

National accounts system  is a system of interconnected macroeconomic 
indicators, classifications and groupings which characterize production, 
distribution, redistribution and reproduction, formation of national wealth for 
market-oriented economies. Accounts are combined into tables by balance method 
of accounting of economic operations between economic enteritis or state 
institutions. They also reflect foreign economic and financial relations with other 
countries. National income accounts (for open and closed economies) show that 
aggregate amount of expenses on produced goods and services equals to aggregate 
income in national economy. 

There is data of the most important indicators in the center of the system: 
gross national product (GNP) and gross domestic product (GDP). 

Gross national product indicates the market value of all the products and 
services produced in one year by labor and property supplied by the country's 
residents both abroad and at a home-country. 

Gross domestic product indicates income received inside a country. This 
indicator includes income received by foreigners inside the country, but excludes 
income received by citizens of this country outside. The difference between these 
two indicators is cased by the fact that production factors do not always belong to 
the residents. 

Thus, gross domestic product is one of the most substantial macroeconomic 
indicators. The analysis of its dynamics lets to estimate the general efficiency of 
economy and to define the relative consistency of economic policies conducted by 
the government. This indicator represents the value of final goods, which are used 
for final consumption, saving and export. The value of intermediate goods and 
services that are equipped in production process are not included into GDP (raw 
materials, fuel, advertising, freight and other services) as, otherwise, the indicator 
would contain double count. While calculating the GDP the amortization of capital 
assets is subtracted from the value. 

GDP measures the amount of the annual national production, it serves as a 
source of growth of national wealth, which is the total value of the property 
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(assets) belonging to residents. Residents include all entities (enterprises, 
households), regardless of their nationality and citizenship, having a center of 
economic interest on the economic territory of this country. 

In a closed economy, all produced goods are sold within the country, and all 
costs are divided into three components: consumption, investment and government 
spending. In an open economy one part of the production amount is sold 
domestically, while the other part is exported for the sale abroad, consequently, the 
cost of domestically produced goods in an open economy can be divided into the 
four components: 

 

                                           (10.1) 
 

where Y — gross domestic product;  
Сd — consumption of national goods and services;  
Id — investment spending on national goods and services;  
Gd — governmental purchases of national goods and services;  
ЕX — export of goods and services produced within a country.  
 
The sum (Сd +Id + Gd) indicates domestic spendings on national goods and 

services. EX indicates foreigners’ spendings on goods and services produced 
within the country. The amount of domestic spendings on all goods and services 
consists of the sum of domestic spendings on national goods and services and 
domestic spendings on goods and services produced abroad. That is why the total 
amount of consumption (C) is equal to the sum of the amount of national goods 
and services consumption (Cd) and the amount of the consumption of good and 
services produced abroad (Cf); the total amount of investment (I) is equal to the 
sum of the amount of investment spending on national goods and services (Id) and 
he amount of investment spending on goods and services produced abroad (If); the 
amount NT of governmental purchases (G) is equal to the amount of governmental 
purchases of national goods and services (Gd) and the amount of governmental 
purchases of goods and services produced abroad (Gf), i.e.: 

 

                                                                                                (10.2) 

                                                                                         (10.3) 

                                                                                       (10.4) 
 
We put these explicit expressions into equation (10.1): 
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                                      (10.5) 
 
After conversion we get: 
 

                                           (10.6) 
 
The sum of domestic spendings on goods and services produced abroad (Сf 

+ If + Gf) is the amount of spendings on import (IM). Thus, we have the basic 
identity of national accounts: 

 

                                                               (10.7) 
 
The difference between export and import (Nex) indicates the net export. 

While calculating GDP it is necessary to take into account all costs related to 
purchases of final goods and services produced within the country, including the 
costs of foreigners (i.e. the value of export) and at the same time to subtract those 
goods and services produced abroad (i.e. the value of import): 

 

                                                                           (10.8) 
 
This equation shows that the amount of costs on goods produced within the 

country is the sum of consumption, investment spendings, governmental purchases 
and net export. In this case the flow of goods and services are regarded. But 
markets of goods and services are associated with financial markets in every 
economy. In order to consider the correlation between the markets we write the 
basic identity of national accounts, including investments and savings. We subtract 
C and G from both parts of equation 10.8:         

 

                                          (10.9) 

                                                                            (10.10) 
 
According to the definition, savings are represented as income minus 

consumption. Consequently, the expression represents as national savings (S): 
 

                                                                                        (10.11) 
 
Moving all components of the equation to the left side we get: 
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                                                                             (10.12) 
 
This form of the basic identity of national accounts shows the (relationship) 

correlation between international flows of funds for capital accumulation (I - S), 
and international flows of goods and services (Nex). In the system of national 
accounts (I - S) is called as the capital account of balance of payments. Capital 
account represents the excess of domestic investment over domestic savings. 
Investments may exceed the savings of the country, as investors can finance 
investment projects with funds borrowed in the global financial markets. Thus, the 
capital account is equal to the internal capital accumulation financed by foreign 
loans.  

Nex  is a current account of balance of payments. The current balance of 
payment includes exports and imports of goods and services, income from foreign 
investments and current transfers. It reflects the operations completed within the 
period for which a balance is calculated, the effect of which does not affect the 
balance of payments in subsequent periods. According to the basic identity, the 
capital account and the current account of balance of payments are equalized. This 
means that the sum of the capital account`s (account) balance and the current 
account balance`s (balance) is zero.  

If the value of (I - S) is positive, and the Nex is negative, we have a surplus 
in the capital account and a deficit in the current account of the balance of 
payments. 

This means that we take loans in the world financial markets and import 
more goods than export. If the value of (I - S) is negative and the (positive) Nex is 
positive, we have a deficit in the capital account and a surplus of the current 
account. This means that in the global financial markets we act as a lender and 
export more goods than import. 

 
10.2. What is the essence of internal and external equilibrium? 
 
The problems of macroeconomic equilibrium are in the centre of economic 

theory since the Great Depression of 1929-1933. John Maynard Keynes 
determined the achieving of «full employment» by the means of aggregate demand 
regulation as a priority of the economic policy. Monetarists determined the 
economic growth without inflation as a main goal of the economic policy and 
proposed the monetary rule as a means of achieving it. Proponents of the theory of 
rational expectations believed that the lack of confidence in the government is the 
main obstacle for achieving the potential level of output together with the lowest 
level of inflation.  
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Maintaining internal and external balance still remains a major challenge for 
macroeconomic regulation. The solution of this task requires proper attention to 
the correlation between the main macroeconomic variables that characterize the 
internal state of the economy and are mediated by external processes. At the same 
time, the economic variables that reflect the external sector state is under the 
influence on influence on internal variables. All this makes it more difficult to 
carry out macroeconomic policy, which requires the increasing number of factors 
to be taken into account.  

In various models of an open economy there are different interpretations of 
the internal and external balance, but the meaning remains the same. In a broad 
sense, the internal equilibrium is the equilibrium of the national income, and the 
external equilibrium is the equilibrium of balance of payments.  

The internal equilibrium requires the balance of supply and demand 
together with full employment and absence of inflation (or its stable low level). In 
the short term, this problem can be solved by regulation of aggregate demand 
through fiscal and monetary policy. According to the approach of the classical 
school, the internal equilibrium means a stable state of income (Yn) on a certain 
"natural" level that indicates the availability of capital and labor resources. In the 
Keynesian theory the "natural" level of income is understood as the non-
inflationary rate of unemployment.  

The external equilibrium means a maintenance of a zero balance of 
payments in terms of a certain exchange rate regime. The maintaining of external 
equilibrium may reflect two main objectives: to achieve a certain state of the 
current account and to maintain a certain level of foreign exchange reserves. 
Macroeconomic regulation is provided by monetary and fiscal policy. The goal of 
the external equilibrium is complicated by capital mobility - intensity of the cross-
country mobility of capital in response to interest rate fluctuations.  

In fact, the maintenance of internal and external equilibrium refers to the 
functioning of three markets: goods, money and foreign exchange markets.  

 
10.3.What tools of economic policy are used for balance in economy?  
 
The functioning of the market does not always lead to a satisfactory 

equilibrium (balance). Government intervention becomes necessary to regulate the 
economy. The government is developing the economic policies to achieve 
macroeconomic equilibrium.  

An economic policy is a set of various measures taken by the government in 
order to achieve the specific goals of economic development, which is a complex 
social mechanism. It aims to reach the following objectives:  

- economic growth, determined by the rate of GDP growth;  
- full employment, defined by the level of unemployment;  
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- price stability, defined by the rate of inflation;  
- external account balance that is reflected in the accounts of balance of 

payments.  
There are two main types of economic policy depending on the purpose 

pursued by the government:  
- cyclical policy, which is used to compensate the temporary reduction in 

economic activity;  
- structural policy, which is used to change the economic and social 

structure.  
Long-term goals are laid down in the basis of the structural policy. It 

contains measures affecting employment, tax policy, industry and agriculture, 
health care system, environmental policy, the system of social protection of the 
population, etc., which give results only in the long term.  

The economic policy is more effective when the decisions are taken by the 
government with a focus on specific current conditions - production and technical 
potential, the state of the social structure, the institutional order of national and 
local government, etc.  

For the implementation of economic policy by the state, the following 
macro-economic instruments are used:  

- fiscal policy;  
- monetary policy.  
Fiscal policy represents as measures affecting public spending, taxation and 

the government's budget in order to ensure full employment, an equilibrium of 
balance of payments and economic growth.  

Instruments of fiscal policy are the costs and revenues of the state budget: 
public procurement, taxes, transfers. In this regard, there are two types of fiscal 
policy - facilitating and moderating policy. 

Facilitating fiscal policy (expansionary fiscal policy) aims at overcoming 
the cyclical downturn of the economy in the short term, implies an increase in 
government spending, tax cuts or a combination of these measures. In the long 
term, such policy leads to the growth of the economic potential of the country.  

Restrictive fiscal policy in the short term is to reduce inflationary demand 
and slowing the decline in production. For this purpose, measures such as: 
reducing government spending, tax increases, and the combination of these 
measures are used.  

Monetary policy represents as measures of authorities to influence on money 
supply, interest rates, and through them - on investment and real GDP using direct 
and indirect instruments of regulation.  

The direct instruments include administrative measures such as directives of 
the central bank. Credit limits and direct regulation of interest rates provide the 
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most rapid economic effect. But usually, in a market economy the implementation 
of monetary policy is provided by indirect instruments.  

The indirect instruments include such measures as changes of reserve 
requirements, interest rates and open market operations.  

Reserve requirements are determined as a percentage of total deposits. The 
central bank manipulating the statutory reserve ratio affects the ability of 
commercial banks to lend.  

Raising reserve rate increases the amount of required reserves that banks 
must hold. This tool affects the decline in bank lending due to the loss of excess 
reserves, or forcing banks to reduce deposits and thus the money supply. Decrease 
in reserve rate moves required reserves in excess and increases the ability of banks 
to create new money by lending.  

One of the traditional functions of a central bank is providing loans to 
commercial banks, and the interest rate, which the loan is issued at, is called the 
discount rate. Changing the discount rate affects the volume of reserves of 
commercial banks, reducing or increasing their ability to lend. Thus, the increase in 
the discount rate leads to a decrease in reserves, thereby reducing the ability of the 
bank to create money by lending.  

For countries with developed stock market transactions in the open market 
are the most important means of controlling the money supply by the central bank. 
Application of this method is difficult in the emerging stock market. This tool 
involves the buying and selling of government securities by the central bank. A 
purchase of securities is accomplished by transferring the securities portfolios of 
commercial banks to central banks which in their turns pay for these securities by 
increasing the reserves of commercial banks in the amount of the purchase. A sale 
of securities is fulfilled by transferring securities from the central bank to 
commercial banks, that reduces their reserves.  

Monetary policy, as well as fiscal, has two types: expansionary and 
constractionary. 

Expansionary monetary policy is called as a policy of "cheap" money. 
Among its tasks are making credits cheaper, facilitating access to it, in order to 
increase aggregate demand and employment. For this purpose the reduction of 
reserve ratio, lowering the discount rate and the purchase of securities are used.  

Restrictionary monetary policy (a policy of "expensive money") aims to 
reduce the money supply in order to reduce costs and curb inflation. To maintain 
such a policy it is necessary to raise the reserve requirement and the discount rate, 
and also sale government securities.  

Most economists believe that monetary policy is an important part of the 
economic stabilization policies, some of the scientific schools pay more attention 
to fiscal policy.  
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In the Keynesian model fiscal policy is seen as the most effective instrument 
of macroeconomic stabilization, as government spendings has a direct impact on 
the value of aggregate demand and multiplicative effect on consumer spendings. 
At the same time taxes are quite effective) influence on consumption and 
investment. In the classical model fiscal policy plays a secondary role in 
comparison with the monetary one. Moreover, fiscal measures cause crowding-out 
effect and enhance the increase in the rate of inflation, that significantly reduces its 
incentive effect.  

In the Keynesian model monetary policy is seen as a secondary towards 
fiscal, because the monetary policy transmission mechanism is very complex: the 
change in money supply leads to changes in GDP through the mechanism of 
change in investment spendings, which respond to the dynamics of the interest 
rate. In the classical model it is assumed that the change in the money supply 
directly affects aggregate demand and, consequently, the nominal GDP.  

In the modern market economy it is taken as a rule, first of all, to consider 
monetary measures, and then - fiscal. This is due to the fact that the 
implementation of monetary policy to a greater extent reflects the typical balance 
of the market and the state origins in the economy.  

In various models there are different approaches to macroeconomic 
equilibrium due to the objectives and instruments. Dutch economist J. Tinbergen 
worked out the rule that to achieve N goals it is necessary to use N different 
instruments. Thus, if there is a double set of objectives of macroeconomic 
equilibrium, such as income and balance of payments, it is necessary to use two 
independent instrument of economic policy.  

 
10.4. How do fluctuations of nominal exchange rate influence on both 

current balance of payments and balance of foreign trade?  
 
Exchange rates have a significant impact on foreign trade of different 

countries, affecting the level of prices, wages, interest rates, employment, 
investment decisions and competitiveness of the economy overall. Supply and 
demand for foreign currency is constantly changing under the influence of various 
factors that reflect changes in the country`s place in the global economy. 
Consequently the exchange rate of the national currency is changed. To understand 
the impact of the exchange rate on the balance of payments and foreign trade 
balance, let's examine the changes in the economy in terms of the changes in the 
value of national currency.  

If a country adheres to a system of floating exchange rates, the exchange rate 
is set by floating of supply and demand as the equilibrium price of the currency on 
foreign exchange market. In this case demand (D) and supply (S) depend on the 
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volume of foreign trade operations. Let's examine two cases of depreciation and 
appreciation of the national currency (Fig. 10.1). 

 
 

 
 

Figure 10.1. The establishment of the exchange rate under a regime of floating 
exchange rate 

 
Initially, the exchange rate (e) was in equilibrium at point FQ. Due to the 

increase in imports, the demand on foreign currency increases, i.e. D curve will 
shift to the level of D1, the shortage of demand on foreign currency will shift the 
equilibrium level of the exchange rate to F1, which means its growth rate. 
Similarly, the drop in demand on foreign currency by reducing the size of the 
import results in movement of the demand curve to the level of D2, there is excess 
supply of foreign currency, resulting in a balance of supply and demand set at a 
lower level of F2, which means the fall in the exchange rate of the foreign 
currency. Similar effects are occurred by changes in the volume of exports.  

Under a system of fixed exchange rates, the exchange rate is set by the 
central bank, which assumes responsibility to buy and sell any amount of foreign 
currency at a fixed exchange rate (Fig. 9.2). In the case of growth in demand on 
foreign currency the central bank begin to sell foreign currency from its reserves to 
keep the exchange rate at the level of FQ. With an increase in imports, the demand 
on foreign currency is also increasing, and the demand curve shifts to the level of 
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D1, while the supply remains the same - S. To keep the exchange rate at the level 
of FQ, the central bank sells foreign currency and its supply increases and the 
supply curve shifts to the level of S1. Together with the sale of foreign currency a 
reduction of the volume of currency in circulation takes place. Decreasing in the 
money supply leads to a reduction in expenses, including spendings on imports, as 
residents have less currency in their disposal to buy foreign currency. 

 

 
 

Figure 10.2. Exchange rate adjustment by the central bank 
 
As a result, the demand curve D1 shifts back gradually to the level of D2. 

The adaptation process takes place as long as the supply and demand curves do 
not intersect at the point of F1, at which the exchange rate will remain the same 
FQ.  

Typically, economists point to the impact of the exchange rate on the 
balance of payments. A significant impact on the exchange rate has a current 
account balance that characterizes the flow of real values. (In) the balance of 
current account reflects trade in goods and services, net income on investments, 
and transfer payments of the population and the state. Depreciation of the 
national currency allows the country's exporters to reduce their prices in foreign 
currency, to receive the same amount in the national currency during its 
exchange. This increases the competitiveness of the goods and creates 
opportunities to increase exports. Imports in this situation slow down, as foreign 
exporters are forced to raise prices to obtain the same amount in their currency, 
which reduces demand on goods. At the same time there is an increase in import 
prices (if import demand is inelastic at prices). Together With the strengthening 
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of the national currency the reverse situation is observed - the decline in exports 
due to the increase in export prices and reduction in demand on it as well as an 
increase in imports.  

Net effect of exchange rate on the trade balance will depend on price 
elasticity. At constant price levels in the domestic market and abroad the net 
export of goods depends on two variables - the real national income and the 
nominal exchange rate.  

With the growth of real income households increase demand not only on 
domestic but also on foreign goods, so net export of goods decreases. The impact 
of the nominal exchange rate on net export of goods depends on the ratio of the 
elasticities of export and import: 

 

                                                                                    (10.13) 

                                                                                  (10.14) 
 
where - the coefficient of export elasticity;  

- the volume of export;  
- the nominal exchange rate;  

- the coefficient of import elasticity;  

- the volume of import. 
 
If the exported goods are elastic at price, their quantity will increase faster 

than prices fall, and the total revenue from export will increase. Similarly, if the 
imported goods are elastic, total expenditure on import will decrease. Then, at a 
given real income the net export of goods that was measured in local currency 
(Nex (e)), is estimated by formula: 

 

                                                                       (10.15) 
 

where - the volume of export in national currency;  
 - the volume of import.  

 

In this case the increment in net export ( ) is defined by formula: 
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                                                               (10.16) 
As 

                                                  (10.17) 
 
then 
 

    (10.18) 
 
In other words, the increase in the exchange rate leads to a rise in net 

export of goods, if the amount of the price elasticity of export and import in 
absolute value is more than one, i.e. the devaluation of the national currency 
should improve the current balance. 

 

                                                                                (10.19) 
 
 
10.5. What is the main point of the Marshall-Lerner condition?  
 
The expression 10.19 is called the Marshall-Lerner condition. The general 

sense of the elasticity approach to the analysis of trade balance is that for certain 
values of the elasticity of export and import devaluation or depreciation of the 
currency has a positive effect on the balance of payments. Application of this 
approach has its practical limitations. This is due to the fact that the model does 
not take into account other factors of influence on the balance of payments, such 
as monetary policy, the expectation and behavior of economic agents, wage 
policy and other factors. But empirical studies have shown that in most cases, in 
the medium term, the Marshall-Lerner condition occurs [10, p. 358].  

However, in the short term, many goods can be inelastic, because the 
implementation of quantitative changes as a result of price changes the lag time 
(up to 1 year) is necessary. This is due to the lack of an immediate response of 
quantitative supply and demand of currency on exchange rate changes. It is 
explained by multiple time lags. For market acceptance for currency rate change 
takes time on:  
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- decision to change the quantities of import and export under new 
exchange rate,  

- (conclusion of) contracts and the supply of goods at new prices,  
- change of the parameters of production, its adaptation to the new prices.  
As a result, for almost all countries short-term elasticity of export and 

import is significantly lower than the long-term one. So devaluation even in a 
stable foreign exchange market and in the Marshall-Lerner condition may 
initially cause a deterioration of the trade balance, improving it only after a 
certain time. In this case we say about the effect of the curve «J». The name of 
this economic effect was due to its graphic form, which resembles the letter «J» 
of English alphabet.  

 
 
10.6. What does J curve testify? 
 
J-curve is a curve which reflects a temporary deterioration in the trade 

balance as a result of depreciation of the real exchange rate of national currency, 
leading to its subsequent improvement [10, p. 359]. In economics, there are 
several stages of adaptation balance of payments to the depreciation of the 
national currency (Fig. 10.3).  

In Phase I (AB) the rate is stable and does not change.  
In Phase II (BC), devaluation of the currency takes place. But at the 

moment of exchange rate changes in the global economy export-import 
contracts with fixed terms have already been drawn up, and the change of rate 
has no effect on these contracts. In this phase, there may be changes in the 
balance of payments as well as the price of the national currency in terms of 
foreign currency changes.  

In Phase III (CD) new agreements with taking into account the changes in 
the exchange rate are concluded. The economy adjusts to new prices, the trade 
balance as well as the current account balance is gradually (aligned) equalized 
to the pre-devaluation level. 
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Figure 10.3. J-curve 
 
In the long term (phase IV - DE) with an increase in the elasticity of 

demand quantitative changes in export and import are expected. Import demand 
is reduced due to the increase in import prices, it stimulates the improvement of 
the current account. At the same time, the demand for export increases, since at 
constant prices in the national currency the price in foreign currency reduces and 
also causes the improvement in current account transactions.  

So, devaluation can be used as a tool of economic policy in the context of 
stable foreign exchange market. Under successful devaluation worsening balance 
of payments will occur temporarily, but over time it will improve. The 
reversesituation is also true: the revaluation of national currency in the short term 
can lead to improvement in the long-term deterioration of the balance of 
payments.  
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Chapter 11. Macroeconomic Equilibrium at Fixed and Floating Exchange 
Rates 

 
11.1. What does the T. Swan diagram represent and what is it used for? 
 
In the open economy in case of the development of macroeconomic policy it 

is necessary to solve two main problems. One of it aims to achieve an internal 
balance, and the second - to achieve an external balance.  

The internal balance of the government is a state of economy which is at the 
level of potential production volume, i.e. it supports a full employment in the 
country and the internal price level is stable. The external balance is reached when 
it isn't observed an excessive deficit of current account and balance of current 
account equals or is close to zero.  

According to Tinbergen's Rule, provision of the internal and external 
balance requires two independent instruments of economic policy. There are two 
types of economic policy for achieving a balance: expenditure changing policy and 
expenditure diversion policy. Expenditure changing policy is a policy of demand 
management which is directed on income and employment changes, and is 
performed in the form of fiscal or monetary policy. Expenditure diversion policy is 
a policy of demand management which is performed through management of the 
exchange rate and it influences structure of expenses on foreign and domestic 
goods. It influences not only on account balance of current transactions, but also 
on overall demand.  

Expenditure changing policy provides change of government expenditures, 
taxes and change of money supply in the country, that later influence the interest 
rates. Expenditure diversion policy uses devaluation and revaluation of currency 
for the purpose of influence on balance of the current balance. Devaluation raises 
internal prices of import and reduces foreign price of export that leads to 
improvement of the account of current transactions. Using such instrument as 
devaluation/revaluation for improvement of balance of the current balance it is 
necessary to consider a condition of Marshall – Lerner [10 , p. 326].  

Sometimes, in order to achieve internal and external balance is not enough 
to implement one of these policies. For example, it is impossible to use the 
expenditure diversion policy in case of fixed exchange rate. As a result there is the 
expenditure changing policy for achievement of internal and external balance. 
Using Swan diagram it is possible to determine a combination of the expenditure 
changing policy (fiscal and monetary) and the expenditure diversion policy 
(changes of currency rate) which are necessary to reach internal and external 
balance at the same time.  

There are several assumptions in Swan diagram: in the economy two goods 
are made and consumed by domestic and foreign trade; a good of domestic trade 
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isn't a good of international trade; it is considered a small open economy which has 
no effect on the level of world prices (level of goods); goods are ideal substitutes 
in the total demand and they are usual substitutes in production.  

Let's investigate fig. 11.1 that represents the Swan diagram (presented). 
With its help it is possible to analyze a process of achievement of internal and 
external balance (with its help) in case of implementation of the expenditure 
changing policy and the expenditure diversion policy.  

The vertical axis RER measures a real exchange rate of foreign currency. 
The horizontal axis measures real internal expenses or absorption (C+I+G), where 
C –consumption, I – investments, G – government expenditures. The curve ЕВ 
represents various combinations of exchange rates and real internal expenses for 
achievement of external balance. A positive slope of the curve EB is explained by 
the fact that higher RER level (devaluation) will improve a trade balance under the 
condition of Marshall – Lerner that is balanced with growth of internal expenses 
(C+I+G) to cause the sufficient growth of import for safety of external balance. 

 

 
 

Figure 11.1. Swan diagram 
 
The curve IB represents various combinations of exchange rates and real 

internal expenses which lead to internal balance (that is a full employment and 
absence of inflation). The curve IB has a negative slope as lower RER level 
(revaluation) worsens a trade balance reducing internal expenses. Therefore 
preserving internal balance requires increasing of real internal expenses. 
Simultaneous internal and external balance is reached at the point E that is at point 
of intersection of the curves IB and EB. All the points that are above the curve EB, 
corresponding to a positive account balance of current transactions of the balance 
of payment, those that are below - correspond to negative balance. All the points 
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are above the curve IB mean internal inflation, and the points that are below - 
mean availability of unemployment.  

To analyze the state of the economy of the country we use the chart that 
illustrates 4 possible situations. The І area reflects a situation of a negative account 
balance of current transactions and unemployment, ІІ area – a negative balance of 
current account and inflation, ІІІ area – a positive balance of current account and 
inflation, IV area – a positive balance of the current account and unemployment. 
The final goal is simultaneous achievement of internal and external balance at the 
point E. This requires the changes in government expenditures and the influence on 
the level of exchange rate.  

And now there is an example when the economy is not in a point of balance, 
but at the point C (І area) where there is observed a deficit of the current account 
and unemployment. In order to achieve a balance, it is necessary to use two 
instruments of economic policy. Otherwise, using only the devaluation, it is 
possible to reach only the external balance equilibrium in terms of unemployment, 
i.e. it is impossible to reach an external and internal balance at the same time. 
Thus, to achieve the balance at the point C, except devaluation, it is necessary to 
use an increase of the government expenditures.  

So, Swan diagram shows how to reach an internal and external balance at 
the same time by combination of policies, if one of the instruments of 
macroeconomic regulation is the exchange rate (i.e. the exchange rate is not fixed). 
The actual use of expenditure diversion policy is impossible in case of the fixed 
exchange rate. As a result, the country has only expenditure changing policy for 
achievement of internal and external balance. The solution of this problem was 
proposed by R. Mundell, (showing) he proved how it is possible to reach the 
internal and external balance at the same time in case of the fixed exchange rate 
without implementing the expenditure diversion policy.  

 
11.2. What is the essence of R. Mundell Model and what is it used for? 
 
R. Mundell discovered that a certain combination of fiscal and monetary 

policies allow to maintain macroeconomic balance because these policies have 
different influence on the internal and external balance.  

Graphical representation R. Mundell Model (Fig. 11.2) assumes that two 
main instruments of economic policy are directly set on axes of coordinates: a level 
of government expenditures (G) and an interest rate (r), that are necessary in order 
to support objectives. Movement to the right on the horizontal axis G means 
expansionary fiscal policy, and movement to the left on the axis G means 
restrictive fiscal policy. Movement on a vertical axis r displays expansionary 
monetary policy if we move up on an axis and restrictive if we move down on the 
axis. 
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The curve BP represents a set of combinations of instruments of monetary 
and fiscal policies that provide an external balance, i.e. situations when balance of 
payments equals to zero (BP=0). Any point that is situated more left and above 
curve BP reflects a positive balance of payments (BP>0), and any point that is 
situated more right and lower reflects a negative balance of payments (BP<0). 
Expansionary fiscal policy shifts the curve BP, and it leads to a negative account 
balance of current transactions. In order that economy remained on the line BP, it 
is necessary to raise an interest rate for attracting of the foreign capital, which 
would block a current account deficit.  

The angle of slope of the curve BP depends on a degree of capital mobility: 
than capital is more mobile, it is required the smaller amount of capital inflow for 
financing of the current account deficit, i.e. the curve BP will be more flat, and 
vice versa.  

The curve IB represents such combination of fiscal and monetary policies, 
which leads to internal balance. All the points that are on the right and below of 
this curve are in a zone of excess demand, and the points that are on the left and 
above of this curve are in a zone of the excess supply (unemployment) that is 
explained by reducing government expenditures (G) and increasing of an interest 
rate (r). The set of combinations of the government expenditures (G) and interest 
rate (r) maintaining an internal balance, provide curve IB with a positive slope.  

In order to maintain internal balance in case of expansionary fiscal policy 
the higher level of budget expenses must be compensated by stricter monetary 
policy, this shifts the curve IB to the right. In practice it appears that the curve BP 
can't be steeper than the curve IB. It is connected with changes in interest rate as it 
has a direct impact on internal balance (its growth leads to a reduction of 
investments), and also direct and indirect impact on the external balance. In this 
way, a monetary policy that manipulate of an interest rate is more effective for 
achievement of external balance, and fiscal policy is more effective for internal 
balance. As it is known from the behavior of the curve BP within the model IS-
LM-BP, the most reaction to changes of percent is reflected in case of its approach 
to a horizontal axis.  

Thus, a monetary policy in the conditions of fixed exchange rate is more 
connected with problems of external balance. In this case, the Central Bank needs 
to support a certain level of exchange rate. Fluctuation of money supply is often 
caused by the necessity to maintain external balance regardless of whether these 
fluctuations correspond to requirements of internal policy. It is related to the 
problem, as the changes that happen in money supply are reflected in the 
emergence of deficit or surplus in the balance of payments. Then, the Central Bank 
must reduce or increase reserves for the purchase or sale of assets to restore 
external balance and maintain an exchange rate thereby withdrawing part of money 
from circulation or replenishing amount of their supply. The Central Bank can use 
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sterilization of monetary flows for leveling of influence of balance of payments on 
the money supply. 

Sterilization of monetary effects – it is maintenance of steady money supply 
in case of a fixed rate. There are used several instruments for implementation of 
sterilization: open market operations, management of reserve requirements, and 
also deposits of a public sector. As a rule, sterilization is used to maintain short-
term imbalances, however its opportunities are limited. If balance of payments 
deficit remains for a long time, a decline in currency reserves can lead to their 
complete exhaustion. A country will be forced to refuse the fixed rate or to allow a 
money supply decreasing. It is necessary in order to neutralize the decreasing 
tendency of the exchange rate ad to prevent the money outflow abroad. In case of 
steady positive balance of payments (surplus) the amount of reserves can become 
so large that domestic credit will take a zero value.  

Thus, even sterilization doesn't protect money supply from influence of the 
balance of payments. It severely limits the possibilities of impact of monetary 
policy on internal balance, and leaves its regulation to fiscal policy.  

The effectiveness of fiscal policy in case of a fixed exchange rate is directly 
connected with capital mobility. Growth of government expenditures leads to 
increase of interest rate that stimulates capital inflow from abroad. Thus, in case of 
the fixed rate a fiscal policy, unlike of a monetary policy, can successfully 
influence on a level of income and, therefore, can influence on internal balance. 
And in such case a degree of influence expands together with increasing of capital 
mobility.  

Now we are going to examine the interaction of policies (using) by means of 
the Mundell diagram (Fig. 11.2).  

In the Mundell diagram, also as in the Swan diagram, it is possible to 
distinguish 4 sectors which have different economic content: sector I – a gap in the 
balance of payments (BP<0) and inflation (р), sector II – a gap in the balance of 
payments (BP<0) and unemployment (u), sector III – a positive balance of 
payments (BP>0) and unemployment (u), sector IV – a positive balance of 
payments (BP>0) and inflation (р). 
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Figure 11.2. Mundell diagram 
 
Choose a point C which is located in sector I where it is observed a balance 

of payments deficit and a high level of inflation. To achieve an overall balance in 
the point E, it is necessary to reduce the government expenditures in order to 
overcome inflation, and to increase an interest rate to equalize the balance of 
payments. In the Figure it corresponds to movement up to the left from the point C.  

In sectors I and III changes of fiscal and monetary policies depend on the 
relative size of a macroeconomic imbalance. In sectors II and IV it is possible to 
determine the directions of both instruments (G and r). In sector II unemployment 
and the balance of payments deficit always require a fiscal expansion and a get-
tough monetary policy. The growth of interest rate compensates the balance of 
payments deficit by means of capital inflow, preventing the establishment of full 
employment. Similar considerations are also valid for sector IV.  

The conclusions from the R. Mundell diagram say that it is entrusted to the 
Central Bank to provide an external balance. In such case, the interest rate is 
reduced in case of a positive balance of payments and increases in case of its 
deficit. The Ministry of Finance that is responsible for fiscal policy provides 
internal balance, using the increase in government expenditures in the conditions 
of unemployment and their decrease in the period of an inflationary pressure.  

This diagram is connected with "the rule of roles distribution". Consider two 
situations with a various delegation of authorities to the Central Bank and the 
Ministry of Finance. In both cases the initial point is the state of the economy that 
is described by the point A (the balance of payments deficit and inflation), in case 
of a fixed exchange rate.  
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In the first case it is delegated authority to the Central Bank to control the 
external balance, and to the Ministry of Finance to control the internal balance 
(Fig. 11.3). To exit from a state of the point A, the Central Bank raises an interest 
rate (r) to achieve the external balance at the point B. This leads to decrease in a 
rate of inflation, but doesn't eliminate it completely. For the impact on inflation it 
is necessary to reduce government expenditures (G) that is in competence of the 
Ministry of Finance. The economy moves to a new point of balance C where there 
is also an external imbalance in the form of positive balance of payments. In order 
to this, the Central Bank reduces an interest rate (r), and the economy moves to the 
point D. Thus, gradual actions of the Central Bank and the Ministry of Finance will 
lead the economy to the initial balance in the point E. 

 
 

             Figure 11.3. Distribution of roles:                                   Figure 11.4. Distribution of roles: 
          The Central Bank – external balance,                         The Central Bank – internal balance,    
    The Ministry of Finance – internal balance            The Ministry of Finance – external balance 
 

In the second case the Central Bank is responsible for control of internal 
balance, and the Ministry of Finance is responsible for control of external balance 
(Fig. 11.4). As well as in the first situation, the point A is the initial. The Central 
Bank raises the interest rate (r) to overcome the imbalance. The economy is 
displaced from the point A to a state which is characterized by the point B where 
the economy reaches the internal balance. At the same time there is a positive 
balance of payments for neutralization of which the Ministry of Finance needs to 
increase the government expenditures. As a result, the national economy will move 
to a new point C, where the external balance is reached. Thus, the points that 
characterize a state of the economy, shift away from the point of balance E, i.e. in 
case of such delegation of authority the economy won't be able to reach a balance.  

Therefore, every governmental body, having certain instruments of 
economic regulation, should be responsible for the solution of those tasks with 
which it copes better. The given model shows that in case of the fixed exchange 
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rate the monetary policy is connected with maintenance of external balance, and 
fiscal policy is connected with maintenance of internal balance. In case of the 
floating exchange rate a distribution of roles is opposite: fiscal policy is used for 
regulation of external imbalance, and monetary policy is used for regulation 
ofinternal imbalance.  

 
11.3. How is reached the macroeconomic balance in the Mundell - 

Fleming Model? 
 
The impact of monetary and fiscal policy on macroeconomic indicators 

significantly differs depending on the exchange rate regime. But even within the 
system of fixed exchange rate, there are the differences that related with capital 
flows.  

The Mundell-Fleming Model is the transformed IS-LM model that is applied 
to the open economy and includes, in addition to the variables that interact in a 
closed model, also the exchange rate and the foreign exchange market.  

For the analysis we will use the Mundell-Fleming Model for a small open 
economy. It means the independence of income in the world market Y* and the 
world price level of P* from the economic policy of this country. The definition as 
dependent variable of external factors significantly affects (on) the interpretation of 
monetary policy. The dependent variables for the fixed exchange rate are Y, r, M.  

The Mundell-Fleming Model consists of three equations [10, p.334]: 
 
                         Y = C (Y-T) + I (r) + G + Nx(e) IS                                (11.1) 
                                   M/P= L(r, Y) LM                                                 (11.2) 
                                   Nx(e)=CF (r) BP                                                  (11.3) 
 
The equation 11.1 (the equation of curve IS) describes a commodity market. 

The total revenue equals to the sum of the total demand (C), investments (I), 
government purchases (G) and net export (Nx). The demand volume is in direct 
linkage with a net income (Y-T), (an) investments is in indirect linkage with an 
interest rate (r), and net export is in indirect linkage with the exchange rate (e).  

The money market is described by the equation 11.2 (the equation of the 
curve LM), where M – money supply, which is controlled by the Central Bank, 
and P - price level. The supply of money in real terms (M/P) is equal to demand for 
them (L). The demand for money is in direct linkage with income (Y), and in 
indirect linkage - with an interest rate (r).  

The equation 11.3 of the balance of payments curve BP points to the 
external balance, that is the amount of an account balance of current transactions 
(Nx) and an account balance of capital movement (CF) should be equal to zero.  
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As we are considering a small economy that receives and provides loans in 
the world financial market, it is unable to affect a world interest rate, the internal 
rate of percent (r) is determined by a world interest rate (r*):  

 
                                                r = r*                                                        (11.4) 
 
But the Mundell-Fleming Model is easier to analyze graphically (Fig. 11.5).  
The curve IS represents a correlation of interest rate and equilibrium amount 

of the aggregate demand, in which there is a balance in the commodity market. The 
slope of the curve is negative as with a growth of interest rate the investments (fall) 
decrease and (over time) the total revenue also decreases in time. The curve IS on 
the diagram shifts to the right (increase in total demand) in case of increase in 
government expenditures (G) and decrease in taxes (T). And the shift of the curve 
IS to the left (decrease in total demand) – in case of reduction of the government 
expenditures and increase in taxes. 

 

 
 

Figure 11.5. Mundell-Fleming Model 
 
The curve LM has a positive slope, as the interest rate and the level of 

income make the opposite impact on demand and supply. The increase in the 
national income raises the money demand, because population transact more 
deals. If there is no corresponding increase in the money supply, the interest rate 
will rise, returning the money demand to the previous level. If money demand 
doesn't depend on an interest rate, the curve LM becomes vertical. In case of 
ideal capital mobility, the curve LM occupies a horizontal position, thus there is 
a "liquidity trap", revealed by J. M. Keynes. In this case it is necessary to use a 
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fiscal policy for income increasing, because a monetary policy becomes 
ineffective. The curve LM shifts to the left in case of reducing of money supply 
and to the right in case of its increase.  

The curve BP is responsible for the equilibrium of the balance of 
payments accounts. The slope of the curve BP is positive, because the growth of 
income promotes increase of import and worsens the current account, which 
must be compensated by the growth of an interest rate for attraction of the 
foreign capital to provide the balance of payments equilibrium. The slope of BP 
depends on the capital mobility. If the mobility of capital is absent, the curve BP 
occupies a vertical position. In case of ideal mobility the curve BP is horizontal. 
The curve BP of the balance of payments in the conditions of limited capital 
mobility is shown in Fig. 11.5.  

Internal balance in the model IS-LM-BP is expressed in the form of 
balance of commodity and money markets (IS and LM), and external balance – 
BP. Thus, the macroeconomic balance is reached in the point E.  

Let's consider a problem of the effectiveness of monetary policy in case 
of the fixed exchange rate. The influence of expansionary policy on the 
expansion of total demand in the model IS-LM-BP is shown in Fig. 11.6. Let's 
assume that the economy is in a state of macroeconomic balance at the point E. 
But the Central Bank makes the decision to increase the money supply for 
stimulation of income growth, and the curve LM0 shifts to the right to the level 
of LM1. At first, it will increase the household income (Y0 → Y1) and will 
reduce the interest rate (r0 → r1). In case of a constant position in the 
commodity market the macroeconomic balance will temporarily move from the 
point E to the point A (where the internal balance is reached). But the growth of 
money supply will provoke the growth of the balance of payments deficit and 
increase in demand at foreign currency. Then the Central Bank will be forced to 
sell the national currency to support a fixed exchange rate. It will reduce the 
money supply and will return the curve LM to the initial level (LM1 → LM0). 
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Figure 11.6. Effect of expansionary 

monetary policy in case of the fixed exchange rate 
 
The monetary policy in case of the fixed exchange rate and any capital 

mobility is not the effective instrument of macroeconomic adjustment. In this 
case, it doesn't influence on macroeconomic indicators, so carrying out a fiscal 
policy will be the most effective.  

Let's consider the dependence of fiscal policy on the degree of 
international capital mobility. As it was already noted, the influence of 
monetary policy was ineffective in case of the fixed exchange rate. Let's see 
how a fiscal expansion influences macroeconomic balance. To do this, we will 
consider three cases with different degree of capital mobility: ideal, limited and 
lack of capital mobility.  

At first, the economy is in an equilibrium state in the point E. But the 
government accepts the social program that leads to increase in the government 
expenditures. The increase in expenditures expands the total demand which 
affects real sector, and the curve IS0 shifts to the right down to IS1. 
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Figure 11.7. Effect of fiscal expansion 

in case of the fixed exchange rate and complete capital mobility 
 
The I case – ideal or complete capital mobility (Fig.11.7). As the capital 

completely reacts to an interest rate and there are no restrictions on its flows, so in 
the case when an interest rate increases, the following its inflow will exceed the 
requirement of economy for a covering of the import expenditures, caused by the 
income growth (Y0 → Y1). Internal balance moves to the point A. In order to 
maintain a fixed exchange rate, the Central Bank will buy out a surplus of foreign 
currency, increasing a money supply (LM0 → LM1). It will lead to reducing an 
interest rate to the previous level r0. But as a result, the income Y2 will increase. 
Thus, the economy will come to a new balance in the point B in case of a constant 
interest rate with high level of income.  

The II case – limited capital mobility (Fig.11.8). The total demand provoked 
the growth of an interest rate (r0 → r1) and a level of income (Y0→Y1). The 
internal balance shifts to the point A, where there is a deficit of the account of 
current transactions of the balance of payments. The increase of an interest rate 
provides a capital inflow for leveling of the current account deficit. That is why, 
the Central Bank enters the exchange market for the sale of foreign currency in 
order to maintain the exchange rate that reduces the money supply and shifts the 
curve LM (LM0 → LM1). It will lead to the growth of an interest rate (r1 → r2) 
and the reduction of income (Y1 → Y2). Such actions will equalize the balance of 
payments, and the economy will come to a new equilibrium state at the point B. 
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Figure 11.8. Effect of fiscal expansion 
in case of the fixed exchange rate and limited capital mobility 

 
Finally, it will lead to the growth of income (Y0 → Y2), but to a lesser 

extent, than in case with complete capital mobility. 
The III case is the absence of capital mobility (Fig. 11.9). In this case, the 

capital doesn't react on the changes in an interest rate. With the growth of total 
demand there will be the growth of household income (Y0 → Y1) and import will 
increase. There will be a balance of payments deficit (point A). The excess of 
demand over supply of foreign currency will reduce a money supply, due to 
actions of the Central Bank (LM0 → LM1). It will lead to the growth of an interest 
rate (r1 → r2), and the income will be reduced to the previous level (Y1 → by Y0). 

 

                             
Figure 11.9. Effect of fiscal expansion 

in case of the fixed exchange rate and lack of capital mobility 
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Thus, it is possible to make a conclusion that in case of the fixed exchange 

rate the greatest efficiency of a fiscal policy is reached in case of complete capital 
mobility, i.e. in the absence of restrictions for its flows.  

 
 
11.4. What are the consequences of foreign trade policy and currency 

devaluation / revaluation in case of the fixed exchange rate? 
 
A foreign trade policy is one of the instruments of the economic policy that 

allows influencing a macroeconomic balance by changing a volume and a structure 
of foreign trade by usage of tariff or non-tariff instruments. As an example let's 
examine the consequences of increase of custom duties on import (Fig. 11.10).  

Limitation of imports as a result of increase of the custom duties leads to the 
growth of net export. Consumers buy less import goods and more domestic goods, 
and the aggregate demanded increases. The curve IS0 is shifted to the position of 
IS1 under the influence of these factors. In such case, a level of income increases 
(Y0 → Y1), and the interest rate increases (r0 → r1). The growth of net export 
shifts the curve BP0 to the right. 

 
                                 

 
 

Figure11.10. Influence of devaluation 
on a foreign trade balance in case of complete capital mobility 

 
The state of both balance of payments accounts improves due to increase in 

custom duties and growth of an interest rate. So, there is a considerable positive 
balance of payments. As a result, demand for the national currency increases. As 
there is a surplus of the balance of payments in the point A, in order to maintain a 
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fixed exchange rate the Central Bank buys up a foreign currency, thus increasing a 
money supply (LM0 → LM1) and stimulating (still) the bigger growth of income. 

As a result, the interest rate will decrease that will lead to equilibration of 
the balance of payments and restitution of the external balance at the point C.  

The influence of a foreign trade policy in case of complete capital mobility 
is almost the same as in case of limited capital mobility. The difference is in the 
depth of the balance of payments imbalance. In case of complete capital mobility 
the balance of payments will be higher, than in case of limited mobility, so it will 
be made the larger amount of interventions and increase of money supply. 
Therefore, the considerable increase of national income (Y0 to Y2) becomes a 
result of a protectionist foreign trade policy in case of the fixed exchange rate and 
high capital mobility as the effect of growth of net exports is complemented by the 
effect of increasing the money supply.  

The effect of devaluation of national currency is similar to influence of a 
foreign trade policy on the open economy.  

Let's examine its results in the model IS-LM-BP. The real exchange rate 
depreciates together with the nominal exchange rate as the internal prices don't 
react to the currency devaluation. Export from the country becomes more 
competitive in the world market while import relatively rises in price. As a result, 
the trade balance improves and the total demand increases for each level of interest 
rate. Thus, the curve IS shifts to the right (IS0 → IS1), as it is shown in Fig. 11.10.  

The growth of the exchange rate shifts the curve BP to the right. As it is 
observed a surplus of balance of payments in the point A, the Central Bank buys 
up foreign currency in order to maintain a fixed exchange rate, thus increasing a 
money supply (LM0 → LM1). The Central Bank will buy foreign currency that 
will increase the supply of national currency. As a result, the curve LM shifts to 
the right.  

The balance will pass from the point E to the point C, where the curves IS, 
LM and BP are crossed. Thus, the total demand will increase. In this case, the 
devaluation is a measure of increase of aggregate demand, and in case of 
revaluation there is an opposite situation.  

 
11.5. How is the model IS-LM-BP used for the analysis of economic 

policy?  
 
The principle of usage of curves IS, LM, BP for the analysis of 

macroeconomic balance in case of the floating exchange rate practically does not 
differ from the analysis of balance in case of the fixed regime, but with one 
addition. In the IS-LM-BP model in case of the floating exchange rate the rate acts 
as a factor of rebalancing the economy and the money supply remains unchanged. 
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The Central Bank doesn't interfere in trades at the foreign exchange market and the 
adjustment of the positive or negative balance of payments happens automatically.  

And now let's examine two situations when in the country there are 
deviations in external balance. The first situation characterizes a possible balance 
of payments deficit (Fig. 11.11a), and the second situation characterizes a surplus 
(Fig. 11.11b). In the first case the point A indicates a balance of payments deficit, 
but as soon as the economy starts being under pressure of a deficit (on the 
economy), the change of the exchange rate leads to currency depreciation, the 
balance of payments is improved and the equilibrium shifts to a new point A which 
corresponds with a new level of income Y1 and an interest rate r1. Thus, the curve 
BP0 shifts to a position BP1. 

 

 
Figure 11.11a. Influence of the 

exchange rate on the balance of payments deficit 
 
In the second situation it is observed a surplus in the point B. There is a rise 

in price of national currency, the curve BP0 shifts to BP2, and a new point of 
equilibrium B corresponds to a new level of income Y2, and an interest rate r2. 

 

 
Figure 11.11b. Influence of the 

exchange rate on the balance of payments surplus 
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So, in case of external imbalance in terms of the floating exchange rate there 

is its change and a shift of the curve BP, while in case of the fixed exchange rate 
there is a change in money supply and a shift of the curve LM. 

As well as in case of the fixed rate, macroeconomic adjustment has a 
different character depending on the instruments of economic policy and the 
degree of capital mobility.  

 
11.6. What should be monetary and fiscal policy in case of the floating 

exchange rate and various degree of the international capital mobility? 
 
Changes in the money market have a direct impact on the economy. The 

monetary policy in case of the floating exchange rate reacts to changes in the 
economy most effectively, unlike to its action in the conditions of the fixed 
exchange rate.  

Effect of monetary policy in case of the floating rate and limited capital 
mobility is shown in Fig. 11.12. The increase in money supply from LM0 to LM1 
reduces an interest rate (r0→r1) and increases the income (Y0→Y1). In the point 
A, corresponding to internal balance, there is a deficit in the balance of payments. 
In case of limited capital mobility its outflow and decrease of an interest rate will 
cause depreciation of national currency and improvement of balance of the current 
account, and as a result there will be a shift of curves (of) BP (BP0 →BP1) and IS 
(IS0 → IS1). Thus, a transition to a new point of balance B will be reached, where 
the economy is in a state of external and internal balance, but in case of higher 
level of income Y2, growth of which is caused by the depreciation of the currency.  

Effect of monetary policy in case of the floating rate and lack of capital 
mobility is shown in Fig. 11.13. In case of implementation of the expansionary 
monetary policy by the government, the growth of income leads to increase in 
import and deterioration of the current account, and a decrease of an interest rate 
leads to a deficit in the account of capital flows and financial transactions. In case 
of non capital mobility, i.e. impossibility of its outflow abroad, the increased 
income stimulates import that provokes a depreciation of a national currency. As a 
result, export increases and import reduces, the balance of payments improves 
(BP0 →BP1), and the growth of income leads to increase in consumption 
(IS0→IS1). The economy turns into a new balance – point B, where there is 
observed the increased income and depreciation of national currency in case of an 
invariable interest rate.  

Effect of monetary policy in case of the floating rate and complete capital 
mobility is shown in Fig. 11.14. In case of complete capital mobility a growth of 
money supply will lead to interest rate reduction that will provoke a bigger capital 
outflow abroad, than in the first case. The capital outflow will lead to a 
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depreciation of national currency that will help to improve the balance of 
payments, and it means a growth of income and consumption. As a result, the 
economy will pass to a new point of balance with higher level of income (Y0 → 
Y2) in case with a constant interest rate. 

 
 

                               
Figure 11.12. Influence of monetary policy on economy in case of the floating 

exchange rate and limited capital mobility 

                          
Figure 11.13. Influence of monetary policy on economy in case of the floating 

exchange rate and lack of capital mobility 
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Figure 11.14. Influence of monetary policy on economy in case of the floating 

exchange rate and complete capital mobility 
Expansionary fiscal policy leads to stimulation of the total demand and 

changing in the commodity market, the curve IS0 shifts to the IS1 level, raises the 
income (Y0 → Y1) and an interest rate (r0 → r1) that corresponds to the point A. 
Further corrective actions will depend on capital mobility.  

Effect of fiscal policy in case of the floating exchange rate and limited 
capital mobility is shown in Fig. 11.15. There is a negative account balance in the 
point A. The excess of demand over supply of foreign currency promotes a 
depreciation of national currency, improving the balance of payments (BP0 
→BP1) and stimulating demand (IS1 → IS2). Macroeconomic balance is reached 
in the point B in case of higher level of income Y2 and the raised interest rate r2. 

 

                              
Figure 11.15. Influence of fiscal policy on economy in case of the floating 

exchange rate and limited capital mobility 
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Effect of fiscal policy in case of the floating exchange rate and lack of 

capital mobility (Fig.11.16). As the capital is completely immobile, import 
increases with the growth of income that causes depreciation of currency. 
Depreciation of national currency helps to improve the balance of payments (BP0 
→BP1) that generates an additional impulse to increase income and consumption 
(IS1 → IS2). Thus, balance was established because of change of the exchange rate 
at higher level of income and interest rate. 

 

                                 
Figure 11.16. Influence of fiscal policy on economy in case of the floating 

exchange rate and lack of capital mobility 
Effect of fiscal policy in case of the floating exchange rate and complete 

capital mobility (Fig.11.17) [19, p.346]. 
 

                             
Figure 11.17. Influence of fiscal policy on economy in case of the floating 

exchange rate and complete capital mobility 
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In these conditions the curve BP0 will merge with the curve BP1. The 

growth of interest rate will lead to capital inflow from abroad and to the growth 
of national currency rate. Intermediate balance in the point A will not stay long 
so far as the growth of a rate will negatively affect trade balance. As a result, 
the curve IS1 will shift to the initial IS0 level. Macroeconomic balance will be 
established at the initial level at the point E and in such case level of income 
and interest rate will not change.  

 
 
11.7. How does a foreign trade policy influence on the economy in 

case of the floating exchange rate? 
 
A protectionist foreign trade policy (together with monetary and fiscal 

policy) may have a stimulating impact on the economy. The government 
purposefully changes the size of net export, limiting import or encouraging 
export. And as a result it helps to increase a total demand. Such policy is 
justified in the conditions of fixed exchange rate and finally it leads to growth 
of total income.  

In Fig. 11.18 it is shown that government impact changes the size of total 
demand (the curve IS0 shifts to the right in the position of IS1). Increase in 
exports change the condition of the balance of payments (the curve ВР0 shifts to 
the right in the position of ВР1). The growth of total demand leads to increase 
of interest rate and capital inflows come to the country. As a result both 
accounts of balance of payments are improved. They raise pressure on the 
national currency rate that will continue to increase until (there will be an 
equilibration of) the balance of payments will be in equilibrium. In the process 
of growth of exchange rate of national currency export will be reduced, and 
import will increase. It will start decreasing after increase in net export that 
finally will shift the curves IS1 and ВР 1 to the left to their initial position. Only 
in the point E the net balance of payments will be equal to zero, a growth of 
exchange rate will stop and macroeconomic balance will be restored. 
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Figure 11.18. Influence of a foreign trade policy on economy in case of the 

floating exchange rates in the conditions of limited capital mobility 
 
In terms of complete mobility or in case of its absence, all processes in the 

economy will be performed similar to a case with limited capital mobility. The 
difference will be only in the degree of (rise in price of) national currency value 
appreciation and in rate of return of the economy to the initial balance.  

So, in the conditions of the floating exchange rate a foreign trade policy has 
no effect on the income and consumption, and it is not the effective instrument of 
macroeconomic regulation. 
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Chapter 12. The application of the IS-LM-BP model to analyze the impact of 
external shocks in an open economy 

 
12.1. What are the effects of foreign trade shocks under floating and 

fixed exchange rates? 
 
An open economy is influenced by the changes in monetary and fiscal areas 

and other factors that until now were regarded as unchangeable. These factors 
distort the balance in the economy, and therefore they are called as macroeconomic 
shocks.  

The development of a mechanism of adaptation to shocks is one of the main 
tasks of every government. For this, it is important to classify the macroeconomic 
shocks, because different shocks require different responses. Macroeconomic 
shocks are divided into two main types: shocks of the real sector and monetary 
shocks.  

The real shocks belong to current account transactions, and monetary shocks 
- to capital account transactions and financial transactions. Prior to 1970s, most of 
macroeconomic shocks occurred in the real sector, but over time shocks associated 
with the capital flows began to acquire greater importance. The real shocks are 
longer in time and affect both aggregate demand and aggregate supply.  

The shocks of the real sector can be divided into changes in world prices and 
changes in tastes and preferences of consumers. The change in the price level can 
be affected by the decline of production in developed countries (which is 
accompanied by a decline in demand for raw materials and a reduced rate of its 
price) increase in oil prices (increase the cost of production), volatility of inflation 
in developed countries and other factors.  

The real shocks often are changes in the export or import of the country that 
are taking place, for example, because of changes in the real income of the country 
itself and its trading partners. Most of these shocks of export and import countries 
of vital goods (raw materials, coffee, sugar and etc.). The most common shock of 
such type is a change in the price of oil.  

Price changes can occur in two ways: the shock of foreign prices and the 
shock of the domestic price.  

The shock of the foreign prices- it is the adjustment that takes place in an 
open economy due to the sharp change in the balance between world and domestic 
prices that are caused by the increase or decrease in the world prices.  

The shock of the domestic price - it is the adjustment that takes place in an 
open economy due to the sharp change in the balance between world and domestic 
prices that is caused by the increase or decrease in domestic prices.  

Suppose, on the world market the price of a certain product has increased. 
For a given country this product is exported. Rise in price of this product leads to 
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an increase in export, BP0 curve shifts to the right to a new level BP1. Export 
expansion requires a corresponding increase in production, which will mean a shift 
to the right by IS0 to IS1 level and there will be an intermediate equilibrium at 
point A. The inflow of foreign currency from export revenue) increases the demand 
on the national currency. If the exchange rate is fixed, then to support it the Central 
Bank is buying up excess of foreign currency, increasing the supply of domestic 
currency and moving LM0 curve to the right at the level of LM1 (Fig. 11.1) 
Macroeconomic equilibrium shifts to point (A) B, where an increase in income 
from Y0 to Y2 is noticed, that at the same level of domestic prices means an 
increase in aggregate demand. 

 
 

                             
 

Figure 12.1. The influence of 
real shocks on an open economy with a fixed exchange rate 

 
With a floating exchange rate (Fig. 12.2), the displacement of the curve IS0 

to the level of IS1 to point A leads to a positive balance of payments. As a result 
the national currency rate starts to rise, export reduces and import increases, that 
will lead to a deterioration of the balance of payments, so that the curves IS1, and 
BP1 shifts to the initial level to IS0 and BP0 respectively, and macroeconomic 
equilibrium returns to the point E. Thus, both income and aggregate demand 
returned to the level corresponding to equilibrium at point E. In practice, the 
equilibrium may not return to the original point of E, because there are other 
influencing factors, such as the mobility of capital and the cost of inflation, but it 
will be as close as possible to it. 
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Figure 12.2. The influence of 
real shocks on an open economy with a floating exchange rate 

 
The changes of tastes and preferences within the country that are taking 

place in the real sector of the country, are the changes of tastes and preferences of 
consumers in favor of national products. As usual it is promoted by government 
programs to support domestic producers that encourage consumers to buy domestic 
goods. IS0 curve shifts to the right, and the reduction of import leads BP0 to shift 
to the right. With a fixed exchange rate this will lead to a positive balance of 
payments, and the growth of the money supply and the shift of curve LM0 to the 
right. Automatic adjustment will end when all three sectors will come in 
simultaneous balance at a higher level of income. In this case, the income increases 
at a constant price level (Fig. 12.1).  

Under a floating exchange rate regime a potential positive balance of 
payments will increase the rate of national currency. Costs will turn from foreign 
goods to the domestic ones, demand for the national currency will increase. With 
the growth of the exchange rate curves IS1 and BP1 will begin to move back to the 
left, to its initial position (IS0 and BP0) and automatic correction will end at the 
same level at which it began before changes in tastes and preferences within the 
country (Fig. 12.2 ). Short-term surge in aggregate demand will quickly run out.  

So we see that in each of the two cases, regardless of the shock reasons in 
the real sector under the fixed exchange rate macroeconomic shock has led to long-
term growth of income and aggregate demand in the country, while the floating 
exchange rate has caused a correction of the relative value of the national currency 
and has led to continuing growth of revenue and aggregate demand. 
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12.2. What are the effects of external shocks associated with the 
international capital movement? 

 
Capital flow shocks can occur as a result of political changes or changes in 

conditions of ownership of international assets. They are random, probabilistic in 
nature and affect only aggregate demand. Monetary shocks in an open economy 
can be independent, and can be caused by shocks in the real sector.  

Monetary shocks in an open economy are related to changes in world 
interest rates and changes in the domestic interest rate.  

The shock of the change in the foreign interest rate - it is the adjustment in 
an open economy due to the abrupt change in the proportions between global and 
national interest rates that is caused by increasing and decreasing interest rates 
globally.  

The shock of the national interest - it is the adjustment in an open economy 
due to the abrupt change in the proportions between global and national interest 
rates that is caused by increasing and decreasing national interest rate.  

The equilibrium in the economy may be broken by changes in interest rates 
abroad. If it increases, investments abroad will become more attractive than 
investments in national economy, capital flows abroad is accompanied by balance 
of payments deficit, and leads to a shift of the curve to the left BP0 → BP1. To 
support the exchange rate the Central Bank buys foreign currency and reduces the 
supply of domestic currency, LM0 curve shifts to the left - to the level of LM1. 
From the graph we can see that there was a reduction of income Y0 → Y1 at an 
unchanged price level (Fig. 12.3). 

 

                                 
 

Figure 12.3. The impact of rising 
world interest rates on an open economy with a fixed exchange rate 
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With a floating exchange rate smoothing of current account deficit occurs 
automatically by currency depreciation that makes national products more 
competitive. Depreciation of the domestic currency leads to increased exports and 
reduced import, there are shifts of curves IS0 and IS1 to the right according to BP0 
and BP1. As a result of increased revenue (Y0 → Y1) we will see an increase in 
aggregate demand at a constant price level. Appropriate measures in response to 
the shock of the change in world interest rates are opposite under fixed and floating 
exchange rates. In terms of decreasing of global interest rates automatic adaptation 
of an open economy takes place in a «mirror image» (Fig. 12.4). 

 

                                    
Figure 12.4. The impact of decreasing 

world interest rates on an open economy with a floating exchange rate 
 
The increase of national interest will put pressure on the exchange rate. In 

this case the capital flows abroad is reduced, the balance of payments will improve 
with a fixed exchange rate, BP curve shifts to the right. In case of floating 
exchange rate the capital outflows creates opportunities for the positive balance of 
payments. In case of fixed exchange rate, the LM curve shifts to the right that 
stimulates economic growth and, consequently, the growth of aggregate demand. 
In the case of floating exchange rate the increase of national currency rate will 
worsen the current balance that will shift the BP and IS curves to the left. This will 
mean a drop in revenue and a reduction in aggregate demand.  

The influence of these shocks on aggregate demand depends critically on 
nature of the exchange rate that exists in this country. Shocks in the real sector will 
have a direct effect on the level of demand in an open economy with a fixed regime, 
and does not affect the aggregate demand in the regime of floating exchange rates. 
Shocks that lead to a change in the scale of capital flows, such as increasing global 
interest rates affect aggregate demand under any exchange rate regime, so that an 
income at a fixed exchange rate is reduced, and at floating - is increased. 
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